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Abstract
This thesis presents the first detailed study of the life and work of Seifu Yohei III, 
in either English or Japanese. Seifu Yohei III (1851-1914) was one of the leading ceramic 
artists of the Meiji period and highly acclaimed both in Japan and abroad during his lifetime. 
Being a literati-style painter and an unabashed Sinophile, Seifu created works that display 
the distinctive characteristics of Qing porcelain. The multi-faceted character of this artist 
provides an opportunity to explore crucial issues concerning the transformation of Japanese 
art in general at the beginning of Japan’s modern age.
The clientele for such works was an elite with similar predilections for 
Chinese-style wares, though patronage of his works extended even to the Imperial 
Household of Japan. A study of Seifu Yohei III demonstrates that Japanese ceramics cannot 
be discussed in terms of a linear, uniformly progressive development mirroring the 
Westernisation of Japan. Seifu’s career reveals the co-existence of what might normally be 
perceived as irreconcilable factors in terms of its regional, social, economic and cultural 
environments, often involving interaction with China.
Each chapter takes up a different issue surrounding Seifu Yohei III in the context of 
the production and consumption of art in Meiji Japan. This interdisciplinary analysis of the 
life and work of Seifu Yohei III also sheds light on the social, economic and cultural factors 
affecting other potters of the Meiji era. It takes on previously neglected issues concerning 
what happened in the area of ceramic production inside Japan and, more broadly, in East 
Asia as a whole.
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Notes to the Reader
Japanese names, except for individuals who have adopted Western style, are written 
with the family name first. Diacritical marks denoting long sounds in the Japanese language 
are omitted for familiar place names such as Tokyo, Kyoto, and Osaka.
All translations from Japanese and Chinese are by the author unless the source is
stated.
The names of national museums, institutions and ministries listed below are in 
English. All the other names of Japanese museums and institutions are in Japanese.
Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan
Kokuritsu Kobunshokan
Kyoto Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan
Kyoto Kokuritsu Kindai Bijutsukan
Kyoto Shiritsu Tojiki Shikenjo
Kunaisho
Monbusho
Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan
Noshomusho
Okurasho
Teishitsu
Teishitsu Hakubutsukan
Tokyo Kokuritsu Bunkazai Kenkyujo
Tokyo Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan 
Tokyo Kokuritsu Kindai Bijutsukan
National Diet Libraiy
National Archives of Japan
Kyoto National Museum
National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto
Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre
Imperial Household Agency
Ministry of Education
Nara National Museum
Ministory of Agriculture and Commerce
Ministry of Finance
Imperial Household
Imperial Museum
National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, 
Tokyo
Tokyo National Museum
National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo
Abbreviations used
NIE: National Industrial Exhibition
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Introduction
The Meiji Restoration of 1868 led to fundamental changes in the structure of 
political and economic institutions in Japan, as encapsulated by the popular slogans fukoku 
kydhei (enrich the country and strengthen the military), and shokusan kogyo (increase 
production and promote industry).1 As a consequence of the reforms, international trade 
channels were more widely opened from the beginning of the Meiji era (1868-1912) and the 
export market for Japanese ceramics flourished.2 During the latter half of the nineteenth 
century, Japanese ceramics had been extremely popular in Europe and North America, and 
certainly contributed to the wave of fashion for things Japanese that reached Western shores. 
Thousands of ceramics from the period were acquired and are still preserved in museums 
and private collections in the West. The majority of scholarly publications to date have been 
catalogues describing works found in these collections. Recently, however, there has been a 
revival of interest in ceramics of the Meiji era from new perspectives, which has led to a 
renewed study of a wide range of material previously underrepresented in research 
publications.
Most studies of Japanese ceramics of the Meiji era both in Japanese and Western 
languages have emphasised the role of European taste. Studies such as these often divided 
the ceramic production of the Meiji era into distinct categories of domestic versus export, 
traditional versus modern. The focus of most research is associated with Japan’s rapid and
1 Fukoku kydhei: The principal idea was to enrich the country so that it could support a strong military. 
The Meiji government advocated this slogan to promote strategic industries and to strengthen Japan 
vis-a-vis the Western powers. The Meiji government placed importance on strengthening the military, 
because they believed this was the only path to revising the unequal treaties with a number of western 
nations. A significant sum of public capital was invested in public works to support and to modernise 
the semi-feudalistic industry. Shokusan kdgyo: The Meiji government intended to encourage industries 
to realise the target offukoku kydhei (see above). The government introduced advanced European 
technologies to modernise domestic industry, transport and agriculture in particular.
2 Gross sales of export ceramics at Yokohama shows a miraculous increase from 3,203.92 yen in 1868 
to 45,057.05 yen in 1874 and to 516,647.36 yen in 1881. For fourteen years between 1868 and 1881, 
the sales increased over 160 times. (Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1892, 87) Naramoto Tatsuya made the 
first detailed examination of the development of the export ceramic industry (Naramoto 1943).
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successful modernisation and how these works fit into or symbolise this process of 
technological advancement or turning to the West. As a result, the outcomes are often partial 
and give the impression that the entire corpus of ceramics was manufactured for transactions 
to the West. The view that Westernisation affected everything in Meiji society has seldom 
been questioned.3 Even if it is generally true, this view has worked to camouflage 
fundamental issues, for such an approach inevitably leads to the omission of a study of what 
was happening at the same time in the ceramic market inside Japan and in Asia. For example, 
ceramic wares originally produced for Japanese domestic consumption are plentiful, but 
have seldom been introduced in scholarly studies.4 Also, the study of Japanese export 
ceramics for the Asian market is still in its early stages, and much work to be done in this 
area. The entire story of Japanese ceramic production cannot be viewed as a simple 
opposition between Westernisation and tradition, but was rather more complex involving 
many different permutations of commissioning and distribution. We may observe, however 
that the omission of discussions of the domestic and Asian markets from the study of the 
history of Japanese ceramics has its root in a number of different artistic and historical trends 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
One of the areas most affected by these perceptions is ceramic production in Kyoto. 
In the Edo period, Kyoto was one of the centres of ceramics. The city does not have rich 
natural resources and relies on materials, porcelain clay in particular, imported from other 
areas. The higher material cost forced Kyoto to become a city providing fine ceramic wares 
targeted to sophisticated cultural elites. Even after the Meiji Restoration, some influential 
Kyoto potters, ones working in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district in particular, were not interested
3 Watanabe Toshio has noted that ‘For the people of the Meiji era, Westernisation affected everything 
from living space, food, transport, dress, and entertainment, to the position of women in society.’ 
(Watanabe 1996, 21).
4 One exception is archaeological study. However, it is often inclined to the typological study in order 
to estimate the period of production as ceramics are used for dating of excavation sites.
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in either Westernisation or Western trade.5 They continued to focus on traditional wares for 
domestic distribution, which often show a strong connection to Qing official porcelain wares.
This thesis attempts to rectify this omission of the study of Japanese ceramics made 
for the domestic market and the Chinese market during the Meiji era. The focus of this 
research is ceramic wares created by the Kyoto-based potter Seifu Yohei III (1851-1914) (fig.
i).6 He dominated the Japanese ceramic field between the 1880s and 1890s and his artistic 
career serves as an excellent case study. The multi-faceted character of this potter provides 
an opportunity to explore crucial issues concerning the stages of transition not only of 
Japanese ceramics, but also of Japanese art at the beginning of Japan’s modem age.
Because of the multi-faceted character of Seifu Yohei III and a diversity of the 
issues discussed, this thesis introduces the interdisciplinary approach as a methodology. Each 
chapter, six in all, uses different methodological approaches, which put a special emphasis 
on the perspectives of the following studies. Understanding the ‘movement’ of objects, in 
every sense of the word -  from the moment of their conception, through the processes of 
production and distribution, and how they were finally used or displayed — is one of the 
primary concerns of material culture studies. Arjun Appadurai famously stated that ‘even 
though from a theoretical point of view human actors encode things with significance, from a 
methodological point of view it is the things-in-motion that illuminate their social and human 
context’, and recent scholarship on material cultures of various societies, including this one, 
have been inspired by Appadurai’s approaches.7 In an East Asian context, Craig Clunas in 
his influential work Superfluous Things, investigated the systems of consumption and taste 
of the Ming China.8 Approaches that draw attention to the relationship between the 
consumer and circulation of objects, are being done in tandem with the studies of producers, 
which traditionally had been the focus of art historical studies. While for a while it seemed
5 See Chapter One for details of production of the Kiyomizu-Gojo district.
6 Figure i: Seifu Yohei III.
7 Appadurai 1986,5.
8 Clunas 1991.
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that monographic studies of prominent artists or artisans had fallen out of fashion, in recent 
years we have seen how new and traditional approaches have built on each other to create a 
dynamic new variety of scholarship. This thesis attempts to bridge traditional biographical 
approaches, with their emphasis on a the potter as a creative individual, with a broader view 
of the social, political and economic contexts of production and consumption of ceramics 
during the Meiji era.
Unlike many fellow potters, Seifu Yohei III had a highly sophisticated cultural 
background and he was connected with individuals in various social divisions -  bureaucrats, 
Japanese and Chinese literati scholars, and tea masters of both chanoyu and sencha? In 
addition, Seifu also dominated local and national ceramic competitions in the late nineteenth 
century.10 His success at these competitions led to his participation in several international 
expositions such as the International Expositions in Paris in 1889 and 1900, the World 
Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 and the Japan-British Exhibition in 1910.11 
Finally, Seifu was the first potter appointed as a teishitsu gigei’in (Artist for the Imperial 
Household).12 Receiving the title in 1893 (Meiji 26), he was later joined by four other 
potters making up a total of seventy-nine artists altogether in the course of the teishitsu 
gigei’in designation. Thus, the work of Seifu Yohei III embodies various cultural, social, 
functional and political aspects of the times in which he lived and is a result of careful 
selection of styles by the artist, which took into account customers’ consumption choices.
Recent studies on Japanese arts such as Rupert Cox’s The Culture o f Copying in 
Japan13 and Jan Mrazek and Morgan Pitelka’s What’s the Use o f Art?14 have introduced
9 Pollard 2002, 63. Jahn 2005,264.
10 Prominent prizes Seifu Yohei III won were Myogi ittdsho (First Prize of Technical Excellence) at 
NIE III in 1891 (Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1974,153-156), and Meiyo ginpai (Honoured Silver 
Prize) at NIE IV in 1895 (Shimabayashi 1895).
11 National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo 1997,243,260,275, 316,298, 389
12 The institution of teishitsu gigei’in was implemented in 1890 in order to acknowledge well 
established artists in various field. See Chapter Six for further information.
13 Cox 2007.
14 Mrttzek 2008.
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more sophisticated analyses of material culture in various Asian contexts. Their analyses 
incorporate to investigations on previously undiscussed issues in Asian arts such as the 
significance of copying, the mutable functionality and ever-changing circulation of art 
objects. This thesis takes into account such methodological approaches as they apply to a 
study of Seifu Yohei HI.
Before beginning the discussion, it is helpful to review how ceramic wares of the 
Meiji era have hitherto been studied in the scholarly field. Until recently, to a certain extent 
the Meiji era has been treated as the ‘Dark Ages’ of Japanese ceramics. Most work from the 
era has been considered unworthy both scholarly and artistically. These ceramics have been 
discussed neither in the fields of art history nor in the study of East Asian ceramics. 
Previously they had often been discussed in the field of industrial history and archaeology. In 
the early Showa era, publications related to ceramics of the Meiji era were very limited, for 
example, Kindai no tojiki to yogyo (Modern Ceramics and Ceramic Industry) by Shioda 
Rikizo (1864-1946) published in 1929 and Toki hyakuwa (A Hundred Stories on Ceramics) 
published in 1935 by Ota Yoshihisa (1864-1941).15 These publications only contained sets 
of accounts of their experiences related to ceramic wares and the industry.
In 1943, Naramoto Tatsuya published one of the first scholarly works on this 
subject. His book Kindai tdjikigyo no seiritsu (The Formation of the Modern Ceramic 
Industry) introduced the idea that the most significant event in the history of modern 
Japanese ceramics was the rapid growth of the Japanese ceramic industry caused by the 
debut into the world economy after the Meiji Restoration.16 In 1956, Meiji bunkashi 
(Cultural History of Meiji Era), one of the earliest books on cultural history of the Meiji era 
was published. Volume Eight was dedicated to the arts, and Maeda Yasuji and Nakagawa 
Sensaku wrote a chapter on Meiji ceramics. It gives a detail of histoiy of ceramics as an art
15 Ceramic engineer and writer. Ota was one of the first students of Wagener from Tokyo Shokko 
Gakko. Ota was a lecturer at Gifii-ken Tojiki Koshujo and published on variety of subjects.
16 Naramoto 1943, v. 37.
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form. However, their discussion follows the idea introduced by Naramoto twelve years 
previously, emphasising international trade and the modernisation of the ceramic industry. 
Fujioka Koji’s Kyo-yaki 100 nen no ayumi (A Century of Progress of Kyoto Ceramics) in 
1962 provided a modem history of Kyoto ceramics in great detail. His discussion again was 
largely oriented to the modernisation of the Kyoto ceramic industry. The arguments focused 
on industrial potters rather than the independent potters that this dissertation mainly 
examines.
In 1965, Nakagawa Sensaku wrote an article on Meiji era ceramics. He stated:
Because the Meiji era is not in the distant past and there are relatively few 
excellent works compared to other historical periods, people have paid less 
attention to it. However, the Meiji era has great significance as a transitional 
period in [Japanese] ceramic history. Moreover, I feel that much information 
would be lost if I did not research now, and therefore have commenced 
research on this subject.17
Nakagawa explicitly described the common idea shared by his contemporaries towards this 
subject. He began his discussion by saying that ceramics of the Meiji era were inferior to 
those of other periods. These comments by one of the most well-established scholars of the 
subject reflect the general view when they were published.
Ceramic historian Arakawa Masaaki suggests that the notion of wabi (a 
fundamental framework in chanoyu, Japanese tea gathering) might have affected the 
seemingly low evaluation of Meiji ceramics.18 The popularity of schools of chanoyu such as 
Omote-senke, Ura-senke and Mushanokoji-senke during the Meiji era that transformed its 
status as a male culture into a feminine cultural pursuit was probably partially responsible. 
For example, leading ceramic ait historians of the post-war period, Okuda Seiichi 
(1883-1955), Koyama Fujio (1900-75) and Hayashiya Seizo (b.1928) co-edited Nihon no tdji
b  X  £  J (Nakagawa 1965,26).
18 Arakawa 1998, 130.
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(Ceramics of Japan) in 1954. They were all deeply involved with the culture of chanoyu, and 
this book tends to exclude any objects that did not fit their taste and a set of rules regulated 
by the arts of chanoyu. While including a Korean bowl that was mass-produced in a popular 
kiln, certain kinds of Japanese ceramics were excluded from their discussion no matter how 
popular they were during the time of their production.
In addition, the structure of the national museums escalated this problem even more. 
The National Museum of Modem Art was established in Tokyo in 1952 and in Kyoto in 1963. 
Because these museums did not specifically decide when exactly the ‘Modern’ period began, 
Japanese art history was divided into two parts right in the middle of the Meiji era. Since 
then, generally speaking, the National Museums in Tokyo and Kyoto have dealt with objects 
dated prior to the early Meiji era, whereas the National Museums of Modern Art in Tokyo 
and Kyoto deal with art objects dated after the late Meiji era. As a result, the arts of the Meiji 
era were studied by scholars who specialised in either the Edo period or the post-Taisho era. 
The mid-Meiji era ended up suffering from a dearth of scholarly attention until one of the 
national museums attempted to change the situation.19
Four years after founding, in 1967, the National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto did 
organized the exhibition Kindai Nihon no kogei (Crafts of Modern Japan) commemorating 
the one-hundredth anniversary of the Meiji Restoration. One-hundred-and-one ceramic 
works including eight works by Miyagawa Kozan 1(1842-1916) and ten works by Seifu 
Yohei III were exhibited. The review of this exhibition mentioned:
This kind of project that examines the development of Japanese modem 
craft has seldom been attempted in comparison to painting and sculpture.
This exhibition can be considered an important event to fill the gap.20
19
f t  k  fofrl <5 o J (National Museum of Modem Art, Kyoto 2002).
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This explains the situation surrounding ceramics of the Modern period in the late 1960s.21 
Although the exhibition pointed out the importance of research on Japanese modern crafts, it 
remained one of the few exhibitions of its kind organised by a national museum until very 
recently.
hi 1978, Suzuki Kenji wrote a comprehensive article on the Taisho and Showa eras 
for Genshoku Nihon no bijutsu 15: tojiki 1 (Arts of Japan with Coloured Illustrations, vol. 15, 
Ceramics, vol. 1). His article was one of the first attempts to reconsider the development of 
Japanese ceramics from the Meiji to Showa era as a time of continuous development. Around 
the same time, exhibitions on ceramics of the Meiji era were more frequent in local museums 
in areas famous for ceramic production. In 1979, one of the first exhibitions Meiji no 
kyd-yaki (Kyoto Ceramics of the Meiji era) was curated by Nakanodo Kazunobu at Kyoto 
Furitsu Sogo Shiryokan (Kyoto Prefectural Library and Archives). The exhibition focused on 
the Kyoto ceramic industry during the Meiji era and introduced major works by the leading 
potters of Kyoto.
Since the later half of the 1990s, there has been a growing interest in the arts and 
crafts of the Meiji era. It was probably related to appearances of major collectors in the 
Europe. Nasser D Khalili was the most influential in this respect. The Khalili Collection 
catalogue, Meiji no Takara: Treasures o f Imperial Japan vol. 1-5, was published in 1995.
This bilingual catalogue (English and Japanese) made many Japanese scholars re-evaluate its 
historical importance. Soon a number of scholarly researches started to appear. At first, 
scholarly attention was paid to biographical studies of individual potters or ceramic 
industrialists.22 Nakanodo wrote a series of articles on Kyoto potters including Seifu Yohei
21 This exhibition opened for a month with 4674 visitors (National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto 
2002).
22 The difference between individual potters and ceramic industrialists is mainly the size of the 
operation. An individual potter owns his workshops, but does not necessarily own his own kiln. The 
size of the operation is very small and often operated only by members of the same family. A ceramic 
industrialist owns one or more factories with kilns. The size of the operation is large and sometimes 
several hunched artisans are employed. An individual potter creates works on his own, but a ceramic
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III. Kobayashi Junko has written a number of articles on Kawahara Noritatsu (1844-1914) 
since 1997.23 Yokoyama Megumi published a series of articles on the potters Takemoto 
Yosai (b. 1832) and Hayata (1848-92) between 1998 and 2000. In 1999, the Study Group of 
Modern Ceramics was founded in Seto. Their journal, Kindai tdji (Journal of Modern 
Ceramics), has introduced a variety of articles on related subjects.24 In 2001, Arakawa 
Masaaki published Itaya Hazan no shogai: shugyoku no tdgei (The Life of Itaya Hazan: 
Ceramics of Excellent Beauty). In 2002, Nikaido Mitsuru published Miyagawa Kozan to 
Yokohama Makuzu-yaki (Miyagawa Kozan and Makuzu Ware from Yokohama). These 
publications were followed or incorporated with exhibitions of Miyagawa Kdzan’s works. 
These detailed studies certainly have deepened the knowledge of the field and stimulated 
public interest.
In the 1990s, a number of exhibitions were organised. However, these exhibitions 
tended to pay too much attention to Japan’s participation in international expositions and 
socio-economic issues between Japan and the West.25 In 2005, the Tokyo National Museum 
hosted the exhibition Bankoku hakurankai no bijutsu (Arts of East and West from World 
Expositions) to accompany the 2005 World Exposition in Aichi. It was the largest exhibition
industrialist is not necessarily a potter. A ceramic industrialist can be just an owner or a supervisor of a 
factory.
23 Kawahara was a governmental official worked for the encouragement of the ceramic industry. 
Kawahara was born in Kyoto as a samurai. In 1872, he entered the Naimusho and worked for the 
preparation for the Vienna International Exposition. After the exposition, he worked for Kangyoryo 
Seito Shiken Denshujo. When the laboratory was closed, Kawahara with Shioda Makoto took it over 
and established the Hyochi-en factory. Kawahara continued to be a leading figure of the ceramic 
industry in Tokyo.
24 Scholarly articles on a number of Meiji era potters, including Kato Tomotaro (1851-1916), 
Kawamoto Masukichi (1831-1907), Inoue Ryosai II (18457-1905), Haruna Shigeharu (1848-1907), 
Kato Gosuke (1837-1915), Kinkozan Sobei VII, Gottfied Wagener, Seifu Yohei III have been 
published in the journal.
25 Jidai o irodottayakimono (Ceramics Embellished the Meiji era) at Seto-shi Rekishi Minzoku 
Shiryokan in 1993, Bunmeikaika no yakimono, obei o fubi shit a Japonisme e: Meiji no yakimono 
(Japonisme for the Western World: The Pottery of the Meiji era) at Shigaraki Togei no Mori in 1996, 
Umi o watatta Meiji no bijutsu (World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 Revisited: the Nineteenth 
Century Japanese Ait Shown in Chicago, U.S.A.) at Tokyo National Museum in 1997, Umi o koeta 
Meiji: Europe ga aishita yakimono no bi (Meiji Art Beyond the Sea: The Beauty of Ceramics 
Favoured in Europe) at Gifu Kenritsu Hakubutsukan in 2000, Bankoku hakurankai to kindai tdgei no 
reimei (The International Exposition an the Dawn of Modern Japanese Ceramics) at Aichi-ken Toji 
Shiryokan in 2000 and Makuzu Miyagawa Kozan ten: sekai o miryoshita Makuzu ware (Miyagawa 
Makuzu Kozan: Makuzu Ware, Fascinated the World) at Yokohama Bijutsukant in 2001.
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ever on the arts and crafts of the Meiji era. This exhibition attracted public attention, but 
again emphasised the modernisation of Japanese art in relation to the West.
Over the last five years, there have been exhibitions from different perspectives. 
Kindai yogyo no chichi: Gottfried Wagener to bankoku hakurankai (The Father of Modern 
Ceramics: Gottfried Wagener and the International Expositions) in 2004 at Aichi-ken Toji 
Shiryokan is important in this respect. Although the exhibition was entitled ‘The 
International Expositions’, this exhibition focused on contribution of German scientist 
Gottfried Wagener (1831-92)26 to the development of Japanese ceramics. Sato Kazunobu in 
his article in this exhibition catalogue described the domestic issues that Wagener and his 
fellow Japanese faced.27 Okamoto Takashi, a curator at Sannomaru Shozokan (the Museum 
of Imperial Collection), has curated exhibitions on the relationship between the Imperial 
Household and artists of the Meiji and Taisho eras. His studies have suggested that artists 
made great efforts to produce wares for the nation and participation in the international 
expositions was understood as one of their important responsibilities28 This thesis should be 
considered a part of these recent movements in Japanese scholarship. The author in the 
writing of this thesis is greatly indebted to issues raised by these Japanese exhibitions and 
related publications.
In Europe and North America, scholarship on ceramics of the Meiji era has 
developed differently. One of the earliest publications on the subject was Keramic Art o f 
Japan by George Ashdown Audsley (1838-1925) and James Lord Bowes (1834-99) 
published in 1875, and 1881.29 The book confirms the widespread collecting of Japanese 
ceramics in Europe. In this book, Satsuma kinrande-style ware received greatest acclaim (fig.
ii). The name kinrande, which is sometimes translated as gold brocade, traces its origins to
26 Gottfried Wagener was a German scientist. He encouraged modernisation and westernisation of 
Japanese ceramic industry during the Meiji era. Please see Chapter Two for further details.
27 Sato 2004.
28 Okamoto 2004, 2005 and 2007.
29 James Lord Bowes was a textile merchant based in Liverpool. He developed a large collector of 
Japanese art, ceramics and cloisonne and published widely in the field of Japanese decorative art.
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the Jiajing period (1522-1566) of Ming dynasty China. The style was inspired by this 
Chinese porcelain and produced in the Satsuma domain in Kyushu during the Edo period. 
Because of the popularity of this kind of ware in the West, many copies were created also in 
other parts of Japan.
By the end of 1880s, Edward Sylvester Morse, however, announced that Satsuma 
kinrande ware was produced for the foreign market.30 Then, Bowes and Morse exchanged 
their contradicting opinions about Satsuma ware through a number of publications in the 
early 1890s.31 These discussions brought the awareness of the fact that a large amount of 
Satsuma kinrande ware was in fact ‘export ware.’ In 1924, Robert Lockhart Hobson 
(1872-1941)32 published Handbook o f Pottery and Porcelain o f the Far East. Hobson said:
Satsuma is probably the most familiar to Western ears of all the names of 
Japanese potteries, but it is almost entirely associated with the modem 
enamelled wares made for the European market.
In 1945, William Bowyer Honey (1889-1956), the Keeper of Department of
Ceramics of the Victoria and Albert Museum, published The Ceramic Art o f China and Other
Countries o f the Far East. He mentions that the study of Japanese ceramics was a neglected
subject in England. He felt this was:
... .due in part, perhaps, to reaction, to a bitter memory of the discovery 
made by a former generation that the ‘brocaded Satsuma’ and the rest, so 
eagerly collected in the nineteenth century, were not in Japanese taste at all; 
and to a consequent fear of being taken in again.34
Along with collecting Satsuma ware, Europeans also collected Chinese-style 
Japanese porcelain in the late nineteenth century to the early twentieth century. However, the
30 Morse 1888,513
31 See Rousmaniere 2002b for detailed information about the debate on Japanese ceramics between 
Bowes and Morse.
32 Hobson was a British scholar in Chinese ceramics. He started to work for the British Museum in 
1897 and became the Keeper of the Far Eastern Ceramics of the British Museum in 1921.
33 Hobson 1924, 126.
34 Honey 1945, 177.
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reputation of these wares was not as high as the Japanese had hoped. In 1904, Captain 
Francis Brinkley (1841-1912), an Anglo-Irish journalist and the editor of Japan Mail, 
published Japan: Its History Arts and Literature vol. VIII, Keramic Art.35 While criticising 
Japanese ceramics for vulgarity and mediocre designs, he showed a certain appreciation for 
Japanese porcelain.36 He constantly compared Japanese porcelain with its Chinese 
counterparts and considered Japanese porcelain merely a less skilful imitation of the Chinese 
official porcelain. Honey also criticised the nineteenth century porcelain wares from Kyoto 
that:
The porcelain of Kioto (Kiyomizu, etc.) was the work of a host of clever 
potters, mostly copyists, such as Eisen, Eiraku, Moku Bei37 and Makuzu 
Kozan, who created no original style of any great importance; 
blue-and-white and red-and-green in Ming style were favourable 
decorations. But much of the Kioto work is merged in the welter of 
trivialities showing the characteristic nineteenth century cleverness, 
ingenuity, and tinsel prettiness for which modern Japanese commercial 
pottery is notorious.3
Honey’s comments here explicitly show that he considered Satsuma style wares to be export 
wares for the European market and Chinese-style porcelain wares to be copies of Chinese 
prototypes. Although the reasons were different, ceramics of the Meiji era were not at all 
popular in Europe.
In 1965, Soame Jenyns published Japanese Porcelain. He opposed the stereotyped 
perspective of these porcelain wares and remarked on the importance of nineteenth century
35 Captain Francis Brinkley studied at the Royal Military Academy in Woolwich and became an 
Artillery Officer. In 1866, visited Nagasaki on the way to Hong Kong. In 1867, he returned to Japan 
and never returned home again. In 1871, he was employed by the Meiji government. In 1878, he 
taught at Kobu Dai Gakko (the Imperial College of Engineering). After the Sino-Japanese war, he 
became a correspondent for The Times of London and published widely on subjects of Japanese arts 
and cultures. Brinkley was awarded the Imperial Order for contributions to Anglo-Japanese relations.
36 Brinkley developed a large collection of Japanese porcelain. A part of his collection is stored in the 
Seikado Bunko Collection.
37 Moku Bei is a ceramist and painter of Japanese literati-style painting. He was bom in the family, 
which owned a tea house Kiya in Gion, Kyoto. His given name was Yasohachi. Mokubei’s Moku (Tfc) 
was taken from the name of the shop Kiya (yfcJH), and Bei was made up by combining three 
Chinese characters for Yasohachi (A ~hA ). He is sometimes called as Aoki Mokubei, but it is better 
to use Moku Bei
38 Honey 1945, 188.
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Kyoto porcelain.
There was no great imperial factory in Japan as there was in China..., one 
nearly always finds that the taste for the tea ceremony was the chief motive 
force behind every Japanese small private kiln, and these small kilns 
flourished in the nineteenth century and still flourish to-day. The great 
centre of these studio potters in the late eighteenth/early nineteenth centuiy 
was Kyoto... I think he [Honey] seriously underestimated the talents of the 
leaders of this new movement.39
Jenyns stressed that the importance of private kilns in Kyoto and said they were not just 
copyists. He continues:
The works of these artists are not easy for a foreigner to study in Japan.
Most of the pieces are in the hands of one or two collectors in Osaka, who 
are shy of showing them to foreigners. Moreover, they are most of them 
connected with the Chinese, as opposed to the Japanese form of tea 
ceremony they are unpopular today, command poor price, and seldom 
appear in the sale room. 0
Jenyns here points out the existence of Japanese porcelain for the domestic market and its 
rareness even in Japan. Despite Jenyns’s interest, it was not possible to develop the field 
without help from Japanese scholars. However, the 1960s was still a time when the entire 
corpus of ceramics was neglected or considered trivial in Japan. In 1972, The Art o f 
Japanese Ceramics by leading ceramic archaeologist Mikami Tsugio, and in 1973, Arts o f 
Japan 2: Kyoto Ceramics by ceramic historian Sato Masahiko were both published in 
English. However, neither book had a chapter on the Meiji era. In the 1970s, general 
opinions were still unchanged. In 1974, Irene Stitt expressed her opinion in the first page of 
her book Japanese Ceramics o f the Last 100 Years:
Wares produced since 1868.. .it is true that a lot of worthless junk was 
produced during this period, and even the best pieces do not measure up to 
the beauty and fineness of the old wares.41
39 Jenyns 1965,285-286.
40 Jenyns 1965, 285-286.
41 Stitt 1974, vii.
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The curator at the Ashmolean Museum, Oliver Impey, played a crucial role in 
reintroducing Meiji ceramics to the West. In his essay ‘The Change in Japanese Ceramics’ in 
the exhibition catalogue Meiji: Japanese Art in Transition: Ceramics, cloisonne, lacquer, 
prints... held in Haags Gemeentemuseum in 1987, he and Malcolm Fairley concluded:
Work on the ceramics of the Meiji and Taisho eras of Japan has barely 
begun; this exhibition may well accelerate that study.42
As Impey suspected, this exhibition stimulated the art market and certain public interest. It 
eventually stimulated scholarly interest certainly by the 1990s.
Christine Guth’s^fr/, Tea, and Industry was published in 1993. Her research is 
worth special attention in many respects. For the first time in the West, she revealed the 
complexity in the relationship between art collecting, the leaders of Japanese industry and 
the tea gathering during the Meiji and Taisho eras. It was one of the first studies outside 
Japan to focus on the domestic aspects of Japanese art of the period. She explained how 
Masuda Takashi (1848-193 8)43, one of the period’s most successful industrialists, took over 
the role of the tea masters of the Edo period, and became the tastemaker of his time. His love 
of chanoyu and Buddhist art enlarged the industry of art collecting. Chanoyu became the 
fundamental knowledge for many industrialists because of him. The book certainly provided 
a new insight into the activities of the domestic art environment in Japan between the late 
nineteenth to the early twentieth centuries.
Conversely, the mainstream of study still focused on export wares and their 
relationship with the West. It can be observed in a travelling exhibition with the catalogue 
Bridging East and West: Japanese Ceramics from the Kozan Studio curated by Kathleen 
Emerson-Dell between 1994 and 1995. It highlighted ceramic works by Miyagawa Kozan I
42 Impey 1987, 26.
43 As an entrepreneur of the Meiji era and the leading chanoyu tea practitioner, Masuda greatly 
contributed in expanding the Mitsui combine. While working for the Mitsui & Co., Ltd. and Chugai 
bukka shinpo (predecessor of the Nihon Keizai Shinbun), Matsuda developed a large collection of tea 
ware.
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(1842-1916) from the Perry Foundation. In 1995, Impey, Fairley and Joe Earle edited Meiji 
no Takara: Treasures o f Imperial Japan which introduced Meiji ceramics from the Khalili 
Collection. This exhibition revealed that Meiji potters were capable of highly sophisticated 
designs and production techniques. This raised awareness of this previously neglected 
material as ‘treasures’ of Imperial Japan.
Europe and North America imported thousands of Japanese ceramic wares during 
the Meiji era. In the early twentieth century, western scholars and collectors discovered that 
the ceramics in their collections were not in Japanese taste at all. This devastating fact made 
them ignore or try not to discuss those ceramics until very recent. It was only in the 1980s 
that these ceramics were rediscovered. The bitter memory was successfully rewritten, and the 
objects were recontextualised. The new concept given to those ceramics was ‘Treasures of 
Imperial Japan.’
Clare Pollard’s extensive study of Miyagawa Kozan I has had an impact on study 
in Britain and Japan: Master Potter o f Meiji Japan: Makuzu Kozan (1842-1916) and his 
Workshop published by Clare Pollard in 2002. Pollard has revealed how those ceramics made 
their way onto the export market soon after the Meiji Restoration in 1868, and how Japanese 
potters adjusted the styles and designs of their products according to ever-changing European 
tastes. Satsuma ware was also reintroduced in Meiji Ceramics: The Art o f Japanese Export 
Porcelain and Satsuma Ware 1868-1912 by Gisela Jahn published in 2005. Jahn successfully 
introduced the diversity of Meiji export ceramics and Satsuma ware. Both publications are 
well-researched and carefully documented and have revealed the interactions between the 
West and Japan through ceramics in the Meiji era. Because their studies set up firm bases, 
this thesis can focus on Seifu Yohei III in relation to domestic issues and the Sino-Japanese 
relationships.
For the last twenty years, research has mainly focused on the Westernisation and 
modernisation of Japanese ceramics and ceramic production. The study of ceramics of the
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Meiji era developed separately in Japan and the West, but both lineages first denied the 
artistic value of the works and then rediscovered it in 1980s and 1990s. The Meiji era, once 
considered the Dark Ages of Japanese ceramic history, was successfully transformed into a 
symbol of Westernisation. While this revisionist image of the Meiji era as a glorious moment 
in Japanese export ceramics was being created, the role of Asia, China in particular, in the 
ceramics of the Meiji era remained in limbo. This thesis therefore focuses on Sino-Japanese 
relations in connection with the ceramics of the Meiji era.
Each of the six chapters of this thesis takes up a different issue in the context of the 
production and consumption of art in Meiji Japan. The first two chapters explore the role of 
the Seifu Yohei family in the local environment in Kyoto. Chapter One presents a 
historiography of the Seifu Yohei lineage, based on a detailed study of documentary evidence, 
tracing the Kyoto ceramic industry through the transition from the Early “Modern to Modern 
periods. In addition, this chapter examines ceramic works by the first four generations of 
Seifu Yohei; most of which have seldom been published previously. The development of the 
artistic creations of the Seifu Yohei family present a transition of trends in Japanese ceramics 
in Kyoto from the nineteenth to the twentieth century.
Chapter Two focuses on the rivalry between the two major ceramic centres, Kyoto 
and Tokyo. This regional rivalry is another important factor that directed not only Seifii’s 
choice of styles, but also the artistic development of Meiji Japan as a whole. This issue of 
rivalry has occasionally been discussed in the history of Japanese Modern painting, but not 
so in the ceramic field.44 The Meiji government attempted to centralise industrial 
administration and to make Tokyo the new capital of Japanese arts. In order to maintain its 
position as the cultural capital of Japan since the Heian period (794-1185), Kyoto 
independently introduced new cultural measures. By examining the rivalry between the two 
capitals of Japanese arts, this chapter examine the role of Kyoto and of Seifu Yohei III as a
44 Shimada 1987. Sakakibara 1990.
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leading Kyoto potter.
This study also relies on the field of Sino-Japanese studies. Since the 1980s, 
Sinologist Joshua A. Fogel has laid the foundations for the study of intellectual contacts and 
cross fertilisation between China and Japan from the nineteenth to the twentieth century.45 
The study has insisted on the importance of reconsidering the implications of increased 
international commerce in the late nineteenth century. This framework is important for this 
thesis, because Chinese ceramics were always one of the important factors giving impetus to 
the development of Japanese ceramics 46 Especially after the Sino-Japanese trading 
agreement of 1872, interaction between the two nations was more active than ever before. 
However, the role of late Qing China in the material culture of Meiji Japan is still a largely 
neglected subject. Recently, a few specialists have pointed out the similarities between Meiji 
porcelain and Qing official porcelain.47 This thesis serves as one of the first attempts to 
explore this aspect in detail.
Chapter Three, Four and Five examine the cultural and economic interactions 
between the two nations in terms of ceramics. These chapters focus on ceramic trade, the 
production of Qing-style porcelain in Japan and Japanese interest in sencha (Chinese-style 
tea drinking), respectively. Moreover, these chapters address how the Japanese perception of 
Qing porcelain changed according to different social and cultural contexts.
Chapter Three is a study of the ceramic trade between China and Japan. The 
opening of Kobe port in 1868 expanded the possibility of Japanese international trade 
vis-a-vis the Asian continent, namely China. Yokohama has been introduced as the leading 
trading port, but was actually in decline in the 1880s as a port for export ceramics. Over the 
years, the centre of export ceramics for the Chinese and European markets gradually shifted 
to Kobe. In the 1890s, China became the second largest destination for Japanese ceramics
45 Joshua A. Fogel is the founding editor of the journal Sino-Japanese Studies and professor of history 
at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
46 Ito 1998, 74.
47 Pollard 1995, 51. Okamoto 2005, 88.
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after the United States. Thousands of Chinese nationals lived in Japan and participated in a 
wide range of cultural and commercial activities. The introduction of Kobe forces us to 
redraw the map of distribution and dissemination of Japanese export ceramics. Chapter Four 
examines the relationship between China and Seifu Yohei III. This chapter focuses on the 
potter’s educational background as a literati-style painter. His interest in Qing dynasty 
official porcelain was closely connected to his involvement with Japanese literati circles. In 
addition, this chapter introduces Seifu Yohei Ill’s direct contacts with Chinese literati 
scholars. Chapter Five examines the production of ceramic utensils for tea, and uncovers the 
rivalry between chanoyu and sencha, that is, between Japanese- and Chinese-style tea 
drinking practices. The production of sencha tea wares during the nineteenth century opens 
another dimension in the history of Japanese ceramics.
In addition, these three chapters provide an opportunity to address how the decline 
of the Qing dynasty affected artistic activities in Japan and how it affected artistic creation. 
All the aspects discussed in these chapters suggest that dramatic changes occurred between 
the two nations in the 1890s. They cannot be separated from the political events in the early 
1890s that led to the First Sino-Japanese War in 1895.48 After the war, Japanese admiration 
for contemporary Qing China steeply declined. Seifu Yohei III was one of the artists most 
affected by the change. Chapter Six investigates Seifu Yohei Ill’s recognition as teishitsu 
gigei’in. This chapter looks into the official taste of Imperial Japan during the Meiji era and 
the process that led to establishing a comprehensive system for supporting the nation’s 
artistic heritage. Seifu Yohei III was commissioned to produce dozens of major works for the 
Imperial family. At the same time, Seifu Yohei III started to use Japanese motifs for his 
Chinese-style works. This final chapter explores this fusion of Chinese and Japanese 
characteristics within a ceramic work and its relation to the changing taste of the Imperial
48 As Kikuchi discussed in her book Japanese Modernization and Mingei Theory: Cultural 
Nationalism and Oriental Orientalism, the modernisation of Japan was closely related to cultural 
nationalism, which was driven by the Japanese imperialism (Kikuchi 2004).
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Household.
Chapter One 
A Historiography of the Seifu Yohei Lineage
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the biography and career of Seifu Yohei III 
and to re-examine the history of the Seifu Yohei family, which has been described as a 
seemingly uninterrupted lineage. The Seifu Yohei family is thought to be one of the most 
prestigious ceramic families in Kyoto, known since the mid-nineteenth century, but its 
history remains uncertain. The succession of pseudonyms is a common practice among 
potters in Kyoto. There, each ceramic name has special connotations. A well-known example 
would be the Raku family. From Raku Chojiro, the first generation of the family, there have 
been fifteen generations of potters all producing earthenware tea bowls, raku ware, for 
chanoyu.49 The new head of a family is required to take over the family styles and customers. 
This tradition gives potters both positive and negative effects. The successor would have a 
stable business from the beginning, but the range of works he was allowed to produce would 
be mostly pre-decided. The head of a ceramic family was allowed to change the style 
anytime, but would have been reluctant to risk losing exisiting customers and markets. Seifu 
Yohei III, thus, cannot be understood without understanding who the first and second 
generations were in the Kyoto ceramic industiy. In order to begin the study of Seifu Yohei III, 
his given role in the local ceramic community is, therefore, important. This chapter reveals 
that local politics played a crucial part in deciding the artistic activities and creations of the 
potter.
This chapter also deals with the role of new technologies in this traditional industiy. 
The development of Seifu Yohei IIPs artistic creation cannot be separated from the list of his 
technical inventions and innovations.50 The list shows what new technologies were in the
49 Pitelka 2001. The Suwa Sozan family, started in the early Meiji era, was good at producing Chinese 
style celadon ware. The Kinkozan Sobei family produced export Satsuma ware.
50 Appendix 1-1.
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nineteenth century and explains the importance of owning the right to use them. Seifu Yohei 
III played a crucial role in making earlier ‘secrets in ceramic production’, which had been 
monopolised by a few potters, public for the development of the Kyoto ceramic industry as a 
whole. This aspect allows us to explore the introduction of patents in Japan and the notion of 
authorship in the ceramic field. Furthermore, this chapter works as a basis to develop other 
important issues previously overlooked. The historiography of the Seifu Yohei family 
confirms the importance of a number of issues discussed in the following chapters.
Before examining the generations of the Seifu Yohei family in detail, a brief 
explanation of the ceramic industiy of Kyoto in the nineteenth century is needed. The centre 
of ceramic production was the foothills of the Higashiyama Mountains on the east side of the 
city. The two main areas were the Awataguchi district, located to the north of the Chion-in 
temple, and the Kiyomizu Gojd district, located south of the temple. The first four 
generations of Seifu Yohei worked in the latter district.
Kilns in the Awataguchi district were operated certainly by the end of sixteenth 
century.51 We know that, by 1800, six kiln owners, Kinkozan Sobei, Iwakurasan Kichibei, 
Hozan Bunzo, Gyozan Chubei, Taizan Yohei, Rakutozan (first name unknown), and other 
fourteen ceramic families, who did not own kilns, were operated. Their signature styles, 
cream colour clay with finely crackled transparent glaze with overglaze polychrome enamels, 
were traditionally called ‘Awata-yaki’ (Awata ware).52
The Kiyomizu-Gojo district was originally two separated districts, the Kiyomizu 
and the Gojozaka. The first record of ‘Kiyomizu-yaki’ (Kiyomizu ware) is found in a 
paragraph of 1643 (Kan'ei 20) in Kakumeiki (the Diary of Horin Josho).53 It appears that the 
kiln was owned by Seibei and produced tea ware and food vessels. Ceramic production in
51 Miyoshi 1978a, 70-71.
52 See Miyoshi 1978a, 1978b and 1978c for the history of the development of the ceramic industry of 
the Awataguchi district. See Ogawa 1989 for information on the history and makers of Awata-yaki 
kilns.
53 Nakanodo 1988,109. Horin Josho (1593-1668) was an abbot of Kinkaku-ji temple.
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the Gojozaka district was started by the Otowa-yaki kiln in the early Edo period. By the end 
of the eighteenth century, the area had developed as one of the largest ceramic producing 
districts along with the Awataguchi and Kiyomizu districts.54 The ceramic production of the 
two districts developed similar to each other.55
The relationship of the two districts, Awataguchi and Kiyomizu-Gojo, was not 
friendly and often veiy competitive. The conflict originated in an incident in 1824 (Bunsei 7). 
Potters in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district started to produce stoneware in the style of the 
Awataguchi kilns using the same clay. After this incident, potters in the Kiyomizu-Gojo 
district were not allowed to make wares in the style of Awataguchi ware.56 This incident 
brought about the rules between the two districts that ceramic families and potters would never moved 
to the other district, and there was no exchange of apprentices between the districts. This rivalry 
between the two districts continued until 1870. A large portion of historical documents of the 
Taizan Yohei family, the Tanzan Seikai family and the Kinkozan Sobei family in the 
Awataguchi district and the Takahashi Dohachi family, the Wake Kitei family, the Seifu 
Yohei family, the Mashimizu Zoroku family, the Kiyomizu Rokubei family and the 
Kiyomizu Shichibei family in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district, were gathered. They burnt it by 
themselves in order to erase their dishonourable history of conflicts. Although the purpose 
was fulfilled, this has caused a significant difficulty working on Kyoto ceramics of the Early 
Modern period. As a result, studies including this thesis have to rely on histories that were 
mostly re-written during the Meiji era.
Biographies of the first and second generations of Seifu Yohei share the same 
problem. These are mostly based on three biographical accounts, Fuken tokienkaku
54 Nakanodo 1988, 105.
55 See Nakanodo 1988 and Oka 1997 for a detailed examination of the two districts towards the end 
of the Edo Period.
56 Mashimizu 1935,49-50. At the time, the Kiyomizu-Gojo district flourished more than the 
Awataguchi district. Potters of the Awataguchi pleaded with Shoren-in no miya (Prince Shoren) to 
make Kiyomizu-Gojo potters stop firing blue-and-white porcelain. Although it was not successful, but 
later Awataguchi potters managed to stop Kiyomizu-Gojo potters firing the wares in the style of 
Awataguchi ware. Shorenin no miya in 1824 was Sonshin hosshinno (1743-1824) or Sonpo shinno 
(1804-1832).
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tokodentoshi (History of Ceramics and Tradition of Potters of Japan)57, Torishirabesho 
(Report of the Seifu Yohei Workshop).58 and Meikarekihoroku (Biographical Anthology of 
Famous People).59 The lack of records has made studies of Seifu Yohei I (1801-60) and II 
(1845-78) difficult as recent studies relied on these three texts, provided by Seifu Yohei III 
over twenty-five years after Yohei Fs death. This chapter begins by reconstructing the 
biographies of the first two generations. It introduces fresh scholarship. It also looks into 
artistic and technological developments through their ceramic works.
One of the few accounts of Seifu Yohei I and II by a non-member of the family is 
by the Kyoto potter Mashimizu Zoroku II (1861-1936).60 He was the oldest son of 
Mashimizu Zoroku I (1822-77)61, who was almost contemporary with Seifu Yohei I. Zoroku 
II published several books of reminiscences of the Kyoto ceramic field at the end of his 
career. In Kokon kydgama deichu kcmwa (Idle Talks about Kyoto Kilns of Old and New), 
published in 1935, he provides valuable inside stories which no other potters in the field 
dared to mention publicly (fig. 1-1). He thanked the publisher for accepting a very 
problematic manuscript and making it into a publication in the preface.62 It contains brief 
but important information about Seifu Yohei I and II.
In addition, previous studies of Seifu Yohei I and II did not examine actual ceramic
57 Fuken tokienkaku tokodentoshi was pblished in 1886 by Komukyoku (Department of Industry) as a 
part of national survey of domestic industry. The Seifu Yohei family is listed among other Kyoto 
potters.
58 Torishirabesho is a manuscript written by Seifu Yohei III on the family history dated November 
1887. Kyoto Prefecture ordered Kyoto potters to produce details of their operations including the 
history and details of production.
59 Meika rekihdroku was published in 1898 by Kuroda Yuzuru (Tengai), a journalist. The contents are 
based on an interview of Seifu Yohei III Kuroda did on 30 November 1897. Captain Brinkley’s 
account of Seifu Yohei I in Japan and China Vol. 8 is similar to Meika rekihdroku (Brinkley 1904, 
226-227).
60 Mashimizu Zoroku II, potter of the Kiyomizu-Gojo district, was the oldest son of Mashimizu 
Zoroku I. He entered the family business at the age of 12. As Zoroku was interested in Chinese and 
Korean ceramic wares, he took on research trips to China in 1889 and 1891 and to Korea in 1910. He 
published several books on variety of subjects in relation to ceramics.
61 Mashimizu Zoroku I, potter of the Kiyomizu-Gojo district in Kyoto, was born in a farming family 
in Yamashiro and apprenticed himself to Wake Kitei. He served for Myohoin no miya Norihito
hosshinno (Prince Norihito of Myohoin) and worked for producing ancient wares and celadon ware.
(Mashimizu 1935, 2).
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works. Only a handful of their works are in Japanese museum collections, and many 
examples are still in private hands. It has been an obstacle for research on this subject. The 
following discussion, therefore, tries to introduce as many illustrations of ceramic works by 
the two potters as possible.
Seifa Yohei I (1801-61)
Fuken tokienkaku tokodentoshi in 1886 and Torishirabesho in 1887, by Seifu Yohei 
III, included a brief history of the family. Most previously published biographies of Seifu 
Yohei I and II are based on these short paragraphs. The following is a translation of the 
paragraph in Torishirabesho.
Seifu Yohei I was born in Kanazawa as a son of bookseller Yasuda Yahei 
and called himself Baihin. He was born in Kyowa 10 [sic] and died in 
Bunkyu 1 (1861).63 He came to Kyoto during the Bunsei era (1818-30), and 
apprenticed himself to Ninnami Dohachi (1783 -1855)64 to study ceramics.
In Koka 1 (1844), he opened a shop in the Gojdzaka district. He produced 
ceramic wares of Japan and China and raku ware tokokazari [ornaments for 
the tokonoma]. Later, Yohei I mainly produced popular wares and tea wares 
of celadon, blue-and-white, and kinrande. In Koka 4 (1847), the lord of 
Bizen ordered Yohei to instruct locals in the production of blue-and-white 
porcelain and various types of stoneware. In Ansei 4 (1857), the chief priest 
of Higashi Hongan-ji temple commissioned him to produce a set of 
kinrande ware. Yohei received a prize for the works. He was a good friend 
of Nukina Kaioku (1778 - 1863) and OdaKaisen (1785 -1862).66 They 
produced collaborative works of various shapes.67
63 The tenth year of Kyowa era does not exist as Kyowa lasted from 1801 to 1804. Nakanodo assumes 
that it was probably a mistake for Kyowa 1 (1801).
64 Ninnami Dohachi is the second son of Takahashi Dohachi I (1749-1808) and the second head of 
Takahashi Dohachi family. In 1827, he was invited by Tokugawa Harutomi to Kii domain. He took his 
brother Shuhei and Mitsuhide to work at Kairakuen-yaki kiln. In 1832, he helped to establish 
San-gama kiln in Takamatsu. In 1842, he retired ad built Momoyama-yaki kiln in Fushimi and died 
there in 1855. Ninnami is sometimes pronounced as Nin’ami. This thesis uses the former as it appears 
in Kadokawa Nihon tdji daijiten, published in 2002.
65 Nukina Kaioku was one of leading Confucian scholar, calligrapher and literati-style painter of the 
late Edo period. He was bom in Awa on Shikoku. He owned a Confucian school in Kyoto and was
considered one of the best calligrapher o f the era.
65 Shijo School painter Oda Kaisen studied painting under Go Shun (1752-1811) and literati-style 
painting under Rai Sanyo.
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Twenty years after Torishirabesho, Meikarekihoroku was published. The two 
accounts share this information, but there are some additions and modifications. First, 
Meikarekihoroku does not describe Yasuda Yahei, Seifu Yohei I’s father, as a bookseller, but 
as a samurai. Second, the later account states that he moved to Kyoto in Bunka 10(1813), 
not during the Bunsei era. Third, it adds one career, which was not mentioned in 
Torishirabesho. Meikarekihoroku states that Seifu Yohei I became independent during the 
Bunsei era, and that Ninnami Dohachi allowed him to build a kiln in the Sanyaso district in 
Fushimi Momoyama, south of Kyoto. Seifu Yohei I then moved to Gojo-zaka and opened a 
shop in Bunsei 11 (1828).68
The first problem here is how Seifu Yohei I, who was neither artist nor potter, 
managed to apprentice to Ninnami Dohachi, one of the leading potters of the time. It would 
not have been easy and thus this suggests Seifu Yohei I’s proper social background. Seifu 
Yohei n i once changed Yohei I’s background from a bookseller to a samurai without any 
explanation. Considering who Yasuda Yahei was, there is a short account possibly related to 
Seifu Yohei I. Kanokyodojii (Dictionary of Kaga Province) has a section on Yasuda 
Yasuemon.
Yasuda Yasuemon: given name is Ichiroemon. Worked under Honda Azusa 
no kami, the head of the Eight Families of Kaga: 50,000 koku, and received 
seventy koku... he died in Kyowa 1 (1801). His heir, Kajinosuke III, 
absconded during the Bunsei era and the family line died out.’69
F 3S# V  J (Seifu Yohei III, 1887). Fuken 
toki enkaku toko dentoshi has almost identical account of Seifu Yohei I (Noshomusho Nomukyoku 
and Komukyoku 1886, 8-9).
|ll&] (Kuroda 1899,43-44).
69 \ a £ z . x 7 o &
(Hioki 1942, 861).
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The family name Yasuda is the same. In addition, Yasuda Kajinosuke III absconded and 
Seifu Yohei I moved to Kyoto both during the Bunsei era (1818-30). In addition, Seifu Yohei 
I’s other name, Baihin, literally means plum and guest. The family crest of the Maeda family 
of Kaga domain is a stylised plum blossom, Umebachi (fig. 1-2), At the time, the word plum 
was a widely recognised as referring to the Maeda family.70 Therefore, the name Baihin can 
be translated as ‘a guest from Kaga domain.’ If Yasuda Kajisuke III were Yasuda Yahei 
(Seifu Yohei I), this could explain Seifu Yohei I’s connection with Ninnami Dohachi. In fact, 
having a samurai background is not unusual for potters in Kyoto.71
Seifu Yohei I arrived in Kyoto either in 1813 or the Bunsei era, and apprenticed 
himself to Ninnami Dohachi.72 After learning ceramics at his master’s workshop, he was 
allowed to become independent and was instructed to establish a kiln in the Fushimi 
Momoyama district, south of Kyoto, during the Bunsei era.73 By this time, Dohachi 
probably gave him the name, Seifu Yohei. In either 1827 (Bunsei 10), 1828 (Bunsei 11) or 
1844 (Koka 1), Dohachi allowed Seifu Yohei I to move back to the Gojozaka district.74
In 1847 (Koka 4), Seifu Yohei I was invited to establish a kiln in Mushiage village 
in Bizen.75 Igi Tadazumi (San’ensai) (1818-86), who was the chief retainer of Okayama 
domain and a famous tea master, ordered Yohei to establish a kiln in the Tateba district
70 This information is provided by Nakaya Shin’ichi, Deputy Director of the Kutani Bijutsukan 
(Kutani Art Museum).
71 For example, the father of Moku Bei was a samurai from Owari (Oda 1977, 98). The father of 
Takahashi Dohachi I (1749-1804) was a samurai of Kameyama domain of Ise (Fujioka 1962,235).
72 Seifu Yohei I apprenticed to Ninnami Dohachi between 1813 and 1830 for a maximum of 
seventeen years.
73 Unfortunately, no surviving examples of Seifu Yohei Fs works from his Fushimi Momoyama 
period are known.
It is uncertain when Yohei I moved to Kyoto. Seifu Yohei III suggested 1828 (Bunsei 11) and 1844 
(Koka 1). Yoshida Akifiuni, on the other hand, introduced another possibility. According to Yoshida, 
Yohei I moved across the road from Dohachi’s house in 1827 (Bunsei 10), but was only allowed to 
fire raku ware. In the following year, he was finally allowed to fire porcelain and moved within the 
district and opened a kiln. Yoshida introduced the most detailed account, but did not note his source. 
(Yoshida 1935, 40-41). Kogei kagami includes a family tree of the Seifu Yohei family. It states that 
Seifu Yohei I opened a kiln in 1844 (Koka 1) (Yokoi 1894).
75 Present day Oku-cho, Setouchi-shi.
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facing the Inland Sea of Japan. Yohei moved to Mushiage in the third month, produced 
works using various clay materials for about half a year until the tenth month. For instance, a 
bowl with chrysanthemum design is a rare stoneware example from Yohei’s Mushiage-yaki 
period (fig. 1-3).76 The bowl shows strong similarities in technique to Ninnami Dohachi’s 
stoneware bowl in the Tokyo National Museum (fig. 1-4). In addition, he produced porcelain 
wares at Mushiage. A vase with fish handles has the inscription,4Meiho ni oite Seifu zo5 (At 
the bay of Mushiage, made by Seifu) (fig. 1-5). These works prove that Seifu Yohei I had 
learned skills in porcelain production in Kyoto. Because of the help from Yohei, the 
Mushiage-yaki kiln could meet all the necessary requirements that Igi Tadazumi 
envisioned.77
After spending less than a year there, Seifu Yohei I returned to Kyoto and produced 
both stoneware and porcelain. Six works are in the Edward Sylvester Morse Collection at the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, representing a wide range of works by the potter. Fig. 1-7 is 
similar to the example from the Mushiage period.78 An incense box with flowers and plants 
has a finely crackled glaze over a cream-coloured body, which is a distinctive feature of 
Satsuma-style wares (fig. 1-9). The clay body of this incense box is also similar to a tea bowl 
in the collection (fig. 1-10). The last two works have high-fired stoneware bodies with 
underglaze cobalt blue decoration (fig. 1-11, 12).
Although the Morse Collection contains no porcelain works by Seifu Yohei I, a 
number of porcelain works are in other collections.79 A lidded jar by Seifu Yohei I is dated
76 Okucho-shi Hensan Iinkai 2003, 155.
77 The kiln continued to operate in the Meiji era. Miyagawa Kozan I was invited to supervise the kiln 
in the beginning of the Meiji era for a few years (fig. 1-6). (Okucho-shi Hensan Iinkai 2003,150,
155).
78 This has ‘Kenzan’ mark on the side and a gourd-shaped Seifu seal inside the footring. The Boston 
collection has another shallow bowl in the Kenzan style (fig. 1-8). Ninnami Dohachi produced similar 
works (fig. 1-21). They both use the mark of Kenzan as a design feature.
79 Six works by Seifu Yohei I suggest that he produced more stoneware than porcelain, but it was 
probably due to the characteristic of the Morse Collection. The way Morse built his collection was 
encyclopaedic and he collected many examples from all over Japan. However, two-thirds of his 
collection is stoneware according to a paper presented at JAWS 2007 by Princess Akiko of Mikasa, 
‘Morse says Karatsu -  Re-constructing the History of Japanese Ceramics in the West.’
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1852 (Kaei 5) (fig. 1-13). A bowl with a design of a fish in a fishing net in a Japanese private 
collection and an octagonal box with dragon in the British Museum display the perfection of 
his technique within this medium (fig. 1-14, 15). A jubako (food container) with Chinese 
landscape and a lidded box with flowers of four seasons shows Seifu Yohei I’s skill in 
Japanese literati-style painting (fig. 1-16, 17). As stated in Torishirabesho, he created a few 
collaborative works. A set of blue-and-white porcelain teacups by Seifu Yohei I is in the 
Seikado Bunko Collection, and the calligraphy is attributed to Nukina Kaioku (fig. 1-18). 
Kaioku was a friend of Seifu Yohei I and one of the best calligraphers from the end of the 
Edo period.80
Biographies of Seifu Yohei I in Torishirabesho and Meikarekihoroku end here and 
do not mention the last decade of his career. Only Mashimizu Zoroku IFs account mentions 
the last years of Seifu Yohei I.
Seifu Yohei I was a student of Ninnami Dohachi... Because he produced 
copies of Dohachi kiln for a long time, he was estranged from Dohachi.
During the Ansei era, he moved and built a small kiln at the back of his 
house. The kiln only made smoke but did not produce any ceramics. The 
kiln was later destroyed.81
During the Ansei era (1854-59), the relationship between Dohachi and Seifu Yohei I
experienced a crisis. Zoroku claims that Seifu Yohei I worked in the same style as the
Dohachi kiln. The above examples clearly confirm this aspect. Not only stoneware works,
but also versions of Ming Chinese blue-and-white porcelain, too, were the Dohachi family’s
forte (fig. 1-19, 20). Seifu Yohei I always produced ceramic wares by following instructions
from his master. It must have been rather difficult for him not to produce works in the
Dohachi style. Ninnami Dohachi retired and moved to Fushimi Momoyama in 1842 (Tenpo
80 For the tea cup, Kaioku took the last two verses of a poem by Tang scholar Liu Yuxi (772-842):
I " A  J T would like to know the cold taste of tea, everyone who tasted 
it could sleep on a cloud and stand on tiptoe on a stone.’
£  L T & tz Z. t  iK L < i t  A £ W  t  f t V , t f o t  g
 ^ (Mashimizu 1935, 62).
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13) (fig. 1-21), but use of the Dohachi styles was never considered as a problem. It began 
after the death of Ninnami Dohachi in 1855 (Ansei 2) and Takahashi Dohachi III (1811-79)82 
took over the Dohachi family (fig. 1-22). It was probably the case that Dohachi III took 
advantage of an opportunity to get rid of Seifu Yohei I, who was successfully working in the 
Dohachi family’s style.
As a result, Yohei I was forced to move to a new place in the district. The 
separation and loss of support from the Dohachi family was a crucial problem for Seifu 
Yohei I. The kiln was the first and most important issue. The Kyoto ceramic community used 
to have a kamakabu system. The system, which was certainly established by the end of the 
seventeenth century in Seto, limits the number of climbing kilns in the area in order to avoid 
overproduction.83 Other ceramic centres such as Tokoname, Mino, Arfta and Kyoto 
introduced it during the eighteenth century. Nakanodo argues that the system protected the 
vulnerable status of potters when it was introduced. However, it later worked to increase the 
privilege of a few who controlled the kilns and prevented new people from coming into the 
field.84 The Dohachi family was one of the main owners of the kiln in Kyoto. Potters who 
did not own a kiln were required to borrow space in one of the kilns to fire their products. 
Seifu Yohei I was supposedly using the Dohachi kiln before their relationship experienced a 
crisis. This was most likely the reason why Yohei I moved and built a small kiln for himself. 
The kiln ended up in failure, and he could not produce any porcelain wares for the last five 
or so years of his life.
82 Takahashi Dohachi III worked in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district. He was the oldest son of Ninnami 
Dohachi. In 1842, he succeeded the headship of the family and became Takahashi Dohachi III. In 
1865 (Keio 1), he was given the Buddhist rank of Hokkyo by Ninna-ji no miya (Prince Ninna-ji). He 
taught ceramic production at the San-gama kiln of Takamatsu domain and overglaze enamelling 
technique in Arita. In 1874, he passed the Dohachi title to his oldest son, moved to Momoyama and 
continued as a potter.
83 It was also necessary to maintain forestry and supplies for firing so that the area was not depleted 
of resources.
84 Nakanodo 1997,24-27.
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Seifu Yohei H (1845-78)
Seifu Yohei II succeeded to the family in 1861 at the death of his father, Yohei I. 
Unfortunately the records on Seifu Yohei II are even more limited than those on his father. 
Seifu Yohei III introduces Seifu Yohei II in Torishirabesho.
Yohei II called himself Gokei. He was born in Koka 2 (1845) and died in 
Meiji 11 (1878). He succeeded in his father’s business and mainly produced 
various porcelain wares. Yohei II also introduced the low relief technique on 
white porcelain wares. In Bunkyu 1 (1861), Katsura no miya (Princess 
Katsura), who resided in the palace, ordered from him porcelain wares with 
the chrysanthemum crest.85 In Meiji 6 (1873), he became a purveyor to the 
industrial centre of Kyoto prefecture. He studied under the painter Maeda 
Chodo (1817-78).86 As he enjoyed painting throughout his life, some of his 
works incorporate his paintings. Gokei did not have any son and made his 
nephew his heir.87
Meikarekihoroku does not provide any additional information.88
Seifu Yohei II was bom when Yohei I was forty-three or forty-four years old. That 
was when Yohei I was in Kyoto and a few years before working for the Mushiage-yaki kiln. 
Yohei II could not see his father’s contribution to the kiln. Yohei I died in 1861 when Yohei 
II was still seventeen or eighteen years old.
Both Torishirabesho and Meikarekihoroku lack any account of how Yohei II 
managed to regain status in the Kyoto ceramic field for a short period. Mashimizu Zoroku II
85 Katsura no miya Sumiko naishinno (Princess Sumiko of Katsura) (1829-1881) is the third princess 
of Emperor Nink5 (1800-1846). It is extremely rare for a princess to take over the headship of a 
family.
86 Maeda Handen or Chodo was bom in Handen, Awa, and worked in Kyoto. He studied painting 
under Maruyama School painter Nakajima Raisho (1796-1871), and literati-Style painter Yamamoto 
Baiitsu. He is known for landscape and bird-and-flower painting.
x xfr * -  e /  tt & ? j  #  ? m v mmmm /  m&mm
/ W ? T Z  V h (Seifu Yohei III 1887). The
information on Seifu Yohei II in Fuken toki enkaku toko dentoshi is less in contents, but it gives more 
information on the issue of the handing over the Seifu Yohei title to Seifu Yohei III.
88 The birth year of Seifu Yohei II in Meikarekihoroku is 1844 (Koka l), not 1845. As all the other 
documents record 1845, the birth year of Seifu Yohei II in Meikarekihoroku, is probably a misprint.
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again provides an answer to the question.
Yohei II was a wise man. He was reconciled with the Dohachi family and 
was able to fire blue-and-white porcelain. Yohei II was extremely good at 
making porcelain wares and was allowed to fire in the kiln of Kiyomizu 
Shichibei 1 (dates unknown).89
According to Zoroku II, Yohei II was firstly reconciled with the Dohachi family, or 
Takahashi Dohachi III. It probably became possible because Yohei II was married to 
Kiyomizu Miyo (dates unknown), a daughter of Kiyomizu Rokubei III (1820-83).90 
Kiyomizu Rokubei I founded the ceramic business as early as the Ansei era (1764-72) and 
the Kiyomizu family was one of the most powerful ceramic families in the area.91 Only two 
families owned two kilns in the area in the early Meiji era and the Kiyomizu family was one 
of them.92 By making kinship with the Kiyomizu family, Yohei II was able not only to have 
a kiln to fire ceramics again, but also to avoid unfavourable troubles with the Takahashi 
Dohachi family.
When Seifu Yohei I passed away in 1861 (Bunkyu 1), Yohei II was commissioned 
to provide porcelain wares of kinrande-style for Princess Katsura. This event suggests that 
Yohei II had already restored the relationship with the Dohachi family and had started to 
produce works with Kiyomizu Shichibei I soon after he succeeded to the family.93 Kiyomizu
89
1 3 L- Tpu Afl~CM il v/cD J (Mashimizu 1935, 62). Kiyomizu Shichibei I 
worked in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district. He was the oldest sone of Kiyomizu Rokubei II, but the 
Rokubei family was succeeded by his younger brother. He became independent and called himself 
Shichibei.
90 Kiyomizu Rokubei III worked in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district. He was the second son of Kiyomizu 
Rokubei II. He succeeded the headship of the family in 1838 (Tenpo 9). Between 1855 and 1858, 
Rokubei III worked for the Koto-yaki kiln. After the Meiji Restoration in 1873, he became a Kyoto-fu 
Kangyo-jo Goyo with Seifu Yohei II. He won prizes at national and international exhibitions.
91 Kiyomizu Rokubei I started a ceramic business in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district during the Ansei era. 
Rokubei I studied ceramics under Ebisei and he has continue to be the leading ceramic family in 
Kyoto. The current head is Kiyomizu Rokubei VIII (b.1954).
92 Twenty climbing kilns are listed in Kyoto tojikisetsu (Stoneware and Porcelain in Kyoto), which 
was compiled by Gottfried Wagener in 1872 in preparation for the international exposition in Vienna 
in 1873. Most of the kilns were shared with two or more (up to five) potters. Seifu Yohei is listed 
under the name of Kiyomizu Shichibei (Kyoto-fu 1872,4-5).
93 Kiyomizu Shichibei I and Seifu Yohei II were both known as heavy drinkers as were many other
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Shichibei I, his uncle-in-law, allowed Yohei II to fire porcelain in his kiln. By changing sides 
from the Takahashi family to the Kiyomizu family, Seifu Yohei II acquired artistic and 
technological information from both families. From this point of view, Seifu Yohei II was an 
opportunist, but made a quick comeback in the ceramic community.
Kiyomizu Shichibei I and II (b. 1845) were famous for late Ming style 
blue-and-white porcelain, which often shows their skill in Japanese literati-style painting. 
Chinese landscape and bird-and-flower subjects are often drawn with thick dark cobalt blue 
(fig. 1-23). The work of Seifu Yohei II shares many aspects in common with the work of the 
Kiyomizu Shichibei family.
In addition, the work of Yohei II displays his close connection to sencha and literati 
culture.94 Two bowls by Yohei II are the late Ming style blue-and-white porcelain (fig. 1-24, 
25). His training under literati painter Maeda Handen, or Chodo, is shown by the overglaze 
polychrome decoration on a set of tea cups (fig. 1-26, 27). In addition, a set of two sencha 
teacups in the Jim Heusinger Collection is an important key to authenticate works by Seifu 
Yohei II, because the original box is intact and there are two seals and signatures attributed to 
Seifu Yohei II (fig. 1-28).
Along with porcelain wares in Ming Chinese porcelain style, Seifu Yohei II 
developed another category of ceramic in the last years of his short career. Japan had begun 
international trade with Western nations certainly after 1858 (Ansei 5). The opening of the 
Port of Kobe in 1868 opened up the possibility of international trade for the Kyoto ceramic 
industry.95 Seifu Yohei II was one of the first potters in Kyoto who turned his attention to the 
foreign market.
Around the same time, Seifu Yohei II discovered a fifteen-year-old young man,
Japanese literati-style painters. Shichibei I was not allowed to succeed to the Rokubei title because of 
it even though he was the oldest son of Kiyomizu Rokubei II. Seifu Yohei II died young because of 
drinking. Furthermore, Seifu Yohei II and Kiyomizu Shichibei II were born in the same year and 
brought up in the same neighbourhood.
94 The issue of sencha and the Seifu family will be discussed in Chapter Five.
95 The role of the Kobe port will be discussed in Chapter Three.
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Okada Heikichi, who later became Seifu Yohei III. He had been trained as a painter in Osaka. 
In 1866, Okada Heikichi was adopted into the family and began working on pictorial 
decorations at Seifu Yohei IPs workshop. Heikichi was talented and was allowed to many 
Seifu Kuma (dates unknown)96, a younger sister of Yohei II in 1872. He was given a new 
name, Shinkai Seizan, and the couple moved to a house next door.97 As will be discussed 
later in this chapter, Shinkai Seizan continued to work for the Seifu workshop throughout the 
1870’s.
Hakurankai hinpydroku was published after the First Kyoto Exhibition in 1872.98 
Kyoto Prefecture invited foreigners residing in Kobe and asked their opinion of their 
industrial products. Two foreign specialists, Hay from the United States, and Leon Duiy 
(1822-91) from France, reviewed ceramic wares.99 A coffee set by Seifu Yohei II was 
included (fig. 1-29). The cup had two red kinrande bands in the karaknsa (arabesque) pattern 
on the top and bottom and the saucer was undecorated.100 The American judge gave a good 
review of the vase:
The colour of the gold is quite elegant and is the best among all exhibits.101
The success at the exhibition and his influential position in the Kyoto ceramic field meant 
Seifu Yohei II was chosen for an important post. In 1873, he became a Kyoto-fu Kangyojo 
Goyogakari (purveyor to the Industrial Centre of Kyoto prefecture). The centre was 
established to promote the development and modernisation of the industries in Kyoto.
96 Seifu Kuma won a female artist prize for her porcelain vase at Exposition Universelle 1900 in Paris. 
(National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo 1997,275).
97 Yoshida 1935,41.
98 See Chapter Two for details of the exhibition.
99 The details of Hay are not known. Ldon Dury taught French in Tokyo and Kyoto in the early Meiji 
era.
100 Kinrande ware is a group of porcelain ware with underglaze cobalt blue and overglaze red, green, 
blue with gold leaf, produced in the Jiajing era (1522-66) in Jingdezhen in Jiangxi Province.
Sometimes gold leaf is applied over white porcelain. As the gold leaf pattern resembles kinran (gold 
brocade), this style is called kinrande (gold brocade style). It was produced as a high-quality popular 
ware in China. In the seventeenth century, kinrande wares were imported to Japan and the style 
became extremely popular among masters of chanoyu.
101 y j (Kyoto Hakurankaisha 1873, 5).
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Moreover, Seifu Yohei II became involved in one of the national projects in the 
industrial arts as one of the leading potters of Kyoto. Between 1875 and 1881, the Seihin 
Gazu Gakari (Products Design Section) and Hakurankai Jimukyoku (Exposition Secretariat) 
produced product designs of various media such as ceramics, cloisonne, metal works, 
lacquer works, wooden carvings and leather wares. It has been suggested that the 
government used Onchizuroku in order to supervise designs of export products in order to 
expand the foreign trade. Some designs were used to create works exhibited at NIEI and II 
and the international expositions in Philadelphia 1876 and Paris 1878.102 Three designs for 
vases of Seifu Yohei II were included in Onchizuroku (fig. 1-30). There are three seals on the 
bottom right hand corner with the inscriptions kotei (design), zuga (painting) and hoshu 
(assistant), respectively. The three seals show that three different individuals worked on the 
designs and confirm that two of the designs were not by Seifu Yohei II. An inscription on the 
bottom left-hand comer reads, ‘Kyoto fuka, Toki-shi Seifu Yohei zo’ JjClffiMFT*
(Kyoto Prefecture, potter Seifu Yohei made). It shows that at least four people 
were involved in the production of the two vases. One vase has polychrome overglaze 
enamels in a design of flowers and rocks and two distinctive handles in the shape of a 
dragon-like creature. The other vase has the same polychrome overglaze enamels in a design 
of a crane feeding two young cranes under a pine tree.
Both vases’ whereabouts are unknown, but it is likely that these were once 
produced. The inscription states that Seifu Yohei made them, and a number of works by other 
artists from Onchizuroku have survived (fig. 1-31). A vase by Seifti Yohei II in the British 
Museum shares a number of characteristics with the two vases (fig. 1-32). The vase was 
acquired by Augustus Wollaston Franks (1826-97) in circa 1880.103 The naturalistic manner
102 Tokyo National Museum 1997b, 13-30 and 2004, 44-45.
103 British antiquarian Augustus Wollaston Franks was the Keeper of British and Medieval Antiquities 
of the British Museum for over forty years and greatly contributed to the formation of its collections. 
He had a wide array of interests, ranging from archaeology, history, and ethnography to oriental
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of the overglaze enamel decoration has a similar painting style to the designs in Onchizuroku. 
The base is covered with kinrande decoration. The vase stands as if it sits on top of a stand, 
but it is made as one piece. The height of the British Museum vase is 38.0 centimetres and of 
the two vases in Onchizuroku was both 1 shaku 2 sun, equivalent to 36.36 centimetres. 
Considering these similarities, the British Museum vase was probably made in the same 
period under similar circumstances as the two Onchizuroku vases.
The last work attributed to Seifu Yohei II among the illustrations in Onchizuroku is 
a painting of a plum blossom in white ink (fig. 1-30). The painting is different from the other 
two designs because Seifu Yohei’s seal is found at the bottom right hand corner. It suggests 
that the painting was by Seifu Yohei II himself. A pair of white vases in the collection of the 
Victoria and Albert Museum shares the same design with the painting (fig. 1-33).104 This 
pair was among the pieces collected by the Ministry of Education (Monbusho) with help 
from Ahrens & Co., a German trading company in Tsukiji, for the 1876 Centennial 
Exposition of Philadelphia. The collection was assembled in order to show foreigners the full 
sweep of the histoiy of Japanese ceramics from the Jomon period up to the present.105 All 
216 items were purchased by the Victoria and Albert Museum and sent to London after the 
exposition ended. The pair was therefore chosen as representative of Japanese ceramics of 
the 1870’s. In the List o f Objects in the Art Division, South Kensington Museum, Acquired 
During the Year 1877, Arranged According to the Dates o f Acquisition, with Index and 
Appendix, the pair is described as it was when accessioned.
antiquities and collected many antiquities from Europe, Asia, and Oceania to Africa. He published 
Japanese Pottery: Being a Native Report with an Introduction and Catalogue, based on Japanese 
ceramic collection of the British Museum. Director of the Society of Antiquaries. See Rousmaniere 
2000-2001 and 2002b for further details about Franks..
104 Jahn 2004, 255.
105 According to the archivist at the Victoria and Albert Museum, the museum records on the objects 
state that ’The Japanese Pottery 160-374 & 446 constitutes a collection made by order of the Japanese 
Government at the suggestion & request of the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education. It 
was exhibited at the Philadelphia Exhibition, 1876. The collection cost £600.’ See also Rousmaniere 
2000-2001, 85.
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Flower Vase... White porcelain, embossed with plum tree in blossom. Blue 
marks painted on the foot. Specimen of “Kiyomidsu” ware, made by Sei-fu. 
Japanese. AD.1875...Bought 71. 7s. the pair.106
The plum blossoms are painted in white in the manner of the Japanese literati-style school as 
it again confirms his painting background. Seifu Yohei III noted that Seifu Yohei II invented 
this low relief technique, shown on the surface of this vase in 1866 (Keio 2).107 He was one 
of nine Kyoto potters whose works were chosen by the Ministry of Education for the 
Philadelphia Exposition.108 The inclusion of three of Seifu Yohei IPs works in Onchizuroku 
suggests his regional importance and his recognition has reached the national level.
In 1878, Seifu Yohei II passed away. Without having a son, he had adopted his 
nephew, the oldest son of Shinkai Seizan (Seifu Yohei III), to the Seifu family.109 However, 
Seizan was only eight years old and was not ready to take over the family when Yohei II fell 
seriously ill.110 One day, Yohei II called Shinkai Seizan to his deathbed. Torishirabesho 
records Seifu Yohei Ill’s memory of the day.
Meiji 10 (1877), the second generation, Gokei (Yohei II) became seriously 
ill. One day, he told me, T succeeded in my father’s business. It is 
unfortunate that I have fallen ill and there is little hope for recovery when 
the bright future is in front of me. If you succeed and tiy to keep the fame of 
the Seifu family, I will have no worries in the land of the dead after my 
death,’ Then, I promised to look after the family and continue the 
business.111
106 Victoria and Albert Museum 1877, 34-35. Charles H. Read compiled another list of the collection 
entitled Catalogue o f an Historical Collection o f Japanese Pottery & Porcelain in the South 
Kensington Museum (Philadelphia Exhibition 1876). He illustrated the pair and described: ‘Hana-ike: 
Pair of flower vases, porcelain, with long oviform bodies and spreading mouths; the whole surface of 
each covered with a prunus tree in bloom, in raised outline. Made by Sei-fii at Kiyomizsu, Kioto, 
1875.’ (fig. 1-34).
107 Seifu 1887.
108 Works by Takahashi Dohachi, Eiraku Zengoro, Kanzan Denshichi, Otagaki Rengetsu, Seifu Yohei 
II, Tanzan Seikai, Kinkozan Sobei, Ogata Shinsho and Hirai Ikkan were included in the selection. 
(Victoria and Albert Museum 1877,12-35, 50-53 and 67).
109 Seifu Yohei II gave this son the potter name, Baikei Baikei became Seifu Yohei IV in 1914, 
but called himself Seizan hJcUl.
110 Noshomusho Nomukyoku and Komukyoku 1886, 9.
%. J  ®  J  - f  *  i (Seifu 1887).
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In Meikarekihoroku, Seifu Yohei HI recalls the events:
I declined (Seifu II’s favour) once, but he did not listen. After he passed 
away, I finally agreed to take over the Seifu family.112
Yohei III explains the event as if he did not want to take over the Seifu title. Mashimizu 
Zoroku II again gives a slightly different insight into the event:
Yohei II was a heavy drinker and died in his early 30’s. It was around 1879 
(Meiji 12). He had a wife, Miyo, who was a daughter of Rokubei and was 
an honest person, had four children and was wealthy. Because of the fortune, 
the relatives had a dispute, but it is not related to ceramics and so I omit the 
story of the dispute. Shinkai Heikichi (Seizan) became Yohei III and took 
over the family. The wife and daughters of Yohei II were transferred to other 
families.’113
This does not explain what happened exactly, but it appears that the succession of the title 
did not pass from one potter to another as smoothly as Seifu Yohei III had implied. 
Eventually, Yohei III, his wife Kuma and his oldest son were transferred to the Seifu family 
and his other children stayed in the Shinkai family.114
The lives of the first and second generations of Seifu Yohei have displayed a 
number of issues related to studies of Japanese potters from the Early Modern to beginning 
of the Modern period. It demonstrates the difficulty in keeping family reputations throughout 
the generations. Social status in the local industrial community always directly affected the 
choice of styles of potters more than previously recognised. Considering Seifu Yohei I’s
t  l e f t  <0 ±  L f z j  (Kuroda 1899, 29).
«t T |« < k
U A 0 J (Mashimizu 1935,
62-63).
114 Two sons and five daughters of Seifu Yohei III stayed in the Shinkai family. The third son of Seifu 
Yohei III, Rokuro, took over the headship of the family. The Shinkai family still works in the ceramic 
field.
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non-artistic background, he had a successful career. Seifu Yohei I was extremely fortunate to 
be able to learn from Ninnami Dohachi, because access to cutting edge technologies in 
ceramic production was limited. As Tanzan Seikai (1813-87)115, who was one of the Kyoto 
potters of the early Meiji era, once described the situation:
The method of ceramic production was passed onto the next generation 
orally, and there were not any instruction books in the past.11
Although instruction books certainly existed such as Tokishinan (Textbook o f Ceramics) by 
Kinkodo Kamesuke (1765-1837)117, access to those books was limited. Accessibility to 
ceramic technology was the crucial part of their survival. However, just one dispute with 
Takahashi Dohachi III almost finished Seifu Yohei I’s career as a potter in Kyoto.
Seifu Yohei II had the same problem as his father. By making a relationship with 
the Kiyomizu family, he restored the relationship with the Dohachi family. The relationship 
with other ceramic families limited the style of ware Seifu Yohei II was able to produce. It 
was probably one of the reasons why he started working on wares for the new foreign 
markets -  both Chinese and Western - ,  which offered much potential. It was also an area 
where he did not need to interfere with the existing businesses of other important potters in 
the district.
Seifu Yohei III (1851-1914)
Unlike the first two generations of Seifu Yohei, many accounts of Seifu Yohei III 
survive from his time, showing his importance as a potter. The earliest account is again in
115 Tanzan Seikai worked in the Awataguchi district. He was born in Kumano of Tango domain and 
established a ceramic kiln in 1851.
116 (Tanzan 1879,preface).
117 Kinkodo Kamesuke studied ceramics under Okuda Eisen (1753-1811) and later helped the Sanda 
kiln, the Ojiyama kiln, the Nanki otokoyama kiln and the Zuishi kiln. He was known for his molded 
piece and distinctive celadon glaze. He published a textbook on ceramic production Toki shinan.
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Fuken tdki enkaku toko dentdshi and Torishirabesho written by Seifu Yohei III himself dated 
1886 and 1887, respectively. Many biographical accounts and illustrations of his works were 
published throughout his lifetime and even after his death in 1914. All the following 
information in relation to Seifu Yohei III is from the accounts from the period contemporary 
to Yohei III: Fuken tokienkaku tokodentoshils; Torishirabesho119; ‘Seifu Yohei kun’ (Mr 
Seifu Yohei)120; ‘Teishitsu gigei’in Seifu Yohei shi rireki’ (Biography of Teishitsu gigei’in 
Seifu Yohei)121; Meikarekihoroku122; and ‘Kyoto bijutsu enkakushi’ (History of Art in 
Kyoto).123 The artist himself provided the large portion of information in these accounts.
In addition, there are several important accounts after the death of the artist. Most 
of these were by individuals who knew Seifu Yohei III in personally: Ikkaissairoku 
(Biographical Anthology of Famous People 2),124 ‘Kyoto to sono meiko ni tsuite’ (Kyoto 
and its Artists),125 Tdki hyakuwa (One Hundred Stories of Ceramics),126 ‘ Awata-yaki 
Kiyomizu-yaki’,127 Kokon kydgama deichu kanwam  and ‘Sandai Seifu Yohei ni kansuru
118 Noshomusho Nomukyoku and Shomukyoku 1886: Fuken tdki enkaku toko dentdshi was published 
by the Ministory of Agriculture and Commerce in 1886 and is one of a series of reports on the 
domestic industry.
119 Seifu 1887: Torishirabesho was handed into Kyoto Prefecture in 1887 by Seifu Yohei III for the 
purpose of assembling information on all the ceramic families in the prefecture. The original copy is 
in the Tokyo National Museum.
120 Shinoda 1892: ‘Seifu Yohei kun’ was included in Nihon shin goketsu den (New Heroes of Japan) 
by Shinoda Shosaku.
121 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1893b: ‘Teishitsu gigei’in Seifu Yohei shi rireki’ was published in the Kyoto 
bijutsu kyokai zasshi to announce the designation of Seifu Yohei 111 as the first potter teishitsu 
gigei’in.
122 Kuroda 1899: Meikarekihoroku is based on a series of interviews of artists in Kyoto by the 
journalist Kuroda Tengai (dates unknown). Seifu Yohei III was one of the interviewees included in the 
book.
123 Kamisaka 1902: ‘Kyoto bijutsu enkakushi’ was compiled by the painter Kamisaka Sekka 
(1866-1943) and published in serial form in Kyoto bijutsu kyokai zasshi.
124 Seifu Yohei IV 1920: lkka issairoku is based on a series of interviews of artists in Kyoto by the 
journalist Kuroda Tengai. Seifu Yohei IV was one of the interviewees included in the book.
125 Watanabe 1930: ‘Kyoto to sono meiko ni tsuite’ was published in serial form in the Journal Toshi 
to geijutsu (City and Art).
126 Ota 1935: Tdki hyakuwa is a compilation of memories of ceramic scholar Ota Yoshihisa, Ota knew 
a number of leading potters personally and wrote a short article about Seifu Yohei III.
127 Yoshida 1935: Tdki koza is a book in serial form extensively on ceramics. The fifth volume is 
dedicated to ceramics in the Western part of Japan. Yoshida Takabumi (b. 1908) was the head of the 
Yoshida family of Omote senke in Nagoya. His relationship with Seifu Yohei III is unknown.
128 Mashimizu 1935: Kokon kydgama deichu kanwa was written by Kyoto potter Mashimizu Zoroku
II. The book is based on memories of the author who spent his life in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district. He
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ryakureki’ (Biography of Seifu Yohei III).129 Furthermore, in ‘The Porcelain-Artists of 
Japan" in Harper’s Weekly published in New York on January 22, 1898, Eliza Ruhamah 
Scidmore (1856-1928) wrote about a number of ceramic artists in Japan including Seifu 
Yohei III. 130 This is a rare example of a foreigner interviewing the potter. Based on these 
primary and secondary materials, the following discussion re-examines the ceramic 
production and artistic creation of the third generation of Seifu Yohei in the Kiyomizu-Gojo 
district, Kyoto.
Okada Heikichi Period (1851-72)
Seifu Yohei III was born on the tenth day of the second month, 1851 (Kaei 4), in 
the costal town of Oshio-mura, Inami-gun, Harima-koku as second son of the Maruyama 
School painter, Okada Ryohei or Tokuho (dates unknown).131 His given name was Heikichi. 
As a young boy, Heikichi liked sketching from nature and playing igo. In 1863 (Bunkyu 3), 
Heikichi told his father about his interest in painting. He was soon sent to Imabashi in Osaka, 
in order to have formal training in painting by the Japanese literati-style painter Tanomura 
Shoko (1814-1907). Tanomura Shoko is better known as Tanomura Chokunyu, who was an 
adopted son of literati-style painter Tanomura Chikuden (1777-1835).132
provides valuable inside stories about the area including the short account of the Seifu family.
129 This short manuscript is by Shinkai Kanzan (b. 1912), son of Shinkai Rokuro who was the son of 
Seifu Yohei III. Photocopy of the original document given by Professor Nakanodo Kazunobu.
130 Scidmore 1898. American travel writer who specialised in articles on Asia. Scidmore visited Japan 
several times between 1885 andl929. She was born in Madison, Wisconsin, in the USA. She was a 
sister of a diplomat in the Far East and was able to travel areas inaccessible to ordinary travellers. She 
wrote articles and books on her experiences in Japan. She is known for planting Japanese cherry trees 
in Washington DC.
131 Okada Tokuho’s painting is not known, but there is a photograph of calligraphy by Tokuho in the 
Okada family collection (fig. 1-35). This poem, Sekihekifu (The Red Cliffs), is by Su Shi (1037-1101) 
from the Song dynasty.
132 Tanomura Chikuden is a painter of literati-style painting. He was a son of a doctor in the small 
town of Taketa of Oka domain in Bungo. He studied Confucianism and became a tutor at the age of 
twenty-two. He participated in the editing of Bungo kokushi (History of Bungo). He travelled around 
Japan and later became known as one of leading literati scholars. He was a frend of Uragami Gyokudo, 
Shinozaki Shochiku, Moku Bei and Rai Sanyo. He is known for Chinese style paintings, with their
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Chokunyu was bom in 1814 (Bunka 11) in Bungo. Having studied Kano school 
painting, he entered Chikuden-so, Tanomura Chikuden’s school, and studied painting, Tang 
poetry and Kokugaku (National Learning). Chikuden admired his talent and Chokunyu was 
adopted into the Tanomura family. In 1834 (Tenpo 5), following Chikuden, Chokunyu 
moved to Osaka. He studied Yomeigaku (Wang Yangming School Confucianism), martial 
arts and poetiy. Chikuden passed away the following year. In 1840 (Tenpo 11), Chokunyu 
became an independent literati-style painter.
Having apprenticed to Tanomura Chokunyu for about two years, Heikichi 
developed beriberi and returned home in winter of 1865. Despite Heikichi’s will to continue 
training, his father Tokuho was too worried to send his son back to Osaka. Although his time 
in Osaka was for two years, the relationship between Chokunyu and Heikichi continued 
throughout Hekichi’s artistic career.133 The following year, a ceramic dealer named Tanaka 
visited Tokuho and explained that the famous potter Seifu in Kyoto was looking for a young 
painter interested in ceramics.134 Heikichi was interested and Tokuho agreed to send him to 
Kyoto. Heikichi began learning skills to draw and to paint on stoneware and porcelain. He 
soon realised the importance of knowing ceramic production in order to master ceramics. 
However, it was not easy to learn different processes as he was working at painting and 
doing housework for the family. He tried to find intervals between working hours in summer 
and sleeping time at night in winter to develop skills.135 Having worked hard for seven years, 
Heikichi became fully capable of making ceramics. In 1872, Seifu Yohei II allowed Heikichi 
to become an independent potter by marrying Seifu Kuma, a younger sister of Yohei II. 
Shinkai was his new family name and he changed his first name to Seizan. The couple
compositions carefully built with layers of delicate colour and fine brushwork.
133 The relationship between Seifu Yohei III and Tanomura Chokunyu will be discussed in detail in 
Chapters Four and Five.
134 The details of Tanaka are not known.
135 r / M l
i - y  K  jfcfce V a F 7 ! ) r ,
l / ~ ? g 7 \  (Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1893b, 14).
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moved to a neighbouring house, located on the east side of the workshop of Seifu Yohei II.
Shinkai Seizan Period (1872-circa 1880)
From 1872 to circa 1880, Seifu Yohei III worked as an independent potter using the 
art name Shinkai Seizan. ‘Kyoto bijutsu enkakushi’ describes this period of his life:
[Shinkai Seizan] pursued ceramics and concentrated on experiments in 
producing ancient Chinese celadon and blue-and-white porcelain. [Shinkai 
Seizan] soon acquired high level skills and suddenly became famous in the 
art world.136
However, his activity during the period is not clear, since only a handful works signed or 
sealed as Seizan are known. Two works are in the collection of Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
A tea bowl bears the Seizan mark in stylised script (fig. 1-36). A small teapot also bears the 
Seizan mark in cursive script (fig. 1-37). The last stoneware example is in a private 
collection in Japan. A set of five lotus-shaped dishes has the name of his master, Chokunyu 
(fig. 1-38). From the observation of the surface, the three stoneware works are made with a 
similar type of clay. Porcelain ware with the Shinkai Seizan mark is even rarer. A pair of two 
sencha teacups in a bamboo basket case is one of a few examples (fig. 1-39).137
Seifu Yohei III explained the reason for the scarcity of his work. In Torishirabesho,
he stated:
In Meiji 5 (1872), started family and called myself Seizan. I mainly studied 
blue-and-white and white porcelain of Japan and China and Ninsei, Kenzan 
and Moku Bei styles. Also I produced stoneware works. Following the 
fashion at the time, I produced wares in these styles. I thought making fakes 
was disgraceful and then started to seal or carve my name on my works. 
During the difficult time for the business, I dauntlessly worked to maintain
136
\ (Kamisaka 1902,78).
137 The other cup is made by Inoue Shohei (1830-95) and bamboo case is by Hayakawa Shokosai I 
(1815-97).
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the Seifu workshop.138
It is important that he considered the tradition of making fakes as disgraceful and stopped it 
sometime between 1872 and c. 1880. In Meikarekihoroku, he also commented on the issue:
This area [the Kiyomizu-Gojo district] produced many versions of Chinese 
ceramics at the time around the Meiji Restoration. Those copies were more 
commonly seen in the market of antique objects than in the market of tea 
wares. For example, if celadon or white porcelain without any seals were 
fired well, it was sold as a Chinese ware. In this way, the piece would be 
able to have a higher price... However, this would just help dealers but not 
us. I did not like this idea and could not stand doing it. I have opposed it• 1 139since then.
This comment matches the article by Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore in Harper s Weekly. 
Scidmore visited a number of kilns in Japan in the 1890s and interviewed potters including 
Seifu Yohei III:
For years the produce of his [Seifu Yohei III] kilns in crackle and 
monochrome glazes went directly to China, where they confounded Peking 
experts, but with the more recent acknowledgement of the skill of other 
Japanese potters in the same lines these triumphs in classic lines are now 
signed openly and proudly sold.140
Combining the three commentaries together, Seifu Yohei III used to produce unsigned 
versions of Chinese porcelains in the 1870’s (when under Seifu Yohei II) for Japanese and 
Chinese markets, but was one of the first potters in the area who stopped it.141 The last line 
of the above quote from Torishirabesho is important for this problem. Seifu Yohei III 
claimed that he dauntlessly worked to maintain Seifu’s business. Therefore, scarcity of works
*  f /  mn'ymvv m r y  ^  f  *
/Kl (Seifu 1887).
(Kuroda 1899, 27).
140 Scidmore 1898, 86.
141 See Chapter Three for the issue of Japanese export porcelain to the Chinese market.
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by Shinkai Seizan is probably also due to his continuous involvement with the Seifu Yohei 
workshop. Some of the works that have been attributed to Seifu Yohei II are, in fact, in all 
likelihood by Seifu III.
In his later years, Seifu Yohei III listed seventy-four techniques in ceramic 
production he invented during his career and fifty-nine of them have the date of invention.142 
There are nine techniques invented during this six-year ‘Shinkai Seizan’ period. They 
include various techniques for clay preparation, decoration and glazing. Some techniques are 
found on Seifu Yohei II’s 1870’s works. The sets of cups, rice bowls, small and medium 
plates in the Jim Heusinger Collection have the decorative motifs and techniques listed as the 
first innovation: Clay preparation method for taihaku-ji (great white porcelain) and 
kanpaku-yu (clean white glaze) and a method for carving and relief decoration (fig. 1-40).143 
This set is probably by Shinkai Seizan even though the box inscription and signature inside 
the footring are attributed to Seifu Yohei II. This is also one of the earlier examples of Seifu 
Yohei Ill’s signature on i vory coloured porcelain. Moreover, he claimed his invention of an 
ink painting method in 1873.144 A yellow gourd-shaped vase in a private Japanese collection 
has Seifu Yohei IPs signature, but overglaze ink painting of egrets (fig. 1-41). These works 
clearly suggest Shinkai Seizan’s active role in the production of Seifu Yohei IPs workshop in 
the 1870’s. This is probably the main reason for the scarcity of works with Shinkai Seizan 
marks.
In 1878, Seifu Yohei II passed away. Following the will of Yohei II, Shinkai Seizan 
took over the family and changed his name to Seifu Yohei III. However, it is not recorded 
when exactly the succession took place. From the observation of works in this transitional 
period, it appears there were at least two years before his succession to the title. In 1879, the 
Seifu family was one of the families commissioned by the Kyoto Prefecture to produce a
142 Appendix 1-1.
143 Appendix 1-1,1.
144 Appendix 1-1,2.
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dinner service for American General Ulysses Grant (1822-85)’s visit to Kyoto.145 All the 
pieces made were blue-and-white porcelain with flowers and plants (fig. 1-42). Shinkai 
Seizan made a pair of teacups and saucers dated 1879. This proves that Shinkai Seizan had 
not succeeded to the Seifu Yohei title even a year after the death of Yohei II, A stemmed 
porcelain cup with hyakkanishiki-yu (polychrome overglaze enamels) is another important 
example from this ‘interregnum’ period (fig. 1-43). The two new inventions Seifu Yohei III 
listed in 1879 and 1880 match decorative features of this cup.146 Nandin fruits have a mauve 
glaze and leaves are painted with gold. The cup has the seal of Seifu Yohei II on the bottom 
(fig. 1-40), but the box inscription states ‘Seifu an, Seizan zo (Seizan at the Seifu hermitage)’ 
with a pot-shaped seal ‘Seifu’. This box inscription confirms that it was made during the 
Seizan period. It appeal's that he had not taken over the title in 1880, even two years after the 
death of Seifu Yohei II. Another porcelain vase by Seifu Yohei II, in a private collection in 
Japan, shows cranes flying in the blue sky. It has the same decorative techniques as the stem 
cup. The mauve colour bands at the top and bottom have kinrande decoration (fig. 1-44).147 
All the above examples clearly suggest Seifu Yohei III created a large portion of works with 
Seifu Yohei ITs mark.
Seifu Yohei m  Period (circa 1880-1914)
Seifu Yohei III inherited the prestigious name and wealth of the family circa 1880. 
When Seifu Yohei III took the name, the wife and daughters of the Seifu Yohei II, were
145 General Grant’s visit was cancelled due to epidemic of smallpox in Kyoto. These pieces were 
never used and are now in the collection of Kyoto Furitsu Sogo Shiryokan. General Grant was an 
American General, who was the eighteenth president of the United States from 1869 to 1877. After the 
end of his second term as president, Grant travelled the world for two years. In 1879, he visited Japan 
and met Emperor Meiji and Empress Shoken.
146 Appendix 1-1, 10 and 11.
147 The pot-shaped seal on the box of the stem cup is found on boxes of other works. A small square 
blue-and-white porcelain dish has the seal on lid verso (fig. 1-45). The seal can be found on the boxes 
of the works discussed above (fig. 1-41,43). It is too early to connect the pot-shaped seal to Shinkai 
Seizan, but it is likely that Seifu Yohei II’s works with the seal were later works mainly from the 
1870s.
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disinherited and left the Seifu family.148 As discussed earlier, the connection with the 
Kiyomizu family through the marriage with Kiyomizu Miyo protected Seifu Yohei IPs 
vulnerable position in the district. Having lost this connection, Yohei III needed to establish 
his own distinctive styles and techniques in order to survive the local politics. In three 
aspects, he distinguished himself from others.
Firstly, Yohei III explored new clay, glaze and decorative techniques with Japanese 
raw materials.149 He undertook extensive researches on local clay and stone. He also realised 
the importance of understanding chemistry in order to enrich the selection of glazes at an 
early stage of his career. Secondly, he claimed that he always signed or sealed his works.150 
It eventually brought more recognition to the name of Seifu Yohei and to his skills in the 
production of Chinese-style porcelain. Thirdly, Seifu Yohei III was not disturbed by the 
foreign dealers’ stylistic demands. From about 1880, the Kyoto ceramic industry grew with 
the rapid expansion of sales to the export ceramic market. Foreign ceramic dealers purchased 
a large quantity of Japanese ceramics regardless of the quality. He expressed his feelings 
about how Japanese potters and merchants were treated by foreign merchants.
Our merchants are disgraced and foreign merchants ignore our trade rights.
I thought the mass production of inferior ceramics would only create profits 
for a short time, but would bring a big problem in the future. I decided not 
to bring them my products (to foreign merchant houses in a concession) to 
sell. [I thought] they can come to my shop to buy only if my works fit their 
taste. I mainly kept to this principle, and focus on the improvement of 
works. As a result, I was unharmed by the recession of the international 
trade caused by the mass production of inferior products.151
148 Mashimizu 1935, 63. It is now known what exactly happened to Seifu Miyo and Seifu Yohei II’s 
daughters. They were probably returned to the Kiyomizu family. If not, they might have been adopted 
or married into other families.
149 The stoneware and porcelain clay Seifu Yohei III used were from Amakusa in Nagasaki, Shigaraki 
in Shiga and Hinooka in Kyoto. (Noshomusho Nomukyoku and Komukyoku 1886, 9).
150 The only known example of his work without seal or signature is in the Imperial collection (fig. 
l-46).The incense burner was one of the set of objects presented by the peerage to Emperor Meiji for 
celebration of the victory of the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05) in 1906 (Watanabe 1930,18). When 
an object is made especially for the Emperor, a signature or seal is considered a discourtesy and is 
often omitted. On the wooden lid of the incense burner are two seals and the signature of Seifu Yohei
III.
151 S t l l i l l
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It is important to point out that Seifu Yohei III was one of those potters who did not need to 
rely on profits from the foreign trade. He had enough domestic demand for his ceramic 
wares.152 These three tactics were to avoid unnecessary conflicts with other potters in Kyoto, 
but also brought about an important by-product. It distinguished his works from other potters 
in Kyoto whose main products were either Satsuma kinrande ware for export to the West or 
Chinese Song or Ming style porcelain ware for sale in the existing Japanese market.
Seifu Yohei III produced blue-and-white porcelain and stoneware works with 
various media from the beginning. Water jar (fig. 1- 47) shows his continuation of styles 
inherited from Seifu Yohei II. Other than these family styles, he pursued experimenting with 
new techniques and glazes and achieved two of his most important inventions in 1882. In 
February 1881, he invented hydretsu-mon (crackled pattern) on hyakka-yu (polychrome 
glazes).153 A small pink vase with crackled pattern (fig. 1-48) shows both decorative features. 
This pattern appears repeatedly on his smaller works until the end of his career.
In January 1882, Yohei III developed a firing method of Hishoku-ji (mise ware) 
with kinuta-yu (celadon glaze typically found among Song Longquan ware) (fig. 1-49). Mise 
ware is a type of celadon thought to have been produced in Yue kilns in the ninth and tenth 
centuries. Although a number of Chinese accounts recorded its excellence, actual mise ware 
was not known during the time of Yohei. It was on unsolved mystery for a long time until the 
1980s when twelve celadon wares labelled as ‘mfre’ were found in an excavation in China
f t *  t
J (Kuroda 1899, 36). ‘Teishitsu gigei’in Seifu Yohei shi rireki’ 
mentions that Seifu Yohei III visited one of the concessions to see foreign ceramic dealers. The place 
he visited was most likely Kobe Port. Kobe was the closest concession where foreigners were allowed 
to reside from Kyoto. (Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1893b, 18). Gisela Jahn suggests that Seifu Yohei III 
was influenced by Royal Copenhagen porcelain (Jahn 2005, 262). However, Seifu clearly denied his 
interests in ceramic wares of Royal Copenhagen in 1899 (Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1899a, 391).
152 See chapter Five for a discussion of the relationship between Seifu Yohei III and sencha.
153 Appendix 1-1, 12 and 13.
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(fig. 1-50).154
Seifu Yohei III painted a hanging scroll entitled Studying ceramics o f mise ware 
and having a discussion (fig. 1-51). This painting suggests his interest in unlocking the 
secret of mise ware. As depicted in this painting, he studied Chinese celadon wares and 
discussed with fellow potters and collectors what mise -secret coloured- ware looked like. 
He announced that he recreated mise ware, and became known for the distinctive green 
colour. Itaya Hazan (1872-1963)155 once commented on Seifu Yohei Ill’s celadon:
Especially [Seifu Yohei Ill’s] celadon shows exquisite workmanship. Seifu’s
celadon is now highly appreciated in our country.156
A variety of polychrome and celadon glazes were made throughout his career. These wares 
were already available for him in his early career.
After succession in 1878, Seifu Yohei III faced an economic crisis. From 1881 for 
three years, the Japanese economy experienced a historical recession. This recession was 
caused by an aggressive financial policy introduced from the late 1870s to the early 1880s 
under the finance ministers Okuma Shigenobu (1838-1922)157 and Matsukata Masayoshi 
(1835-1924).158 The impact of this Matsukata Deflation on the market for export and luxury
154 In August 1981, the octagonal pagoda of Famensi collapsed due to long rain and 121 offerings 
were discovered in a hidden chamber. Sixteen porcelain wares, fourteen celadon wares and two white 
porcelain with overglaze decoration, were found. A stone monument, excavated from the same site, 
inscribed a list of offerings with their name, quantity, size and name of donor. This list described a 
large number of these celadon wares as ‘Ci mise’ (secret-colour ware). (Imai 1997,106-107).
155 Itaya Hazan was born in Ibaraki Prefecture and studied sculpture at Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko. After 
teaching sculpture and ceramics at Ishikawa-ken Kogyo Gakko, he returned to Tokyo and taught 
ceramics. In 1904, Hazan built a dome kiln with three fire boxes which was designed by Hirano 
Kosuke. He won numerous prizes with his pastel coloured glazes with designs showing strong 
connections to Art Nouveau. Inl935, Hazan was designated to teishitsu gigei ’in.
156 (Itaya 
1911,21).
157 Okuma Shigenobu was the eighth and seventeenth Prime Minister of Japan (1898, 1914-16).
158 Matsukata Deflation originated in the financial policy of the Meiji Government and was triggered 
by the Seinan war in 1877. The aggressive financial policy lead by the financial minister, Okuma 
Shigenobu (1838-1922), was formed to prepare and to improve infrastructure of domestic 
transportation and finance. Okuma took measures to supplement the shortage of a budget by using 
quantitative monetary easing policy (expansion of the sum of banknotes in the market). Then, the 
outbreak of the Seinan war brought more pressure on the state budget. The civil war lasted only for
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goods was significant. It brought a continuous fall in the profit of manufacturers, and a sharp 
rise in the exchange rate of the yen resulted in a sudden fall in numbers of orders from 
foreign dealers.159 The export ceramic industry was one of the most affected sectors. 
Kinkozan Sobei VII (1868-1928)160 described the time:
The recession from 1881 to 1883 almost killed the ceramic industry of this 
[Awataguchi] district completely. Many potters shut down the business and 
my father [Kinkozan Sobei VI: 1824-1884161] struggled too.162
The gross sales of export ceramics in 1881 dropped twenty-six percent in 1884. In Kyoto, the 
sales dropped forty-three percent during the same period.163 Seifu Yohei III claimed that he 
survived this critical moment without significant damage. Despite the comment, he was not 
immune to the recession. Around 1882, Kiyomizu Shichibei sold the climbing kiln to 
Yamamura Chozan (dates unknown) probably due to financial difficulty due to the
seven months, but the government spent 42 million yen, 27 million yen worth banknotes were issued 
and 15 million were covered by a loan. Consequently, a serious inflation began in autumn 1879. The 
fall in the exchange rate of the yen continued until April 1881. The Japanese economy slowly moved 
toward recession after serious inflation caused by the war. It was this moment that Matsukata 
Masayoshi became the finance Minister in October 1881. Matsukata introduced a new measure to 
shift the conversion system to the silver standard. He deliberately downsized the number of banknotes 
in the market and drastically reduced state expenditure by setting up a strict rule in issuing banknotes 
to supplement the state budget. This policy of austerity and quantitative monetary tightening 
accelerated deflation and the recession, famously known as the Matsukata Deflation (Niwa 2005). 
Matsukata Masayoshi was a samurai of Satsuma domain. He worked for Shimazu Hisamitsu 
(1817-87) and was quickly promoted to a leading position of the domain. Later, he was in charge of 
finance for the naval army of the domain. After the Meiji Restoration, Okubo Toshimichi promoted 
him to the central government and Matsukata mostly worked for Ministry of Finance. In 1881, 
Matsukata became the Financial Minister and proceeded radical measures to reconstruct the financial 
system of Japan. He was a member of Genroin (the Chamber of Elders).
159 Appendix 1-2.
160 Kinozan Sobei VII operated the largest ceramic factory in Kyoto in the Awataguchi district during 
the Meiji era. He was a son of Kinkozan S5bei VI. He succeeded the headship of the family after the 
death of Sobei VI in 1884. His main products were Satsuma kinrande-style wares to the Western 
countries. He won numerous prizes at national and international exhibitions and competitions and was 
one of the leading industrialist of Kyoto.
161 Kinkozan Sobei VI succeeded the headship of the family in 1824. He enlarged his factory to the 
one of the largests in Kyoto and won a number of prizes at exhibitions in the early Meiji era.
162 I T ,  i f
(Kuroda
1899,332).
163 Fujioka 1962,28.
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recession.164 It seems that Seifu Yohei III was able to continue using the same kiln. Yohei III 
did not list any new inventions for two years in 1883 and 1884 although the financial 
damage was minimal compared to other potters.165
After the recession, potters in the area realised the importance of the structural 
change in the industry. They thought the crisis was enhanced by the dissolution of the trade 
association in Kyoto in 1871.166 All potters had been forced to work independently and it 
weakened the ceramic industry as a whole. In the middle of the recession in 1884, Kyoto 
Prefecture advised local businesses to re-establish a trade association. Seifu Yohei III was 
recommended as one of the founding directors of Kyoto Tojiki Shoko Tatsumigumi (Tatsumi 
Group of Kyoto Ceramic Trade Association). The Seifu Yohei family was one of only a few 
potters who had enough financial strength to spare time for the revitalisation of the local 
industry.
The association introduced a number of new policies for reconstruction of the 
damaged industry. For example, they set up rules to recognise new techniques and to protect 
them for one to five years. The patent law was established in Japan in 1885 and it was an act 
responding to the new law.167 A meeting was held once a month to study and share ceramic 
techniques. In addition, Tojiki Chinretsujo (Ceramics Gallery) was built in 1886 in the 
Kiyomizu-Gojo district for displaying a wide collection of ceramic wares (fig. 1-52).168 In 
1896, Seifu Yohei III became one of the principal members of the foundation of Kyoto 
Shiritsu Tojiki Shikenjo (Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre) (fig. 1-53), established for 
the development of the local ceramic industry.169
While actively involved in the reconstruction of the Kyoto ceramic industry, Seifu
164 Mashimizu 1935, 63.
165 Appendix 1-1.
166 Kyoto prefecture dissolved most trade unions which were hindering fair trade in 1871. (Fujioka 
1962, 38).
167 See Takahashi 1936 for further details on the process of recognition of the patent in Japan.
168 Fujioka 1962, 38-40. Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai, 1893, 18.
169 See Chapter Two for details of the Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre.
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Yohei III invented six new techniques. In 1886, he invented a method of firing white glaze 
painting on any glazed surface.170 A small vase in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, is an 
example of this method where Chinese flowers were painted in relief in white overglaze 
enamel (fig. 1-54). In 1887, he invented sango-yu (coral red glaze). Tokyo National Museum 
holds a large incense burner with this glaze (fig. 1-55) and a vase in the Khalili collection has 
an additional crackled pattern (fig. 1-56). All three works Seifu Yohei III entered in Nihon 
Bijutsu Kyokai Bijutsu Tenrankai (Art Exhibition of Japan Art Association) in 1888 had this 
glaze. At the exhibition, he won first prize at the national level with a vase with this coral red 
glaze.171 It explains that this colour of glaze was unprecedented in Japan in 1888. Purple 
glaze is another important invention from this period. There was one example of the glaze in 
the Charles J. Morse collection sold at Spink and Son Ltd. in 1990 (fig. 1-57).172 This purple 
glaze was also used on a lidded jar owned by the Chinese porcelain collector Charles Hoyt 
(fig. 1-58). It is known that this glaze was used for his bowl with fish design that won first 
prize at NIE III in 1890. In addition, Seifu Yohei III found a method to fire yellow glaze over 
blue-and-white porcelain in 1889. A vase in the Khalili Collection matches the description 
(fig. 1-59).173
Seifu Yohei III became famous for these new glazes in Kyoto. However, he was by 
no means the only potter experimenting with new glazes. In 1880s, many of his peers began 
experimenting new glazes.174 Winning prizes at ceramic competitions became an important
170 Appendix 1-1, 17.
171 Okamoto 2007, 66. The prize winning vase’s whereabouts is not known.
172 Spink & Sons, Ltd. 1990, 115: lot 132, sold for £ 2800. Charles J. Morse (1852-1911) was a civil 
engineer from Evanston, Illinois. He represented a firm that constructed the Manufacturer’s Building 
for the World’s Columbian Exosition, Chicago in 1893. He travelled to Japan in 1897 (McNamara 
1994,33). During the trip, he visited Seifu Yohei III and purchased many works. A large portion of 
Seifu Yohei Ill’s works in western collections originally came from the Charles J. Morse Collection.
173 Large vases dated circa 1890 often have similar widened meiping shape.
174 For example, Kato Tomotaro (1851-1916) in Tokyo started to experiment with underglaze red in 
1882, underglaze yellow in 1883 and underglaze purple in 1886. He succeeded in creating purple in 
1890, yellow in 1893, reddish orange in 1899 and black in 1907. Takemoto Hayata is considered as 
the first Japanese potter to successfully fire ‘tea dust’ glaze and ‘hare’s fur’ glaze. Miyagawa Kozan I 
and Inoue Ryosai II also produced wares with various colour glazes in the late 1880s. See Chapter Six 
for detailed biographies of Kato Tomotaro, Takemoto Hayata and Miyagawa Kozan I.
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aspect to ensure the success of a potter in the ceramic field. Inventing a new glaze was 
seemingly considered very highly in competitions. Seifu Yohei III began winning ceramic 
competitions at the national level after 1885. In 1890, he won first prize at NIE III with 
Uoebachi (Bowl with fish design). He was the only potter in the exhibition awarded first 
prize in the art category.175 The successes in the exhibition immediately elevated Seifu Yohei 
Ill’s position in Kyoto.176 In 1890, he was appointed as judge in the regional ceramic 
competitions including Kyoto-shi Bijutsu Hakurankai (Kyoto City Art Exhibition),
Kyoto-shi Kogyo Bussankai (Kyoto City Industrial Products Exhibition) and Kyoto-shi 
Bijutsu Kogei-hin Tenrankai (Kyoto City Art and Craft Exhibition).177
However, none of these awards was comparable to the title he received in 1893. He 
was designated the first potter teishitsu gigeVin (Artist for the Imperial Household). He 
became one of only three teishitsu gigei'in in Kyoto at the time.178 Along with all of these 
successes in competitions and contributions to the local industry, Seifu Yohei III was then 
given a role to provide works for members of the Imperial family.179 This was followed by 
receiving the Ryokuju hosho (Medal of Green Ribbon) in 1895.
Japan established the Medal of Honour in 1881. The Medal of Green Ribbon was 
given to honour children, grandchildren, wives and servants for remarkable acts of piety; and 
individuals who became a public role model through their diligence and perseverance while 
engaging in their professional activities.
When Seifu Yohei III received the medal on 30 March 1895, it was accompanied 
with the text stating the reason for the conferment:
175 He also won first prize for Hakuji mizasashi (White-porcelain water jar) and Akaji tsubo (Red 
vase), in the category of industrial products. (Okamoto 2007, 66).
176 Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1974, 155-156. Okamoto 2004, 51. Okamoto 2007, 66.
177 Kyoto Hakuran Kyokai 1903, 271, 279, 287.
178 There were two Kyoto artists, Mori Kansai and Date Yasuke (1839-92), given the title when the 
title was established in 1890. Date Yasuke died in 1891. In 1893, Seifu Yohei III and Kono Bairei 
(1844-95) were designated in Kyoto.
179 See Chapter Six for a discussion of the issue of teishitsu gigei'in and the relationship of Seifu 
Yohei III to the Imperial Household.
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Seifu Yohei III has always been after great masters as he has devoted his 
energy to the techniques in ceramics. He has reached the highest level 
among potters in the Kiyomizu district. Having tried to catch up with the 
ancient Chinese ceramics for a long time, he invented the process of 
creating uncountable number of coloured-glazes. He named them as 
Hyakkanishiki [one hundred flower glaze: polychrome overglaze enamels] 
and applied them for various works. His works have pure and elegant 
quality and innovative designs. Chinese and other foreigners widely 
appreciated his works. His reputation continued to expand and his market 
enlarged. Moreover, he does not hide his inventions. It was openly 
distributed to fellow artists for referencing. He organised annual and 
monthly meetings to study ceramic techniques or to examine kiln tools. He 
often instructed at various places for the purpose of the improvement of the 
industry. Besides, he has been frequently appointed as a committee member 
of exhibitions and competitions. He has made efforts both in the developing 
the field and outcomes of actual [artistic] works. The nation recognises him 
as a model of our nation.180
This appraisal shows that the government recognised Seifu Yohei Ill’s artistic career and 
contribution to the ceramic industry. The recognition by the Imperial Household Agency 
(Kunaisho) elevated the status of Seifu Yohei III in the community even higher. In 1895, 
Seifu Yohei III was nominated a judge of the ceramic section for NIEIV. Seifu Yohei III 
became a lifetime member to the Kyoto Art Association in 1896.
While working as a judge of the ceramic section, Seifu Yohei III won the second 
highest prize in the exhibition for his Seika shokaku-ga kabin (Vase with crane under pine 
tree) and Hakuji roka-mon kabin (Vase with cherry blossom pattern) at NIE IV. The two 
vases are illustrated in an exhibition report (fig. 1-60). 181 Tokyo National Museum holds a 
similar work to the white vase (fig. 1-61).182 Taihaku-ji (great white porcelain or creamy 
white porcelain) with low relief decoration is his oldest invention in 1872 and his most
180
7  M l  v - t K y  h (Kuroda 1899, 38-39. Tsuchida 1905,217).
181 Shimabayashi 1895.
182 The Tokyo National Museum vase was exhibited at 1893 World Colombian Exhibition in Chicago. 
Compared to this vase, the prize winning vase cherry blossoms and was about twice as tall.
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favourite style ever. The second vase shows another characteristic of the potter. A vase with 
the same design in mirror image is in the Ashmolean Museum collection (fig. 1-62). This 
vase can be considered as a crystallisation of his years of experiment in glazes. These are 
blue, black, red and green under a transparent glaze. At the same exhibition, Kinkozan Sobei 
VII and Ito Tozan I (1846-1920)183 won prizes with their typical Awata ware, stoneware 
with kinrande decoration. Seifu Yohei IIFs advanced glazing techniques must have stood out 
among hundreds of works in the competition.184
The Young Kiyomizu Rokubei V (1875-1959)185 visited the exhibition and was 
impressed by the two works.
It was at the exhibition in Meiji 28 (1895), the year I reached the draft age, 
when I was first interested in ceramics. The last Seifu Yohei [Yohei III] ... 
exhibited three works at the art gallery. I was astonished by these works.
When I looked at them, I was transfixed. I thought Mr. Seifu creates 
outstanding works as these works remain in my memory. These works were 
very tall. I realised why my father [Kiyomizu Rokubei IV: 1848-1920186] 
has been under pressure [by the fame of Seifu Yohei III]. I understood that 
there is no way that my father would compete against him. The works were 
so perfect that there was nothing I could say. I promised myself to create 
something to overcome his works in the future. This experience gave me the 
original impetus [to pursue ceramics]187
183 Ito Tozan worked in the Awataguchi district. He was bom in the family of Tobacco pipe maker. He 
learned ceramics in the workshops of Takahashi Dohachi in, Kanzan Denshichi, Taizan Yohei, 
Ichimonjiya Chubei. In order to widen the knowledge, Tozan travelled ceramic centres such as 
Shigaraki, Izushi, Banko, Tajimi, Seto and Komatsu. Helped to revival of Asahi kiln in Uji in 1873 
and of Zeze kiln in 1920. Tozan developed an extensive ceramic collection and about eighty works of 
the collection was donated to the Imperial Museum of Kyoto and Nara (predecessor of Kyoto and 
Nara National Museum). In 1917, Tozan was appointed to a position of teishitsu gigei’in.
184 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1895b.
185 Kiyomizu Rokubei V worked in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district. He was a son of the Kiyomizu 
Rokubei IV. He apprenticed himself to Kono Bairei in 1887 and he entered the Kyoto-fu Gagakko in
1888. He was one of the leading potters in Kyoto in the first half of the nineteenth century.
186 Kiyomizu Rokubei IV worked in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district. He was the oldest son of Kiyomizu 
Rokubei III. Rokubei IV studied painting under Shiokawa Bunrin (1801-77) and succeeded the 
headship o f the family in 1883. Compared to the Rokubei III, he mainly produced wares for the 
domestic market. He was involved with the literati circle in Kyoto and was a friend of Tomioka Tessai 
and Kono Bairei.
o t  (*w&) (4.GI&) fctfcjL-c&fco
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This memory of one of the leading Kyoto potters in the twentieth century explain the 
significance of Seifu Yohei III and the impact of his works to the younger generations of 
potters in Kyoto.
Seifu Yohei III lists thirty-six inventions between 1893 and 1900. It is a remarkable 
fact that between 1893 and 1895, he listed twenty-three new inventions. The timing matches 
the moment when he was appointed to a position of teishitsu gigei’in and awarded the Medal 
of Green Ribbon. The annual stipend of one hundred yen for holding a title teishitsu gigei ’in 
would have eased the cost of experiments. Nakanodo has said that two inventions during this 
period were particularly distinctive. These are kanpaku-ji glaze (transparent glaze with light 
pink shading) and tenmoku-yu rojo-han (Tenmoku glaze of waterfall effect).188 Both 
inventions were made in 1893.189 Kanpaku-ji is white porcelain with shading of light red 
transparent glaze. The style is now recognised as his signature style.190 In 1893, he received 
the Second Prize of Silver Cup at Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai Shunki Bijutsuten (Spring Term 
Exhibition of the Japan Art Association) for Tankd-yu hotan kabin (Vase with Light Red 
Glaze and Peony Design).191 This tankd-yu is an early name of kanpaku-ji.192 A vase in the 
Jim Heusinger Collection matches the description although the prize-winning vase could 
have been much larger (fig. 1-63). He improved and the detailed relief decoration became 
available. Kanpaku-ji with insects and butterfly of low relief decoration is listed in 1895 (fig. 
1-64).
0 t  (Kiyomizu 1931, 37).
188 Nakanodo 1997, 62-64.
189 Appendix 1-1, 34.
190 Kanpaku-ji is white porcelain with shading of light red transparent glaze. Tairei-ji (creamy white 
colour porcelain with transparent glaze) is used for the body. Low relief decoration is attached on 
body and these decorated areas are then covered with Mino paper. Diluted ash glaze is sprinkled by 
using wire net and brush. It is fired in an oxidisation atmosphere and slight gradation of light-red 
colour appears in transparent glaze. (Nakanodo 1997, 62-63) .
191 Okamoto 2007, 66.
192 The first piece titled kanpaku-ji (yu) is a vase purchased by the Imperial Household in 1897. 
(Okamoto 2007, 65). This style of work was called tankd-yu before then.
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In addition, Seifu Yohei III created various high-fired light-colour glazes. In 1894, 
tsukiyoi (evening moon) celadon with low relief decoration was invented. A set of six food 
bowls by Seifu Yohei IV has an original box and called tsukiyoi celadon (fig. 1-65). In a 
document, two vases commissioned by members of the Imperial family were called tsukiyoi 
celadon.193 Mizuiro-yu (water-colour glaze) is a light blue glaze invented in 1895. No work 
with this name is known, but the glaze would have looked like a bowl with fish design in a 
private collection in Japan (fig. 1-66) or a small vase with birds and waves in the David 
Hyatt King collection (fig. 1-67). A few more examples of glazes in similar tones are known. 
Although the name of the glaze is not known, a vase with light green glaze is in the British 
Museum (fig. 1-68). Light purple glaze is rare but certainly exists. A large vase with cloud 
design in a private collection is an example (fig. 1-69). In addition to these, Seifu Yohei III 
had already achieved creamy white and light yellow (fig. 1-70, 71).
Tenmoku-yu rojo-han is rather different from these wares with light colour glazes. 
The large vase in a private collection in New York is one of the best examples (fig. 1-72).
The marks created with different tones of tenmoku glaze resemble a dragon flying in clouds. 
There are other examples with tenmoku glaze (fig. 1-73, 74). Besides, there are several other 
darker colour glazes achieved during this period. Since many works do not have original 
boxes, we can only guess which work the name describes. Following are the names of these 
glazes and some works likely to be with these glazes: Gm-yu (jade colour glaze) in 1890 (fig. 
1-75), rokan-ji (dark green glazed porcelain) (fig. 1-76) in 1892, gishi-yu (reddish brown 
glaze), and koku-yu (black glaze) in 1893, gohi-yu (skin of kochi fish glaze) in 1894, chayd-ji 
(tea leaf glazed porcelain) in 1895, and ran-ji (dark blue glazed porcelain) (fig. 1-77) and 
chairo-yu (brown glaze) (fig. 1-78) in 1896. Seifu Yohei III claims that all the glazes were 
created using materials found locally. It is remarkable that Seifu Yohei III managed to 
produce such a large number of coloured glazes, which were mostly unprecedented in Japan.
193 Appendix 6-2, 14.
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Seifu Yohei Ill’s innovative glazing techniques were highly appreciated in Japan, 
but also in the western world. He won a number of prizes at international expositions 
including Chicago in 1893, Paris in 1900 and London in 1910.194 These events made him an 
internationally recognised potter. As the news spread in Japan, it reinforced the status of 
Seifu Yohei HI in the Kyoto art field.195
After the Paris Exposition in 1900, the name and works of Seifu Yohei III cease to 
appear in publications and exhibition records. For example, he did not participate in the 
Louisiana Purchase Exhibition in St. Louis in 1904.196 He listed fourteen inventions in his 
remaining fourteen years, whereas it was twenty-three for the previous eight years. The 
reason for his sudden disappearance is not known. It could have been caused by declining 
health or he might have wanted to retire from the leading position in the Kyoto ceramic field. 
In the same year as the Paris Exposition and just before his disappearance from the field, 
fourteen works of Seifu Yohei IH were exhibited at Nanzen-ji temple. Okamoto pointed out 
that the selection of the works was as if it were a retrospective exhibition of Seifu Yohei
III.197 Soon after, he stalled to hand over the responsibility as a leader of Kyoto potters to 
younger generations. For example, nominated as judge, five artists including Seifu Yohei III 
declined to take part in the Shin Ko Bijutsuten (Art Exhibition both New and Old) after 
1 9 0 i 198 gy limiting his public activities, Seifu Yohei III would have had more time to 
concentrate on his creative activities. The annual reports of the Kyoto City Ceramic Research 
Centre recorded eight experiments requested by Seifu Yohei III between 1900 and 1906.199
Even though the number is fewer, certainly the most time-consuming works belong
194 National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo 1997,275, 389. Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 
1901a, 25.
195 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1897b. Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1901a, 25.
195 Okamoto 2007, 73.
197 Okamoto 2007, 73.
198 The five artists were Iida Shinshichi IV (1859-1944), Nishimura Sozaemon XII (d. 1935),
Hiro’oka Ihei (dates unknown), Hara Zaisen (1849-1916) and Seifu Yohei III (Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 
1901b, 33).
199 Appendix 1-3.
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to the last fourteen years. Two of his first inventions were a distinctive celadon glaze and 
white porcelain with relief decoration known as taihaku-ji. These two styles of works were 
created throughout his career and the best examples are found soon after 1900. A large 
celadon vase in tobiseiji style shows the distinctive Seifu green (fig. 1-79). Taihaku-ji vase 
with reishi (Ch. lingzhi200), shows the perfection of the delicate relief technique (fig.
1-80).201 The combination of more than one technique is another characteristic. A vase with 
phoenix and paulownia in the Jim Heusinger Collection shows a combination of underglaze 
blue, inglaze light red and low relief decoration (fig. 1-81).202 A vase with mountain cherry 
blossoms in the Museum of Imperial Collection displays a combination of inglaze light red 
and yellow and relief decoration all over the body (fig. 1-82).203 Okamoto illustrated some 
other examples of Seifu Yohei Ill’s major works from this period.204 These were often 
refined versions of his earlier inventions.
Seifu Yohei III reached the height of success as a potter. All the troubles his family 
had with fellow potters in the area were solved except for one problem. He needed to acquire 
his own climbing kiln before handing over the workshop to his son. Since Kiyomizu 
Shichibei II sold the kiln, which Seifu Yohei II and III were using, the new owner Yamamura 
Chozan never agreed to sell the kiln. According to Mashimizu Zoroku II, Yohei III offered to 
buy the kiln soon after he became a teishitsu gigei’in in 1893. The price was never agreed 
and Chozan sold the kiln to Yamamoto Tatsunosuke instead.205 Yohei III tried to buy the kiln 
from Yamamoto too, but never received a positive answer. It was three years after Yamamoto 
Tatsunosuke passed away when Yohei III finally acquired the kiln from Yamamoto
200 The image of lingzhi is frequently depicted in the asian art. It is used medicinally, with many 
claims o f health-stimulating properties, and believed to have an effect on long life.
201 Both vases were donated to the Imperial Museum by the artist in 1912.
202 This vase matches the description of the vase that won a prize at Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai, Dai 32 kai 
Bijutsu Tenrankai (the 32lld Art Exhibition of Japan Art Association) in 1902,
203 This vase won third prize at Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai, Dai 37 kai Bijutsu Tenrankai (the 35th Art 
Exhibition of Japan Ait Association) in 1905. The vase was purchased by Kunaicho after the 
exhibition.
204 Okamoto 2007, 67-68.
205 Yamamoto Tatsunosuke opened ceramic business in 1864. His potter name is Yamamoto Ryuzan 
and the family still operates a ceramic business.
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Yamanosuke, the son of Tatsunosuke, in 1907.206 It is a remarkable fact that Seifu Yohei III 
received a series of important prizes without owning a high-fired kiln. Moreover, it shows 
the local politics which the Seifu family had to deal with.
Seifu Yohei IV once described his father Yohei III in his later years:
[Seifu Yohei III] used to wake up around 10:00 am in his later years. He 
worked the whole day and continued working on new ideas until around 
2:00 am. He did not drink even a drop of sake, and had no other hobbies. It 
seems that he only liked making ceramics, and hardly ever left home. He 
instructed us in every detail of ceramic making, but the results were often 
different from what he hoped for. So, he frequently scolded us.207
This description explains that he was more or less retired from the responsibilities as a leader 
of the local and national ceramic communities. Being a loyal student of Tanomura Chokunyu, 
literati ideals and aesthetics may have inspired him to such a retired life.208 On 15 July 1914, 
Seifu Yohei III died at the age of 63 from stomach cancer. In appreciation of his contribution 
to the Imperial Household, the cost of the memorial service was supplemented by Imperial 
Household Agency.209
Seifu Yohei IV (1872-1946)
Seifu Yohei IV, the second son of Seifu Yohei III, succeeded to the headship of the 
family when he was 42 years old.210 Seifu Yohei IV’s involvement in the Seifu workshop
206 Mashimizu 1935, 63. This issue of kiln is probably one of the main reasons why Seifu Yohei III 
did not have a large workshop to manufacture products. His workshop only had six employees in 1887 
(Seifu 1887). The number would not have increased throughout his lifetime as the size of the available 
kiln space could not be significantly enlarged without having his own kiln.
•£L1t<DX\ SSatl-o
V ' T f i — L tcfrK ¥ 5  ^  V L L f t a j (Kuroda
1920, 184).
208 Seifu Yohei III was a special member of Nihon Nanga Kyokai (Watanabe 1930, 18).
209 Watanabe 1930, 19.
2,0 Seifu Yohei III called himself Seizan H ill and Yohei IV took the name Seizan hfe jil, pronounced
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between circa 1910 and 1914 is important. Seifu Yohei III left him a fortune, distinctive 
styles and the foundations of production including a climbing kiln. Compared to the previous 
three generations, Yohei IV was fortunate that he did not need to struggle for survival in this 
competitive field. He was brought up in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district as a son of Seifu Yohei 
III with a promising future. He studied literati-style painting under Tanomura Shosai 
(1753-1830), a son of Tanomura ChokunyO, in Osaka for three years. He saw his father’s 
success and fame in his twenties and thirties. He would have helped the production of Seifu 
Yohei Ill’s workshop as his father did for his grandfather.
A number of works attributed to Seifu Yohei III were probably completed by Yohei
IV. For example, a taihaku-ji vase in the Imperial collection was given to the Crown Prince 
by Emperor Taisho in 1913 (fig. 1-83), but ‘Seifu’ signature on the vase is similar to ones by 
Seifu Yohei IV (fig. 1-86). Another example is an incense burner by Seifu Yohei III exhibited 
at the Japan-British Exhibition in 1910 (fig. 1-84). Seifu Yohei IV once noted that Yohei III 
used to produce blue-and-white incense burners only with a metal lid. Yohei III had trouble 
with porcelain lids because distortion during firing often causes a mismatch with the body. 
Then, Yohei IV explained that he made an incense burner with a porcelain lid with openwork. 
The photograph of the incense burner has a porcelain lid with openwork. These facts in 
addition to observation of other ceramic wares suggest that Seifu Yohei IV mainly operated 
the Seifu workshop after circa 1910, probably due to the declining health of Seifu Yohei III.
In addition, Seifu Yohei IV claimed that he used the seal of Yohei III for five years after his 
succession.211 A large portion of these late works, currently attributed to Yohei III, is 
probably by Yohei IV under Yohei Ill’s detailed direction.
Immediately after succession to the headship of the Seifu family in 1915, he won 
the Golden Prize at the Panama Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco with Vase
the same but written with a different first character.
211 Kuroda 1920, 184.
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with Chrysanthemum (fig. 1-85).212 In 1916, he won the second prize at the exhibition of the 
Japan Art Association with Yellow Bowl with Peony.213 In 1918, he won the third prize at the 
same exhibition with his Yellow Vase with Plum Blossom Design (fig. 1-86).214 In 1922, he 
became an associate of the Salon in France. Seifu Yohei IV created several works for 
members of the Imperial family.215 It appears as if he started as another great potter, but his 
style continued to follow his father’s footsteps. Even though he claimed that he invented new 
glazes, many were merely variations on his father’s inventions (fig. 1-87).216
The early twentieth century was a crucial turning point for ceramic art in Japan. In 
1911, Nihon Toryo Kabushikigaisha (Japan Ceramic Material Co.) was established in Tokyo. 
The company started to sell stoneware and porcelain clay from different areas of Japan and 
glazes in many different colours. Suddenly, dozens of ceramic materials became readily 
available. Besides, the Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre contributed to spread modern 
ceramic techniques to the area. This popularisation of ceramic production techniques forced 
potters to shift their attention from new techniques to new designs.
Earlier in Kyoto, Yuto-en (Circle of Playing Ceramics) was founded in 1903 by 
Kiyomizu Rokubei V, Miyanaga Tozan I (1868-1941), Asai Chu (1856-1907)217, Kinkozan 
Sobei VII and many others. The movement was inspired by Art Nouveau in France.
Members included both designers and potters, who worked together in creating ceramic art 
for the new generation. A large vase by Kinkozan Sobei VII in the Ashmolean Museum 
would, have been the kind of work produced for the circle (fig. 1-88).
212 Kuroda 1920, 182.
213 Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai 1916, 30.
214 Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai 1918, 1.
215 In 1924, Seifu Yohei IV was commissioned to create a yellow porcelain incense burner for the 
marriage of the Crown Prince in 1924 and a kanpaku-ji vase for the enthronement of Emperor Showa 
(1901-89) in 1928.
216 Kuroda 1920, 182.
217 Asai Chu was born into a samurai family of Sakura domain. He studied literati-style painting at a 
domainal school, then moved to Tokyo in 1873, where he studied English. In 1876, he entered Kobu 
Bijutsu Gakko and studied under Antonio Fontanesi. He taught painting at Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko after 
1898 and then went to France to study oil painting in 1900. Asai retuned in 1902 and became a 
Professor at Kyoto Koto Kogei Gakko (Kyoto Higher School of Arts and Crafts).
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In 1920, Sekido-sha (Red Clay Group) was established by young graduates from 
the Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre led by Kusube Yaichi (1897-1984)218, Yagi Isso 
(1894-1973).219 Their manifesto states:
Our life would be too miserable if [we just] praise potters who stick to 
hereditary styles without awakening from the slumber of selflessness220
One of the potters they were referring to was probably Seifu Yohei IV. None of the members 
of Sekido-sha had a strong background in the ceramic industry in Kyoto. Movements like 
this would not have lasted for long in the Meiji era, but these young potters were accepted 
and later took over the ceramic art field. It was a result of the popularisation of ceramic 
production techniques, which Seifu Yohei III introduced and encouraged in the past. 
Ironically, Seifu Yohei IV was badly affected by it and gradually faded from the main stage. 
He at least continued to be recognised as a famous Kyoto potter until World War II, or until 
the aftermath of the war destroyed his entire fortune.221
Conclusion
The lives of the first four generations of Seifu Yohei display the importance of the 
artists’ identity in their local community. Who they were in the community was the decisive 
factor in any artistic creation until the end of the Meiji era. Especially, without owning a kiln,
218 Kusube Yaichi was born in the family of ceramic manufacturer. He studied painting under Kono 
Bairei. In 1912, he entered the Denshujo (training school) of the Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre 
where he met Fujie Eiko, Kawai Kanjiro and other important potters. Kusube won numerous prizes at 
national and international exhibitions and competitions. He was a member of the Japan Art Academy, 
a board member of Nitten (the Japan Fine Arts Exhibition), the holder of Kyoto City Cultural Merit, 
and National Cultural Merit. In 1978, Kusube was awarded Bunka kunsho (Order of Cultural Merit).
219 Yagi was born in Osaka and apprenticed himself to Kikko Shogetsu of Kikko-yaki kiln. In 1912, 
he was accepted as a trainee at the Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre. After the graduation, he 
worked in the workshop of Takahashi Dohachi. Yagi Kazuo (1918-79) is his son.
<0 J (Nakanodo 1997, 115).
221 Seifu Yohei IV lost the family fortune due to the conversion to new yen after the WWII.
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it was difficult to expand the size of production and operate a stable business. Seifu Yohei I 
and II chose to work with influential potters in the area for their survival. Seifu Yohei III, on 
the other hand, solved the problem by choosing another path.
Knowing the struggle of his predecessors, he could not risk having problems with 
neighbouring influential potters. Seifu Yohei III, therefore, made extremely careful choices 
according to the changes in society. He concentrated on developing new ceramic techniques, 
which used to be only possible by Chinese potters, while continuing production of wares 
embodied qualities appealing to former samurai, aristocrat or wealthy merchant classes in his 
early career. Using these new technical discoveries, he elevated his status by winning local 
and national ceramic competitions that became the main stage of potters’ artistic activities. 
His successes in competitions were directly related to his national recognition. His 
designation as a teishitsu gigei 'in in 1893 resulted in the sudden elevation of his status at the 
local and national level. The success meant a freedom from local politics, which had been a 
source of trouble for the Seifu family for decades.
Seifu Yohei 111’s artistic activities were therefore mostly motivated by regional and 
domestic, not international issues. Although ceramics of the Meiji era have been discussed in 
the context of export to the west, Seifu Yohei HI, a leading potter of the Meiji era, and many 
other potters in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district, do not fit in the context. Their works were 
designed according to domestic needs and were mostly consumed within Japan. Of course, 
Seifu Yohei Ill’s works were exhibited in various international expositions, but Japanese 
clients purchased many of them prior to departure. It was probably true that his participation 
came from his responsibility as a leading potter of Japan rather than expanding his sales to 
overseas customers. His view of the West was probably different from the views of his 
contemporaries from different areas who were deeply involved in the production of export 
wares for the Western market.
Development or modernisation for him meant inventing new ceramic technologies
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in order to catch up with the technically more advanced West and China. At the same time, 
he worked to popularise these new technologies for the development of the Kyoto ceramics 
industry. While many Japanese potters focused on Western style techniques, his polychrome 
overglaze enamels and various monochrome glazes suggest that there were more Chinese 
elements than Western. This combination of domestic market and Imperial Qing-style 
Chinese porcelain appears to be a key to understanding the works by Seifu Yohei III and 
many other potters during the Meiji era. Moreover, it reveals a side of Japanese export 
ceramics that has yet to be investigated.
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Chapter Two
Rivalry between Kyoto and Tokyo as Centres of Artistic Production
In a lecture in Kyoto in August 1888, Kuki Ryuichi (1850-1931)222, Director of the 
Imperial Museum (Teishitsu Hakubutsukan: predecessor of the Tokyo National Museum), 
posed a question.
To promote the fine arts in the future on which aspects do we need to focus? 
Should the centre of Japanese art be Kyoto, as it has been for seven hundred 
years, or Tokyo? Or, should the arts of both cities develop 
simultaneously?223
Previous studies of Japanese art both in Japan and the West of this period have 
tended to focus on artists in Tokyo. Scholars usually speak of Tokyo as if it had always been 
at the forefront of artistic trends from the late nineteenth century onwards. Kitazawa Noriaki 
explains that the change in Japanese art in the early Meiji era can be described as the time of 
the institutionalisation of art.224 In his theory, the art of Japan was created by following the 
West as a model. This theory focuses on art-related activities, how government in Tokyo 
managed to regulate cultural diversity, but does not focus on how differently each area 
reacted. On the other hand, artistic activities of other important cities, Kyoto in particular as 
Kuki pointed out, have seldom attracted scholarly attention. In fact, Kyoto was one of the
222 Kuki Ryuichi is a governmental official worked for art administration of the Meiji era. He was 
born as a samurai of Sanda domain and later adopted into the Kuki family of Ayabe domain. Kuki 
studied under Fukuzawa Yukichi and entered the Ministry of Education in 1872. After filling various 
important posts in the ministry, Kuki became the first Director of the Imperial Museum in Tokyo in
1889. He was a committee member of teishitsu gigei ’in,
(Kuki 1888, 30).
224 Kitazawa 1989. Kitazawa’s theory has been inherited by more recent studies by Takagi Hiroshi, 
Sato Doshin and Kinoshita Naoyuki. Takagi pointed out the role and responsibility of the Imperial 
family in the ait related activities, while Sato focused on the issue of creation of terminologies for 
Japanese art (Takagi 1991. Sato 1996). Kinoshita focused on the relationship between art and various 
exhibitions which were the main arena to display any art works in the late nineteenth century Japan 
(Kinoshita 1993).
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leading cities actively modernising society and many new measures were introduced earlier 
in Kyoto than Tokyo.
Previous studies of the arts of the Meiji era have often been insensitive to these 
cultural diversities within Japan. By the end of the Edo period, Japan comprised over three 
hundred regional domains ruled by the same number of regional lords. Each domain held its 
distinctive culture, the main reason for the cultural diversity of the period.225 The life of 
Japanese of the Meiji era was regulated according to the interests of the region to which they 
belonged. The regional interests therefore should be regarded as one of the main factors, 
which defined art and artists of the Meiji era.
As in other fields, a Tokyo-centric view has been dominant in studies of ceramics 
of the Meiji era. Potters from other areas such as Kyoto, Arita, Kutani, Seto etc. have only 
attracted limited attention. Kyoto was the centre of Japanese arts by the end of the Edo 
period. After the Meiji Restoration, Kyoto has never handed over the position to Tokyo. The 
two cities competed against each other to be the centre of ceramic production of Japan. This 
rivalry not only directed the development of arts of the Meiji era, but also Seifu Yohei Ill’s 
artistic activities.
In order to display the differences and similarities between the two cities, this 
chapter begins with broader issues and gradually shifts to more focused ones. Firstly, it will 
look at the most important event that motivated the competition between Tokyo and Kyoto.
At the start of the Meiji era, the two cities fought over imperial patronage, which was the 
prime source of income for the Kyoto art industry. The permanent move of the Emperor and 
hundreds of the aristocracy to Tokyo changed the structure of the art industry of the two 
capitals. Secondly, it examines the issues of exhibitions and art schools. In the rivalry 
between two cities, both tried to take the initiative in the two areas. Thirdly, discussion of the
225 Vaporis has pointed out the importance of the cultural activities of these domains in the Edo period. 
He said that ‘it is crucial to recognize that “Edo culture” was nothing less than an amalgam of 
continually changing influences from early modern Japan’s large number of domains.’ (Vaporis 1997).
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issues related to ceramic industry will be examined. It focuses on new approaches in ceramic 
production introduced by German chemist Gottfried Wagener, and how differently 
Wagener’s modernisation methods changed ceramic industries of the two capitals. These 
discussions underpin the existence of two rather different paths to modernisation and the 
different priorities each capital had.
Emperor Meiji’s move to Tokyo
In the Edo period, there were three major cities in Japan. Edo was the political 
centre as the base of successive Tokugawa shoguns. Kyoto was the place where Emperors 
resided. Osaka, was the economic centre described as Tenka no daidokoro (the nation’s 
kitchen), controlled by the wealthy merchant class. The cultures of each city developed 
separately and formed three distinctive types. Different styles of painting flourished, and 
more differences than similarities are found in the arts.226 Fujitani has given a detailed 
analysis on this transition of the capital from Kyoto to Tokyo in historical and topographical 
contexts.227 However, the effect of the relocation of the Emperor over the arts has not been 
discussed although the impact was significant.
Patronage from shogun and daimyo ensured that the arts flourished in Edo. In 1635 
(Kan’ei 12), the Third Shogun Tokugawa Iemitsu (1604-51) introduced the system of 
sankinkdtai, ordering every daimyo to come up to reside for one year in two in Edo. During 
their year’s absence, their wives were forced to live in Edo. The purpose was to prevent 
revolts by this surveillance and by forcing all daimyo to spend large sums of money on travel. 
Daimyo were also required to participate in costly gift-giving practices.228 These demands
226 For example, in Kyoto, the Maruyama Shijo School and Bunjin-ga (the School of Japanese 
Literati-style painting) were more popular than the official Kano School style paintings.
227 Fujitani 1998, 31-92.
228 Viporis 1997, 64.
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from the samurai class greatly benefited the arts and cultures.229 Much of the wealth in the 
country was accumulated in Edo and satellite cities along the main routes to Edo.
Kyoto was the capital city of successive Emperors. Members of the Imperial family 
and the aristocracy were the main patrons for the art industry in Kyoto. In addition, wealthy 
Buddhist temples were important clients. These temples had the function of looking after the 
kin of Emperors in order to prevent revolts. In return, temples were granted guaranteed 
security by the Tokugawa Shogunate and flourished. In addition, although the size was often 
smaller than in Edo, most daimyo owned residences in Kyoto.
The Meiji Restoration resulted in many changes to society. These changes forced 
artists of both cities to fight for their survival. In this sense, the relocation of the Palace and 
Emperor Meiji (1852-1912) from Kyoto to Tokyo in 1869 was significant. Even though it 
was originally undertaken for political motives, a great impact hit the arts immediately.
Kyoto had been the centre of the battle between the Tokugawa Shogunate against 
pro-imperialist factions at the end of the Edo period. On the twentieth day of the eighth 
month, 1864, Hamagurgomon no hen (the Rebellion at the Hamaguri Gate) resulted in a 
devastating fire which burned one third of the inner city of Kyoto (fig.2-1 and 2).230 After 
years of dispute in Kyoto, the Fifteenth Shogun Tokugawa Yoshinobu (183 7-1913 )231 gave 
up his sovereignty in eleventh month, 1867. Kyoto welcomed the news, as the Emperor 
became the ruler of the country again. The city would be the political capital of Japan for the 
new era.
In Edo, Haihan chiken (the abolition of han system) in 1871 brought about the 
discharge of the entire samurai class from their responsibilities. Even prior to 1871, daimyo
229 For example, the Kano School as the official school of painting of the government, demonstrated a 
strong presence, also the Sekishu School of chanoyu.
230 Kyoto-shi, 1975, 16.
231 The fifteenth Shogun of the Tokugawa shogunate. In 1856, Tokugawa Iemochi died in Osaka and 
Yoshinobu took over. In 1867, he returned the sovereignty to Emperor Meiji. After the loss of war in 
Kyoto against pro-imperialists in 1868, Yoshinobu went into Kan’ei-ji temple in Ueno. He soon gave 
up the headship of the Tokugawa family to Tokugawa Iesato (1863-1940).
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based in Edo had already returned to their domains and hundreds of their residences in Edo 
were empty. Ichiki Shiro from Satsuma domain described the city soon after the handover of 
Edo Castle.
I do not know how to describe the extreme poverty of the nobles. All the 
ex-high-ranking retainers of the Shogun left for their provinces. Their 
residences became thickets. The residences of daimyo from small to large 
were devastated and creepers cover the eaves.232
Isabella L. Bird, an English traveller, wrote what she saw in Tokyo in 1878:
Yedo is in fact no more. The moats, walls, and embankments, the long lines 
of decaying yashikis, and the shrines of Shiba and Uyeno, with the glories 
of their gilded and coloured twilight, alone recall its splendid past. The 
palace within the castle no longer exists, the last Shogun lives in retirement 
at Shidzuoka; the daimiyo are scattered thorough the suburbs; not a 
“two-sworded” man is to be seen...233
The population in the metropolitan area of Tokyo, estimated at around 1,300,000 in the first 
half of the nineteenth century, declined to just over 500,000 in 1869.234 Some artists and 
artisans in Edo had samurai titles, but suddenly lost their source of income. The Kano School, 
for example, was an officially recognised painting shool by the Tokugawa government, but 
even leading painters of the school such as Kano Hogai (1828-88)235 and Hashimoto Gaho 
(1835-1908)236 lived barely on a small income.237
V ? J (Watarai, 1968b).
233 Bird 1880,1-171.
234 Ogi 1979, 34-56, 577-588.
235 Kano Hogai was bom in Chofu domain. He moved to Edo at the age of nineteen and apprenticed 
himself to Kano Tadanobu (Shosen’in) (1823-1880). After the Meiji Restoration, Hogai worked for 
the Shimazu family. After Ernest Fenollosa and Okakura Kakuzo recognised his talent, he worked to 
modernise Japanese paintings by introducing western painting techniques. He helped to establish 
Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko, but passed away before the school’s opening.
236 Hashimoto Gaho was bom in Edo as a son of a painter and started training in painting at the age of 
five. In 1846, he apprenticed himself to Kano Osanobu (Seisen’in) (1775-1846) and then Kano 
Tadanobu (Shosen’in) (1823-80). In 1860, he became independent and given the name Gaho. After the 
Meiji Restoration, he could not earn enough money by painting for a while. In 1880s, started to win 
prizes at art competitions and exhibitions. In 1886, he joined the establishment of Tokyo Bijutsu
Gakko and taught at the school. In 1890, he was appointed to one of the first teishitsu gigei ’in.
237
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On the thirtieth of the sixth month, 1868 (Keio 4), Arisugawa no miya Taruhito 
shinno (Prince Taruhito of Arisugawa: 1835-1895),238 Kido Takayoshi (1833-77)239, Okubo 
Toshimichi (1830-78)240, Sanjo Sanetomi (1837-91)241, Kimura Masujiro (1824-69) and Eto 
Shinpei (1834-74)242 decided to change the name of Edo to Tokyo and to invite Emperor 
Meiji to the new capital of Japan.243 Because of the decision, Emperor Meiji declared that 
Edo was to be renamed Tokyo on the fourteenth day of the seventh month.244 On the 
twentieth day of the ninth month, 1868, Emperor Meiji went to Tokyo for the first time (fig.
2-3). The decision was already made, but the government explained that Emperor Meiji 
would return to Kyoto immediately to rule the country. However, artists and artisans in 
Kyoto distrusted the announcement and protested strongly. Several hundred artisans in the 
Nishijin textile district demonstrated Osendomairi, walking around the Omiya Palace for 
several days to protest directly to his majesty. The loss of Emperor Meiji and hundreds of the 
aristocracy was directly connected to their survival. As the new government was dominated
^T?±l!ll2ldl £  U  b fr lX fo fc < D
(Ueno 1956, 5).
238 Prince Taruhito was the oldest son of Prince Takahito of Arisugawa (1812-1886). He was the first 
President of the Meiji government (Seifu sosai).
239 Kido was bom in Hagi domain and was adopted into the Katsura family of high-ranking retainer 
of Choshu domain. As one of the main promoter of son ’no jo i (Revere the Emperor, Expell the 
Barbarians), he was actively supported pro-imperialists in Kyoto. After the Meiji Restoration, Kido 
was appointed him to major governmental positions. He proceeded a series of radical structural 
changes.
240 As one of main activists of Satsuma domain, Okubo worked to strengthen the nation by uniting the 
Imperial family and the Tokugawa family at the end of Edo period. He, however, later worked for 
son ’no joi. After the Meiji Restoration, Okubo joined the Meiji government. He became the Minister 
of Finance in 1871 and encouraged modernisation and industrialisation of Japan. He was assassinated 
in Tokyo in 1877.
241 Sanjo Sanetomi is a court noble of the Edo period and politician of the Meiji era. As a supporter of 
sound joi, he had to flee from Kyoto in 1863. After the Meiji Restoration, Sanjo joined the 
government, and became the Dajo daijin (the Chief Minister) in 1871. After the foundation of the 
cabinet, Sanjo became Naidaijin (The Advisor of the Emperor) in 1885.
242 Et5 Shinpei was born a samurai of Saga domain. He worked to modernise the nation’s structure 
after the Meiji Restoration. In 1872, he became the Minister of Law and set the foundations of the 
modern police system, educational system and judicature. When ex-samurai of Saga domain revolted 
in 1874, Eto was sent to calm the situation, but later joined the revolt. He was captured and judged by 
the law he had established. He was executed by decapitation and the head was displayed publically.
243 Watarai 1964a.
244 Emperor Meiji declared that Edo would be renamed Tokyo and the government would be in Tokyo, 
but never mentioned that Tokyo would be the capital of Japan. The transfer of the capital has not been 
announced even to the present day.
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by people from Satsuma and Choshu domains in the south of Japan, they believed the 
government had stolen their most important clients by using political power.
Emperor Meiji was forced to return to Kyoto on the twenty-second day of the 
twelfth month after staying in Tokyo for a while. In the third month, 1869, the Emperor once 
again left for Tokyo. The official explanation was that the Emperor would come back to 
Kyoto after a while. Then, there was another rumour that this time the Empress would also 
move to Tokyo. The rumour caused a second protest. Heian tsiishi (History of Kyoto) 
records that several thousand people, probably including many artisans, gathered in front of 
Ishiyakushi gate on the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month, 1869. They protested against 
the transfer of the capital.245 Despite the series of protests, Emperor Meiji never returned to 
Kyoto to rule the country. However, the Imperial Court considered that it was too risky just 
to take away the Emperor from the old capital. On the eighth of the third month, 1870, Kyoto 
Prefecture addressed a letter to a minister in Tokyo.
Since the Emperor’s carriage went to Tokyo, it has stayed there for almost a 
year. Our prefecture has become more and more deserted. Residents of this 
prefecture are more and more worried. They rumour about the relocation of 
the capital. They think it will be difficult to pay the land tax after the 
relocation... On the third month of the following year, the Emperor came 
back and performed the ceremony of Daishokai. People were relieved.
However, the situation seemed closer to breakdown. Our prefecture is 
concerned about the matter. After the last winter, our prefecture has sent 
officers to ask for exemption of the land tax for residents of Kyoto city and 
to confer corn and money.246
The government accepted this request and residents in Kyoto were exempted from the land 
tax.
245 Goto 1986, 18-19.
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In addition, Emperor Meiji gave away generous 50,000 ryo twice in 1872 from the 
budget of the Imperial Household for industrial development in Kyoto. In addition, Kyoto 
was managed to loan 150,000 yen from the government for the industrial development.247 
Kyoto was one of the only two prefectures along with Osaka loaned funds from the 
government.248 This funds in a total of 250,000 yen (100,000 yen given from the Imperial 
Household + 150,000 yen loaned from the government) was not only exceptionally large, but 
also the only example among all prefectures. 250,000 yen is about 0.4 percent of the annual 
expenditure of the Meiji government in 1873.249
This fund helped to expand and to develop infrastructure in the prefecture250 
Kyoto was one of first prefectures to undertake series of changes in the cultural 
administration, when most areas of Japan were experiencing financial troubles due to the 
change of regime. It also helped Kyoto quickly modernise its industries including ones 
related to art. In other words, Kyoto acquired funds for developing the art industry in return 
for giving up Emperor Meiji when art was not important as Imaizumi Yusaku (1850-1931)251, 
an art historian and connoisseur, described:
Art was never seriously considered in the society of the early Meiji era. Of 
course, the word ‘art’ was not used. It would be correct to say that nobody 
cared about painting or calligraphy around the time of the Meiji 
Restoration../252
247 Kyoto-fu 1972, 28-31.
248 Kyoto-fu 1972, 31-33. The monetary unit yen was introduced in 1871, but ryo and yen were both 
used and they were interchangeable in the early Meiji era.
249 Okurasho Zaiseishi Shitsu 1989,45-46. If it is converted to today’s value, 0.4 percent of the 
annual expenditure of Japan in 2008 is about 331,600,000,000 yen (equivalent to approximately 
2,440,000,000 pounds sterling).
250 Details of the usage of the funds are not known. It seems that a part of the funds was given to 
textile manufacturers for installing modern weaving machines and was also used to dig the irrigation 
canal from Lake Biwa.
251 Imaizumi was born as a samurai in Edo. In 1877, he went to Paris to study Asian art at Musee 
Guimet. He helped the establishment of Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko. He later worked as Director of Kyoto 
Bijutsu Kogei Gakko and Director of Art Section of the Imperial Museum.
T V\> J (Saito 1994, 58).
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The new experimental measures introduced were the Kyoto Hakurankai (Kyoto Exhibition), 
Kyoto-fu Gagakko (Kyoto Prefectural Painting School) and Seimikyoku (Research Centre of 
Chemistry).
Exhibitions (Hakurankai)
Makimura Masanao (1834-96)253, the second Mayor of Kyoto Prefecture, played an 
important role in development of industries in Kyoto. Without him, Kyoto would not have 
been able to undertake the series of new measures for the encouragement of the art industry. 
In 1871, Kyoto became the first place in Japan to host a Hakurankai (exhibition).254 Three 
leading merchants in Kyoto, Mitsui Takayoshi (1808-85)255, Ono Zensuke VII (1831-87)256 
and Kumagai Naotaka (1817-75)257 planned it.258 They obtained permission from Kyoto 
Prefecture to hold an exhibition in the Ojoin (large drawing room) of Nishi Hongan-ji temple 
(fig. 2-4). Notice boards in fifteen places such as Yokohama, Osaka, Kyoto, Otsu and Kobe, 
invited a wide range of visitors:
253 Makimura Masanao was bom as a samurai of Choshu domain. He became Daisanji (Chief 
Counsellor) of Meiji Government in Kyoto at the Meiji Restoration. He was the Deputy Mayor of 
Kyoto in 1875 and then was Mayor of Kyoto in 1877 for four years. He focused on improvements in 
education and industrial development of Kyoto. He was a member o f Genrdin and of Kizokuin (the 
House of Lords).
254 Kornicki highlighted that many events similar to exhibitions were held many places in Japan 
during the Edo period (Kornicki 1994, 171-181). The 1871 Kyoto Exhibition was the first example 
using hakurankai as the title (Kuni 2005, 23-25).
255 Mitsui Takayoshi was the eighth head of the Mitsui family. He established the foundation of the 
Mitsui Combine by the end of the Edo period. After the Meiji Restoration, he founded Mitsui Bank 
and Mitsui & Co., Ltd., the First Bank of Japan.
256 Ono Zensuke is a merchant from Takashima in Shiga Prefecture. The Ono family was a successful 
trader of cotton, gold, safflower and silk from the late seventeenth century. Ono Zensuke VII was in 
charge of accounts of Tokugawa government along with Mitsui and Shimada families. At the Meiji 
Restoration, Ono group was one of financial backbones of the Meiji government. In 1873, Ono and 
Mitsui group established the First National Bank.
257 Kumagai Naotaka is the seventh head of incense merchant Kyukyodo. Charles Wirgman met a 
man named Kumagaye, an official personage, connected with the First Kyoto Exhibition in 1872. He 
said ‘He [Kumagaye] has not quite hit off the present fashion, as he wears a blue flowered silk coat 
and waist coat; but he has never been out of Kiyoto.’ One man in the illustration, Exhibition o f Arts 
and Manufactures at Kyoto, Japan (fig.2-6), resembles the description. (Bennett 2006,200-201)
258 Tanaka Yoshio mentioned that Ninagawa Noritane motivated them to plan having a hakurankai in 
Kyoto (Ninagawa 1933, 36).
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Western countries have an excellent custom of hakurankai. Newly 
developed machinery, antiques, and various other things are put on display 
to all, thus spreading knowledge and encouraging people to improve and to 
profit from the inventions. Wishing to follow this good example, we sought 
the prefectural governor’s permission to hold something similar, and now 
plan to exhibit to the public a collection of old and unusual things from 
Japan and China. [We] do not know the extent of the universe and the 
distance between the present and ancient time. It will broaden your 
knowledge and your eyes and heart will rejoice once these objects are 
examined. We therefore hope men and women of all ages visit the 
exposition many times.. .259
This makes clear that this exhibition was copied from exhibitions in Europe. The organiser 
published a catalogue of exhibited objects, and Makimura wrote a preface for the 
catalogue.260 It was open from the tenth day of the tenth month, to the eleventh day of the 
eleventh month in 1871 261 The 374 exhibits included 166 Japanese objects, 169 Chinese 
objects and 40 European objects.262 11,211 visitors came to see the exhibition. It ended with 
unexpected profit.263
After the success of the event, Kyoto prefecture together with some private 
companies established Kyoto Hakurankaisha (Kyoto Exhibition Company) for organising 
annual exhibitions in Kyoto. Dai 1 kai Kyoto Hakurankai (the First Kyoto Exhibition) was 
held on the tenth day of the third month, 1872 at six sites including buildings of Nishi 
Hongan-ji, Chion-in and Kennin-ji temples (fig. 2-5). The 2,485 objects were exhibited and 
2,096 objects were from Kyoto. It was originally planned for fifty days but later extended for 
thirty more days due to popularity. 31,103 Japanese visitors came and attracted 770 foreign
259
t  - #  ?  m  >  f
E j  (Kyoto-fu 1972,40). Part of the translation is by Kornicki (Kornicki 1994, 190).
260 Mitsui 1871, 1-2.
261 Daigaku Nanko planned an exposition in 1871, but the plan never materialised (Kitazawa 1989, 
55-56).
262 Variety of objects was exhibited including weapons, armours, paintings, books, ceramics, etc. The 
main lender of the Western objects was L6on Dury. The actual number of Chinese objects was less, 
because Kano School paintings were somehow included in the category of Chinese objects.
263 The profit was 266 ryo 2 b u \  shu (Kyoto-fu 1972, 51).
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visitors.264
For the first time since the Meiji Restoration, foreigners were allowed to visit 
Kyoto.265 At the time, they were not allowed to travel any further than 10 ri (40 km) from 
any trading port. The nearest port to Kyoto was Kobe, which had opened in 1868, but the 
distance between Kobe and Kyoto was much further than 40 km. Kyoto Prefecture, thus, 
specially allowed foreign visitors to come into Kyoto and also asked if they were interested 
in participating in the exhibition.266
Charles Wirgman (183 5-91)267, a correspondent artist for Illustrated London News, 
was one of 770 foreigners who visited the exhibition. The Illustrated London News of 19 
October 1872 shows Wirgman’s description of the Exhibition with an illustration of the site 
in Chion-in temple (fig. 2-6).
As the rain fell in torrents all day, it seemed a very proper day to devoting to 
an exhibition. ... Having paid for and received a ticket, which is printed in 
English and Japanese, I went in and took a view of the first gallery, 
containing the armour. The sketch I send you is like a history of Japan. ... 
Thus, you have Japan past, present, and future, in one sketch. Any remarks 
of mine would be needless; it is for everyone to draw his own 
conclusions268
From this description, his enthusiasm as one of the first foreigners to enter Kyoto can be 
observed. Opposite some armour, many everyday objects including several ceramic wares, 
are illustrated.
On the tenth day of the tenth month of 1871, exactly the same day as the first 
exhibition opening in Kyoto, the first exhibition in Tokyo began. It was held in Yushima
264 1 0 British, 17 French, 66 American, 23 German, 9 Dutch, 10 Belgian, 10 Chinese and 1 Indian 
visited the venue of Nishi Hongan-ji temple (Kyoto-shi 1975, 129).
265 Only a few foreigners, mainly national guests, were allowed to visit Kyoto before the exhibition.
266 Kyoto-fli 1972, 43-44.
267 British painter. Wirgman was born in London. After serving for the Army, he became a 
correspondent of Illustrated London News and was sent to China. In 1861, he followed Alcock to 
Yokohama. He reported various topics of his experiences in Japan to Illustrated London News. He also 
taught western style paintings to Japanese painters such as Takahashi Yuichi (1828-94) and Kobayashi 
Kiyochika (1847-1915).
268 Bennett 2006, 200-201.
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Seido Confucian Shrine in Ueno (fig. 2-7 and 8). Hakubutsukyoku (Department of 
Exposition) of the Ministry of Education was the organiser. The exhibition was a rehearsal 
for the Vienna International Exposition, which Japan was participating in the following year. 
The exhibition was held for twenty days and over 600 objects were displayed. Having 
attracted so many visitors, the number of tickets was later limited and the duration was 
extended thirty more days. In the end, the total visitor number reached 150,000.269 
Considering the fact that the two exhibitions opened on the same day, there must have been 
rivalry between them. As a result, the exhibition in Tokyo attracted more visitors although 
the size of the event was smaller.270
The results at Yushima Seido were good enough to make the government commit to 
organising even larger exhibitions for industrial development. N IEI was held in Tokyo in 
1877 (fig. 2-9), the Second in 1881 and the Third followed it in 1890. Bijutsukan (the Art 
Gallery), designed by British Architect Josiah Conder (1852-1920), was built in Ueno for 
NIE II (fig. 2-10).271 All exhibitions in Tokyo recorded better results than any contemporary 
Kyoto Exhibitions. While the number of visitors to the Kyoto Exhibition decreased over the 
years, the first three NIEs increased in number successively.272 In terms of the scale, Kyoto 
was unable to compete against Tokyo.
Kyoto did not stop organising prefectural exhibitions, but introduced a new tactic.
It was to insist on their right to become the venue of NIE IV. On 19 September 1892, Kyoto 
Shoko Domeikai (Kyoto Association of Commerce and Industry) published Daiyonkai 
naikoku kangyo hakurankai ha Kyoto ni kaisetsu suruno tekito tosuru ikensho (fig. 2-11). In 
the preface, it states the reason for publishing.
269 Appendix 2-1.
270 Appendix 2-2.
271 This western style building later became the Imperial Museum. The ceramic fountain depicted in 
the centre of the prints is the prize winning piece by Miyagawa Kozan I. The building was destroyed 
by the Great Earthquake in Tokyo in 1923. See Tseng 2008 for further details of the establishment of 
the Imeprial Museum and its building.
272 Appendix 2-2 compares the number of visitors to Kyoto Exhibitions and to the first three national 
exhibitions in Tokyo.
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In August, the government decided to take turns with the venue of the 
National Industrial Exposition amongst three prefectures (Tokyo, Kyoto and 
Osaka) after NIE III. Therefore, it was unofficially decided that the fourth 
exhibition would be held in Kyoto, NIE V will be held in Osaka and NIE VI 
will return to Tokyo. It is not necessary for our Chamber to publish our 
opinion, but there are many superficial criticisms of the fact that Kyoto 
holds the next exhibition, and we consider these criticisms as absurd and
273inappropriate.
This comment reveals that there was a competition to become the venue for NIE IV. 
Tokyo, Kyoto and Osaka were competing against each other. In the article, Kyoto protested 
that they only had a few opportunities to see new industrial techniques compared to Tokyo 
because all the previous venues were in Tokyo. It explains that the original reason for the 
national exhibition was to compare products of different areas of Japan in order to improve 
the level of skills. Tokyo and the area around Tokyo had a geographical advantage over other 
parts of Japan. It demanded a change of venues every time, for the industrial development of 
Japan.274 At the end of the book, there is a list of members of Kyoto Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry. Seifu Yohei III is listed as a representative of Tdjiki Shoko Tatsumigumi 
(Tatsumi group of Commerce and Industry of Ceramics).275 Eventually this request was 
accepted by the government and NIE IV was granted to Kyoto in 1893.
Art Schools (Bijutsu Gakko)
The Meiji Restoration brought a transformation of art education in Japan. During 
the Edo period, art education depended on the system of apprenticeship and private schools. 
Any samurai, for example, would have learned at painting classes run by a master painter or
273
( « ) j  (KyotoShoko
Domeikai 1892, preface).
274 Kyoto Shoko Domeikai 1892, 1-2.
275 Kyoto Shoko Domeikai 1892, 38.
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calligrapher employed by their domain. Non-samurai would choose a painter they liked and 
normally became an apprentice, or joined classes run by private painters. Social status 
reflected with which painter they could study.276 Edward Sylvester Morse interviewed Kono 
Bairei (1844-95)277 at Bairei’s private painting school in Kyoto in August 1882.
I found Bairei, who is a teacher, in the midst of a class of pupils, who were 
busy with their work, all on the floor with their copies in front of them, 
many of them being boys of twelve or younger. Some of the older pupils, he 
told me, had been with him for years. The pupils come at eight o’clock in 
the morning, leaving at noon in the summer and at 5 P.M. in the winter, 
every day except Sunday, which has lately become a holiday. The price of 
tuition is thirty cents a month, and the teacher supplies paper, brushes, ink, 
colours, etc. In three years the pupils learn to copy well. The first lessons 
consist of simple lines, diaper work, and the like. The next year they paint 
flowers; after that mountains and sceneiy; and finally figures, first drawing 
drapeiy, then the nude figure from life. Some of the pupils come from the 
artisan class, such as potters and others worse occupations, demand designs 
or decoration; the other pupils come from the samurai class. Mr. Bairei has 
twenty pupils in his daily class, besides a few who practice at their houses 
and bring their work to him once a week for criticism.278
As explained here, the system of apprenticeship developed throughout the Edo period and 
provided art works for their patrons. The school of Kono Bairei was probably one of the few 
which operated quite well in the Meiji era because of the fame of the owner. After the Meiji 
Restoration, the system also became difficult even for the master painters to keep running 
workshops and private painting schools. It was caused by the temporary but severe decline of 
the art market due to the regime change. Accordingly, there was an emerging demand for 
public schools to teach painting.
In 1876, Kobu Bijutsu Gakko (Art School in the Imperial College of Engineering)
276 Sakakibara gave a detailed explanation on the system of art education in the Edo period 
(Sakakibara 1990, 108-110).
277 Kono Bairei studied the Maruyama School painting under Nakajima Raisho (1796-1871), then the 
Shijo School painting under Shiokawa Bunrin (1801-77). He became independent at the age of sixteen 
and opened a private painting school. He proposed to establish Kyoto-fu Gagakko in 1879 and taught 
at the school. He published an art journal, Bijutsu soshi (Art Journal), with Tomioka Tessai and Ernest 
Fenollosa. In 1893, he was designated to teishitsu gigei’in . Bairei trained many leading Kyoto painter 
of the early twentieth century such as Takeuchi Seiho (1864-1942), Taniguchi Kokyo (1864-1915), 
Tsuji Kako (1870-1931) and Uemura Shoen (1875-1949).
278 Morse 1917,260-261.
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was established in Tokyo. This school was the first public art college in Japan. The college 
was established by request of Italian Minister Alessandro Fe d’Ostiani (1825-1905).279 
Industrial Minister Ito Hirobumi (1841-1909)280 received the proposal from Fe d’Ostiani 
suggesting employment of Italian teachers for art education.281 Kobu Bijutsu Gakko was 
founded on 6 November 1876. Three Italian artists, Antonio Fontanesi (1818-82)282,
A 0 ,j  > in  i
Vincenzo Ragusa (1841 -1927) and Giovanni Vincenzo Cappelleti (dates unknown) ,
were employed. However, the school closed after eight years due to various financial and 
political problems (fig. 2-12).285
In 1880, Kyoto Prefecture established the second public art school in Japan. 
Kyoto-fu Gagakko was the first public school to teach Japanese-style painting. The motives 
of the foundation of the school were different from Kobu Bijutsu Gakko in Tokyo, where 
foreigners directed the Japanese government. In 1878, Tanomura Chokunyu proposed that 
Makimura Masanao establish a public painting school in Kyoto (fig. 2-13). In the following
279 Alessandro Fe d’Ostiani was the Italian Minister to Japan from the tenth month, 1870 to March
1877. He developed a collection of Japanese paintings during the stay in Japan and the collection is 
now in Galleria d’arte modema e contemporanea in Brescia.
280 Ito Hirobumi is the first Prime Minister of Japan. He was born in Hagi domain and studied under 
Yoshida Shoin (1830-1859). In 1863, Ito studied at University College London. After the Meiji 
Restoration, Ito worked for foreign affairs as he was fluent in English. He was the first Mayor of 
Hyogo Prefecture, the first Iridustrial Minister, long time Prime Minister, a member of Genroin, the 
President of Sumitsuin (Privy Council) and the first Resident General of Korea. In 1909, he was 
assassinated at the Harbin Station in Manchuria.
281 Kumamoto 1940,10.
282 Italian painter Fontanesi taught the western style painting at Kobu Bijutsu Gakko from 1876 to
1878. He was born in Reggio nell’Emilia, Italy. In 1855, he went to Paris and studied at Ecole de 
Barbizon, and then he moved to Firenze. After teaching paintings at Albertina Royal Academy in 
Torino, he was employed by Japanese government to teach oil painting at Kobu Bijutsu Gakko.
283 Italian sculptor Ragusa taught basic skills in sculpture such as use o f plaster and stone carvings at 
Kobu Bijutsu Gakko. He returned to Italy when the school was closed in 1882.
284 Italian Architect Cappelleti was one of three Italian artists employed to teach at Kobu Bijutsu 
Gakko from its establishment in 1876. He designed the Yushukan within Yasukuni shrine and 
Sanbohonbu (Military Headquarter). He left Japan in 1885.
285 The closure of the school was caused by following three reasons. Firstly, the school was not under 
control of the Ministry of Education, but was under Kobu-sho (the Ministry of Engineering) focusing 
on developments of industrial art. Thus, the school was not interested in fine art that three Italian 
artists could offer. Secondly, Seinan War in 1877 caused a significant decrease in the budgets for 
cultural administration. The school’s development plan was cancelled and it was the main reason for 
Fontanesi’s resignation in 1878. Thirdly, a rise of nationalism brought about a distaste for western 
oil painting. After Ernest Francisco Fenollosa advocated the superiority of Japanese painting, 
western painting lost favour in Tokyo. As a result, the school was closed in December 1882 (Nakata 
1979. Kitazawa 1989, 79-84).
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month, four master painters in Kyoto, Kono Bairei, Mochizuki Gyokusen (1834-1913 )286, 
Kubota Beisen (1852-1906)287 and Kose Shoseki (1843-1919)288, also requested that the 
mayor establish a prefectural painting school (fig. 2-14). Tanomura Chokunyu and the four 
painters explained that the development of art industiy depends on the younger generations, 
because any industrial products are decorated with paintings. Traditionally, apprenticeship 
was the only training ground for young painters, but it became financially difficult even for 
master painters to look after apprentices.289 Having received these requests, Makimura 
undertook fund-raising from major business owners in the ceramic and textile industries to 
find out if there was enough demand and support for the school. He invited ninety-three 
business owners to ask for donations in December 1879. They included six potters, 
Kiyomizu Rokubei, Irie Dosen III (dates unknown)290, Kanzan Denshichi (1821-90)291, 
Takahashi Dohachi, Nishida Ihachi and Kinkozan Sobei.292 In the following year, Kyoto-fu 
Gagakko was founded inside the Imperial Palace. Kubota Beisen explained the event in 
Beisen gadcm:
Because paintings in Kyoto was on the decline at the time [in the early 
Meiji era], Kono Bairei and I planed to establish a painting school. Having 
received approval from Mochizuki Gyokusen and Kose Shoseki, I made
286 Shijo School painter Mochizuki Gyokusen was the fourth head of the Mochizuki family in Kyoto. 
He advocated the establishment of Kyoto-fu Gagakko with Kono Bairei.
287 Kubota Beisen was a painter studied under Suzuki Shonen and Suzuki Hyakunen. He was a 
founder of Kyoto-fu Gagakko and a founding member of Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai. In 1890, he moved to 
Tokyo and worked for Kokumin shinbunsha as an illustrator. He visited Chicago International 
Exhibition, and the First Sino-Japanese War as a correspondence where he produced many sketches.
288 Kose Shoseki was bom in Kyoto and studied Kishi School painting under Kishi Renzan (1804-59) 
and literati-style painting under Nakanishi Koseki (1807-84). He supported the establishment of 
Kyoto-fu Gagakko and taught at the school. He also taught at Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko between 1889 and 
1894. Shoseki was famous for his bird-and-flower painting and Buddhist painting.
289 Kyoto Shiritsu Geijutsu Daigaku 100 nenshi Hensan Iinkai 1981, 190-191.
290 Irie Dosen worked in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district. Since around 1875, Irie started to focus on 
production of ceramic wares for chemical experiment.
291 Kanzan Denshichi was bom in Seto. He was invited to Koto kiln when Ii Naosuke gathered fine 
artisans for the kiln. He worked for Koto kiln until its closure in 1862, then moved to the 
Kiyomizu-Gojo district in Kyoto. He soon became the leading potter in the area and was 
commissioned to produce wares for the Kyoto Prefectural Office in 1868. Wagener helped him to use 
western overglaze enamels. The operation of his factory was hit by the deflation from 1881 to 1884 
and the Kanzan Factory was closed in 1889.
292 Kyoto Shiritsu Geijutsu Daigaku Hyakunenshi Hensan Iinkai 1981, 192.
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trips to various masters to ask their support. Being rejected as a young 
activist, I could not make them agree with our plan. Luckily, it was the time 
of Mayor Makimura, who was a workaholic and delighted to hear anything 
about the West. I persuaded [the Mayor to help establishing the school] by 
referring to an example of the West.293
The first principal of the school was Tanomura Chokunyu. Courses were divided 
into four different schools of painting. The Eastern school: Mochizuki Gyokusen taught Tosa 
School and Maruyama Shijo School. The Western School: Koyama Sanzo (dates unknown) 
taught oil painting. The Southern School: Taniguchi Aizan294 taught Japanese Literati School. 
The Northern School: Suzuki Hyakunen (1828-91) 295and Kono Bairai taught Kano and 
Sesshu School. The list of the lecturers of the school included all the important Kyoto 
painters from the Meiji era.296 Ground plans of Kyoto-fu Gagakko by Tanomura Chokunyu 
and Kono Bairei depict four rooms separated by the different schools (fig. 2-15 and 16). 
However, not all the schools were considered equal. There was strong emphasis on 
Tanomura Chokunyu’s Southern School and Kono Bairei’s Northern School, the two 
mainstream painting styles in Kyoto at the time.
Kyoto-fu Gagakko played an important role in providing skilled painters for the art 
industries in Kyoto. On 12 October 1889, Yomiuri Shinbun {Yomiuri Newspaper) reported:
Because artistic quality is demanded nowadays, ceramic painters in Kyoto 
consider that it is inadequate for them to just practice traditional ceramic 
designs, which tends to degrade quality. From now on, they will practice the
293 fo b
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(Kubota 1902,
222)
294 Taniguchi Aizan is a painter of literati-style painting. He was bom in Ecchu and went to Edo at the 
age of eighteen. He apprenticed himself to Tani Buncho and called himself Bunsai. He also studied 
under Takaku Aigai (1796-1843). He travelled around Japan andettled in Kyotoin 1847 where he 
studied under Nukina Kaioku. In 1880, he became a teacher at Kyoto-fu Gagakko also contributed to 
the establishment of Nihon Nanga Kyokai
295 Shijo School painter Suzuki Hyakunen was born in Kyoto and studied painting under Kishi 
Renzan (1804-59). Hyakunen united styles of different schools and established Suzuki style. Imao 
Keinen and Kubota Beisen are Hyakunen’s students.
296 Kyoto Shiritsu Geijutsu Daigaku Hyakunenshi Hensan Iinkai 1981, 177.
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styles of established schools of painting and try to be successful by 
achieving fame as ceramic painters of Kyoto in the future... Young boys 
and unskilled members of the ceramic painter’s union will put aside some 
money every month as school tuition fees. They will study at Kyoto-fu 
Gagakko in order to advance their skills (fig. 2-17).297
This article clearly explains that many graduates of the college found work in ceramic or 
textile firms as designers, while most apprentices of master painters made careers in the 
professional art field.298 Because of the importance of the ceramic industry, Seifu Yohei III 
worked as a board member of the school along with other Kyoto potters.299
Seven years after the establishment of Kyoto-fu Gagakko, Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko 
(Tokyo Art School) was founded in Ueno in 1888. Because there has been much research 
already on the subject, this thesis does not discuss the school in detail. It therefore only puts 
an emphasis on the fact that the Tokyo Art School excluded western style oil painting and 
Japanese literati painting from the curriculum.300 A few months before the announcement of 
the establishment of Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko, Kuki Ryuichi lectured in Kyoto. In the lecture, he 
raised a question quoted at the beginning of this chapter questioning where the centre of the 
Japanese art needs to be. Kyoto must have felt it unfair since their Kyoto-fu Gagakko was 
partially funded by private supporters. Similar to the situation in exhibitions, Tokyo again 
had financial advantages because the funds came directly from the government. Nine years
297 cm) s
a v"j (Marusu Shokai 1890, 11).
298 The school was handed over to Kyoto-shi in 1889 and became Kyoto-shi Gagakko (Kyoto City 
Painting School). Even though the name of the school changed several times over the years, the 
school remained as the leading art school of Kyoto. In 1950, the school was renamed as Kyoto 
Shiritsu Geijutsu Daigaku (Kyoto City Art University).
299 Kinkozan Sobei, Ito Tozan, Takahashi Dohachi are named as board members (Kyoto Shiritsu 
Geijutsu Daigaku 100 nenshi Hensan Iinkai 1981, 178).
300 Fenollosa would have played a leading role in the exclusion of the two painting styles. It has been 
suggested that he was involved with the closure of Kobu Bijutsu Gakko, the first western style art 
school in Japan. He also denied the artistic significance of a large part of Japanese literati painting. 
Western painting was later included in the curriculum of the Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko in 1896 after the 
return of Kuroda Seiki from Paris. However, Japanese literati-style painting was never taught.
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after posing the question, Kuki presented his answer:
The situation of the arts in the two capitals is not the same. Each city has its 
own characteristics, and their strengths and weaknesses are not the same. If 
they can make up for the weakness of the one with the strength of the other, 
they will come closer to perfection. However, in reality the difficulties are 
akin to those of assimilating the language and customs of both capitals in a 
short period of time.. .1 am not suggesting mixing the regional strengths of 
the two capitals, but rather I hope that the capitals of East and West will 
compete with each other by making good use of their distinctiveness and 
thereby improve together.301
As Kuki suggested, Tokyo and Kyoto took a different path to stimulate the arts and there was 
always rivalry between the two capitals.
This section has discussed two aspects of art administration in the early Meiji era.
It is probably enough to glimpse Kuki Ryuichi’s concern about the rivalry of Tokyo against 
Kyoto or vice versa. The relationship was always competitive rather than cooperative at least 
for the first thirty years of the Meiji era. In the early Meiji era, Tokyo often followed what 
Kyoto did, but introduced it on a much larger scale.302 Such a rivalry between the East and 
West in Japan accelerated the industrial development of Japan as a whole. It is important to 
note that this might not have been possible without the funds Kyoto received in exchange for 
Emperor Meiji’s move to Tokyo.
The Ceramic Industry
When the issue of rivalry is brought into consideration for the discussion of 
ceramic production in the Meiji era, a new insight into the field opens. The purpose of the
t  J (Kuki 1897, pp.5-6).
302 These competitions would not be found only between Tokyo and Kyoto, but also among all the 
prefectures. Cross-regional examination will be necessary for further research.
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following discussion is to examine the differences in the development of ceramic wares of 
the two cities. Tokyo is considered one of the leading centres of ceramic industry. Ceramic 
specialists in Tokyo and nearby areas, Yokohama in particular, have been considered key 
figures in the development of modern ceramics. Kyoto, on the other hand, has received less 
focused although its importance is at least the same as Tokyo.
Firstly, this part focuses on the development of the ceramic industry in Tokyo. It 
regards German Chemist Gottfried Wagener as the focus. His importance for the 
development of ceramic technology is truly remarkable as repeatedly mentioned in previous 
publications. Secondly, the relationship between Wagener and Kyoto potters is examined. It 
has seldom been pointed out, but the impact of Wagener and his students in Kyoto were 
rather different from what has been discussed previously. Lastly, the chapter will discuss the 
creative activity of Seifu Yohei III within this context of rivalry.
Gottfried Wagener
To begin with the ceramic industry in Tokyo before the Meiji Restoration needs to 
be briefly introduced. Ceramic production probably began by c. 1500, and certainly by c.
1600, but kilns were only able to produced either earthenware or stoneware.303 The first 
successful attempt to produce porcelain in Edo was in 1863. Fukushima Masabei (dates 
unknown) learned porcelain production in Seto and built a porcelain kiln inside a residence 
of the Kameyama domain. He found porcelain clay in the Amagi area of Izu and had it 
transported by ship to Edo. However, the kiln was forced to close in a few years, as the 
domain demanded return of the site. The first porcelain kiln in Edo was therefore only
303 Roof tiles were already produced in the twelfth century at the bank of Sumida River. Imado-yaki 
was begun in Tensho era (1573-92). Although roof tiles were their main products, the kiln also 
produced low fired ceramic vessels. Then, several kilns operated in Edo including Irie Kenzan kiln 
founded in the mid Kyoho era (1716-35), Korakuen kiln in the Horeki era (1751-64), Edo Banko kiln 
in the Tenmei era (1781-88), and Sumidagawa kiln in Bunsei era (1789-1829).
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operated for a few years.304 Porcelain was not produced again in Edo until Inoue Ryosai I 
(1828-99) from Seto began in 1875. Porcelain production began in Arita and Kutani during 
the seventeenth century. Even in Kyoto, where no porcelain clay was available on site, it 
began certainly by the early nineteenth century. Thus, porcelain production in Tokyo began 
very late. This raises the question how Tokyo suddenly became one of the important centres 
of ceramic production in the Meiji era.
The opening of the five ports in 1858 (Ansei 5) and the report of the Paris 
International Exposition in 1867 made the Meiji government realise the popularity of 
Japanese ceramics in the West. In order to develop the industry, many ceramic specialists and 
young students were gathered in Tokyo either officially or privately. Most leading potters in 
Tokyo and Yokohama were not originally from the area. They mostly moved to Edo around 
the time of the Meiji Restoration. For instance, Miyagawa Kozan I (1842-1916) was born 
into a well-established ceramic family in Kyoto. In 1870, merchants from Satsuma domain 
invited Kozan to start a kiln in Yokohama. Inoue Ryosai I, who started producing porcelain 
in Tokyo, was from Seto, as were Inoue Ryosai II (c. 1845-1905)305 and Kato Tomotaro. 
Gottfried Wagener was from Germany. Takemoto Hayata was probably the only leading 
potter in Tokyo who was originally from Edo. Most important potters were therefore either 
from outside of Tokyo or completely new to the ceramic industry when they started. Among 
these potters, this chapter focuses on Gottfried Wagener. Without his instruction, Tokyo 
would not have developed such a strong presence in the ceramic field.
Because of the absence of a ceramic industry in Tokyo, the government focused on 
the development of this industry. It included employment of European specialists and 
establishment of educational institutions. For both purposes, Gottfried Wagener played a
304 Tatebe 1906, 18-20.
305 Inoue Ryosai II was adopted by Inoue Ryosai I. He moved the kiln from Asakusa to Yokohama. In 
1900, he went to Paris as a member of the Japanese delegation to the 1900 Paris International 
Exposition. He spent a couple of years researching in Sevres, and also visited Britain and Russia. He 
died in Asakusa in 1905 soon after his return from the trip to Europe.
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leading role. He has been considered the father of Japan’s modern ceramic industry. His role 
in the ceramic industry is similar to that of Ernest Francisco Fenollosa (1853-1908)306 in the 
development of Japanese painting.307 Two memorial monuments to Wagener in Kyoto and 
Tokyo prove Wagener’s contribution to the development of Modem Japanese ceramics (fig.
2-18).308
In 1868, Wagener came to Nagasaki to help establish a soap factory, which 
American merchants had planned. The project ended in failure, but then he was hired by the 
Saga domain in 1870 in order to introduce western ceramic production techniques in Arita. 
There, Wagener built the first coal kiln in Japan. As the kiln ended in failure, the contract 
was not extended after four months. Wagener then moved to Tokyo and became a teacher at 
Daigaku Nanko (the predecessor of Tokyo University). In 1872, he was appointed as one of 
the chief advisors of the government for the Vienna International Exposition in 1874 and 
worked closely with influential government officials of the art industry such as Sano 
Tsunetami (1823-1902) (fig. 2-19).309
306 Fenollosa arrived in Japan in 1878 and worked as a lecturer in philosophy at Tokyo Teikoku 
Daigaku. He helped to found the Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko and involved with various official activities in 
Japanese arts and cultures. Fenollosa returned to the United States in 1890, and became Head of the 
Oriental Department of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Published widely on Japanese art in both 
English and Japanese.
307 The exhibition Kindaiyogyo no chichi: Gottfried Wagener to bankoku hakurankai. (The Father o f  
Modern Ceramics: Gottfried Wagener and the International Expositions) in 2004 examined the 
significance of the German chemist in the development of the ceramic industry o f Japan. Much of the 
following biography of Wagener is based on the exhibition catalogue (Aichiken Toji Shiryokan 
Gakugeika 2004).
308 Inside Okazaki Koen (Okazaki Park) in Kyoto, there is a stone monument to Wagener built in 
1924 by Kyoto Prefecture. Dr Gottfried Wagener den was published by Ueda Toyokichi in the 
following year. Another memorial is inside Okayama Campus, Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku (Tokyo Institute 
of Technology). It was built by his followers in 1937.
309 Sano Tsunetami was the first president of Ryuchikai (The Dragon Pond Society) and the founder 
of Red Cross in Japan. Sano was a samurai of Saga domain. He studied schools in Saga, Kyoto, Osaka, 
Kii and Edo as a young samurai. After return to Saga in 1853, he became the head of the Naval Office. 
He joined Exposition Universelle in Paris in 1867 and saw Western technology in military, industry 
and shipbuilding. In 1870, he was employed as an army officer and developed the structure of Navy, 
but soon discharged from the position. In 1872, he became responsible for preparation of international 
expositions and organised the exhibition at Yushima Seido. In 1873, he visited Vienna International 
Exposition. In 1877, he asked Prince Taruhito of Arisugawa for a permission to establish Hakuaisha 
(predecessor of Red Cross). In 1879, he joined the establishment of Ryuchikai and became the first 
president. He was the President of Genroin after 1882; a member of Sumitsuin after 1888; Minster of 
Finance (1880); and Minister of Agriculture and Commerce (1891-92).
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Wagener first worked on the development of Japan’s ceramic industiy. He was a 
project manager in the production of ceramic wares for the exposition. For a preparation of 
the exposition, Hakurankai Jimukyoku (Exposition Secretariat) in Tokyo summoned two 
Kyoto potters, Kanzan Denshichi and Tanzan Seikai in 1872. They presented the ceramic 
wares of Kiyomizu-Gojo and Awataguchi districts in Kyoto. Later, Hakurankai Jimukyoku 
ordered Kyoto Prefecture to send undecorated white ceramic wares to Tokyo. They 
considered that the quality of the overglaze decoration they saw was not sufficient. They thus 
came up with a plan to put overglaze decoration in Tokyo on the undecorated Kyoto wares at 
a newly established porcelain factory established in Asakusa. Over ten painters, including oil 
painter Hattori Kyoho (dates unknown)310 were employed to add Western style overglaze 
decoration (fig. 2-20). The kiln was called Tokyo Kingama (Overglaze Kiln of Tokyo) and it 
was the beginning of Tokyo etsuke (Overglaze decoration of Tokyo) which became the 
mainstream of the ceramic industiy in Tokyo. Undecorated ceramic wares were not only 
brought from Kyoto, but also from Satsuma, Seto and Arita.311 Eventually these products 
were exhibited in Vienna. A photograph of Japanese ceramic wares exhibited in Vienna 
shows typical Satsuma style ceramic wares (fig. 2-21).
Secondly, Wagener proposed to send young potters abroad to study Europe’s 
modern ceramic production. Three trainees, Notomi Kaijiro (1844-1918)312, Kawahara 
Chujiro (1849-89)313 and Tanzan Rikuro (1852-97)314, were sent to the Vienna International
310 Ceramic painter Hattori Kyoho studied painting under Tsubaki Chinzan. He is known as the first 
ceramic painter succeeded in using western overglaze enamels. He was invited to work in Arita in 
1869 and Seto in 1871. Hattori became the Factory Manager when the Japanese government produced 
ceramic wares with overglaze decoration in Tokyo for the Vienna International Exposition.
311 Sato 2004, 6-7.
312 Notomi was a ceramic engineer and governmental official in the Meiji era. He worked as a 
secretary for the Vienna International Exposition. After returning from Europe, he joined the 
foundation of Kangyoryo Seito Shiken Denshujo. He taught not only European techniques including 
slip casting but also introduced the importance of design. See Fujita 1999 and Uji 2000 for further 
details of Notomi Kaijiro.
313 Kawahara was a ceramic engineer and industrialist in Arita. He became the manager of the 
Yokohama branch of the Arita Porcelain Company in 1870. After visiting the Vienna International 
Exposition in 1873, he joined the establishment of Kangyoryo Seito Shiken Denshujo. He returned to 
Arita in 1878 and joined the establishment of Seiiji Gaisha in 1879.
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Exposition in 1873 (fig.2-19). After visiting the exposition, they went to Bohemia, studying 
slip casting and overglaze techniques; then Notomi and Kawahara went to Sevres, learning 
the French production process. Tanzan alone stayed in Bohemia.315 After their return to 
Japan, Kangyoryo Seito Shiken Denshujo (Ceramic Laboratory and Training School, 
Institute for the Encouragement of Industry and Commerce) was established in Tokyo, 1874 
with support from Shioda Makoto (1837-1914)316 and Kawahara Noritatsu, who had been to 
Vienna with Wagener. The main purpose of this centre was to teach new techniques of 
modem ceramic production. Students were gathered from ceramic production areas such as 
Kyoto, Ishikawa, Aichi, and Saga. Notomi and Kawahara taught the latest techniques they 
had learned in Europe. The centre was closed due to financial crisis in 1877, and the facility 
was sold to Notomi Kaijiro and Shioda Makoto. It was renamed as Edogawa Seitojo 
(Edogawa Ceramic Factory) and continued to teach European-style ceramic production to 
students.317
Wagener left Tokyo and moved to Kyoto in 1878 receiving an invitation from the 
Kyoto Prefecture to teach at Seimikyoku (fig. 2-22). He was hired to experiment and 
introduce the latest European scientific knowledge. It seems that Wagener built the first coal 
kiln in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district, but he only spent four years in Kyoto. When the centre 
was closed in 1881, he decided to go back to Tokyo.
Wagener soon found a teaching job at Tokyo University. In 1882, he taught a course 
in ceramic production at the newly established Tokyo Shokko Gakko (Tokyo Polytechnic,
314 Tanzan Rikuro is a son of Tanzan Seikai. See Sato 2007 for biographical details of Tanzan Rikuro.
315 All the arrangements for the three trainees were made by Wagener (Sato 2004, 9-10).
316 Shioda was bom in Edo. He visited Vienna International Exposition in 1873 as an officer of the 
Exposition Secretariat. He established Kangyoryo Seito Shiken Denshujo in Tokyo. After the closure 
of the laboratory, Shiota with Notomi Kaijiro, Kawahara Chujiro and Kato Tomotaro established 
Edogata Seitojo. Shioda was a leading ceramic engineer in Tokyo and encouraged the introduction of 
modem techniques.
317 Edogawa Seitojo was a ceramic company established in 1877. In 1877, Kangyoryo Seito Shiken 
Denshujo was closed due to financial difficulties. Shioda Makoto and Notomi Kaijiro resigned their 
governmental posts and continued to teach European style ceramic production. As the main focus of 
this company was experiment and education, the operation of the company was not smooth. In Meiji 
14, Shioda’s home caught fire. In 1884, the company was closed.
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predecessor of the present Tokyo Institute of Technology) in Asakusa (fig. 2-23 and 24). Two 
years later, he was given a professorship and became the Chief Director of the Ceramic and 
Glass Department.318 A Chinese official, Chen Yiqing (dates unknown), visited the school in 
1892 and published a report Dong you ri j i  (Diary of Travelling the East) in 1900. Chen 
listed a number of experimental facilities for ceramic production in the Ceramic Department 
of the school.319 The department provided a number of specialists in ceramic engineering. 
Not only had they trained Japanese students, but also foreign students from other Asian 
countries. For example, Chang Hao, who was a Chinese graduate of this program, built the 
first coal kiln in Jingdezhen in China in 1913.320
While instructing young potters in the school, Wagener also worked as a potter and 
participated in a number of exhibitions. In 1883, he started experiments in firing a new type 
of ceramic ware with his student Ueda Toyokichi (1860-1948).321 His purpose was to create 
high-fired ceramic wares with underglaze polychrome decoration, which only a handful of 
kilns in Europe had successfully made, although the Chinese had been using such colours for 
centuries. It appears that he recorded certain successes within a few years. In 1886, he 
participated in an exhibition and called his kiln Azuma-yaki. Three years later, he renamed 
his kiln Asahi-yaki. Probably in the late 1880s, Wagener managed to gain satisfying results 
in underglaze polychrome techniques.322 Fig. 2-25 is one of Wagener’s works from his 
Azuma-yaki period. There is a seal of Azuma in the footring of the plate. It shows the piece 
was made between 1885 and 1887. The design is known as ‘Moon over Musashi-no’ and was 
probably copied from a painting by Kano Tanyu (1602-74). A large plate with three men 
dancing Kashima Odori (Kashima Dance) is based on the painting by Hanabusa Itcho
318 The Ceramic and Glass Department was situated at the south corner o f the school (fig.2-24).
319 Chen 1900,40-41.
320 Noshomusho Shokokyoku 1914,2-3.
321 Ueda studied ceramic engineering under Wagener at Tokyo University. In 1915, Ueda became the 
Manager of the Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre. He then became the first director when the 
laboratory became national institution in 1919. Ueda taught at Kyoto Imperial University (predecessor 
of Kyoto University) and Kyoto Koto Kogei Gakko.
322 Sato 2004, 8-9.
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(1652-1724) (fig. 2-26).323 Some pieces from the kiln have overglaze gold and red bands 
around the rim, probably added to hide unglazed edges, because the pieces were fired upside 
down. This new technique of underglaze polychrome decoration was received highly from 
its public debut. Hokuriku Shinbun {Hokuriku Newspaper) reported:
Asahi-yaki is a special type of ceramics invented in Tokyo Shokko Gakko. 
It is completely different from traditional Japanese ware. The best aspect of 
the ware is the painting. It copies even the highly detailed painting by old 
masters as if painted by the master painters. Already by June, [Asahi-yaki 
wares] was appreciated very highly in the market and a number of orders 
has reached the level at which the kiln has found almost impossible to 
fulfil.324
The overglaze and underglaze polychrome decoration is one of the keys to understanding 
ceramic wares in Tokyo. Gottfried Wagener was at the centre of the introduction of the 
technology. In 1890, Department of Agriculture and Commerce gave Wagener a generous 
reward of 1,500 yen for his technical achievement and success.325 It seems uncommon for a 
government to give a monetary reward to a private business owner. It is perhaps a good 
example of Wagener’s strong connection to the government.
While working on his own works at his kiln, Wagener continued to teach Japanese 
potters. These students of Wagener later performed well in the ceramic field. In the late Meiji 
era, a number of public institutions for industrial training and laboratories for industrial 
experiments were established. Many students of Wagener were sent to these institutions and 
put great efforts into the modernisation of the ceramic industry. As mentioned above,
323 Kashima odori is a type of dance or dancers who perform the dance. They spread the divine 
message from the god of Kashima for the first three days of year. They wore eboshi hats and kariginu 
costumes and marched along the street while playing drams. Hanabusa Itcho was a painter of the Edo 
period. He was born as a son of a doctor in Osaka. The family moved to Tokyo in 1667 and he leaned 
Kano School painting under Kano Yasunobu (1613-85). He later worked as a popular painter of 
quasi-Kano style.
324  ^A'Hswsu /  m&m /  &m
h j (Marusu
Shokai 1890,31).
325 Marusu Shokai 1890,25.
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Kawahara Chujiro, Notomi Kaijiro and Tanzan Rikuro were sent to ceramic factories in 
Europe after the Vienna International Exposition. Their pioneering efforts in the 
modernisation of the industry are worth pointing out. Kawahara Chujiro moved to Arita and 
built the first European style ceramic factory in Japan. The factory, Seiji Gaisha (Fine 
Porcelain Company), imported ceramic production lines including the latest machinery from 
Limoges, France. Leading potters of the area such as Fukaumi Suminosuke (1845-86), Tsuji 
Katsuzo (dates unknown) participated in the factory. N5tomi Kaijiro is devoted his life to the 
establishment of four Kogyo Gakko (Industrial Schools). He worked as the first principal of 
the following four schools: Kanazawa-ku Kogyo Gakko (Kanazawa Regional School of 
Industry) established in 1887 (fig. 2-27), Toyama-ken Kogei Gakko (Toyama Prefectural 
School of Craft) established in 1894 (fig. 2-28), Kagawa-ken Kogei Gakko (Kagawa 
Prefectural School of Crafts) established in 1898 (fig. 2-29) and Saga-ken Kogyo Gakko 
(Saga Prefectural School of Industry) established in 1901 (fig.2-30). Due to geographical 
disadvantages, these regions were behind in the industrialisation and modernisation. Notomi 
devoted his life to the industrial development of these areas.326
There were also Wagener’s students in Tokyo Daigaku Rigakubu (the School of 
Science at Tokyo University). Nakazawa Iwata (1858-1943)327, a leading Scientist at the time, 
worked together with Wagener at Tokyo University. Nakazawa, then, went Germany to study 
science and chemistiy between 1883 and 1885. After coming back to Japan, he moved to 
Kyoto University and was a life long supporter of Wagener. Ueda Toyokichi was one of their 
students. Ueda worked as an assistant for Wagener until Wagener’s death in 1892, and took 
over Asahi-yaki.
A group photograph shows Gottfried Wagener with his students from Tokyo
326 Uji gave a detailed discussion of the activities of Notomi Kaijiro (Uji 2000, 116-118).
327 Scientist. Nakazawa Iwata studied at University of Berlin, Freiberg University of Mining and 
Technology and National Porcelain Factory in Meissen. After returning to Japan, he taught at Daigaku 
Nanko, Kyoto Imperial University (Predecessor of Kyoto University) and became the first President 
o f Kyoto Koto Kogei Gakko.
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Shokko Gakko (fig.2-31). It includes Kitamura Yaichiro (1868-1926)328, Hirano Kosuke
(1871-1947)329 and Fujie Eik5 (1865-1915).330 They can be considered the second 
generation of Wagener’s students. Kitamura Yaichiro spent a large part of his career teaching 
at Ishikawa Kogyo Gakko (Ishikawa Prefectural School of Industry, previously called 
Kanazawa-ku Kogyo Gakko). Kitamura taught modern techniques in ceramic production and 
Itaya Hazan was one of his students. Kitamura is known for ceramic works with crystalline 
glaze, which was popular in Europe in the 1890s and 1900s (fig.2-32). Hirano Kosuke 
learned under Wagener at Tokyo Shokko Gakko from 1888 and was considered the successor 
of Wagener. Hirano is famous for designing a dome kiln for Itaya Hazan. Fujie Eiko later 
moved to Kyoto and became the first director of the Kyoto City Ceramic Reserch Centre. 
Fujie spent half his life modernising the ceramic industiy in Kyoto.
Gottfried Wagener died in 8 November 1892 in Tokyo; these students of Wagener 
continued to be influential in the ceramic industry. They filled the major administrative 
positions at training and research institutions. In addition, they also published widely in the 
field. Gottfried Wagener and his students controlled national development plans for the 
ceramic industry throughout the Meiji and Taisho era. They were all in a position to direct 
what kinds of ceramics need to be produced for the success of Japanese ceramics in the 
world market. The most important aim was industrialisation and modernisation. The centre 
of these activities was always in Tokyo and this academic knowledge was spread from Tokyo 
to other ceramic production centres.
328 Kitamura Yaichiro was born in Kanazawa and studied under ceramic engineering Wagener at 
Tokyo Shokko Gakko. Kitamura worked for the Ministory of Agriculture and Commerce in 1892 and 
then became the President of Seto Toki Gakko and then taught at Ishikawaken Kogyo Gakko. Itaya 
Hazan was his colleague. Kitamura visited Limoges and Sevres during his trip to France in 1902. 
Kitamura was employed by Shofu Toki Goshi Gaisha in Kyoto in 1917. he became the technical 
advisor of the company. Kitamura specialised not only in ceramics, but also in glass, tiles and cement.
329 Hirano Kosuke was bom in the Owari domain. In 1888, he entered Tokyo Shokko Gakko and 
studied under Wagener. After graduation, he taught at Tokyo Kogyo Gakko.
330 Fujie Eiko was bom in Kanazawa and studied Science at Ishikawa Kenritsu Senmon Gakko. In 
1886, Fujie entered Tokyo Shokko Gakko and studied under Wagener. After the graduation he worked 
for the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce and then taught at Tokyo Kogyo Gakko. One of the 
founders of Dai Nihon Yogho Kyokai. In 1896, Fujie became the first Director of Kyoto-shi Tojiki 
Shikenjo.
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Compared to the development of the ceramic industry in Tokyo, Kyoto took a 
different path to development. Unlike Tokyo in the Edo period, Kyoto already had a firm 
industrial structure. The industry adjusted to the existing structure with a series of changes at 
the time of the Meiji Restoration. Potters in Kyoto, for example, quickly developed markets 
for export wares.331 In terms of education for young potters, however, Kyoto did not require 
educational bodies for a long time. In addition, potters considered each other to be rivals and 
it was difficult to share original methods, which were mostly secrets, with outsiders 
including neighbouring potters. The establishment of educational institutions was not thus 
smooth as in Tokyo. It is not surprising that Wagener and his students were involved with all 
the public attempts for improving the Kyoto ceramic industry throughout the Meiji era. 
However, it is remarkable that these attempts often ended in failure.
In 1870, Seimikyoku was established in the city centre of Kyoto. The name seimi 
came from the Dutch word chemie for chemistry. It was the second Seimikyoku established 
in Japan after the first one in Osaka.332 The main building, completed in 1872, demonstrated 
production of various products such as soap, rock sugar, soda, glass, bleach, photography 
and beer.333 The centre employed Gottfried Wagener in 1878.334 He was in charge of 
teaching chemistry in relation to ceramics and cloisonne. He built various kilns inside of 
Seimikyoku and a ceramic factory in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district. The first coal kiln in Kyoto 
was built inside the factoiy but ended in failure. Spending only four years in Kyoto, Wagener 
went back to Tokyo. 335 Mashimizu Zoroku II described the event:
Mr. Wagener, a German man, came to Kyoto and built a ceramic kiln inside
331 Aoki 1913,460.
332 Osaka Seimikyoku was established in 1868.
333 Murai 1979, 208.
334 Wagener was recommended by a German trading company, H. Ahrens & Co., a German trading 
company in Tsukiji, Tokyo. The company was famous for trading Japanese crafts, ceramics in 
particular. The company had branches in Yokohama and Kobe.
333 Aichi-ken Toji Shiryokan Gakugeika 2004, 137. In 1880, Makimura Masanao stepped down from 
the position of the Mayor of Kyoto Prefecture, and Kitagaki Kunimichi (1836-1916), the next Mayor, 
introduced many changes in the policies of art industry. Wagener lost his job and went back to Tokyo.
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Seimikyoku (Prefectural). He failed and fled to Tokyo.336
Mashimizu’s account sounds harsh, but must have contained a certain amount of truth. 
During his time at Seimikyoku in Kyoto, there is no evidence that Wagener worked closely 
with leading potters. Only two names of known potters, Eiraku Wazen (1823-96)337 and Irie 
Dosen III, appear in the records of his experiment. At the closure, Wagener and his students 
took a group photo. There are twenty-one students, but no known potters (fig. 2-33). This 
suggests that there was a certain distance between Wagener and Kyoto potters.
In 1887, Kyoto Toki Gaisha (Kyoto Ceramic Company) was established in the 
Kiyomizu-Gojo district. The company started with capital of 200,000 yen and hired over 120 
employees. It was the first company in Kyoto using a modern industrial factory for 
mass-producing ceramics for daily use. The factory originally aimed at the production of 
ceramic ware for the export market. The director was Nina Keisuke and the head of the 
factory was Sato Tomotaro, a student of Wagener. Sato studied industrial production 
techniques and purchased a whole production line in Limoges. He trained the employees for 
two months while a French specialist directed the construction of the factory.338 The 
company started the production lines in August 1889, but the first three firings all ended in 
failure. Sato and the French man were both immediately discharged.339 Again, no names of
336 m  (W3a)
L /c  Cl t  /05 &> o  fzo J (Mashimizu 1935, 76).
337 Eiraku Wazen was the oldest son of Eiraku Hozen, and the twelfth head of the Eiraku Zengoro 
family. His career is separated into four periods: the Omuro period between 1852 and 1865, when he 
worked in the old kiln site of Nonomura Ninsei in Omuro in Kyoto; the Kutani Eiraku period between 
1865 and 1870, when he worked at the Kutani Hongama of the Kaga Daishoji domain; the Okazaki 
Eiraku period between 1872 and 1878; and the Kikutani-gama period after 1882. Wazen worked in 
various styles including the Swatow style, Ming Chinese blue-and-white style, shonzui style and 
kinrande-stylQ. In addition, Wazen is famous for introducing new designs and styles into chanoyu 
wares. He invented a technique to print polychrome textile pattern onto ceramics entitled nunome 
style.
338 Marusu Shokai 1890, 1-2.
339 The facility, which was imported from France, required highly skilled specialists. Many workers 
were skilled potters in traditional methods. Later, two specialists from Seto took over Sato and built a 
Seto style kiln. The name of the company remained, but most of original employees left the company. 
(Fujioka 1962, 61-62. Mashimizu 1935, 76).
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leading potters in Kyoto appear among the founders of the factory.340
In 1892, Harris Rikagaku Gakko (Harris School of Physics and Chemistry) was 
founded unside of the Doshisha University for training scholars and specialists at the ceramic 
industry. It was funded by an American specialist, J. N. Harris. One of the lecturers of the 
school was Asukai Kotaro (b. 1867), who was a ceramic engineer educated in France and 
another student of Wagener from Tokyo Shokko Gakko.341 According to Kato Yogoro 
(1869-1956)342, who studied at the school, students boycotted Asukai’s class for the reason 
that they could not stand to be taught by a graduate of a polytechnic, a lesser academic 
institute compared to the Doshisha University. The school built a ceramic kiln inside the 
school complex, but it was used only for a half a year.343 The curriculum for the ceramic 
course was based on Tokyo Kogyo Gakko (Tokyo Industrial School), but was considered too 
academic and was soon changed to focus more on practical training. This school closed after 
five years and only a handful students graduated from the ceramic course, and they do not 
include any known potters.344
Following these activities related to ceramic education, it appears that Wagener 
tried to modernise the ceramic industry of Kyoto as he did in Tokyo. Wagener spent four 
years in Kyoto, but his contribution to the modernisation of the ceramic industry is not clear. 
Then, Wagener’s students were sent to Kyoto, but no one made a great impact either. It 
appears that there were several reasons for the unpopularity of Wagener and his students in 
Kyoto. This feud began in the beginning of the Meiji era. As mentioned earlier, Hakurankai 
Jimukyoku for the Vienna International Exposition, of which Wagener was the main member, 
rejected overglaze decoration of porcelain wares from Kyoto. Kyoto Prefecture was ordered
340 Fujioka 1962, 55-57.
341 Asukai is better known for his contribution to the development of the Japanese cement industry.
342 Kato was bom in Aichi. Having studied at Harris Rikagaku Gakko and Kyoto Imperial University, 
Kato entered the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1903. He returned to Japan in 1906 and 
became a professor at Tokyo Koto Kogyo Gakko. He obtained about three-hundred patent rights.
From the invention of ferrite, Kato was once regarded as Thomas Edison of Japan.
343 Mashimizu 1935, 76-77.
344 Fujioka 1962,46-51.
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to send undecorated porcelain wares to Tokyo and those pieces were decorated by painters in 
Tokyo. For potters in Kyoto, their pride as the leading potters of Japan must have been 
damaged by the decision.
When the government was preparing for the Exposition, Tanzan Seikai, one of the 
leading potters in the Awataguchi District, was ordered to edit a manuscript on ceramic 
production of Kyoto. In 1872, he completed Toki benkai (Explanation of ceramics). It 
explains the ceramic production process in Kyoto with coloured illustrations and lists many 
glaze formulas.345 Seven years later in 1879, Tanzan Seikai inserted a postscript into the 
book.346 There, he explains that he added the postscript to protest against the official report 
of the 1876 Philadelphia Exposition published the same year. Beikoku Hakurankai 
Jimukyoku (the Secretariat of American Exposition), where Wagener was a member, edited 
the report, which consisted of five volumes. Wagener’s report was in the first volume, and he 
described the ceramic products from different regions. In the third volume of the report, there 
is an essay by Notomi Kaijiro. In the essay, Notomi explains the superiority of the European 
ceramic production techniques to traditional Japanese techniques. Notomi wrote:
I hope to reform our traditional style and the clumsy and nonsense 
production-processes systematically by using fine machinery invented in 
Europe, selecting easier production methods and building a reliable dome 
kiln.
Notomi here criticised ceramic wares in the exposition, namely ones from Kyoto. In 
response, Tanzan Seikai expressed his disappointment and objections:
The report of the exposition in America mentions that ‘stoneware of 
Awataguchi district copies the overglaze decoration of foreign products and 
has lost distinctive characteristics.’ It mentions stoneware of Awataguchi
345 The original manuscript is in the Kyoto Prefectural Library and Archive. The publication might 
have related to the fact that Tanzan Seikai was the father of Tanzan Rikuro, who was sent to Bohemia 
by Wagener to study modem ceramic production.
346 The original copy of the book is in Kyoto Furitsu Sogo Shiryokan.
(Notomi 1876, 51).
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district has lost its own distinctiveness. It also mentions that ‘the stoneware 
is inferior to Awaji ware and the porcelain of the district is not durable.’ It 
mentions that ‘all the factories of the district only have four or five 
employees.’ It mentions that ‘mistakes would not be made if European 
principles were pursued.’ It says that ‘the principle has to be taught.’ It 
mentions that ‘European plaster casting and dome shaped kiln need to be 
used.’ It insists on the inferiority of the Japanese dragon kiln. These 
mistakes are spread from the first to the fifth volume, but these 
misunderstandings would not be made if Toki benkai had been consulted. It 
is a disgraceful attitude. The report has already spread around the country. 
Although the report is full of mistakes and biased comments, our ruler and 
government are also deceived...348
Clearly, Tanzan was disappointed to read the report of the exposition. He realised that his 
report on Kyoto ceramics, Toki benkai, was never seriously consulted. He continues that:
A foreign employee [Wagener] edited the report of the Meiji ninth American 
exposition. This cunning man skilfully put his objectives in a fog, and never 
stops prattling about new plans. He has formed a group with our students.
Or, he made students study abroad. These students perhaps try to acquire an 
aspect of the art. It is natural for them to be excited about the plaster mold 
and to try to catch a glimpse of the depth of the technique and would not be 
able to control the feeling. Or, they look at a factory and suddenly close 
their eyes. Their brain would be immediately spoiled, as they are impressed 
by the European soul in the dream of Handan. 49 Soon after beginning the 
study, these students returned to Japan. What can they make? The Western 
employee does not know of the distinctiveness of our country... The 
European dome kiln is suitable for coal. It is based on their natural 
environment. Our dragon kiln is also related to our natural environment. It 
is convenient to fire pine firewood. The local climates are not the same and 
availability of firewood is not the same. I cannot refrain from laughing 
when I listen to these far-fetched arguments by those insignificant people.350
348 e i m / g m w & y h *
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W i A ^ l 7 A j (Tanzan 1879, 53).
349 Old Chinese fable: People of Chao State (BC.403-AD.228) were famous for their stylish walking 
style. A young man of Yan State (BC. 1100-AD.222) went to Handan, the capital of Chao State, to 
learn how to walk. Before mastering the walking style, he went back home. Not only had he learned 
the walking style, but also forgotten his original walking style. Then, he ended up crawling on his 
stomach to go home. Therefore the word Handan represents that it is worthless to learn a thing if the 
person did not finish the learning.
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Tanzan complained that Wagener does not know much about Japanese ceramics. He also 
criticised that Wagener has spoiled young Japanese potters probably including his son, 
Rikuro. It is a strong denial of Wagener and his reforms. Within a year after this postscript 
was added, Wagener arrived in Kyoto to work for Seimikyoku to improve the ceramic 
industry. This incident was probably the sole reason of Kyoto’s long-term denial of Wagener 
and his students.
The issue of accepting scientific knowledge and western techniques in ceramics 
continued to be important in the Taisho era. A similar opinion is found later. Suwa Sozan I 
(1851-1922)351, the fourth potter teishitsu gigei’in, left a comment in 1920 on these ceramic 
scholars related to Wagener.
There are two types of celadon glaze, natural and artificial... In Japan, 
natural glaze has been replaced by artificial glaze, which is made based on 
the analysis of natural glaze. However, it is impossible to make the same 
glaze as natural glaze no matter how accurate the analysis may have become 
... I liked to blow my own trumpet to the scholars. Knowledge from books 
and the reality do not match. Since the ancient times, great inventions were 
done by ones uneducated.. .Wagener, for instance, tried hard for nearly 
thirty years, but he still produced many failures. Today’s scholars are careful 
not to fail and careful to create good-looking pieces, but I think it is better to 
find something after falling to the bottom and experiencing many failures.352
Although the date of his comment is slightly later than the period on which this thesis
A /  (Tanzan 1879, 54-55).
351 Sozan was born in Kanzawa. He entered Kanazawa Kokai Gakko in 1872. Sozan went to Tokyo in 
1875 and studied ceramic painting. He returned to Ishikawa prefecture in 1880 and taught at 
Kanazawa-ku Kogyo Gakko established by Notomi Kaijiro. In 1900, he moved to Kyoto in response 
to an invitation from the Kinkozan factory. In 1908, Sozan opened a shop in the Kiyomizu-Gojo 
district. Sozan was appointed to a position of teishitsu gigei’in in 1917.
352 ( t p m  A i t
r f c r c f c ,  h ( « )  - f t i f
(Kuroda 1920, 134-135).
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focuses, it at least shows the gap between these scholars familiar with modern knowledge 
and potters in Kyoto trained in traditional methods.
Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre (Kyoto Shiritsu Tojiki Sliikenjo)
It is clear that Wagener believed in the importance in the modernisation of ceramic 
production in order to expand the export market, but it was certainly not welcomed in Kyoto 
for a certain period.353 Some of his students went to Kyoto after Wagener left Kyoto in 1881, 
and they often took important positions in schools or factories. However, they were neither 
successful nor welcomed. As long as the Kyoto ceramic industry were concerned, it was four 
years after the death of Wagener when major potters in Kyoto started to consider some 
aspects of Wagener’s modernisation useful. The establishment of Kyoto City Ceramic 
Research Centre in 1896, was the first successful occasion, when both academics and 
ceramists cooperated together (fig. 1-53).354
The centre was founded by the Kyoto City and Fujie Eiko, the first director, and 
Nakazawa Iwata, a supervisor, were both closely connected to Gottfried Wagener from the 
time when they were in Tokyo University. After the establishment of the centre, modern 
techniques were more freely introduced into Kyoto. The success of the centre was certainly 
helped by the involvement of leading Kyoto potters from the beginning. Nakazawa listed 
nine potters (Kinkozan Sobei, Tanzan Rikuro, Nishiyama Isuke, Yasuda Genshichi, Ito Tozan, 
Takahashi Dohachi, Kiyomizu Rokubei, Seifu Yohei, and Yoshioka Kichibei) and 
twenty-nine individuals who supported establishment of the centre.355
Several reasons could be suggested for this acceptance of plans pursued by 
Wagener’s students in Kyoto. Firstly, it was time for a generation change. Kinkozan Sobei VI
353 Sato 2004, 7.
354 In 1919, The Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre was made a national institution under the 
control of the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce.
355 Fujioka 1962,64.
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(1823-84), Tanzan Seikai, Kanzan Denshichi passed away and Taizan Yohei IX356 closed the 
business. Nakazawa explains the point in his speech for the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the 
Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre:
Around Meiji 24 and 25 (1891 and 1892), this field [Kyoto ceramic 
industry] was rather inactive after the deaths of elderly masters with fame,
Kanzan, Tanzan, Kinkozan and Dohachi, and closing down of the Taizan 
kiln. ... Connoisseurs were anxious about the decline of Kyd-yaki.
Influential figures in Kyoto were well informed about the situation. For 
instance, even if anyone wanted to recreate an imported object from abroad, 
required technologies were often unavailable [in Kyoto].35
Imagining the distrust of Tanzan towards Wagener, it was probably impossible to receive any 
prior support from these influential potters. However, this long-term refusal of modern 
technologies was probably seen as a distracting development in the struggle to compete 
against domestic and international competitors.
Secondly, the centre operated truly for the benefit of the local industry. Kilns were 
built for experiment. Any potters in the area were entitled to propose an experiment in new 
materials and techniques, and the board members selected which proposals would be granted. 
Experiments were undertaken free of charge as long as the amiual budget allowed the centre 
to do so and the results were normally shared by the potters in the area. This system 
minimised the cost of experiments, which was a relief for potters in this rapidly developing 
industry.358 For most potters in Kyoto, there was a lot to gain, but nothing to lose from 
having the research centre.359
356 After the death of Taizan Yohei VIII of the Awataguchi district, the second son of Kiyomizu 
Rokubei III was adopted to the family and became Taizan Yohei IX. After the Meiji Restoration, 
Taizan kiln focused the production on mass-produced export ceramics.
357 & y s - 'f t i iu  m u ,  
v ( W )
^  h
y r  y J (Fujioka 1962, 63-64).
358 Fujioka 1962, 68.
359 Nakazawa Iwata listed four important contributions made by the laboratory. The laboratory 
introduced coal as an alternative fuel because the price of pine firewood was increasing. In 1898, the 
laboratory started to distribute Seger sui (Pyrometric cone) to potters in the area for free. Pyrometric
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In 1901, the centre founded a system of denshusei (assistant student), a program for 
young ceramists to learn modem knowledge in ceramic production. Students were required 
to learn chemistry, Physics and English while helping experiments in the centre. Early 
graduates included Takahashi Dohachi V and Shinkai Rokuro (dates unknown). Shinkai was 
the fourth son of Seifu Yohei III.360 From 1915, Ueda Toyokichi, another student of Wagener 
took over the position as director. The assistant student program was the first successful 
example of an educational institution for potters in Kyoto. It took more than twenty years for 
Kyoto’s ceramic industry to accept and to cooperate with academics.361
Seifu Yohei IQ as a Kyoto Potter
Rivalry between Tokyo and Kyoto over arts administration and rejection of 
Wagener affected greatly the development of Kyoto ceramics. Seifu Yohei III was in the 
middle of these crucial events. He moved to Kyoto just after the fire burnt the city of Kyoto 
in 1864. He saw the protest over Emperor Meiji’s move to Tokyo and could have been one of 
the demonstrators. As Seifu Yohei II entered works in the First Kyoto Exhibition in 1871, 
Seifu Yohei III would have started to participate in these exhibitions after becoming 
independent in 1872. He was a board member of Kyoto-fu Gagakko and joined Kyoto’s 
appeal to host NIEIV.
How did the competitive relationship between Kyoto and Tokyo affect the artistic 
activities of Seifu Yohei III? According to the development of his works discussed in the
cone is called Seger sui in Japan from the developer of the cone, Herman Seger (1839-93). It is used 
to detect kiln temperatures during firing. It greatly contributed in decreasing the number of kiln 
failures. Many materials were tested and became available. New types of ceramics were developed 
such as Awata clay with no crackles, Hanjiki (semi-porcelain), Koshitsu toki (ironstone ceramics), 
koshitsu jiki (hard-porcelain fired over 1300 centigrade), Majolica ware and electrical insulator 
(Fujioka 1962, 69).
360 Fujioka 1962,71.
361 There has not been research into the reactions of other ceramic production areas to new knowledge 
and techniques. Regional development in ceramics requires such research.
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previous chapter, he was certainly aware of the latest trends of the field. In order to receive 
good results at national exhibitions, he needed to create works appealing to academics in 
Tokyo, namely Wagener and his students. At the same time, he would not want to disturb 
master potters in Kyoto such as Tanzan, Kinkozan and Taizan.
Under such circumstances, Seifu Yohei III took the middle path. He was officially 
following the decisions made by his elders in the area in 1870s and 1880s. While producing 
wares in traditional styles, he did not forget to develop advanced glazing techniques. Seifu 
Yohei III claims that he was interested in chemistry in his early career. It is not clear if Yohei 
was acquainted with Wagener or had access to Wagener’s knowledge. However, it is certain 
that Seifu Yohei Ill’s extensive researches on different coloured glazes in all underglaze, 
overglaze and inglaze decoration helped his successes in various exhibitions both domestic 
and international.
Yohei III knew that experimental facilities for development of the local industry 
were important for their survival. As soon as the old masters stepped down from the leading 
positions in the area and he received his nomination to teishitsu gigei ’in, he actively 
promoted the establishment of the Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre. As an independent 
potter with a small workshop without owing a climbing kiln, he must have felt it difficult to 
keep up with the latest technical developments. He therefore made efforts to cooperate with 
students of Wagener for the establishment of a public facility for ceramic experiments, where 
traditional ceramics and modern technologies of Western ceramics met for the first time in 
Kyoto over twenty years after the Meiji Restoration. It was recorded that:
At the establishment of Kyoto-shi Tojiki Shikenjo [Kyoto City Ceramic 
Research Centre], [Seifu Yohei III] became a founding member. It was said 
that the materialisation of the plan was indebted to Yohei’s tireless efforts.362
362 o - J !
(Watanabe 1930, 17).
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It was natural that he considered the importance of modern technologies, to keep improving 
his work. The Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre continued to be the centre of ceramic 
education in Kyoto and produced many leading ceramic artists in the twentieth century.
However, there was still a gap in the meaning of modernisation between Seifu 
Yohei III and Wagener’s students. Wagener’s teachings mainly focused on the introduction of 
processes of mass production in order to minimise production costs. They included coal kilns 
to lower the cost of fuel against increasing prices of firewood, and western plaster molding 
technique to lower the level of skill required for workers. Perhaps one of the few targets 
Yohei III and Wagener’s students shared was the introduction of new ceramic materials such 
as artificial cobalt and many other coloured glazes, which Kyoto potters could easily apply in 
traditional methods. Wagener was involved in the application of new glaze materials and many 
of his students would become important pioneers in the field of glaze innovations.
Although two groups Despite his effort in modernisation of the industry, Seifu 
Yohei III was later made into a symbol of old traditional ceramics of Kyoto after his death. 
Nakazawa Iwata commented about Seifu Yohei III in 1916. It was during the speech 
Nakazawa presented for the ceremony of the twentieth year memorial of the Kyoto City 
Ceramic Research Centre. He said:
Around the twenty-fourth year of Meiji (1891), only Seifu Yohei [III] alone 
managed to maintain the reputation of kyd-yaki with his distinctive works at 
NIEIV. Characteristic of Yohei’s work is the sophisticated workmanship. 
His works do not have refined taste and quaint elegance like Rokubei and 
Dohachi, and the technique is only possible by him. Even if someone 
managed to imitate or learned his techniques, it would not increase the 
number of speciality o f the area. Additionally, Yohei was truly the 
unprecedented master, but was not a kind of person who could encourage 
colleagues and aim at the overall development of the industry.’363
363 w m
j (Fujioka 1962,63).
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The ceremony was held less than two years after Yohei’s death, but the comment still 
appears to be quite harsh. Considering the fact that Nakazawa Iwata was related to Wagener, 
it is probably an honest view of Seifu Yohei III by Nakazawa. He pursued the technical 
perfection within tradition, whereas Nakazawa and his colleagues focused more on 
mechanisation of the production process and put an emphasis on introduction of Western 
designs.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the issue of regional rivalry is clearly one of the main factors 
deciding the direction of arts of the Meiji era. Because of this rivalry, arts of the two capitals 
experienced different paths of development. In general, Kyoto often took the initiative in 
introducing new measures for modernisation of the industry. Many modernisation plans were 
introduced there first and some were copied later in Tokyo. In order to fully understand the 
regional rivalries, the role of other major cities such as Osaka needs to be examined further.
In terms of the ceramic industry, the Meiji government encouraged introducing 
ceramic factories in Tokyo and expected these manufacturers to play a leading role in 
modernising this traditional industry. Previous studies have emphasised on what was 
happening in Tokyo and placed the activities of other ceramic production areas such as 
Kyoto, Arita and Seto in subordinate roles. Those regional ceramic centres not only took 
much longer to modernise their production systems compared to Tokyo, but also the ways in 
which they adopted new techniques were not the same as Tokyo. Potters of these areas 
tended to welcome the introduction of modern technology at the beginning, but soon realised 
it requires huge financial resources and reconstruction of the industrial structure. 
Consequently, introduction of Western technology was often slower, partial and less 
significant than has been explained. Kyoto potters, for example, developed antipathy toward
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Wagener’s modernisation, because of the criticisms made by Wagener and his students over 
Kyoto ceramics. The feeling was reinforced by the series of failures by Wagener and his 
students in Kyoto in the first half of the Meiji era.
In the early Meiji era, Seifu Yohei III was following fellow potters and 
concentrated on establishing firm status in the field by taking advantage of new changes such 
as exhibitions and ceramic competitions. By the time of the retirement of the old masters 
when he took over the leading position, Yohei III was already considered one of the young 
leaders in the field. Then, Yohei III worked to reconcile Wagener’s circle and the Kyoto 
ceramic industry. The establishment of the Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre was the 
result of his tireless efforts to make the latest technology available to Kyoto potters. However, 
the
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Chapter Three
Japanese Export Ceramics for the Chinese Market
The ceramic market of the Meiji period can be divided into two categories, 
domestic and export. When it comes to export ceramics, Yokohama has been considered the 
main ceramic trading port of Japan during the Meiji era (fig. 3-1). It was opened in 1858 
(Ansei 5) for the West as the port closest to Edo. The majority of foreign goods came 
through Yokohama and Japanese ceramic ware was one of the main items exported in return. 
However, it has seldom been pointed out that the amount of ceramics exported through 
Yokohama, in fact, decreased after the 1880s. The reason is the opening of Kobe Port in 
1868 (fig. 3-2). The port developed quickly as the centre of international trade in the Kansai 
area, and became the leading port for exporting Japanese ceramics during the 1890s. It was 
the largest port for export ceramic wares especially for Europe and neighbouring Asian 
nations.
The issue of the transition of a leading international trading port from Yokohama to 
Kobe provides a new perspective to tackle the issue of the rivalry between East Japan lead 
by Tokyo and West Japan lead by Kyoto and Osaka. It also suggests another important export 
market for Japanese porcelain, namely China. Statistical records reveal that a huge amount of 
Japanese porcelain wares was exported to China after the 1880’s.364 The aim of this chapter 
is to unveil the role of Kobe for exporting Japanese ceramics and the production of Japanese 
ceramic wares for the Chinese market. This chapter is divided into two parts. It will firstly 
look closely at the export of Japanese ceramics to China through the observation of historical 
materials. Secondly, it will focus on the development of Kobe and the role of Kobe for the 
ceramic trade between Japan and China.
Kyoto potters were interested in the potential of the export market even before the
364 All statistical records regarding Japanese export ceramics to the Chinese market, which this thesis 
uses, are from Japanese sources.
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opening of Yokohama in 1858. The high-ranking samurai Kugai Masanori (1806-65), Inoue 
Masanobu (1840-56), Asano Nagayoshi (1816-80) and others ordered from Tanzan Seikai 
several thousand food dishes in 1856 (Ansei 3). These dishes were sent to Edo and then 
exported to Europe. However, they could not continue the project under the political 
upheavals in Kyoto during the last ten years of the Edo period.365
At the Meiji Restoration, many potters in the Awataguchi district transformed the 
production for the export market. Similar to other ceramic centres, the production of the 
Awataguchi district was affected by changes in the social structure. The impact was 
significant because their main clients were high-ranking samurai and court nobles, hi 1871, 
Ozaki of Kin’undo in Kyoto bought ceramic ware made in the Awataguchi district and sold it 
to a foreigner, Furiki in Kobe.366 Kinkozan Sobei VI (1823-84) followed Ozaki and began 
selling his ceramic wares in Kobe in 1872.367 Kinkozan explained how this family started 
the business with foreigners.
Around the first year of Meiji (1868), a foreigner, probably an American, 
visited us. Yet, we could not understand languages, but he spoke with my 
late father anyhow. My late father told the man his plan and showed some 
products. We decided to start foreign trade.368
Along with Kinkozan Sobei VI and VII (1868-1928), Taizan Yohei VIII (d  1878) and IX 
(1856-1922), Yasuda Genshichi XV (dates unknown), Tanzan Seikai and many others in the 
Awataguchi district followed the trend (fig. 3-3). The gross sales of the Kyoto ceramic 
industry during the Meiji era show an increase in international sales from 1872 (appendix
3-1).
365 5  ©BB
(Sakurai 1891,55).
366 No record has been found on Furiki.
367 Murata, 1898a, 480-481.
9 L /c J  (Kuroda 1899, 331).
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Within ten years, the ceramic production of the Awataguchi district was 
transformed. Ito Tozan I, who later became the leading potter of the area, joined the 
Awataguchi district around 1882. He commented on the situation of the district:
At the time, Awata-yaki only produced those glittering export wares and the 
reputation had sunk low. The word Awata-yaki became as if equal to kinpika 
(glittering).369
They continued to produce these export Kyoto Satsuma-style wares throughout the Meiji era. 
However, sometimes, it was not a comfortable experience for some potters to produce wares 
ordered by Western dealers and customers. Ito Tozan expressed his feelings about producing 
export wares in 1899:
If [anyone] wanted to start exporting [ceramics] internationally, the only 
way would be to export art works. However, foreign taste in the arts is 
childish and [Westerners] do not understand refined beauty [of Japanese art]. 
[They] still admire the world of density [of motifs]. Many foreigners, if not 
almost all, who come to my shop, prefer items with detailed patterns of 
bright colours such as gold, purple and red without any blank spaces. An 
extreme one has ordered a piece with ten thousand butterflies even inside 
the footring. It is rather disappointing and I deplore producing wares 
ordered by foreigners. I do not have enough courage to work on such orders, 
and thus let trainees make them.370
A tea bowl with butterflies by Yabu Meizan would be an example of wares described in this 
comment (fig. 3-4, 5). Producing ceramics for the West inevitably affected the designs on 
products. When Satsuma-style ware is discussed, there is always the issue whether it is a 
type of Japanese ceramics after all. Foreigners were always involved in its designs. An
369
(Kuroda 1899,282).
h  10 L ' C & l l f a S t e T 9 m
J; 9 J (Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1899a, 390).
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advertisement of Yabu Meizan, a well-known Satsuma-style potter in Osaka, published in
1895 clearly states:
Yabu Meizan (Porcelain Painter,) Satsuma ware will be painted by order.... 
One price only (fig. 3-6, 7)
This argument certainly does not deny the existence of a Japanese domestic demand on 
Satsuma-style wares, but at least shows a large number of Satsuma-style ware was produced 
in response to such a foreign demand. The Awataguchi district continued to produce 
Satsuma-style wares for export to the West. A large incense burner by Kinkozan Sobei VII in 
the Tokyo National Museum has been described as one of the best examples (fig. 3-8). 
However, the above commentaries question to what degree such wares were representing 
Japanese tastes after all. As introduced in the introduction of this thesis, this type of ware 
made foreign collectors and scholars reluctant to collect or study Japanese ceramics in the 
early twentieth century.
On the other hand, the Kiyomizu-Gojo district, where Seifu Yohei III worked, 
made fewer export wares than the Awataguchi district. In the 1885 report, Kiyomizu Rokubei 
and Takahashi Dohachi are the only two potters in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district who included 
foreign countries in their market. Less than twenty percent of their sales were exported to 
Western countries in 1885.371 It appears that, generally speaking, the production of the 
Awataguchi district shifted to the Western market from the time of the Restoration, whereas 
the Kiyomizu-Gojo district, including the Seifu Yohei workshop, continued to produce wares
371 Kiyomizu-Gojo seitdka shuppin kaisetsu, (Information o f exhibits by Kiyomizu-Gojo potters) is in 
the collection of Kyoto Prefectural Library and Archives. The report is dated 1885. It lists details of 
the ceramic production of fourteen potters in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district. Among these fourteen 
potters, Kiyomizu Rokubei IV and Takahashi Dohachi IV are the only two potters to list the western 
countries as one of the destinations of their products. The average sales of Kiyomizu Rokubei IV and 
Takahashi Dohachi IV between 1881 and 1883 is in the report (Appendix 3-2). The average gross 
sales of Kiyomizu Rokubei IV was 2,050 yen and 17% of 350 yen were for western countries. The 
average gross sales of Takahashi Dohachi IV was 823 yen and 13% of 105 yen was for western 
countries. The numbers reveal that a small part of their production was sold to western countries. The 
report also states that both Kiyomizu Rokubei IV and Takahashi Dohachi IV produced only Japanese 
and Chinese style ceramic wares. It appeal s that the rest of the potters on the list claimed that they did 
not sell wares for export. If they did, the amount must have been very small. (Nakanodo 1981,36-43).
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for the existing domestic market, all earthenware, stoneware and porcelain.
Chinese Market
The Japanese ambassador Date Munenari (1818-92)372 and the Chinese 
ambassador Li Hongzhang (1823-1901 )373 signed a trading agreement on 13 September (29 
July in the solar calendar) 1871. Japanese ports were officially opened to Chinese merchants. 
China was the seventeenth country with which Japan signed a trading agreement, but the first 
country to sign as an equal.374 Because of the agreement, the Chinese market was simply 
more profitable for Japanese traders. In the early Meiji era, Japanese ceramics were mainly 
exported to the West through foreign merchants residing in Yokohama. The export industry 
developed steadily until the time of the Matsukata Deflation. The deflation began in 1882 
and continued for three years. Gross sales of export ceramics suddenly decreased (appendix 
1-2). Around the same time, it seems that Japanese ceramic exports to China began.
Arakawa Mitsugu (1857-1949), Japanese consul to Tianjin, described in 1892 the 
beginning of Japan’s export ceramics to China.
Having Jingdezhen in Jiangxi province as the largest porcelain production 
centre, this country [China] had not imported porcelain wares from other 
countries. In the sixteenth and seventeenth year of Meiji (1883-84), a 
trading channel was opened. Our porcelain wares such as yunomi (tea cups), 
chawan (rice bowls), shd-kabin (small vasGs), futamono (lidded vessels), 
sara (plates), donburi (large bowls) and so on were imported through 
Shanghai. At the time, the Chinese people vied with each other for Japanese
372 Date Munenari was bom in Edo as the second son of the Yamaguchi family of hatamoto. He was 
adopted to the Date family o f the Uwajima domain and became the head of Uwajima domain in 1844 
(Tenpo 15). At the Meiji Restoration, he was appointed a member of the first government of Imperial 
Japan. After the conclusion of the trading agreement with the Qing dynasty, he retired from politics.
37 Li Hongzhang was Chinese general and a leading officer of the late Qing dynasty. He was bom in 
Anhui Province. After passing the official examination in 1847, he fought in the Taiping Rebellion. He 
became one of the generals of Zhili zongdu (the Viceroy of Zhili) Zeng Guofan (1811-72). Li 
succeeded the army of Zeng and the title of Zhili zongdu in 1870. In 1871, Li concluded the Treaty of 
Amity and Commerce with Japan. Li’s army lost against Japan during the Sino-Japanese war. He 
concluded Treaty of Shimonoseki after the Sino-Japanese War in 1895 and Boxer Protocol after the 
Boxer Rebellion in 1901 on behalf of the Emperor of the Qing dynasty.
374 Chin 1887, 38.
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porcelain because each piece was curious and beautiful as well as 
reasonable. Within a few months, Japanese porcelain was found at shops on 
the street, in rural villages and even in provincial cities. Therefore, some 
merchants, who deal with Jiangxi wares, worried about the future of their 
business.375
This comment describes how popular Japanese porcelain was in China immediately after it 
was imported to China around 1883.
In 1887, Utsumi Kichido (1852-1925)376, a literati-style painter in Kyoto, wrote a 
proposal about the management of the newly established ceramic factory, Kyoto Toki Gaisha, 
to use an imported ceramic casting machine from France.
I have been suggesting the advantages and d isadvantages of trade with the 
Qing dynasty for a long time. In 1886 (Meiji 19), Sano Tsuneki377, the 
Deputy Manager of the Department of Commerce, came to Kyoto and 
recommended the export of porcelain to the Qing dynasty. Ishikawa 
Prefecture has already established the trading association of the Qing 
dynasty. ... Kanzan Denshichi of Kyoto plans to produce porcelain wares to 
export to the Qing dynasty. ... America occupies a large territory and their 
porcelain products are not enough for domestic demand. Thus, they import 
from France, Germany and Britain. ... The Qing dynasty also has a large 
territory, but their porcelain products are not enough for their domestic 
demand. In addition, thirty years ago, one-seventh of the land was burned to 
the ground during the Taiping Rebellion [1851-1864]. Only a few traditional 
porcelain wares by skilled potters are available for the aristocracy. The 
quality of their new porcelain products is far from the level of fine Japanese 
products. They fire earthenware in various places to substitute for the 
shortage of porcelain supply. It can be said that Japanese have more people 
working on porcelain production. Therefore, the business plan of the 
company is to export products to North America and the Qing dynasty. In 
addition, the total expense of the travel and transport fees to China is only 
one-fourth to Europe and North America. This is the reason why I insist on 
trading with the Qing dynasty. The benefits of this proposal rest on trade
375
( W )  / j o e i u  mfa, mu
y (Arakawa 1892, 67).
376 Utsumi Kichido was bom in Kyoto and studied under Shiokawa Bunrin (1801-1877). After 
finishing the apprenticeship, he travelled to China and studied paintings under Ren Bonian (1840-96) . 
He married into the Ren family. He later returned to Japan and became known for his late Qing style 
literati paintings.
377 Sano Tsuneki was the first president of Nihon Menka Kabushiki Gaisha (predecessor of Sojitz 
Corporation) in 1892.
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with the Qing dynasty.378
Utsumi Kichido explains that China was not producing enough porcelain wares for their 
internal demand. After the Taiping Rebellion, the porcelain production of Jingdezhen had not 
yet recovered. While China was recovering from the scars of the civil war, Japan became the 
leading export ceramic production centre of Asia.
The export trade to China was not active during the First Sino-Japanese War 
(1894-95), but it soon recovered to 10 % of gross international sales in the early 1900’s. 
Gross sales of ceramic wares are divided into destinations in appendix 3-3. It shows that in 
1882, China already imported 76,043 yen worth of Japanese ceramics. It accounted for 
13.1 % of Japan’s gross international sales that year. The amount dramatically increased to 
385,294 yen in 1887 when China took the first place, with close to 30 % of gross 
international sales. It was in response to the shortage of porcelain supply within China. In 
1899, it is estimated that gross domestic demand for porcelain ware in China was around 
3,000,000 yen and the gross output of Jingdezhen kilns was still around 2,500,000 yen.379 It 
is hard to believe now, but China was actually a country importing porcelain wares in the late 
nineteenth century.
Appendix 3-4 is a chart of the ceramic ware imported to China in 1902 divided by 
origin of production. It shows that Japanese ceramics took first place. The sales are larger 
than the total sales to all the European countries. The second largest origin of ceramic wares
378
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1962, 57-58).
379 Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1899b, 433.
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was Hong Kong. Hong Kong took third place in terms of the destination of Japanese ceramic 
wares in 1902.380 According to Kitamura Yaichiro, at least half of the ceramic ware imported 
to China through Hong Kong was Japanese.381 A total of 60.3 % of all the ceramics imported 
to China was Japanese ceramics.382
These statistical records only reveal the size of the Japanese export ceramics to 
China and do not explain whether wares by Seifti Yohei III and other Kyoto potters were 
included. There is no publication mentioning Japanese ceramics from this period in any 
Chinese collections to prove there was an active ceramic trade between Japan and China. 
However, an 1895 report states that the main imports from Japan into Northern China were 
ordinary wares and into Hong Kong were ganro-butsu (wares for appreciation and 
collection). Ceramic wares produced in Kyoto would have belonged to the latter category.383 
Works by Seifu Yohei III and other Kyoto potters perhaps were included in wares exported to 
Hong Kong.
These statistical records have shown that many Japanese ceramic wares were 
exported to China. The thesis now examines what kind of ceramic wares were exported. 
Shioda Makoto visited China to inspect the business environment. He gave the following 
advice in 1906:
1: The Qing Dynasty has an extreme disparity of rich and poor. They only 
need high and low quality wares and do not need middle grade wares.
2: Both high and low quality wares need durability. Be aware of the fact that 
their products are all durable.
3: Eveiy kind of ware including vases, incense burners, picture frames, 
candle stands, lamps, food bowls, sweet bowls, jars, cigarette stands, sake 
bottles and others has to be made as a pair. There is no buyer for a single 
object. A set of vase, incense burner and candle stand would not have a
380 See appendix 3-3. From 1892’s record, the sales for Hong Kong were separated. Hong Kong was 
handed over to Britain from China at the Treaty of Nanjing after the first Opium War in 1842.
381 This record suggests that some Japanese ceramics imported to Hong Kong were probably 
redistributed to other destinations.
382 Kitamura 1929, 360,
383 Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1895, 13.
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problem to sell.
4: Good painting or patterns are auspicious motifs: shikunshi (lotus, bamboo, 
plum and chrysanthemum), pine, peony, crane, peacock, phoenix, Chinese 
character of ju 0  (long life), subjects of the Southern School paintings: 
paired motifs such as dragon and tiger are good.... Decoration [for 
ceramics] has to follow these instructions. The style of art nouveau must 
not be used.384
Furthermore, the August and September 1907 issues of Dai Nihon yogyd kydkai zasshi 
(Journal of Great Japan Ceramic Industry Association) included an article entitled 
1 Yushutsu-hin no seisaku ni oyobosu kaigai no fushu’ (Foreign Customs for the Use of 
Designing Export Wares). It explains the different customs and favoured designs of major 
cities in China where Japanese ceramics were imported. Niuzhuang in Liaoning Province, 
Tianjin, Hangzhou in Zhejiang Province, Shashi in Hebei Province, Chongqing in Sichuan 
Province, and Changsha in Hunan Province were introduced. This proves that at least in the 
early 1900s, Japanese potters did not just export whatever was available to sell, but had 
researched the Chinese market carefully.385 Some works were certainly made to fit the taste 
of different areas of China. There were three types of export wares for the Chinese market: 
ordinary everyday wares, European-style wares and Chinese-style wares.
A: Ordinary ware
The main Japanese exports to China were ordinary wares of low quality. According 
to the report of Arakawa in 1892, 85 % of imported ceramic wares belonged to this category.
384 r^ _
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— L T f H G T J  (Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1906, 577).
385 Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1907a, 387-399 and 1907b, 23-38. Each city is discussed in five areas: 1. 
general information on the city, 2. popular shapes, 3. popular designs, 4. popular colour schemes, 5. 
business customs.
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Appendix 3-5 divides all the export ceramic wares into two categories, ordinary and fine. 
Unfortunately, we do not know the definition of ordinary and fine, but this chart at least 
provides a general idea of what types of wares were exported to China. This report includes 
imported ceramic wares to China from all countries. It again confirms the shortage of 
Chinese porcelain for domestic demand. On the other hand, 15 % of imported wares to China 
were in the category of fine quality. The definition of ordinary and fine is uncertain, but this at 
least explains that the majority was ordinary wares.
In 1892, Arakawa listed three Chinese merchants, and one of them was having 
pieces specially made in Japan.
The wholesalers of Japanese porcelain at this port [Tianjin] excluding 
Japanese ones were Bao Xiangshun, Wan Jukui, Heng Qisheng and so on, 
but many have stopped importing after loss in the past. Now, only Wan 
Jukui operates. Wan has branches in Kobe and Nagasaki. In Tianjin, they 
have the main office and a branch. They deal with porcelain from Hizen, 
Owari and Jiangxi, with various other products. Considering the taste of the 
inland clients, they send to Japan samples to have specially made.386
Chinese merchants were as involved in the design of Japanese wares as westerners were.
In 1905 and 1906, there were two reports on the Chinese ceramic market from 
China. A journalist in Tianjin, Inoue Takanosuke (dates unknown), wrote an article on the 
ceramic market in North China and the current situation of Japanese export ceramics. Inoue 
wrote:
No matter the kind or shape, Japanese ceramic wares will gradually expand 
the market in China. The easiest items to be used [by Chinese people] are 
wares for daily use.387
386 t & m . t e M s m #
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As the statistics show, ordinary ceramic wares were the first prioritised items they exported 
to China. He then introduces the favoured size and design of those wares. He continues about 
imported Japanese wares of ordinary quality:
Reporting on the imported Japanese products, there are plates of four sun 
[about 12.0 cm], rice bowls and sake cups from Gifu kiln, teapots from 
Banko kiln, bucket shaped lidded vessels from Awaji kiln, vases from Awata 
kiln and so on. Wares specially designed for the Chinese market are seen 
among the Gifu wares, but all the other products were originally made for 
the Japanese market. The Gifu wares for the Chinese market are the lowest 
quality.388
According to this commentary on all types of ceramics, only Gifu kiln produced wares 
especially for the Chinese market. Other wares were the same wares sold in Japan, but 
designs were carefully chosen to fit Chinese taste.
Kitamura Yaichiro also commented on Japanese ceramic ware imported to China. 
According to him, more than half was porcelain ware from Mino. Porcelain ware from Mino 
and Seto amounted to 80 % of the ceramic ware imported to China. Porcelain from Iyo and 
Hizen took next place. Then, stoneware from Awaji kiln and Banko kiln followed. Ceramic 
wares from other areas such as Kyoto, Satsuma and Kutani were imported, but not in 
significant amounts,389 There is a group of porcelain called ‘Iyo Bowl’ made in Iyo from the 
mid Meiji era to the Taisho era (fig. 3-9). These are most likely the kind of wares exported to 
Asian countries, Arakawa and Kitamura described.390
B: European-style ware
The second type was European style ware. The Inoue report of 1905 mentions that
388
*9 (Inoue 1905,
175-176).
389 Kitamura 1929, 368.
390 Ouchi 1973,281.
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Chinese people use imported European wares for drinking coffee.391 Along with Japanese 
ware, China imported certain types of European ware. This was the area where European and 
Japanese ceramics competed. An article in Dai Nihon yogyd kydkai zasshi reported on 
Japanese export ceramics to China and Korea in 1908.
Vases, water pots, incense burners with real gold decoration are the main 
export items. Recently, the two countries have had access to the dawn of 
Western culture. European style wares were demanded by upper class 
society. Especially, coffee cups and the other ceramic ware for the European 
market are now imported to the two countries.392
Along with Japanese-style ware, China and Korea started to buy Western style Japanese 
porcelain ware by 1900. This was due to the change in lifestyle of upper class society in both 
countries.393 There was a demand for European style Japanese ware in China. It was the time 
when European culinary habits were introduced. Japanese European style dishes were 
reasonable compared to real European wares because the transportation cost was much less. 
In addition to the advantage in exchanging a fair trade agreement, China was always one of 
the most attractive markets for Japanese ceramic exporters.
C: Chinese-style ware
The last type of Japanese export ware for China was fine versions of Chinese 
porcelain. When Inoue mentioned popular vase designs in China, he pointed out the tastes of 
the different social strata.
The preference for vases is almost the same as in Japan. In the house of an
391 Inoue 1905, 175.
jth O p 5 illl^ A 5  J (Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1908, 385).
393 Korea started to appear in the records of the gross sales of Japanese ceramics in 1887. The sales 
gradually increased and Korea became the second biggest importer of Japanese ceramics in 1907 
(Hata 1907,46).
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upper class antique lover, a refined and tasteful vase is displayed. A newly 
risen gentleman displays a splendid and exquisite vase. In the reception 
rooms of merchant houses, restaurants or brothels, crude and gaudy vases 
are displayed. These differences clearly indicate the society..., I often hear 
that it is believed in the Chinese upper class society that European ware is 
gaudy and Japanese ware is refined. At the same time, splendid, elegant and 
exquisite Japanese products all resemble Chinese products. Crude, cheap 
Japanese products with gaudy gold decoration also fit the taste of lower 
class society...394
This comment reveals a number of important facts. First, it shows that there was demand for 
Japanese ceramic wares from different social strata, which included upper class society. 
Second, it shows that Japanese and Chinese taste ware similar according to social strata. 
Third, Chinese upper class society considered Japanese ware better than European ware. It 
appears that fine Japanese ceramic ware was favoured in China compared to other countries. 
Fine Japanese ware was already attuned to Chinese ideals and did not need different designs 
when exported to China. Therefore, the same ceramic wares were often sold in China and 
Japan.
Sino-Japanese Relationships and the Ceramic Industry
Chinese official, Ling Wenyuan commented on Japanese porcelain after visiting 
NIE V in Osaka in 1903. He wrote:
There are two pieces of blue-and-white porcelain, which are Japanese 
copies of Kangxi ware, but the quality can be compared with the real ones. 
These pieces are sold to the West. They have earned a large profit. Our 
nation’s industrial art sees that the refined beauty of these copied products 
from Japan has exceeded our products. Previously, the Governor General of 
Jiangxi province, Mr. Ke reported that Japanese merchants buy porcelain
394 c o m j i t l
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clay at Jingdezhen. After they went back [to Japan], they applied overglaze 
decoration on them. These kinds of product brought those [Japanese] a huge 
profit and thus prevented the enlargement of the market of Chinese 
porcelain. In the past, Japanese people widely collected Chinese antique 
porcelain. In the beginning, they enjoyed them. Today, they know the good 
specimens and their porcelain ware is improving day by day. How can we 
improve our nation’s porcelain ware and regain profit and reputation?395
Ling pointed out the high quality of the Japanese porcelain ware he saw at the exposition in 
Osaka. A high-ranking official of China freely admitted the superiority of Japanese porcelain 
products, and considered Japanese ceramic exports as a successful example and wondered 
how they could catch up with Japan.
hi order to improve the ceramic industry, the Chinese government introduced a 
number of experiments around the same period. In 1894, the Chinese Embassy requested to 
have Japanese ceramic specialists sent to Jingdezhen to help the foundation of a modern 
ceramic company.
Chinese ceramic industry... today the quality [of their products] cannot be 
compared with products of our country [Japan]. Aspects of design and 
elegance are also inferior to the products of our country. Jingdezhen in 
Jiangxi province of the country is planning to establish a large ceramic 
company and to improve the production process. A while ago, a Chinese 
consul from Yokohama made an inquiry about their employment of potters 
from Seto.... The request was sent to Seto in Bishu and the arrangement has 
been made.396
The details of this matter are uncertain, but the comment raises the important issue of how 
Japanese potters were involved with the Chinese modernisation of the ceramic industry of
395 0 m u m t.
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(Ling 1906,14). Ling was born in Taizhou and was a member of the commission from 
Jiangzhou and Chuzhou which came to Osaka for NIE V.
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the early twentieth century. Furthermore, a governmental report on their research trip to 
Jingdezhen in 1914 states that the first coal kiln in Jingdezhen was built by a Chinese 
specialist who had studied the modern industrial ceramic production process in Japan.397
In Ling’s report, he considered Japanese porcelain a copy of Chinese antiques and 
did not see the Japanese version as a problem. These fine Chinese-style porcelains were 
important export ceramics for Japanese ceramic manufacturers. As introduced in Chapter 
One, Eliza Scidmore mentioned Seifu Yohei Ill’s export wares for the Chinese market.398 
Seifu Yohei III explained that Kyoto produced many Chinese-style porcelain wares in the 
early Meiji period and those were sometimes sold as Chinese.399
Suwa Sozan I claimed that he produced many Chinese-style porcelains without seal 
or signature (fig. 3-10). He was designated as a teishitsugigei’in in 1922. When interviewed 
by the journalist Kuroda Tengai (dates unknown) in 1920, he explained the market for his 
celadon works.
I hitherto sold celadon ware to China and Korea, but seldom in Japan. These 
pieces come back to Japan priced at hundreds and thousands of yen. Hara 
Tomitaro400 in Yokohama has several of my works [re-imported from China 
and Korea]. Besides, a millionaire once offered to show me a good celadon 
piece from Vietnam. I went, but it was also one of mine. However, I have 
never lied to sell my works as Chinese. Chinese and Korean merchants 
increase the value of my works. A man told me to put higher prices on my 
works [to prevent it]. I say it is not necessary because I sell my works after I 
had time to enjoy.401
397 Noshomusho Shokokyoku 1914,2-3.
398 Scidmore 1898, 86.
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400 Hara Tomitaro (1868-1939) was a silk merchant in Yokohama and chanoyu enthusiast. He was 
bom in Gifu and studied Politics and Economics at Tokyo Senmon Gakko (predecessor of Waseda 
University). He was then adopted to the Hara family of Yokohama and became a successful 
entrepreneur. Hara developed an extensive Asian art collection and became a patron of painters such 
as Kobayashi Kokei (1883-1957) and Maeda Seison (1885-1977).
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These fine Chinese-style porcelain wares were made for the Japanese and Chinese market, 
and some were seen in the mainland market as Chinese originals. These ceramics would not 
be included in the statistical record introduced above, but were surely made in Kyoto and 
exported. Works by Seifu Yohei III and other Kyoto potters would have been included.
The Japanese export ceramics for China were rather different from the export 
ceramics for the Western market. As discussed in an earlier chapter, a large part of ceramics 
for the West was specially adopted to Western taste. Sometimes, Japanese potters were 
forced to produce even when it contradicted their aesthetics. On the other hand, it was an 
advantage that Japanese potters did not need to produce wares specially designed for the 
Chinese market. The culinary habits and favoured designs of the Chinese people were quite 
similar to those of the Japanese. The situation applied to both fine and ordinary wares.
Kobe: The International Trading Port for Kyoto and Osaka
In terms of international trade between Japan and China, Yokohama was not the 
main base. It was Kobe, opened in 1868. Still to this day, the famous Chinatown in Kobe 
indicates the city’s historical tie with China. The history of Kobe began in the first year of 
the Meiji era. The port was built as one of the five ports opened for international trade in 
response to the conclusion of the Treaty of Amity and Commerce in 1858 (Ansei 5). Kobe 
developed throughout the Meiji era, and became the largest port for importing foreign goods 
in the mid Meiji era and second largest port for exporting goods after Yokohama. China was 
one of the most important destinations. In terms of Japanese export ceramic, Kobe exported 
more ceramic ware than any other port in Japan.
(Kuroda 1920, 135).
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Before the conclusion of the treaty, American Consul General Townsend Harris 
(1804-78)402 originally demanded the opening of the city of Osaka for international trade 
and the opening of Sakai port, which was the largest and closest port to Osaka. He also 
demanded the opening of Hyogo for maintenance of ships. The Tokugawa government 
finally agreed to the opening of the city of Osaka for international trade, but did not open 
Sakai due to its closeness to the old capital, Nara. At the time, as mentioned in the earlier 
chapter, foreigners were allowed to travel outside a concession within 40 km. If they built a 
concession in Sakai, then a large part of Nara, where the Emperor had close connections, 
must be included.403 Finally, Hyogo was the port agreed to be opened for foreign ships even 
though the port did not have any space to build a concession. Instead, Kobe, a farming 
village located east of Hyogo, was chosen to be the international trading port. The coast of 
Kobe was undeveloped and deep water to the coastline was suitable for mooring.404
After the conclusion of the treaty of Amity and Commerce in 1858 (Ansei 5), ports 
were built in Yokohama, Hakodate, Nagasaki and Niigata and they opened immediately. 
However, the opening of Kobe was delayed until 1868 (Keio 3) for the protection of the 
capital, Kyoto 405 Sir Rutherford Alcock (1809-1897), who was an army surgeon and the 
first British diplomatic representative to Japan between 1859 and 1864, noted:
January 1863 was the period fixed [to open Kobe], but the Japanese 
Government had long manifested the most urgent desire to have the period 
deferred.406
402 Townsend Harris was the first United States Consul General to Japan. He was bom in Washington 
County, New York, and became a successful merchant of Chinese trade. Harris opend the first United 
States Consulate at the Gyokusen-ji temple in Shimoda in 1856 and concluded Treaty of Amity and 
Commerce in 1858.
403 Kobe Boeki Kyokai 1968, 7-8.
404 Kobe-shi Kowan Sokyoku 1961, 3.
405 KobeZeikan 1931,2-3.
406 Alcock 1863, 103. Alcock was bom in a suburb of London, the son of physician. He became a 
surgeon in Navy. Alcock was sent to South China in 1844 and soon became a consulate at Shanghai. 
He was then appointed as the Consul General to Japan and moved to Tokyo in 1859. In 1865, he was 
transferred to Beijing and was a representative of the British government there until 1871. Alcock 
published two books on Japan: the Capital o f the Tycoon in 1863 and Art and Art Industries in Japan 
in 1878.
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When Kobe was officially opened to Westerners in 1868, China had not concluded a trading 
agreement with Japan. Three years later, China became the seventeenth nation to conclude a 
trading agreement and Japanese trading ports were officially opened to Chinese merchants.
However, many Chinese had long formed a community in Nagasaki, as they were 
one of two nations, along with the Dutch, allowed to live in Nagasaki during the Edo period. 
Some Chinese people, in fact, started to come into Kobe immediately after the opening of the 
port. The Illustrated London News reported (28 March 1868):
The opening, on the first day of this year, of the port of Hiogo [Hyogo] and 
city of Osaca [Osaka], in Japan, to the commerce of all civilised nations. ...
The British, French, American, and other foreign merchants, who have been 
restricted, hitherto, for the most part, to Yokohama, a suburb of Jeddo [Edo], 
and to Nagasaki, where the old Dutch settlement was formed, will now be 
allowed to reside at Osaca; and a convenient site has been granted to them 
for the erection of wharves and warehouses in the port of Hiogo (3-12).407
Then, Westerners were allowed to bring non-western servants into Japan. For example, 
Townsend Harris brought five Chinese servants when he arrived in Shimoda. There were a 
chief steward, cook, assistant cook, seamstress and laundryman, all hired in Hong Kong.408 
The first Chinese person to arrive in Kobe was probably one of those servants brought by a 
Westerner. Most Westerners came to Japan with Chinese servants. They were employed at 
the ports along the southern Chinese coast. Many Chinese were hired as translators because 
they could communicate with Japanese people with Chinese characters.
Technically speaking, these servants were the only Chinese people allowed to come 
into Kobe, but some Chinese merchants illegally came into Kobe soon after the opening of 
the port.409 It was recorded that the first Chinese merchants who arrived in Kobe were about 
a dozen individuals from Nagasaki in 1868410 The number of Chinese nationals increased 
and there were already 190 Chinese people registered in 1870. After the conclusion of the
407 Bennett 2006, 187.
408 Harris 1959, 173.
409 Suwaki 1988, 4.
410 Murata 1898a, 480.
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trading agreement between Japan and China in 1871, more Chinese merchants arrived and 
expanded their trading business. E. G. Holtham, who arrived in Kobe in 1873, six years after 
the opening of the port as a railway engineer, briefly commented on Chinese settlers in 
Kobe.
Except that Yokohama is about five times the size of Kobe, there appears to 
be no great contrast between them in essentials. Each has its business 
quarter, its villas on the hill, its native town and harbour. ... Kobe, though it 
has not the advantage of propinquity to the metropolis, is nevertheless 
entitled to rejoice in the neighbourhood of Osaka and Kyoto, together at 
least equal in interest to Tokyo. ... In both the simple children of nature - to 
wit, sailors ashore, policemen craftily concealed behind sticks and 
spectacles, and Chinamen patiently abiding the day when they may have 
amassed enough dollars for their ease at home - form a large proportion of 
the visible inhabitants... 411
Appendix 3-6 shows the population of foreign residents in Kobe divided into Chinese and 
Westerners. The Chinese nationals formed the largest community in Kobe by 1878, and more 
than half of the foreigners in Kobe were Chinese. In 1890, the Chinese population in Kobe 
reached 1,433, whereas the total population of Westerners was only 606.412 The Chinese 
population in Kobe slightly dropped during the First Sino-Japanese War, but increased 
otherwise. The prosperity of the Chinese community in Kobe was due to the change in the 
international trading environment. The first ten years or so after the opening of Kobe, it was 
still under development and most international trade was through Yokohama. However, the 
trade was not necessarily through Yokohama as Kobe became fully equipped.413 Traders and 
manufacturers in the Kansai area could save significant transportation costs. Eventually, 
Kobe became another leading trading port of Japan in the 1880s.
The prosperity of Kobe can be observed in a number of historical records. In 1898, 
the Chinese intellectual Zhu Shou (dates unknown)414 travelled in Japan and published his
411 Cortazzi 1987, 164.
412 Nishijima 1993, 16-18.
413 Isaac 2003.
414 Zhu Shou was from Jiangxi Province.
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diary. He was one of a group of Chinese officials from Jiangxi province. The purpose of the 
trip was to research the educational system of Japan as they were planning to establish a 
Western style school.415 When he was in Tokyo, he questioned an official of the Japanese 
consulate about Chinese merchants in Japan. He noted that Chinese merchants were largely 
separated into three areas. There were 3,000 Chinese merchants in Yokohama, 5,000 in Kobe 
and Osaka, and 2,000 in Nagasaki416 As the number show, there were more Chinese 
merchants in Kobe than any other port at the end of the nineteenth century. Zhu arrived in 
Kobe on 18 August 1898 and described the city:
Buildings are neatly placed. Roofs are even and flat. Roads are clean. The 
size is similar to Nagasaki, but more flourished417
The Chinese diplomat and scholar Li Baoquan (dates unknown) visited Kobe in 1906 and 
described the port:
The international trade of Kobe began in Meiji 5 (1872). The profit 
increased day by day. After Meiji 34 (1901), gross sales reached about 
thirty-one times those of thirty years ago. ... When trading had not 
flourished yet, foreign goods first arrived in Yokohama and came to Kobe 
through Yokohama. For the first fourteen or fifteen years, foreign trading 
firms established branch offices in Kobe. The number of ships stopping at 
the port increased and direct trading began. The Ministry of Transport 
encouraged international trade. It appears that business in Yokohama has 
slowly been declining and business in Kobe and Osaka flourishes today. 
Recently, Chinese merchants in Kobe and Osaka think international trade 
will improve if the government supports it and encourages it.418
According to this comment, Kobe was the largest base of Chinese merchants at the
415 Zhu 1898, 1.
416 m ... PpI®jicMtem 0 m 0  #  0  a # f
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beginning of the twentieth century.
For Japanese export ceramics to China circa 1900, the largest port was Kobe. In 
1867 (Keio 3), an official notice about the opening of a port in Hyogo (Kobe) was issued.
The last part of the notice was inherited for the public.
From the seventh day of the twelfth month, Keio 3 (1867), Hyogo opens the 
port. For trade, foreigners will probably come and stay as they trade in Edo 
and Osaka. Many products from various regions can be exported and 
traded.419
Ceramics were among the Japanese products exported through Kobe soon after the opening 
of the port (appendix 3-7). Ceramic exports at Kobe were begun by Ozaki of Kin’undo in 
Kyoto in 1871 and Kinkozan S5bei VI in 1872 as mentioned above. However, in 1873, 
porcelain from Owari arrived and became the most popular item. In addition, many teapots 
from Shigaraki sold well.420 The Kyoto ceramic industry found the Chinese export market 
had a great potential in the 1880s as outlined in UtsumFs proposal above. Gross sales of 
ceramic exports through the port of Kobe expanded from 123 yen in 1869 to 2,649,298 yen 
in 1912.421 It also reported that many ceramic wares were from Kyoto.422
Appendix 3-8 shows the ratio of gross sales of ceramic wares at each trading port. 
The official record begins in 1882 when more than 60 % of ceramic wares were exported 
from Yokohama. Arakawa Mitsugu’s report quoted earlier explains that Japanese ceramic 
exports for China began around 1883. The date matches the time when gross sales of ceramic 
exports in Kobe started to increase. It appears that the development of the Chinese market 
was one of the main reasons Kobe became the leading base for export ceramics. In 1891, 
Kobe overtook Yokohama, and continued to be the leading trading port for ceramic products 
during the Taisho era. Appendix 3-9 shows gross sales of Japanese export ware to China and
(Murata 1898a, preface).
420 Murata, 1898a, 480-481.
421 Please refer to Appendices 3-6 and 3-7.
422 Hyogo-ken Kangyoka 1879,28-29.
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Hong Kong in 1900 by trading port. It shows 73 % of Japanese ceramic ware exported to 
China and 87 % to Hong Kong came from Kobe.
The ceramic trade was operated through Japanese and Chinese dealers. A 1908 
article in Dai Nihon yogyo kydkai zasshi on Japanese export ceramics to China and Korea 
reported.
[Japanese] merchants who operate export ceramic business to Qing and 
Korea are rare. Orders come from trading companies such as Manpuku 
Yoko in Yokohama, Shinsh5ren in Kobe and others and many pieces are 
produced.423
According to Kobe-ko naigai shoka binran (Guide of Japanese and foreign merchants in 
Kobe Port), there were seventeen Japanese ceramic traders in Kobe in 1893 (fig. 3-12). It 
also listed thirty-four Chinese merchants based in Kobe.
Conclusion
This chapter has looked at Japanese export ceramics for the Chinese market. 
Examination of statistical and historical records has revealed that the commercial 
relationship between Japan and China during the Meiji and Taisho eras was more active than 
previously thought. Chinese merchants arrived in Yokohama soon after the opening of the 
port in 1858. The opening of Kobe port in 1868 stimulated more Chinese to immigrate into 
Kobe and started Sino-Japanese trade with objects coming from and through Osaka and 
Kyoto.
Japanese ceramic ware was a popular export to China because Chinese porcelain 
kilns, Jingdezhen in particular, could not produce enough porcelain wares for domestic 
demand. Moreover, the wares produced for the Japanese domestic market could also be sent
£  V W t*  It T  Lj (Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1908, 385).
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to China because the two nations’ culinary habits required similar types of wares. These 
included both high and low quality and the high quality wares probably included works by 
leading potters such as Seifu Yohei III and Suwa Sozan I. It is an important fact that Seifu 
Yohei III established his status in the ceramic field as one of the best Chinese-style potters 
selling works to the Chinese market.
The size of Japanese export ceramics to the Chinese market expanded and Kobe 
became not only the largest trading base to China but also to the rest of the world in the late 
nineteenth century. On the other hand, Yokohama declined because of the geographical 
disadvantage and became a port concentrating on trade with the North American market in 
terms of ceramics by 1900. As discussed in the previous chapter, the issue of regional 
conflict can be seen here. Yokohama was important for potters in Tokyo, but Kobe was even 
more important because the port was closer to leading ceramic centres such as Kyoto, Gifu, 
Ishikawa and Aichi.
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Chapter Four 
Production of Qing-style Porcelain in Meiji Japan
Chapter One examined the role of Seifu Yohei III within the traditional structure of 
the Kyoto ceramic industry. He was required to establish his own style in order to survive in 
this competitive field. Qing official porcelain was closely related to the style he chose. 
Captain Brinkley pointed out the similarity when he discussed works by Seifu Yohei III in 
1904.
Seifu of Kyoto probably enjoys the highest reputation. He manufactures 
monochromatic and jewelled porcelain and faience, which differ essentially 
from the traditional Kyoto types, their models being taken direct from China.
... The Kyoto [sic] artist’s process is much easier than that of his rivals, and 
although his monochromes are often of most pleasing delicacy and fine tone, 
they do not belong by any means to the same category of technical 
excellence as the wares they imitate. From this judgment must be excepted, 
however, his ivory-white and celadon wares, as well as his porcelains 
decorated with blue, or blue and red sous couverte, and with virtrifiable 
enamels over the glaze. In these five varieties he is emphatically great.424
This point calls into question a theory in the history of Modern Japanese ceramics. Japan 
owns a sizeable collection of Chinese ceramics from prehistory to the early twentieth century, 
but the quantity of Qing porcelain is much smaller than works of other dynastic periods. Satd 
Masahiko, a Japanese ceramic historian, presented his view in 1983 about this issue:
I have to say that recognition of Qing ceramics in our country [Japan] is 
extremely low. It is a contrasting situation that these are highly popular in 
Europe and North America.... It is right to say that the characteristics of 
Qing porcelain, which cold-heartedly pursue perfection, could not fit into 
Japanese innate taste that prefers suggestiveness.425
This absence of Qing porcelain in Japanese collections has been seen as a national distaste of
424 Brinkley 1904,417.
425 O f g f j c o f P t f t „ lev'o x f t f t fz{&v'£ v't>£ 5 & # ft  
IAo TV'V'oJ (Sato 1983, 132).
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the style. However, Seifu Yohei Ill’s serious studies and efforts in recreating Qing-style 
porcelain call into question the validity of the idea that smaller quantity equals unpopularity. 
The question firstly makes us wonder if it was unpopular from the beginning. If not, we need 
to examine the way the significance of Qing-style changed and how the national identity of 
the objects affected it. Moreover, this issue would provide us a clue as to what Qing dynasty 
meant for Japanese during the Meiji era.
For this purpose, this chapter is divided into four parts. It begins with an 
examination of the practice of recreating foreign ceramics in Kyoto. Second; Qing aspects 
within works by Seifu Yohei III will be closely analysed. Third; the relationship between 
making copies of Qing porcelain and activities of Japanese literati circles, in which Seifu 
Yohei III was deeply involved, will be explored. Fourth; it examines the decline of the arts of 
Qing China in Japan after the 1890s. It also looks at the outflow of Chinese porcelain to the 
West.
Reproducing Foreign Ceramic Wares in Kyoto
Hayashiya has described Kyoto potters as having a business-model based on 
recreating famous kilns of Japan and China.426 Kyoto played an important role in this 
‘copying practice.’ Originality and authorship of style or design in Early-Modern to Modern 
Japan have recently been discussed.427 In terms of ceramics, it was closely related to access 
to knowledge required for reproduction. Without any established regulation of patents, 
copying was largely accepted in the business environment. As long as a potter could 
technically reproduce it, he or she was allowed to use any shape or decorative feature. The 
only way to protect a style was to keep the production process secret. If you could make a 
certain thing, you could maintain the right to produce it exclusively. Therefore, foreign
426 Hayashiya 1975, 195.
427 Cox 2008.
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objects often became an object for copying as nobody had the right to complain.
Theoretically, it was possible for Kyoto potters to produce copies of famous kilns 
in the past, Chinese kilns in particular, as they were most profitable. However, we have to 
wait until around 1800 when they actively produced fine wares comparable to Chinese 
counterparts. Okuda Eisen (1753-1811), a wealthy entrepreneur, and his students, played an 
important role in this practice. They established not only porcelain production on a 
recognisable scale, but also a culture of recreating non-Japanese wares.
These potters, however, could not just choose whatever ceramics they wanted to 
reproduce. They had to make enough profit to continue their operation by undercutting the 
price of the Chinese originals. The lack of natural resources for ceramic production, 
especially porcelain clay, seemingly affected greatly the price of Kyoto ceramics. Under this 
circumstance, their main objects for ‘copying’ were foreign ceramics such as Chinese and 
Korean wares, of which were not largely available in Japan but were favoured. In 1794 
(Kansei 6), Ueda Akinari, a poet and writer of the late eighteenth century, said that:
If [you] acquired teapot which came from China long time ago, [you] 
should have it copied by a famous Kyoto potter in case of accident.428
This comment shows that making close versions of Chinese ceramics was a common 
practice.
This phenomenon is closely related to the era and the popularity of various cultural 
practices often associated with Japanese literati culture. The Kansei to Bunsei era 
(1789-1829) was a moment when the culture of townsmen flourished. Japanese literati artists 
and scholars were enthusiastic about the four accomplishments: music, go (a board game), 
calligraphy and painting. In addition, sencha, kanshi (Chinese poems) and collecting unusual 
objects were important parts of their communal activities. Kimura Kenkado (1736-1802)429
428 Hayashiya 1972, 193.
429 Kimura Kenkado was a natural historian, botanist, collector of various objects in Osaka. He was
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in Osaka is a good example.430 Ceramic wares were used not only for room decoration, but 
also as vessels for tea and liquor, crucial aspects in these activities.
‘Copying’ rare foreign objects was suited to potters in Kyoto for various reasons. 
They were often well educated in these cultural accomplishments, and so enabled to respond 
to customers’ high expectations. They had skills required for possibly a complicated process. 
Their small-size household operation had the flexibility to accept orders to produce a variety 
of wares. In addition, Kyoto had geographical advantages. Manpuku-ji temple where 
Chinese monks resided was in Uji, south of Kyoto. Through these Chinese monks, the latest 
aspects of Chinese culture were introduced to the area431 Furthermore, its closeness to 
Osaka, the centre of the nation’s economy where all sorts of goods were available, provided 
easier access to the latest foreign objects 432 Finally, the absence of other ceramic centres of 
high-quality in the area gave Kyoto potters a monopoly on this ‘copying’ business.
Okuda Eisen is known for his Chinese-style porcelain wares (fig.4-1). His 
decorative styles show a strong connection to Ming popular wares such as the ‘Swatow’ type 
made in the Zhangzhou kilns in Fujian Province (fig. 4-2). His students, Moku Bei 
(1767-1843), Kinkodo Kamesuke and Ninnami Dohachi followed his master. Moku Bei, a 
potter and a literati-style painter, produced wares in a variety of styles such as porcelain with 
underglaze cobalt blue and earthenware with overglaze polychrome enamels. He mainly 
created wares for sencha, which will be discussed separately in Chapter Five. In addition, he 
was a serious scholar of ceramic history. He translated Zhu Yen’s Tao shuo (Discussions of 
Ceramics) which he had carefully copied from a copy in the collection of Kimura
born in a family of sake merchant in Osaka and studied Obaku Zen Buddhism, herbal medicine, 
literature. He could speak Dutch and understood some Latin. He developed an extensive collection of 
various objects including painting, books, maps, natural historical specimens and various artefacts and 
published widely in such subjects. Kenkado was in the centre of intellectual circle of Osaka and his 
diary, Kenkado nikki (Diary of Kimura Kenkado) records that there were about 90,000 visitors came 
to his house in total.
430 See Osaka rekishi hakubtsukan 2003 for details about activities of Kimura Kenkado.
431 Sasaki 1964,34-40.
432 Graham 1998, 42-45.
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Kenkado.433 Kinkodo Kamesuke was a potter at Fushimi-yaki kiln in the Fushimi district 
situated between the inner city of Kyoto and the Uji district. The kiln was known for 
low-fired clay figures, a popular souvenir for visitors to Fushimi Inari Shrine (fig. 4-3)434 
Kamesuke then apprenticed himself to Okuda Eisen. During the Kyowa era (1801-04), he 
was invited to introduce a porcelain kiln in Sanda and to supervise the Ojiyama kiln in Tanba. 
He was known for his skill in modelling and moulding techniques in both stoneware and 
porcelain (fig. 4-5). In 1830 (Bunsei 13), he wrote Toki shinan (Textbook of Ceramics). The 
book was published in Edo, Nagoya, Osaka and Kyoto and was one of a very few practical 
textbooks for ceramic production at the time.435 Ninnami Dohachi, the master of Seifu Yohei 
I, created works in a wide range of styles and techniques. Ninnami produced both 
blue-and-white and overglaze enamelled porcelain in Ming style (fig. 1-20, 4-6), which Seifu 
Yohei I certainly followed (fig. 4-7). He also produced Japanese and Korean style wares such 
as raku ware and Kenzan style ware as well as the gohon style or the mishima style Korean 
tea bowls with inlay decoration (fig. 1-4, 4-8, 4-9).
Their interests were not limited to those East Asian ceramics, but also European. 
Ogata Kenzan (1663-1742)436 already started studying it a generation earlier as seen from a 
copy of Dutch delft in the Idemitsu Museum of Art (fig. 4-10).437 Ogata Shuhei I 
(1788-183 0)438, a younger brother of Ninnami Dohachi, followed this practice. He 
reproduced European wares probably Dutch Delft or a British copy of a Dutch original (fig.
433 Mokubei’s translation took many years to publish and was posthumously published in 1835 by his 
son. Rai San’yo’s preface is dated to 1827 and Mokubei’s original colophon was dated 1804 (Graham 
1998, 127).
434 Figurines of Fushimi-yaki is one of the favourite motifs of paintings by Ito Jakuchu (fig. 4-4).
435 Kaneda 1984.
436 Ogata Kenzan was a younger brother of Painter Ogata Korin and the founder of Kenzan style 
ceramics. He learned ceramics under Nonomura Ninsei. In 1699, he became independent and 
established Kenzan-yaki kiln.
437 Miyoshi 1978b, 76-77.
438 Ogata Shuhei was the third son of Takahashi Dohachi I (1749-1804). By 1819 (Bunsei 2), he 
became independent and called himself as Ogata Shuhei. In 1831, he was invited by Himeji domain to 
supervise Tozan-yaki kiln. He was known for his underglaze blue and overglaze enamel decorations.
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4-11).439 A small stoneware jug in the Museum fiir Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, is a rare 
example (fig. 4-12). The shape appears to be a copy of a Western style jug with a medallion 
of a female image with the word ‘TABAK.’ These wares prove that many foreign goods 
imported by Dutch merchants through Dejima, Nagasaki, were available in Kyoto from the 
late eighteenth century onward.440 Furthermore, these examples show how capable they 
were in reproducing. Some types such as Delftware were continuously made well into the 
Meiji era (fig. 4-13).
Qing-Style Ware
Previous studies have not emphasised Qing-style Japanese porcelain made in the 
Edo period. Before looking at these wares, Qing official porcelain needs a brief explanation. 
The Qing official kiln produced a variety of objects. Tang Yin (1682-1756), supervisor of the 
official kiln at Jingdezhen in China from 1728 (Yongzheng 6) to 1735 (Yongzheng 13), listed 
fifty-seven types of porcelain produced by the Qing official kiln during the Yongzheng era 
(1723-35).441 While many models were taken from Song and Ming wares, new techniques 
were developed.
The most remarkable development of the Qing official kiln is fencai, which
439 The inscription reads ‘made for a commission, on a good day in autumn, 1834, Ogata Shuhei.’A 
similar example is in the collection of Kobe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan (fig. 4-11).
440 Kilns in Hizen also produced wares using foreign designs in the late eighteenth century. (Oka 2007, 
145).
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introduced new overglaze colours, opaque white, opaque yellow and translucent pink.442 
Using these colours independently or mixed with existing colours provided varieties of 
shades, to create more naturalistic effects using overglaze decoration (fig. 4-14). In addition, 
there were new colours of monochrome glazes: High-fired glazes such as light blue, 
clair-de-lune, douqing, ‘peach-bloom’ and ‘tea-dust’ glazes (fig. 4-15, 16,17, 18, 19); 
low-fired glazes such as ‘robin’s egg’ blue, lemon yellow and lime green glazes (fig. 4-20, 21, 
22).443 These glazes have been accepted as Qing innovations even though some might have 
existed in earlier dynasties.444
Arakawa suggests that stylistic appropriation of Qing porcelain appeared among 
works in Kyoto by Nonomura Ninsei (dates unknown)445 and Ogata Kenzan, which were 
previously considered distinctively Japanese 446 However, it was in the late eighteenth 
century when copies of Qing porcelain started for sure. One of the earliest attempts to make 
copy of Chinese fencai was in Hizen.447 A group of porcelain wares made in Hizen between 
1780 and 1860 shows a strong connection with fencai ware. A bowl of c. 1830 - 1860 with 
pomegranate has an arabesque pattern in ‘sgraffito’, a common technique used for Qing 
counterparts (fig. 4-23). Because of their geographical closeness to Nagasaki where Chinese
442 White enamel contains lead arsenate; opaque yellow enamel contains lead stannate; and 
translucent pink enamel contains colloidal gold. (Wood 1999, 240).
443 Wood 1999,246.
444 Tea-dust type glaze is found in Tang kiln sites, but it seems these were discarded as failures caused 
by under-fired black ware glazes (Wood 1999, 140). Some shards of low-fired mottled glaze have 
found in a Xuande kiln site. Qing ‘robin’s egg’ glaze was therefore possibly a revival of a rare original 
from the Ming period (Wood 1999,228).
445 Nonomura Ninsei was bom in Tanba and seemingly learned ceramics in the Awataguchi district 
and Seto. He established a kiln in front of the gate of Ninna-ji temple. He is known for his wares with 
overglaze polychrome enamels.
446 Arakawa 1999, 132-134.
447 Kilns in the Arita district succeeded in firing the first porcelain in Japan in the 1610s. In 1659, the 
Dutch East India Company started to order porcelain from kilns in the Arita area as a replacement for 
Chinese porcelain due to the decline in Chinese export porcelain caused by civil unrest, which resulted 
in a change of dynasty. The number of Japanese wares exported to China soon expanded and the trade 
flourished, but the time of prosperity did not last for long. Production of Chinese export wares quickly 
recovered after the southern part of China was put under the control of the Qing government. Foreign 
trade declined in the eighteenth century after the production of Jingdezhen recovered. Kilns in Hizen 
then turned their attention to domestic markets around the 1750s. A large part of Hizen ware bears 
Ming dynastical marks such as Xuangde (1426-35), Chenghua (1465-87), Jiajing (1522-66) and Wanli 
(1573-1620). From this evidence, we can assume that Hizen porcelain kilns were mainly inspired by 
imports from Ming popular kilns (Ayers 1990. Impey 1996).
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objects were exported, Hizen potters would have had easier access to Chinese imports.
Qing-style wares were produced in other areas in the nineteenth century. Two kilns, 
Kairakuen and Nanki Otokoyama, in Kii domain are such examples. These kilns had a close 
connection to potters in Kyoto. In the early nineteenth century, the Tokugawa family of Kii 
domain448 established ceramic kilns for their private enjoyment. In 1819, the Tenth Lord 
Tokugawa Harutomi (1771-1853)449 established a ceramic kiln inside the Nishihama villa.450 
The name of the kiln, Kairakuen kiln follows the name of a garden in the villa. A 
five-chamber kiln was built and Harutomi invited Kyoto potters, Ninnami Dohachi, Eiraku 
Hozen (1794-1854)451, Raku Tannyu (1795-1854)452, Moku Bei, Yasuke (dates unknown) 
one after another, for supervision and production of tea wares for him. The kiln produced 
high quality wares for over three decades and closed soon after the death of Harutomi in 
1853. Kairakuen kiln is known for kochi ware, a Japanese name for Chinese fahua types of 
the Ming dynasty after cloisonne metalwork (fig. 4-24, 25)453
Along with kochi ware and tea bowls for chanoyu, some works show a strong 
connection to Qing porcelain. For example, a small bottle with dragon and phoenix has the 
signature of Ninnami Dohachi inside the footring (fig, 4-26). He probably made this bottle in 
1827 (Bunsei 10) when he was invited to the kiln 454 This gourd-shaped porcelain bottle is 
decorated with underglaze cobalt blue and overglaze polychrome enamels. The choice of
448 Tokugawa Yorinobu (1620-71), a son of Tokugawa leyasu, was granted the domain in 1619, and 
became founder of one of the three cadet houses of the Tokugawa family.
449 Tokugawa Harutomi is the tenth load of Tokugawa family of Kii domain. The second son of the 
eighth load, Tokugawa Shigetomo (1746-1829). He is known for the encouragement of education in 
the domain. He established schools for retainers of the domain and invited Motoori Norinaga 
(1730-1801), the leading scholar in Kokugaku (Japanese Classics) studies. He was patron of tea 
practices and produced tea wares on his own in a kiln built inside of the castle.
450 The villa was the second palace of Tokugawa Harutomi in Wakayama city, Wakayama Prefecture. 
It was built between 1818 and 1826. The design of the garden was inspired by Lake Xihu.
451 Eiraku Hozen is the eleventh generation of the Eiraku Zengoro family in Kyoto. The family is also 
one of ten artisans for the Sen School of chanoyu, Senke jissoku.
452 Raku Tannyu is the tenth head of the Raku family of ceramics in Kyoto.
453 Similar to the Chinese original, the surface of typical Kairakuen ware is raised at outlines of the 
design. These raised outlines work as a boundary between different colours. Purple and turquoise blue 
overglaze decoration is the most common combination.
454 Mitsuoka 1975, 104.
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coloured enamels suggests that this bottle was inspired by a Qing wucai ware, but the use of 
pink enamel around the rim perhaps shows its connection to fencai ware.
Nanki Otokoyama kiln was established with financial support from Kii domain in 
1827.455 The kiln mainly produced blue-and-white porcelain for local consumption, but 
some ware were made for Lord Tokugawa Harutomi. A vase with flowers and butterflies is 
an example of collaboration between Nanki Otokoyama kiln and Kairakuen kiln (fig. 4-27). 
The inscription indicates that the porcelain body was fired in Nanki Otokoyama and the 
overglaze enamels were applied in Kairakuen 456 Without doubt, this vase was modelled on 
Qing fencai type ware. These two vases strongly suggest that Tokugawa Harutomi owned or 
had an access to several Chinese originals although the details of Harutomi’s collection are 
not known. Kyoto potters working for Kairakuen kiln must have been involved with the 
production.
Furthermore, Qing-style wares were even made in rural Japan. For example, 
Gunchu Jikkinte kiln was founded in the Gunchu district of Matsuyama domain on Shikoku 
Island during the Tempo era (1831-45).457 This kiln was established by Odaniya Tomokuro 
{b. Kansei era), a local wholesale merchant. Odaniya’s business was foreign medicine, which 
he brought from Nagasaki. He also brought Chinese enamel pigments and sold them to kilns 
in Tobe 458 Then, he started to make his own wares in the style of Qing porcelain. 
Undecorated white porcelain wares were brought from Tobe kilns and overglaze enamels,
455 Sakiyama Rihei (dates unknown) found high quality porcelaineous stone and performed a test 
firing in front of Tokugawa Harutomi. Kinkodo Kamesuke was invited and instructed the kiln. Nanki 
Otokoyama kiln continued to operate even after the death of Tokugawa Harutomi, but declined with 
the loss of financial support from the domain after the abolition of domains in 1871. The kiln closed in 
1878.
456 The inscription inside the footring reads, ‘Nanki Otokoyama’, and on the side of the body reads, 
‘Kairakuen ga sei’ (painting is done at Kairakuen). (Hikonejo hakubutsukan 2001, 99).
457 Gunchu (present day Iyo-shi, Ehime prefecture) was a town facing Japan’s Inland Sea.
458 Kilns in Tobe started to fire tea wares in the early eighteenth century. In 1777, porcelain 
production was started. They used porcelain clay originally brought from Hizen, but found material 
locally at the end of Edo period. In the early Meiji era, artificial cobalt was imported from Germany 
and they expanded their domestic market. Towards the turn of the century, the kiln introduced stencil 
techniques and expanded their market into the East Asia and South East Asia.
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fencai type, were applied in Gunchu (fig. 4-28).459 The kiln was able to produce colours 
such as green, red, pink, brown, light blue, white, black and gold. Jikkinte literally means as 
‘ten coloured ware’ and refers to monochromes such as a set of twelve dishes with different 
glazes and enamel coatings in the Palace Museum, Beijing (fig. 4-29). Odaniya Tomokuro 
probably acquired the technology and knowledge to produce these colours in Nagasaki. The 
activity of the kiln proves that both Qing porcelain and possibly glaze pigments too were 
imported from China and were even available for a merchant at a small port in Shikoku 
Island by the 1830s.
In addition, some shards of Chinese fencai wares have been excavated in sites of 
samurai residences in Edo. A fencai bowl with landscape was excavated in the nineteenth 
century layer of a residence site of Aizu domain in Shiodome, Tokyo (fig. 4-30). The 
Qianlong mark inside the footring suggests that the bowl is a later Chinese copy of the 
eighteenth century original. Three other shards of Chinese fencai ware were excavated at the 
site (fig. 4-31).460 In addition, shards of Chinese porcelain with overglaze pink have been 
found in excavation sites in Shinjuku, The sites used to be the Owari domain’s kamiyashiki 
(the main residence of a daimyo in Edo) between 1768 (Meiwa 5) and 1871.461 Although 
these are rare findings compared to Japanese porcelain and Chinese blue-and-white porcelain, 
Chinese fencai wares were certainly available in Edo by the early nineteenth century.462
After the Meiji Restoration, Kyoto potters continued to produce Qing-style works. 
With the introduction of enamelling material from Europe, more colours became available463 
A pair of vases by Kanzan Denshichi in the Museum of Imperial Collection shows that 
porcelain with overglaze polychrome enamels became a main product of the early Meiji
459 Yoshida 1995, 212
460 Shiodome-chiku Iseki Chosakai 1996, 157,161,211,286,295.
461 Shinjuku-ku Ichitani Motoyama-cho Iseki Chosadan 1995, 73, 85. Tokyo-to 2006,1,293.
462 See Inagaki 2007 and Suzuki 2007 for some other examples offencai ware excavated in Japan.
463 The first record when European enamels imported to Japan was in 1868. Shimizu Usaburo, a 
merchant in Kyoto, visited Exposition Universelle, 1867, in Paris and there he bought pigments for 
ceramics. Shimizu provided pigments for dish painted by Hattori Kyoho (fig. 2-20) (Pollard 2002 
37-38).
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period. Some Kyoto potters were interested in other types of porcelain from the Qing dynasty. 
A pair of vases by Takahashi Dohachi III was exhibited at Philadelphia International 
Exposition in 1878 (fig. 4-32). These vases imitate bamboo baskets with handles. Producing 
porcelain ware to look like other materials is another important branch of Qing porcelain (fig. 
4-3 3).464 Takahashi Dohachi would have seen examples and reproduced bamboo baskets in 
stoneware.
Seifu Yohei H i’s Admiration of Qing Porcelain
With the recovery of Jingdezhen production in the late seventeenth century, Qing 
porcelain became available in various areas of Japan. These wares gave Japanese potters 
inspiration for new directions to pursue. Kyoto potters, in the Kiyomizu-Gojo district in 
particular, concentrated on recreating these wares. Some managed to acquire materials from 
China if not recipes for unknown glazing and enamelling techniques. Despite these efforts, 
many techniques used for Qing porcelain were not possible to recreate during the Edo 
period.
It was during the 1880s, that Japanese potters started to show interest in unlocking 
‘secrets’ of Chinese glazes. Seifu Yohei III was one of the leading potters who successfully 
invented many glaze recipes in the first half of the Meiji era. When he listed the techniques 
he invented, he said:
[When I say] invention, it is, of course, a method that did not exist before. I 
think I can call it a new invention if it has not existed in Japan, but in 
China.465
This comment explains that Chinese porcelain was certainly one of the main choices of
464 Qing porcelain often imitated stone, wood, bamboo etc. to show their skills.
f t  V ^  CO £  i±S tz .^m  t  V & T V ' f r h  1~0 j (Kuroda 1899,
35).
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techniques he hoped to develop.
When the journalist Kuroda Tengai in 1897 visited Seifu Yohei III, Seifu began the 
conversation explaining the history of Chinese porcelain. It is a long quote, but important for 
understanding his opinion about Chinese porcelain and also the amount of his knowledge 
about the history of Chinese porcelain.
30 November 1897: black clouds spread; I [Kuroda] rode on a 
rickshaw under occasional shower at a slant, moistening the pagodas of 
Kiyomizu, and visited Teishitsu gigei ’in Seifu Yohei [III], at his house in the 
Gojozaka d is tric t... I presented my card, and asked if I could see him. 
Then, I was taken to a room upstairs.
The room had shelves on the walls and there were a vase, an 
incense box, a water jar, a teapot, and other various ceramic items. Celadon 
ware - dewy and archaic - polychrome overglaze enamelled ware - lustrous 
and fresh - yellow ware with elegance, white ware with pureness, all placed 
neatly. Moreover, it looked as if hundreds of flowers were blooming. While 
looking through them, Mr Seifu came in. We exchanged a greeting as we 
met for the first time. The discussion immediately turned to the 
development of Chinese ceramics.
Mr. Seifu said that ‘in China, celadon ware was invented during 
the Song dynasty for the first time. It appears that there was no glazed ware 
before then. Then, the Great Ming dynasty began, and this [ceramic] 
industry developed during the Yongle, Xuande, Chenghua, Jiajing and other 
eras. During the Yongle era, kinnmde~sty\Q ware was invented as an official 
ware. During the Chenghua era, underglaze cobalt blue porcelain was 
invented. It is very elegant and tea masters highly praise it. Later, during the 
Wanli period, wucai ware was invented, but elegance and delicacy declined. 
It seems ceramics too followed the trend. Then, during the Kangxi and 
Yongzheng eras of the Great Qing, [Chinese ceramics] probably reached 
their peak of the beauty and refinement. Since ancient days to the present 
time, it has never flourished better than in these eras. Therefore, in Europe 
or other foreign countries, ceramics from this period are considered the 
model. ... Afterwards, overglaze enamels and underglaze cobalt blue 
underwent various changes, but Chinese ceramics have not been great 
recently.466
c m )  m & m
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Although Seifu Yohei Ill’s version of the history has problems compared to our present 
understanding, he was very knowledgeable on the subject at the time considering the limited 
amount of historical sources available. It would not have been possible without having 
studied Chinese books and ceramics with reign marks. According to his comment, he put 
emphasis on the importance of porcelain in the Kangxi and Yongzheng eras. These two eras 
reached the height of Chinese porcelain in his opinion. This suggests two points. He must 
have seen enough Chinese porcelain to make his own judgement. Naturally, wares of the 
Kangxi and Yongzheng eras became the models for his works. His signature works such as 
hyakkanishiki (polychrome glazed) ware, taihaku-ji (white) ware show strong connections to 
these models.
Jikkinte (ten coloured ware), as mentioned above in connection with the Gunchfl 
Jikkinte kiln, is a Japanese word for Chinese ware using polychrome opaque enamels for 
monochrome and fencai type wares. Seifu Yohei III gave his coloured ware the general term 
hyakkanishiki (colours of one hundred flowers). This term alone shows that Seifu Yohei III 
aimed to equal Qing official porcelain. In fact, he was using the common term jikkinte for his 
works by 1878, the year when he created this term hyakkanishiki, 4 6 7  By using the term 
hyakkanishiki instead of jikkinte, he claimed that he could produce one hundred colours, 
many more than the Chinese had done previously.468 It appears that the word hyakkanishiki 
was used for both polychrome and monochrome wares. A bowl with autumn flowers by 
Seifu Yohei III has an original box that reads ‘Hyakkanishiki Kashibachi (sweet bowl)’ (fig.
mjEW Kfj;  <9 £  L tc0 ( > » ) 0  KM 9 'H 't '$ iX X \
<Db<D *skxm & & <D m & k$c^'£'to
Ip] V ^  £ - £ t f 0 J (Kuroda 1899,25-27).
467 Seifu 1887.
468 According to the list o f his innovations and works, there would not have been one hundred 
different colours, but he was certainly able to produce dozens of glazes.
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4-34). It shows that wucai style ware was also regarded as hyakkanishiki as Qing official 
ware sometimes show mixed use of opaque, translucent and transparent glazes. He was able 
to create opaque pink, yellow, blue, red, brown and black. If these glazes are used together, 
the possible combinations are in the dozens if not hundreds. For example, the pink glaze of a 
vase in the Freer Gallery of Art was created by applying bright pink enamel over yellow 
glaze (fig. 1-48). He managed to produce a variety of shades in many colours by applying 
layers of different colour enamels on top of each other. In addition, he worked on high-fired 
monochrome glazes in his later career, specially focusing on iron based glazes (fig. 1-63, 64, 
65, 66, 67). Light blue and light green glazed wares show great similarity in the tones of the 
glazes to Qing douqing wares (fig. 4-17).
Taihaku-ji (great white porcelain) clay was one of the first innovations listed by 
Seifu Yohei III. It was originally named as Korai ranpaku-ji (Korean egg white porcelain) in 
1884, but later renamed Taihaku-ji-469 Korai ranpaku-ji probably refers to the rare white 
ware of the Kingdom of Goryeo (918-1392). A Goryeo white vase with Chinese-style flower 
is in the Kyoto National Museum collection (fig. 4-35). The colour of the body resembles 
Yohei Ill’s white wares, but is slightly green because incomplete reduction can affect the 
colour (fig. 1-40, 61, 80). Undoubtedly, this type of Korean ware must have had a connection 
to Northern Song Ding ware. All these wares including Taihaku-ji by Seifu Yohei III share 
the same type of decorative techniques, carving or low relief decoration on a white clay body 
with colourless glaze.
In terms of the colour and texture of the surface, Yohei Ill’s white wares in fact are
closer to Qing Dehua ware than Korean white ware or Song dynasty Ding ware. Dehua kilns
in Fujian Province, Southern China, produced a distinctive white ware often referred as
blanc de Chine. The kilns began in the Song dynasty and were famous for religious figures,
because the high plasticity of the clay allowed potters to execute works with fine modelling.
469 Korai ranpaku-ji was in Torishirabesho written in 1887 by Seifu Yohei III, but the name was 
changed to taihaku-ji in Meikarekihdroku published in 1897 (Seifu 1887. Kuroda 1899, 31).
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Vases and incense burners from the kiln often have different types of decorative motifs. Low 
relief decoration of ‘prunus’ or white plum blossom is probably one of the most distinctive. 
Dehua wares and became extremely popular in Europe in the seventeenth century and many 
copies were made. Meissen in Germany, Saint-Cloud in France, Bow and Chelsea in 
England, for example, all produced Dehua-type wares in the eighteenth century (fig. 4-36). A 
set of drinking and eating vessels by Seifu Yohei III share a similar low relief prunus on 
cream white porcelain body (fig. 1-40). ‘Korai-sei’ is written on the boxes of the set. Even 
though the potter claims that the work is in Korean style, its similarity to eighteenth century 
Qing Dehua wares is certainly present.470 From these observations about wares by Seifu 
Yohei III confirms that his interests lay in recreating Qing porcelain from the Kangxi and 
Yongzheng eras. Chapter One has revealed his role and position in the Kyoto ceramic field.
It was easy for him to work on Qing-style porcelain because not only were there fewer 
competitors in the area, but also it was the most suitable model fully demonstrating his skill 
in glazing. Lastly and perhaps more importantly, another factor made him interested in it. It 
was his connection to Japanese literati culture.
Seifu Yohei III began his artistic career as a literati-style painter. His first and 
foremost teacher was Tanomura Chokunyu, a leading literati painter of the time. During the 
two year (1863-65) at Chokunyu’s workshop in Osaka, he would have studied not only 
painting but also all sorts of activities related to Japanese literati culture. ChokunyQ was a 
famous organiser of sencha tea gatherings to which dozens and even hundreds of cultured 
people were invited. This exposure to the latest trends in Japanese literati culture in early life 
affected his later creations. It is also important to consider that Tanomura Chokunyu moved
470 Seifu Yohei IV created more faithful copies of Dehua ware. A vase with two demon heads was 
exhibited at an exhibition in Japan in 1935 (fig. 4-37). It is a direct copy of a mid-seventeenth to early 
eighteenth century Dehua vase. A vase with different shape with the same demon heads is in the David 
Hyatt King collection (fig. 4-38). A set of eight hand-warmer resembles the shape of a Dehua incense 
burner from the mid-seventeenth century (fig. 4-39,40).
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to Kyoto in 1868 and stayed there for the rest of his life.471 Furthermore, Seifu Yohei III was 
a special member of Nihon Nanga Kyokai (Japan Nanga Association) which Tanomura 
Chokunyu and Tomioka Tessai (1837-1924) established in 1896.
Similar to Moku Bei decades earlier, Seifu Yohei III participated in such activities 
as a potter. A painting album by Seifu Yohei III dated 1907 has literati-style paintings with 
Chinese poems in tensho (seal-engraving) style Chinese characters (fig. 4-41). The title of 
the album is Kanbi ishinjo (Beauties at Leisure Delighting Spirits) which was given by 
Higashikuze Michitomi (1834-1912)472 His painting style resembles his master’s and these 
paintings show both his proper training background and artistic talent.
In addition, Seifu Yohei III was known for his talent in Chinese and Japanese 
poems. It is recorded that Yohei III used to exchange poems with Kuki Ryuichi.473 Two 
Chinese poems by Seifu Yohei III are included in one of the family biographies.
Casually composed
After reading Chajin, I feel bracing
As an experiment for ceramic making, I test a glaze
At a mountain hut in a deep spring, one day is like one year
Wind of spring daylight brings the scent of a hundred flowers for a long
distance47
Same as above
Listening to the rain and looking at a banana tree through a window, my 
spirit feels refreshed
After reading literature, I smell the scent of boiled tea
471 Harada 1985,45.
472 Higashikuze Michitomi was born in Kyoto. Having supported sound jo i, he had to flee from Kyoto 
in 1863. After the Meiji Restoration, retuned to Kyoto and worked successively as Governor-General 
of international relations, Mayor o f Kanagawa Prefecture, Chief Officer o f Reclamation and the Grand 
Chamberlain. In 1871, he joined the Iwakura Mission to Europe. He was Deputy President of Genroin 
after 1882; a member of Sumitsuin after 1888; Deputy President of Kizokuin after 1890; Deputy 
President of Sumitsuin after 1892.
473 Watanabe 1930, 20.
474 Watanabe 1930, 19-20.
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Thousands of jade-colour mountain peaks resemble Seifu’s tripod vessel 
Great white porcelain vase is decorated with falling blossoms like snow
m
The references to his ceramic wares help create his distinctive poetic style. These poems 
clearly demonstrate his ability in Chinese poetry.
Japanese literati culture was one of a few cultural aspects popular even during the 
political upheaval of the early Meiji era. It was closely related to the samurai class’s 
educational background, which included Chinese Classics. Takahashi Yoshio or Soan 
(1861-193 7)475, a successftil entrepreneur and a collector of chanoyu ware, wrote about the 
popularity of objects in the Japanese literati taste in Tokyo in his book Kinsei dogu idoshi 
(Histoiy of Transition of Tea Wares), published in 1929.
The first year of Meiji (1868) was like the basin of a waterfall. It 
passed while people’s minds were still full of anxiety. In the second year 
(1869), as the Imperial cart arrived in Tokyo, eveiy official gathered in 
Tokyo and found a house to live in. Their houses required decorating, 
because a tokonoma alcove must have a hanging scroll and a shelf must 
have something to display. High-ranking officials at the time were neither a 
dilettantes nor devoted practitioners of chanoyu, but many came from the 
samurai class and had some education. They arranged a shoin style room 
according to their own tastes. Many of them liked the literati taste and their 
room decoration simply followed such taste. Therefore, after the Meiji 
Restoration, the first bright light in the antique field shone over those literati 
objects...476
475 Takahashi Yoshio was an entrepreneur and collector of chanoyu ware. He was a samurai of Mito 
domain and studied at Keio Gijuku (predecessor of present Keio University). After worked as a 
journalist, he travelled United States and Britain for two years. After returning to Japan, entered
Mitsui Bank, then transferred to Mitsui Gofukuten (Mitsui Draper’s Shop). Later, Takahashi was 
involved with management of mining industry and paper industry. He retired at the age of 51 and 
started to enjoy life with chanoyu. His tea name was Soan and he developed a fine collection of tea 
wares and published widely including the catalogue of the collection Taisho meiki kagami (Examples 
of Famous Wares of the Taisho era) and Kinsei dogu idoshi.
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This was the situation in Tokyo in the early Meiji era and was probably slightly different 
from Kyoto and Osaka. The popularity of Japanese literati culture was more significant in 
the two cities.
Japanese literati culture required Chinese wares, or Japanese wares in Chinese-style. 
For example, a brush, ink, and ink stone for ink painting and teapot, tea cup, tea spoon, stove, 
etc for sencha. When the Sino-Japanese trade was officially opened, rare Chinese wares 
became more widely available.477 For Japanese potters like Seifu Yohei III, it was an 
introduction to new types of wares with techniques never seen before. As a young potter 
having a literati background, he could not ignore the potential of Qing-style porcelain even 
though it was technically very challenging. His work included many sencha wares and small 
vases, which would have been used for display in the rooms of Japanese literati. His 
connection to Japanese literati circles and acclaim as a maker of Chinese-style ceramics were 
therefore important aspects of his identity as a potter.
Chinese literati in Meiji Japan
Not only ceramic wares but also Chinese people started to come into Japan. The 
Illustrated London News on 27 January 1866 included an article entitled ‘A Social Meeting 
of Japanese Artists.’
The Japanese artists and amateurs of the fine arts (in Japan one of 
the fine arts is writing) hold pleasant meetings now and then... all are busy 
drawing with water colours, and writing both on paper and on fans.
Drawings of mountains and other landscapes, grotesque designs, such as
( f « ) j  (Takahashi 1936, 29-30).
477 In records of sencha tea gathering published in the Meiji era, some Chinese wares are described as 
shinhaku (newly imported) or shinto (newly brought). It suggests that these items were brought to 
Japan recently. Such descriptions appear in records after 1871. Mashimizu Zoroku II said that Chinese 
Yixing teapots started to be popular in 1872 (Mashimizu 1935, 111). A certain amount of Chinese tea 
wares were certainly imported to Japan,
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that of rats nibbling at a gigantic radish, figures of old men, women, and 
children, storks, fir trees, bamboos and grasses, all find their way on paper, 
and are afterwards given to friends; those most worthy of remark being first 
pasted against the wall for general admiration. Several of the Chinamen are 
usually invited on account of their superior handwriting (fig. 4-42).478
Chinese people were already in Yokohama as early as 1866 and were interacting with what 
appears to be a local Japanese literati circle.479 Certainly after the official trading agreements 
between Japan and Qing China in 1873, more Chinese started to arrive mainly searching for 
new business opportunities 480 For Japanese literati, who previously studied Chinese culture 
mainly through imported Chinese books, it was a new opportunity to study directly from 
Chinese scholars.
The first Chinese legation, Minister He Ruzhang (1838-91)481 with about forty 
others, arrived in Japan in 1877. About half of them were scholars familiar with Classical 
Chinese and Chinese poetry. The Qing Legation in Shiba, Tokyo, soon became a popular 
destination for Japanese scholars. They wanted to study reading Chinese literature, or 
composing Chinese poems 482 As so many Japanese were eager to meet Chinese scholars, 
wherever they visited, many people were waiting in line for impromptu lessons. For example, 
in 1880, Li Xiaopu (dates unknown), who visited Japan in 1880, said that he once declined 
requests for his calligraphy or for correction of Chinese poems requested by Japanese, 
because there were just too many people.483 In 1886, Bo Yunlong (dates unknown), a 
member of the group of Chinese inspectors, described the night in Nagoya:
Perhaps hundreds of people came and I was soaking [my brush] in ink even
478 Bennett 2006, 165.
479 They were probably brought by Westerners into Yokohama as translators or a servants.
480 See Chapter Three for details of the Sino-Japanese ceramic trade during the Meiji era.
481 He Ruzhang is a Qing governmental official and literati scholar. He was born in Dapu, Guangdong 
Province. He passed Official examination in 1868 and became the first Chinese Minister in Japan 
from 1877 for three years. He published Shi dong shu lue (Records of a Visit to the East) based on his 
experience in Japan.
482 Saneto 1968, 63-65.
483 Saneto 1943, 161-162. Li Xiaopu was an ex-governmental official living in Shanghai. He 
published Ri ben j i  you (Travelling records of Japan) and Ri ben za j i  (Story of Japan) about his 
experiences in Japan.
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after midnight. On the next day, at the moment of departure, there were still 
people coming close to my rickshaw and added a few more sheets of
484paper.
The First Kyoto Hakurankai in 1872 was the first time Kyoto was opened to 
foreigners. It is recorded that at least ten Chinese nationals visited the exhibition. After this 
event, more foreigners started to come into Kyoto. Because of the popularity of Chinese 
scholars, some Chinese even started to make their living in such a practice. Li Xiaopu wrote 
in 1880:
Feng Yun (dates unknown)485, Wang Yemei (c. 1828 -  after 1892)486 and 
Chen Manshou (before 1850 - 1884)487 live in Kyoto. They are here, 
because Feng is good at calligraphy and the other two are good at 
painting.488
Although there has not been any extensive research into their activities, it is known that their 
works are in various Japanese collections (fig. 4-43).
Considering Seifu Yohei Ill’s literati background, he would not have missed 
chances to meet some of those Chinese artists and scholars. After his national and 
international fame in the ceramic field in the 1880s and 1890s, a number of foreigners 
including both Chinese and Westerners visited him. Ota Yoshihisa reprinted articles by an art 
critic, Seki Nyorai (1866-1938). Seki’s accounts on four teishitsu g ig e i’in included a short 
paragraph about two Chinese scholars’ visits to Seifu Yohei III.
One day, Qian Ziqin, a Confucian scholar of Qing dynasty, came and visited
484 Saneto 1943, 159-160. Bo was a Chinese bureaucrat and published You li Ri ben tu jing  
(Report of a Trip to Japan), a report of his 1889 research trip to Japan in 1893 in China.
485 Calligrapher from Cixi, Zhejiang Province.
486 Wang was born in Jiangsu Province. Wang became a professional painter in Shanghai. His 
painting became popular among Japanese travellers, and he was invited to Nagasaki. In 1877, Wang 
visited Japan for the first time. In 1878, he came back to Japan again and stayed at Kumagai Naotaka 
in Kyoto for a while. In 1879, he visited Japan for the third time and stayed in Kyoto and Osaka until 
1885.
487 Calligrapher from Zhejiang Province.
488 In addition to these quotes, Saneto introduced other similar examples (Saneto 1943, 160).
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his [Seifu’s] store. Having Seem his works, Qian admired and immediately 
presented two of his poems to Seifu.489
Elegant vase with a long neck, inspired by Guan and Ge ware 
Teacup is quaint as the same as jade
Made this poem to present the Master of Seifu 
Qian Ziqin
i t
Mixing jade liquid for making a cup of mist 
Pouring red jade liquid for making a bowl of snow
Made this poem for the Master of Seifu 
Qian Ziqin
Another day, Liang Wenwan, a man from Qing, visited [Seifu] because of 
his long time respect for Seifu’s reputation. [They] communicated with 
writing for a couple of hours and [Liang] did not stop praising [Seifu]. 
[Liang] wrote a poem by Lu You (1125-1210), and presented it [to Seifu].490
Osmanthus grows better on barren mountains in the late autumn 
I have time to spare for fishing at night in a clear stream 
Worldly affairs are not comparable even to such trivial things.
Spring always fills my heart
Requested by Mi' Seifu, I write Sage Feng’s poem 
Liang Wenyuan
m m m
489
HgofcoJ (Ota 1935, 67).
Jfxsjfti <7> f#  #" L T H io f c p  J (Ota 1935, 67). Lu You, commonly known as Lu Feng, is a poet and a 
civil official of southern Song dynasty. He was a obscure figure in the political arena as he was a 
pro-war activist against Jurchens of Jin dynasty. He is considered as one of the four greatest poets of 
Southern Song dynasty as Over 9200 of his poems have survived.
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Qian Yi (Ziqin) (d. 1883) was a literati scholar from Shanghai and once a Chinese Consul in 
Nagasaki. We know that he added comments to Rai Sanyo (1780-1832)’s Nihon gaishi 
(History of Japan) when the book was translated into Chinese and published in Shanghai in 
1879.491 It is known neither when Qian was in Japan nor when he visited Kyoto. Qian was 
perhaps introduced to Yohei through his master’s connection, as Rai Shiho (1823-89), the 
second son of Rai Sanyd, was a friend of Tanomura Chokunyu.492 If not, there were many 
Japanese in Shanghai after the creation of the Japanese consulate in 1872 493 The way in 
which Qian described Yohei’s works in the first poem is remarkable. His celadon was 
compared with Guan and Ge wares and sencha teacup was compared with jade. Qian gave 
his works the best compliment imaginable.
Liang Wenyuan (dates unknown) was another Chinese scholar visiting in Japan.
His works are found among collaborative works of Japanese and Chinese literati. The 
connection between Qian, Liang and Seifu Yohei III can be explained through such activities. 
These events would have been memorable moments for Seifu Yohei III, but also chances to 
expand his domestic market as a story like this would have elevated his reputation among 
Japanese literati circles.
The Decline of Qing Dynasty
Post-war studies on Japanese ceramics have repeatedly mentioned that Qing taste 
was never popular in Japan, but this chapter has provided a rather different view. Seifu Yohei
491 Qian Yi was mentioned in several accounts in Japanese. Meiji sanju-hakka zekku, published in 
1871, records a poem for Qian by Niwa Masaru (1846-78), Judicial Minister of the early Meiji era 
(Yomando 1871,29). In 1872, Okada Kojo (1820-1903), a doctor from Nagasaki, visited Shanghai in 
order to meet Qian (Okada 1891,1). In 1878 Yoshitsugu Haizan (1846-1915), a Hterati-style painter, 
visited Shanghai and brought back poems by Chinese literati including Qian (Nagao 2002,22-23).
492 They participated in Seiwan chakai (tea gathering at the Azure Sea) in 1862. The detail of the tea 
gathering is discussed in Chapter Five.
93 The resident Japanese population in Shanghai surpassed 3,300 in 1904. They mainly came from 
Kyushu and western Honshu (Fogel 1998,47).
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Ill was part of a cultural circle in Japan that admired contemporary Chinese culture. People 
in this circle were, at the same time, his main clientele. Qing porcelain was the style 
demanded and he had the right connections and exceptional skills to respond to the demand. 
However, the Sino-Japanese War (1894-95), which lasted only for about nine months, 
significantly affected Japan’s perception of China. Seifu Yohei III continued to produce 
Qing-style wares, but also started to introduce Japanese motifs in his works. This change was 
incorporated with his designation as teishitsu gigei ’in in 1893. It appears that he managed to 
substitute expected loss from the decline of Qing taste for orders from the Imperial 
Household.494
The popularity of Chinese-inspired porcelain continued in Japan, but other potters 
also started to combine both Japanese and Chinese elements into their works. Qing porcelain 
is still one of important elements to use. However, it is rare to see exact copies of Qing 
porcelain made in Japan. Many Japanese potters begun focusing more on wares of older 
dynasties such as Ming, Song and Tang. In addition, French Art Nouveau was introduced and 
style-choices were widened.
The decline of the Qing taste continued and the fall of the Qing dynasty in 1912 
accelerated a national distaste of Qing-culture in Japan.495 hi addition to the decline in 
Qing taste, another factor forced Seifu Yohei III to shift his styles toward the Japanese. It 
was the rapid outflow of treasures from China including a huge number of official ceramic 
wares. The first remarkable incident was the looting of the Summer Palace in 1860. It was 
followed by the plunder and looting in Beijing during the Boxer Rebellion after the 
international force occupied the city on 15 August in 1900. The international force 
consisted of eight nations: Russia, the United Kingdom, France, the United States, Germany, 
Italy, Austria-Hungary and Japan. The incident involved the rescue of diplomats and foreign
494 See Chapter Six for details of Seifu Yohei Ill’s style change after 1893 and of the orders from the 
Imperial Household.
495 Nakano 2001, 18.
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civilians due to the invasion of Boxers in Beijing and killing of 230 foreigners. After the 
overwhelming victory against Boxers, the international force stayed in Beijing for about a 
year. They camped at palaces and religious buildings inside the city. Many historical 
accounts describe the significance of looting and plunder by the international forces of 
Chinese artefacts.496
Noel du Boulay was British Commandant of the Summer Palace in Beijing 
between 1900 and 1901. He made an inventory of its contents, which were handed back to 
Chinese when they left. According to the paper given by Anthony du Boulay to the Oriental 
Ceramic Society on 14 May 1991, the inventory comprise 865 pieces of porcelain, 34 pieces 
of cloisonne, 33 pieces of jade, 2 clocks, 20 scrolls and 252 items of furniture.497 If the 
Summer Palace alone had about 1,200 artefacts, the Chinese treasures plundered from 
Beijing must have reached over thousands in total.
The outflow of Chinese treasures continued for several decades. The collection of 
the Household of Gong Qinwang (Prince Gong II: 1880-1936), one of only two residences of 
the Imperial family in Beijing unharmed during the Boxer Rebellion, became available for 
sale in 1912. Yamanaka Sadajiro (1866-1936), a legendary Japanese art dealer, managed to 
purchase a part of the collection. Yamanaka Sadajirdden (Life of Yamanaka Sadajiro) 
records the day:
Because Yuan Shikai did not pay his soldiers salary, looting occurred in 
Beijing. The famous Prince Gong was worried about this looting and 
decided to sell old artefacts in his collection. The old man [Yamanaka 
Sadajiro] was in China ... and rushed to the residence of Prince Gong. The 
large residence had dozens of storage buildings such as the sceptre storage 
only storing sceptres, the painting and calligraphy storage storing painting 
and calligraphy, the bronze storage storing old bronzes. ... With a smile on 
his face, the old man [Yamanaka] checked and acquired jades, old bronze 
wares, old ceramic wares, gemstone wares and so on one after another 498
496 Tomita 2002. 35-96. Hevia 2007.
497 du Boulay 1991.
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Later, Yamanaka was able to acquire another Imperial collection, which was on 
hold at a bank as collateral for a loan. The collection was going to be sold in Europe and the 
United States. Hirota Fukosai (1897-1973)4" ,  one of the leading Chinese art dealers in Japan 
of the twentieth century, saw the collection displayed in Yamanaka’s headquarters in Osaka.
I was surprised that there were Song Jun kiln, Ding kiln, apple-green, 
peach-bloom, tenran (sky-blue glaze ware), Black Hawthorn, kogetsuken (a 
type offencai),fencai and doucai - all fine pieces for the Western market. 
Although they were not for the Japanese market, I wished that at least one 
of them would stay in Japan... .50°
He asked Yamanaka permission to sell eleven works to his customers in Tokyo and sold 
almost all the works. A fencai plate in the Tokyo National Museum was a part of the eleven 
works, purchased by Yokokawa Tamisuke (1864-1945)501 from Hirota (fig. 4-14).502 Here, 
Hirota described certain types of Chinese ceramics as Tor the Western market.’ What did he 
mean by works for the Western market? The answer can be found in his writings:
Chinese art became popular all over the world. Dealers from not only Japan 
but also Western countries went to Beijing and Shanghai to buy, .... There 
was always something for sale everyday and I saw numerous works during 
this period. I could not compete against dealers who purchase in bulk with 
financial resources of Westerners. I acquired objects that matched my 
budget and passed my judgement.... I sometimes deplored my small budget
f t U u  K v* K v'MUX L / iJ  (Ko Yamanaka Sadajiro-den hensankai
1939,81-82).
499 Hirota was born in Toyama. He is considered the best connoisseur of Chinese ceramics of the 
twentieth century. He was involved in the formation of a number of leading Chinese ceramic 
collections in Japan. On his death bed, five hundred works from his own collection were donated to 
the Tokyo National Museum.
500 T y'ftv * t?')— T- • y'jv—a ,  tcM s x'yyt?
fe (D X \ Z fr ib
X  ( « ) J  (Hirota 2007, 118-119).
501 Yokokawa is an architect, entrepreneur and ceramic collector, who donated 1068 works of his 
collection to the Tokyo National Museum between 1931 and 1938.
502 Hirota 2007, 118-119.
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in front of an excellent piece.503
He probably meant by ‘for the Western market’ that those works were not so popular in 
Japan, but also too expensive for Japanese dealers and collectors.
In the early twentieth century, the number of contemporary Japanese ceramic works 
such as Seifu Yohei Ill’s acquired by Western museums decreased. This decline in Japanese 
ceramic art in the West was inevitable as these were either industrial products or fine 
versions of Chinese originals for Western viewers. Slowly but surely fine Japanese porcelain 
works lost its popularity internationally. The impact of the fall of the Qing dynasty was 
significant to the ceramic arts of Japan. Qing-style porcelain lost its popularity in Japan, 
while the outflow of fine Chinese porcelain destroyed the market of Japanese porcelain in 
the West. Consequently, only a few major ceramic works left Japan for the West after the 
1900’s.504
Conclusion
Chapter Four explored the activities of Chinese nationals in Japan and their impact 
on Japanese culture. Along side Westerners, Chinese played an important role in shaping 
Japanese culture in the early Meiji era. In terms of ceramics, 1 interaction between Japan and 
Qing China in the late nineteenth century was much closer than previously suggested. It was 
supported by Japanese admiration for Chinese culture, which existed from the Edo period.
As Japanese potters used to depend on limited Chinese materials imported through Nagasaki,
ffcA T U -^ 1 ; (TIS&) o <0 , L f z 0 l*fc
<9 £  U J (Hirota 2007, 164).
504 Itaya Hazan, the fifth teishitstf gigei’in from the ceramic field, would be the best example. Almost 
all his works never left Japan, but one vase, which was exhibited at the Panama Pacific International 
Exhibition in San Francisco in 1915, now in the collection of the Walters Art Museum in Baltimore.
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Tsushima and Ryukyu, the conclusion of a trading agreement with Qing China resulted in the 
possibility of having easier access to fine Chinese wares, official porcelain ware in particular. 
Japanese potters were fascinated by the variety of Chinese glazes and reproducing these 
glazes became one of the focuses of their artistic activities.
Having considered the latest fashion in Chinese porcelain, Qing official style 
porcelain was a highly demanded commodity. Seifu Yohei III was central to the Japanese 
enthusiasm for Qing literati culture. His tactic was to substitute the shortage of originals and 
create Qing-style porcelain if not direct copies. Through his personal relationship with many 
influential Japanese literati figures, he was able to transform the family style onto a higher 
level. His fame even spread through Chinese literati and elevated his status in the field even 
higher.
However, the failure in international politics of Qing dynasty caused a slow loss of 
belief in China, Qing culture in particular. Because of the styles for which Seifu Yohei III 
was known, he was affected by this decline in Qing ideology and the actual fall of the 
dynasty. Seifu Yohei III introduced Japanese designs and titles already in the 1890s although 
he did not stop producing wares of Qing-style.
The absence of Qing porcelain in Japanese collections made later scholars believe 
that it was due to national distaste for the style. However, it was as late as the turn of the 
centuiy when Qing China became unfashionable in Japan. Because of a growing national 
distaste of Qing culture in Japan, Qing official porcelain did not stay in Japan and was 
exported to the West. Even if there were buyers, it was too expensive for Japanese because of 
their popularity in the West. Although these wares were once what Japanese people in the 
Edo period and early Meiji era were eager to acquire. The shortage of the originals used to be 
the reason that Japanese potters produced many copies. It was an ironic fact that there were 
no serious buyers in Japan when Chinese originals became finally available in the early 
twentieth century.
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Chapters Three and Four confirm that the relationship between Japan and China 
was closer during the Meiji era than ever before. For many Japanese potters who could not 
understand Western taste, having better relationships with China was far more important. It 
was more notable in Osaka and Kyoto, the centre of literati culture, than Tokyo. The Chinese 
community in Kobe, the largest of its kind in Japan, played an important role in introducing 
the latest Chinese trends to people in the area. They became the sources of inspiration for 
Japanese literati who were eager to have access to the original sources of information and 
also to have direct contacts with Chinese literati scholars.
Seifu Yohei III was certainly within a circle of Japanese leading literati figures and 
one of a few potters who had direct contacts with Chinese literati in Japan through this 
connection. Ceramic art of Seifu Yohei III displayed such cultural interactions, and national 
recognition of his Chinese-style work probably proves that artistic activities through 
interaction with Qing China were a national phenomenon.
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Chapter Five 
Ceramic Production for Two Tea Drinking Styles: Sencha and Chanoyu
On 24 February 1857, Inoue Kiyonao (1809-68)505, Shinano no kami (the governor
of Shinano province), invited Townsend Harris, the first American consul general to Japan,
for tea. In a diaiy, Harris records that he was served tea by Inoue after the meal.
When the heavy part of the meal was over, Shinano-no-kami had brought to 
him the prettiest toy tea-making apparatus I ever saw. It was in a neat, plain, 
wooden case, which when opened displayed a tiny furnace for boiling water, 
teapot and two cups, a jar of tea, mats for the teapot and cups, a scoop for 
the tea, and a curious machine for heating the tea over the fire before it is 
put in the water. Shinano-no-kami then proceeded to boil the water, measure 
and heat the tea, place it in the pot, pour on the boiling water, and then pour 
out a cup and hand it to me with his own hands; whereat all the Japanese 
fell into immense admiration, and then the matter was expounded to me, — 
that the making of tea by the Prince of Shinano and serving it with his own 
hands was a proof of friendship only given to those of exalted character and 
position, and I was requested to view it in that light, whereupon I agreed so 
to regard it. Then Shinano requested my acceptance of the whole concern as 
a proof of his great regard, and this was also agreed to.506
The set of tea wares Inoue used to prepare tea was presented to Harris when the dinner was 
over. Before returning to the United States, Harris gave the set to Commodore James 
Armstrong (1794-1868), the captain of USS San Jacinto, the ship that had brought Harris to 
Japan.507 The set of tea ware is now in the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, Massachusetts, 
the city where James Armstrong ended his life (fig. 5-1).508 The teapot and teacups of the set 
have the seal of Kyoto potter Eiraku Hozen, the eleventh generation of the Eiraku Zengoro
505 Inoue and Harris singed Nichibei shiiko tsmho joyaku, (Treaty of Amity and Commerce) with the 
United States at the Ryosen-ji temple in Shimoda in 1858. His diary is now stored in Kunaicho 
Shoryobu (the Archive of the Imperial Household Agency).
506 Harris 1959, 307-308.
507 USS San Jacinto was built in 1850. The ship was an early screw frigate in the United States Navy. 
The ship arrived in Shimoda 12 August 1856 and docked until Harris’s return to the United States in 
1858 (U. S. Government Printing Office 1976, 295-297).
508 Tsukuda 2006, 14. The inscription on top of the shelf of tea ware states that Harris gave it to 
Commodore James Armstrong at Shimoda.
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family in Kyoto.509
According to the commentaiy, we know that Harris was not served tea in the 
manner of chanoyu, but sencha. Sencha is sometimes described as a Chinese-style tea 
drinking as opposed to Japanese-style chanoyu. It was neither just roasted green tea nor 
steeped tea made from the tealeaf that many Japanese people would associate sencha, today, 
but a type of tea drinking institution popular in Japan from mid eighteenth to early twentieth 
century.
During the past decade, a growing amount of research has been published to 
re-examine the cultural significance of sencha.510 As the sixth head of the Ogawa school of 
sencha and a historian, Ogawa Koraku has published widely on the subject. This thesis 
depends on his previous scholarship. Moreover, Patricia J. Graham’s pioneering book on 
sencha, Tea o f the Sages: the Art o f Sencha, introduced the cultural diversity of sencha in 
Japan.511 Nomura Bijutsukan kiyo (Proceedings of the Nomura Art Museum) devoted the 
entire 2007 issue to the subject.512 This research has confirmed the importance of this 
cultural fashion in the late Edo period and the early Meiji era, deeply linked with Chinese 
culture.
Along with research on sencha as a cultural practice, some attention has been given 
to the types of utensils used. The production of sencha wares motivated a few studies that 
have added another dimension to the history of Japanese ceramics.513 Because of the
509 One of the oldest ceramic families in Kyoto and also one of the Senke jissoku (ten artisans 
providing various tea wares for the Sen School).
510 Major exhibitions are as follows: Itabashi-kuritsu Kyodo Shiryokan 1996. Irima-shi Hakubutsukan 
2001 .
511 Graham 1999.
512 Nomura Bijutsukan 2007.
513 In 1998, Seikado Bunko Bijutsukan held an exhibition Seikado Bunko-zo sencha meihin shu 
(Catalogue of Sencha Wares in the Seikado Bunko Collection). It was the first time to display an 
extensive group of sencha ware from the Iwasaki Yanosuke collection. Iwasaki Yanosuke was the 
second head of the Mitsubishi conglomerate, and one of the most influential art collectors of the Meiji 
era. The exhibition was the turning point when scholars realised the importance of sencha as a cultural 
phenomenon (Seikado Bunko Bijutsukan 1998). It was followed by the exhibition, Sencha to 
yakimono -Edo, Meiji no Chugoku shumi- (Ceramics and ‘sencha’ -Chinese influences in the Edo and 
Meiji eras) (Aichi-ken Toji Shiryokan Gakugeika 2000).
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shortage of Chinese wares, Japanese versions of sencha ceramic ware were produced in Seto 
and Kyoto already in the late eighteenth century. Production continued to grow throughout 
the nineteenth century and Kyoto potters were actively involved with this. We know that all 
generations of Seifu Yohei created a large number of sencha wares.
When it comes to the domestic demand for Kyoto ceramics, tea ware was always 
regarded as the most important. During the Meiji era, sencha ware was the most favoured 
type of ware and Seifu Yohei III provided some of the finest sencha wares for Japanese 
customers. Without understanding the significance of sencha to his artistic activities, this 
research on Seifu Yohei III or the study of Meiji ceramics would not be completed.
This chapter looks into the production of sencha ware in Kyoto while putting an 
emphasis on Seifu Yohei III. It also examines the transition from chanoyu to sencha and vice 
versa. This chapter mainly follows the history of sencha and its relationship with chanoyu 
chronologically. It consists of three parts. Firstly, it looks at the rivalry between chanoyu and 
sencha up to the end of the Edo period. It also examines the production of sencha ware in 
various areas of Japan. Secondly, it explores the peak of sencha around the time of the Meiji 
Restoration and the decline afterwards focusing on Seifu Yohei III and his relationships with 
other important figures. Finally, it re-examines how sencha was introduced to Britain and 
other western countries.
Hiesha shintd himitsu ki (Secret records of Hie Shrine) includes the oldest known 
comment on tea in Japan. It records that in 805 A.D. (Enryaku 25), Saicho (767-822)514, the 
founder of Tendai sect of Buddhism, brought Chinese tea and tea seeds to Japan. He planted 
the seeds at the foot of Mt.Hiei and Uji in Kyoto.515 According to this, the cultivation of the 
tea tree began by the early Heian period (794-1185). Several poems from this period praising
514 In 802, Saicho was chosen for a member of a training visit to China in order to pursue the 
Buddhist teachings. He spent half a year in China and learned Tiantai (J.Tendai) teaching, which uses 
the Lotus Sutra as the main sutra. After returning to Japan, he founded the Tendai sect.
515 r -  j fc jz m & K z .o m n m m
fiftittA  (Hanawa 1932,99).
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tea drinking confirm that tea already existed in Japan at the time.516
In the latter half of the twelfth century, Eisai (1141-1215), the founder of the Rinzai 
sect of Zen Buddhism, brought matched17, powdered green tea, to Japan upon his return from 
China. Eisai wrote Kissayojd ki (Tea for Good Health) in the early thirteenth century and 
preached that tea makes the brain clear and helps spiritual understanding.518 Following a 
tradition from China, tea drinking was integrated into monastic practices in Zen temples and 
it was then that formal tradition of tea was established.
The growing attention to tea drinking in aristocratic society encouraged another 
type of tea drinking practice in the fourteenth century. Tea became an important part of 
extravagant parties, which consisted of banqueting, music and poetry. Tocha (tea tasting 
contests) became popular. Participants were required to distinguish the provenance of 
different teas from drinking and were an object of gambling. The extravagant nature of these 
parties is called basara, which comes from the word vajira, diamond, in Sanskrit. Basara 
style tea gatherings featured rare and valuable Chinese objects displayed in formal reception 
rooms. An early sixteenth century book on tea gatherings, Kundaikan souchoki (Comments 
on Ashikaga Yoshimasa’s Art Collection), by Soami (ca. 1455-1525)519 gives the proper 
room settings for these events (fig. 5-2). The illustrations in the book depict shorn style 
rooms decorated with different kinds of Chinese objects. Except for the actual drinking of tea, 
the main function was to use and to display rare, expensive Chinese objects, which were 
symbols of power and wealth.520 The illustrations include Chinese ceramic wares such as 
Tenmoku tea bowls of Jian ware (fig. 5-3). Japanese objects were probably still peripheral for
516 These poems often compare tea drinking with playing the zither. People would have enjoyed 
music while drinking tea served in Chinese tea cups such as Yue ware and Xingzhou ware imported 
from China. (Hayashiya 1971a, 15-16).
517 Eisai was the founder of the Rinzai sect of Zen Buddhism in Japan. He was bom the son of Shinto 
priest, and learned teachings of Tendai sect. He set out on pilgrimages to Southern Song China in 1168 
and 1187. He realised the importance of Zen Buddhism and founded Kennin-ji temple in 1202 in 
Kyoto, where Zen, Tendai and Shingon teachings were taught.
518 Hayashiya 1971b.
519 Painter and connoisseur-curator of the Ashikaga shogun’s collection. Soami developed a landscape 
style base on his study of works attributed to Chinese painter Mu Chi.
520 Hayashiya 1971a, 28-29.
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such important occasions and are seldom in the early records of this kind from the Kamakura 
period.521 In short, the tea ceremony at the time was therefore available only for people who 
had the means to collect Chinese tea wares.
In the late sixteenth century, Japan enjoyed a time of peace after the nearly 
one-hundred-year period of the Warring states. Supported by wealthy merchants in Osaka, 
Sen no Rikyu (1521-91)522 established a new style of tea drinking. He proposed a new 
philosophy of tea drinking and distinguished himself as a tea master of the era. He elevated 
the status of tea drinking to chanoyu, literally meaning ‘boiled water for tea’. His wabi cha, 
which was inspired by the ideas of tea masters such as Murata Shuko (1423-1502) and 
Takeno Jo’o (1502-55), which placed emphasis on austere refinement and acted as a counter 
movement against the extravagant nature of basara tea. Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1536-98), the 
chief adviser of the emperor, supported Rikyu’s achievement. Although Toyotomi later 
accused RikyO of treason, Rikyu’s chanoyu was continued by his followers. It remained as 
the most influential tea drinking institution as many studies have described.
One of the most significant achievements of Rikyu is the usage of ordinary 
inexpensive Japanese or Korean wares. Using those wares, he succeeded in attracting a wider 
audience. Kubo Toshiyo or Choando (1571-1640), who was a student of Kobori Enshu, 
noted how Rikyu changed the way of tea drinking. In Chdandd-ki (Diaiy of Kubo Choando), 
he commented on a major tea ceremony hosted by Toyotomi Hideyoshi, on the eighth day of 
the third month, 1585 (Tensho 13).
All renowned [Chinese] tea wares have lost popularity, and chanoyu is now 
completely transformed. [Sen no Rikyu] proved that it is possible even for 
people without famous tea wares to hold a tea ceremony523
521 In Kundaikan souchoki, the only example of Japanese ware is a ceramic bowl from Arita.
522 Rikyu studied chanoyu under Takeno Jo’o. He served for Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582) and 
Toyotomi Hideyoshi. In 1585, he was given the name Rikyu from Emperor Ogimachi in 1585. In 
1591, he incurred Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s wrath and was ordered to cut his stomach to death.
523 m%1bbtz.1t*), wife)
X , ' M M t ' b f z X b ,  (Kubo 1960,363-364).
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Choando here explains the role of Rikyu in the transition of popular tea wares. Tea wares 
before Rikyu’s date were so expensive that good ones were only available to upper-class 
society.524 While discovering beauty in rather inexpensive and crude objects, Rikyu 
introduced a completely new dimension to the ceramic culture for the tea. For example, the 
red raku tea bowl by Chojio named ‘Muichibutsu’ (fig. 5-4), a word from Zen Buddhism, 
represents renouncement from worldly desires. The distinct form and surface of the 
lead-glazed low-fired earthenware tea bowl perhaps represent the taste of Sen no Rikyu.
Soon after the death of Rikyu, his chanoyu started to change. Having lost its main 
advocate, chanoyu slowly became authoritative similar to the time of basara. Rikyu’s 
followers regarded their master’s tea wares as the most important items for chanoyu. Even 
letters written by Rikyu were mounted as a hanging scroll in order to display in the tea 
gathering for appreciation (fig. 5-5). However, there were not enough tea wares owned or 
approved by Rikyu available for everyone. Then, prices started to rise again. In order to fulfil 
the shortage, tea masters, followers of Rikyu’s tea, began appropriating new types of objects 
if the size and style fitted into their taste. These tea wares, approved by well-known tea 
masters, were respected and became valuable as well.525 Furuta Oribe (1544-1615)526, Oda 
Uraku (1547-1622)527, Hon’ami Koetsu (1558-1637)528, Kobori Enshu (1579-1647)529 and 
many others all introduced a different taste into their selection of tea wares and the way of
524 Yabe 1998, 50.
525 Yabe 1992, 22.
526 Furuta Oribe was born as a son of a Buddhist monk and trained as a samurai. Served for Oda 
Nobunaga and then Hashiba Hideyoshi. Given a land in Yamashiro (Kyoto). Considered as one of 
seven followers of Sen no Rikyu. He introduced distinctive taste called Oribe-ryu (Oribe school) in 
selection of tea ware, designs of architecture and gardens.
527 Oda Uraku was a younger brother of Oda Nobunaga (1557-82). He served for Oda Nobutada 
(1534-82) and for Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Uraku was one of seven students o f Sen no Rikyu and started 
his own school, Uraku-ryu.
528 Calligrapher, art director and master of chanoyu. Koetsu is considered as one of the founders of 
the Rinpa School.
529 Kobori Enshu was the direct retainer of Toyotomi Hideyoshi. He then studied chanoyu under 
Furuta Oribe. After the death of Hideyoshi, the Kobori family served for Tokugawa Ieyasu. In return 
for their service at the Battle of Sekigahara, the family was given the Bitchu Matsuyama Castle. In 
1619, Enshu was relocated in the Komuro domain. In 1623, Enshu became Fushimi bugyo and moved 
to Kyoto. Since then, he spent most of his life in Kyoto practicing chanoyu.
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drinking.
Less than one hundred years after the death of Rikyu, some items for chanoyu did 
not show any trace of his taste. For example, kinrande ware, porcelain with overglaze gold 
decoration, was introduced to chanoyu in the Genroku era (1688-1703). This Jiajing period 
(1522-66) and later Ming Chinese porcelain from Jingdezhen in Jiangxi Province was 
extremely popular and was imported to Japan. As a result, there are many more kinrande 
wares now in Japan than China today (fig. 5-6). Besides, Japanese kinrande of extremely 
fine quality were made in Arita after the early eighteenth centuiy (fig. 5-7). In Kyoto, Seto, 
Kutani and other areas produced versions of kinrande ware from the nineteenth century to 
this day (fig. 5-8).
Chanoyu was considered important for the cultured man and collecting of tea wares 
was encouraged. Ownership of a well-known tea ware was necessary not only to entertain 
important guests, but also to present to the shogun or high-ranking retainers of the Tokugawa 
regime.530 Therefore, demand for those tea wares never ceased during the Edo period. As a 
result, chanoyu once again became an activity only available to upper class society where 
people had the means to acquire expensive utensils. Consequently, the financial value of tea 
ware became one of the focuses of tea practitioners.
Sencha haya shinan (Quick Lessons of Sencha) was published around 1802 
(Kyowa 2) by Ryukatei Ransui (dates unknown) from Nagoya. He criticised chanoyu in the 
preface of the book:
The way of tea began as a matter of Buddhist courtesy. Now everyone 
practices it, but many are just collectors of tea utensils. They only discuss 
the vicissitudes of the prices of those utensils. Together with a host, they 
speak ill of each other about the timing to purchase them. It is just to 
degrade the elegance, and not even one of the four meanings of wa kei sei 
jaku  exists anymore.531
530 See Maeyama 1992 for details of Nabeshima domain’s production of ceramic gifts.
M o B M & o C  <d o Z.
£<£>^*5*3< L X  I p® ?#  ( # )  ^  L & L 0 J (Hayashiya 1972,225).
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According to Ransui, prices of tea utensils were often the main topic discussed in the tea 
ceremony. In addition, he refers to the phrase ‘wa. kei sei jaku \ attributed to Sen no Rikyu.
‘ WcC is harmony and ‘ke f  is respect, explaining the ideal relationship between a host and a 
guest. ‘Se f  is cleanliness and 'jaktf  is simplicity, representing the ideal tea wares. The 
phrase thus describes the ideal aesthetic of chanoyu and he criticises that chanoyu had lost all 
these four important elements.
The alternative way of tea drinking Ryukatei Ransui chose was sencha.
I have changed my mind. I departed from chanoyu and have practised 
sencha for over ten years. Sencha is very popular nowadays. People who 
have fine taste enjoy sencha. Many followers praise the achievements of 
Old man Ko as if they were following the ebb.532
According to Ransui, sencha had overtaken chanoyu in popularity by the time this book was 
published. More people were interested in the tea o f ‘old man K o\ Ko Yugai (1675-1763), 
or Baisao, whom this thesis discusses later. Similar kinds of commentary can also be found 
in the same period. Santo Kyoden (1761-1816), a popular writer in Edo, wrote in the short 
story Katakiuchi sencha no hajimari (Revenge: The Beginning of Sencha) published in 1805 
(Bunka 2).
Sencha does not have a fixed manner like chanoyu. Everyone enjoys it as 
they like. Chanoyu tea masters spend a thousand ryo533 without knowing 
the meaning of chanoyu. The offhand manner of sencha is better than such a 
loss of refinement of the heart and just a repetition of the old manners.534
Chanoyu changed completely from the time of Rikyu and became too superficial; sencha
< 3&S r  t  U  J (Hayashiya 1972,226).
533 The largest monetary unit in the Edo period.
534 r L A  £ *  <0 %(Dm<o
& 5  & V L J (Honpo Shoseki 1989, 353).
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provided an alternative way of tea drinking. One of the main reasons was that the price of 
chanoyu wares increased and the focus of the practice shifted from enjoying the experience 
of tea drinking to collecting expensive tea wares.
Sencha, literally meaning ‘boiled tea’, was brought into Japan from China certainly 
by the early seventeenth century. Ingen Ryuki (Ch. Yinyuan Longqi) (1592-1673), a Chinese 
Zen Buddhist monk, seemingly played a key role in the introduction of this tea-drinking 
practice into Japan. Ingen was born in Fujian Province in China. He took the tonsure at the 
age of ten. When he was invited to take care of a temple in Nagasaki, he was a chief monk of 
Wangfu-su (J. Manpuku-ji) temple on Mt. Huangbo (J. Obaku). Ingen arrived in Nagasaki in 
1654 (Jo’o 3). The following year, he became chief monk of Fumon-ji temple in Osaka. He 
founded Manpuku-ji temple in Uji, Kyoto, in 1654 when the land was given by the fourth 
shogun Tokugawa Ietsuna (1641-80) (fig. 5-9, 10).535
Manpuku-ji temple stores two teapots claimed to have been owned by Ingen (fig.
5-11). Both teapots are from Yixing (J.Giko) in Fujian Province in China. They are one of 
the earliest physical proofs of sencha style tea drinking in Japan. Amazingly, one of the 
teapots still has some tealeaves left inside.536 In the early days, sencha was mostly practised 
by Chinese monks in places such as Nagasaki or Manpuku-ji temple in Uji where Chinese 
people were allowed to settle. Successive chief monks of Manpuku-ji were invited from 
China; the temple was one of the centres of Chinese culture in Japan in the Edo period.
Shibayama Gensho, better known as Baisao, a Japanese Zen monk, introduced 
sencha to wider audiences. He was bom in Hizen in 1675 (Enpo 3). His father was a doctor 
and worked for Nabeshima Naozumi (1616-69), a daimyd of Hasunoike domain in Hizen. 
Baisao entered the Zen temple Ryushin-ji of the Obaku sect when he was eleven years old. 
As a part of Buddhist trainings, he travelled around Japan. While visiting temples in 
Nagasaki, he learned proper Chinese ways of tea drinking (fig. 5-12). He was fifty-seven
535 Sasaki 1964,  9-12.
536 Ogawa 2003, 7.
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years old when he arrived in Kyoto and opened Tsusentei, a teashop in Higashiyama district 
in 1735. Soon after the opening of Tsusentei, there was an important turning point for sencha 
in Japan in 1738 (Genbun 3).
Nagatani Soshichiro, or Soen (1681-1778), who was one of the leading tea 
manufacturers in Uji, found a production process for green leaf tea. Soshichiro gave the new 
product the name Seisei sencha (green steeped tea) as opposed to the former Chinese-style 
black tea. In the same year, Soshichiro went to Edo and introduced this new product to tea 
merchants. Yamamoto Kahei IV (dates unknown), the fourth generation of tea merchant 
Kagiya, liked the quality and the taste. Yamamoto introduced the green tea to daimyo and the 
tea soon became extremely popular in Edo.537 Soshichiro showed the tealeaf to Baisao in 
1741 (Kanpo 2) four years after Soshichiro invented the green tea. Baisao recorded his 
encounter with the green tea.
The host, Nagatani Soen, left me in a room and brought a cup of boiled tea 
made with the new tealeaf from his own tea plantation. It was interesting 
and mysterious! I tasted it for the first time and it was beautiful and had 
clear flavour. I wondered if any kind of tea under the heaven could compete 
against it.
Taking advantage of the decline of chanoyu and the invention of green leaf tea, sencha 
stalled to gain popularity by the end of eighteenth century.
Baisao spent thirty-two years in Kyoto and developed relationships with many 
important figures in Kyoto and Osaka. Sakaki Hyakusen (1698-1753)539, Ito Jakuchu 
(1716-1800)540, Ko Fuyo (1722-1784)541, Ike no Taiga (1723-1776)542 and Kimura Kenkado
537 Mogi  1999,  33-34.
538 M X  
U & U  (Hayashiya 1976,400).
539 Sakaki Hyakusen came to Kyoto around 1726, and worked as a painter. Hyakusen’s works are 
often based on Chinese painting of the late Ming and early Qing dynasties.
540 Ito Jakuchu was born in Kyoto and his family owned a famous greengrocer’s shop. He did not 
have any interests in his family business, and decided to study painting. One of the best supporters of 
Jakuchu was monk Daiten Kenjo of Shokoku-ji temple, who was a good friend of Baisao. He is 
known for meticulously detailed birds and animals.
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(1736-1802) were among people who were linked with Baisao. Many of them were known 
as painters of Japanese Bunjinga (Japanese literati-style painting). A portrait of Baisao by Ito 
Jakuchu, for example, depicts an old man, who carries a bamboo basket looking back on a 
narrow bridge (fig. 5-13). The strong brushwork conveys the feeling that this old man is 
brimming with vigour. The inscription reveals that Kimura Kenkado brushed a poem by Lu 
Tong, which had been chosen by Baisao.
The admiration for Chinese literati aesthetics was the core of the enthusiasm of 
Japanese literati.543 Without having a chance to visit China in person, they were interested in 
any cultural activities related to China. Sencha as well as literati-style painting was copied. 
Sencha of Baisao therefore made a great impact and Baisao’s tea ware was highly respected. 
Similar to the tea wares of Rikyu, it was inevitable that the set became the standard selection 
for his followers.
Baisao quit selling tea when he was eighty-one years old. He burned his own tea 
wares at the end of his career as a tea seller and wrote:
I have always been alone and poor, with no land and no tools. You [Baisao’s 
tea set] have supported me for long time... Because of you, I always had 
money to buy food and have lived for eighty years. I became so old that I 
cannot use you anymore. I have joined the North Star, and my life shall end 
before long. After my death, if secular hands disgrace you, you will be 
ashamed. I thus burn you to protect your dignity. I will put you on top of the 
flame for your reincarnation.544
This comment shows how Baisao was concerned about his tea wares. He could easily 
imagine that his tea wares would become the model for sencha in the future. He felt that they 
must be destroyed, as they would likely be missed. By burning the tea wares, he perhaps
541 Ko is a Confucian scholar, seal carver and painter. He lived in Kyoto and studied calligraphy and 
Chinese Classics. He was a friend of Kimura Kenkado, Ike no Taiga, Baisao and teacher of Boku Bei.
542 Ike no Taiga was born in Kyoto and studied under Yanagisawa Kien, one of leading literati scholar 
at the time known for his painting and calligraphy in the Japanese litelati style.
543 Ma 2006, 63.
544 m v m m *  m m m x y k o  m w m m
vmA+&&,
J (Munemasa 1972,88).
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wanted to show that sencha could be enjoyed with any kinds of wares. However, some 
sencha wares of Baisao were in the possession of Kimura Kenkado, and the set has survived 
(fig,5-14). There is a tea jar and a set of five teacups. According to Ueda Akinari, those 
pieces are contemporary with Baisao.545 These appear to be porcelain wares made in Qing 
popular kilns in Jingdezhen. It is an unfavourable result for Baisao, but illustrations of his tea 
utensils were published a number of times and became the standard set in the end.546
Production of sencha ware in the Edo period
Qing dynasty ceramic wares such as Baisao owned were probably imported into 
Japan sometime in the eighteenth century.547 However, demand for those Chinese tea wares 
would have easily surpassed the amounts that were coming into Japan. The government 
attempted to control the Chinese trade channels (fig. 5-15). Ryukatei Ransui in his book 
Sencha hayashinan explains that some tea wares for chanoyu can be used for sencha.
My brother used to prefer tencha {chanoyu) and practised it. Many of the 
tea wares, he used to use [for chanoyu], are now used in the same way [for 
sencha] ...
When it is difficult to acquire a water pot, one for tencha [chanoyu] is fine 
to use [for sencha].548
Increasing demand for Chinese wares for sencha probably caused a shortage of those 
Chinese wares. Sencha hayashinan is a textbook for sencha beginners published in 1802. It
545 (cfimft) ( I » ) J  (Nakamura 1992,329).
546 Osaka Rekishi Hakubutsukan 2003, 73.
547 According to Ogawa, the mid to late Ming wares were tended to be favoured by Japanese sencha 
practitioners of the nineteenth and the twentieth century (Ogawa 2003, 56, 78). For example, Ming 
Yixing pots and kosometuke type blue-and-white teacups and tea jars have been the most popular 
items. However, differences in popular wares of mid to late Ming dynasty and the first half of the 
Qing dynasty are not so obvious. It is probably correct to say that favoured wares are not necessarily 
made during Ming dynasty as long as it is in the mid to late Ming style.
548 r it  t  x fo ■% l & ,  ^  5  & m 0*3  u  j
(Hayashiya 1972,231). T « f c  U  J
(Hayashiya 1972,239-240).
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was the time when sencha was gaining its popularity. Appropriating chanoyu ware to sencha 
was one way, but there was also another way. Ransui explains:
Stove and coaster: Originally, the shape was copied from a Chinese ware, 
which sencha masters use nowadays. Toyosuke of Fujimihara in our domain 
has started to make copies recently. The shape and quality are as good as 
ones from Kyoto.549
Ueda Akinari and Ryukatei Ransui clearly suggest that some sencha wares were made in 
Japan. There were not enough Chinese sencha tea wares available and many sencha ceramic 
wares were made in not only Seto but also other kilns including Arita and Kyoto. The 
practice probably began by the end of eighteenth century.
Production of sencha ware in Japan was stimulated by a shortage of Chinese ware 
under the growing popularity of sencha. Various potters and kilns began producing sencha 
ware. Among the potters in Kyoto, Moku Bei was particularly important in this respect. 
Moku Bei is a seminal figure in relation to the production of sencha ware in Japan. He was 
the only known potter among Japanese literati circles at the time who played a distinctive 
role in producing sencha wares. When he was young, he apprenticed himself to Ko Fuyo, a 
renowned seal carver, and studied Kb Fuyo’s ancient Chinese objects. He was introduced to 
Kimura Kenkado on the eveventh of the first month, 1796 (Kansei 8). On that day, Moku Bei 
was probably allowed to study Kenkado’s Chinese book collection.550 Moku Bei found Tao 
shuo by Zhu Yan and asked permission to copy it. This encounter with Tao shuo made him 
pursue the career in ceramics.551 Soon after, Moku Bei studied ceramics under Okuda 
Eisen.552 A large number of works by Moku Bei are sencha wares and a complete set is in
b  <D t  b  T  j (Hayashiya 1972, 232).
550 The book collection of Kimura Kenkado is now in the collection of the National Archives of 
Japan.
551 Kawahara 1978, 55.
552 Ogata Kenzan fired the first porcelain ware in Kyoto, but with only limited success (Wilson 1991, 
102-103).
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the collection of the Tokyo National Museum (fig. 5-16). Sencha wares like this set by Moku 
Bei would have been one of the most favoured kinds of the time.
Numbers of influential rulers supported sencha culture by collecting Chinese tea 
wares and holding tea gatherings. In the early nineteenth century, many kilns were 
established to produce sencha ware. Some of the kilns were under direct control of daimyd. 
In order to improve production, they invited well-known potters from various areas famous 
for ceramic production. Many Kyoto potters including Moku Bei worked in such local kilns 
in the Kansai area. Among those kilns, some were interested specially in production of 
ceramic wares for sencha.
The Kii Tokugawa family owned a kiln in the family villa Kairakuen and the kiln 
produced both wares for sencha and chanoyu. It is known that Monk Hogen, or Baisao in 
Yatsuhashi (1760-1828)553, was invited by Lord Tokugawa Harutomi to give lessons on 
sencha along with Zen teachings, poetry and music. In 1801, Moku Bei was invited to 
instruct at the ceramic kiln.
Hikone domain, ruled by the li family, was another influential daimyd family that 
produced ceramic wares for sencha. In 1829 (Bunsei 12), the townsman Kinuya, or Ito, 
Hanbei (dates unknown) invited potters from Hizen and established Kot5 kiln. In 1842 
(Tenpo 13), Hikone domain requisitioned the kiln and put production under their direct 
control. The twelfth Lord Ii Naoaki (1794-1850) and the thirteenth Lord Ii Naosuke 
(1815-60)554 focused on the production of high quality ceramic wares. Naosuke was a lover 
of tea drinking and the kiln was put under his supervision. He practiced both chanoyu and 
sencha. During the time of Naosuke, the kiln was enlarged from five to seven chambers and
553 Zen Buddhist monk Hogen was bom in Fukuoka and studied Zen Buddhism in Nagasaki. In 1786, 
went to Kyoto. In 1805 (Bunka 2), became the chief monk of Murryoju-ji temple in Aichi.
554 Ii Naosuke was bom as a son of the eleventh Lord Ii Naonaka (1766-1831) in Hikone. From a 
young age, he practised various cultural practices such as chanoyu, Japanese poetry, the hand drum, 
spearmanship and swordsmanship. He was a chanoyu master of the Sekishu School and supported the 
local production of ceramic tea wares. In 1858, Ii became Tairo (Chief advisor) of Shogun Tokugawa 
lesada and lemochi and concluded the Treaty of Amity and Commerce with the United States. Ii was 
assassinated in front of Sakurada-mon gate of Edo castle in 1860.
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he invited many potters from ceramic centres such as Hizen and Seto to improve production. 
Despite its high reputation, the kiln was operated by the domain for only twenty-one years. Ii 
Naosuke was assassinated on twenty-fourth of the third month, 1860 by eighteen fanatics 
from the Mito domain and Satsuma domain outside Sakurada-mon gate of the Edo castle. 
Having lost the support of Naosuke, the kiln was closed in 1862, two years after his death.
Koto kiln is famous for porcelain wares in the kinrande-style. Their porcelain 
wares are often decorated with intricate paintings depicting Chinese subjects in red and gold. 
For example, chashinko, a tea jar for sencha, shows about a dozen Chinese boys playing (fig. 
5-17). On the side of the lid, lines from the poem on tea by Lu Tong, a Chinese literati 
scholar, are inscribed. Another side shows Chinese-style landscapes and Chinese legendary 
hermits. The combination of red and gold would have taken from Chinese counterparts. 
Those Chinese themes worked to reinforce its connection to China.
Besides Kairakuen kiln and Koto kiln, other regional kilns actively produced tea 
wares for sencha. Tozan kiln in Himeji domain operated between 1830 and 1853 (Tenpo - 
Kaei period). The kiln was funded by the domain. A number of Kyoto potters were invited to 
work including Ninnami Dohachi and Ogata Shuhei I. Fig. 5-18 is an example of wares from 
Tozan kiln. In addition, Ojiyama kiln was established during the Bunsei era (1818-30) in 
Shinoyama domain. The kiln was owned and operated by the domain. The domain invited 
Kinkodo Kamesuke and he produced high quality porcelain wares with various glazes. The 
kiln was especially famous for molded pieces with celadon glaze, for which Kinkodo 
Kamesuke was known.555 Ojiyama kiln wares show a strong connection with refined 
Chinese taste. There are many writing materials with highly sophisticated taste. The kilns 
presented here were mostly in Kansai area, but the production of sencha ware was not 
limited to that area. For example, the names of sencha teacups are on a list of production
555 Hikonejo Hakubutsukan 2001, 94-95.
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records of the Nabeshima kiln in Kyushu.556
Previous studies have suggested several reasons why these daimyd spent large 
sums of money to build ceramic kilns. Some kilns were established to encourage the local 
economy and to minimise the cost of transportation of ceramic wares, while others were built 
due to the more personal interests of daimyd?51 Kairakuen kiln was probably established for 
the daimyd’s own enjoyment. Kairakuen kiln, Koto kiln, Tozan kiln, Ojiyama kiln along with 
some other kilns were built or requisitioned in order to create tea wares for particular tastes. 
The designs and styles of those wares often use Ming and Qing dynasty ceramics as models.
If there were enough Chinese wares available, they would not have needed to fire expensive 
ceramic wares for themselves. It therefore confirms the popularity of Chinese wares in elite 
society and the shortage of Chinese wares available in Japan.
This chapter has discussed the transition of tea drinking institutions by following 
the history of tea wares up to the late Edo period. It has revealed an interesting relationship 
between the popularity of tea and the availability of ceramic tea wares. It appears that a new 
type of tea drinking institution emerged when the price of tea wares reached the point when 
sometimes even people in the upper class society could afford them. In the Edo period, 
sencha overtook chanoyu in popularity. Production of sencha ware was soon developed in 
order to, it seems, cover the shortage of Chinese wares. Some individuals even established 
kilns to produce their own tea wares for sencha. Those copies of Chinese wares also gained 
popularity, and some wares became as important as the originals. When the potters were 
related to well-known Japanese literati scholars, the historical background added extra 
meanings. Sencha tea ware by Moku Bei would be the best example. As Kyoto and Osaka 
were the two centres of sencha, potters in Kyoto played an important role. Besides Moku Bei, 
there were several important potters who produced sencha ware such as Eiraku Hozen, who 
was the maker of ceramic wares given to Townsend Hams, or Kinkodo Kamesuke, Ninnami
556 Nakano 2001, 15.
557 Kameda 1991. Hikonejo Hakubutsukan 1999 and 2001.
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Dohachi and Seifu Yohei I.
Words and phrases often change meaning as time goes on. Some words carried 
certain connotations that were not necessarily recorded. Once the connotation of a word is 
lost, it is extremely difficult for people today to comprehend the real meaning of the word. 
Today, the word ‘seifu’ in Japanese means no more than ‘pure wind’. However, it was, in fact, 
a word closely associated with sencha. For instance, Baisao used to put up a banner with 
calligraphy ‘Seifu’ by the Zen monk Daiten Kenjo (1719-1801), the 113th chief abbot of 
Shokoku-ji temple in Kyoto (fig. 5-19).558
The word Seifu was most likely taken from Chage (i.Chaka, E. Tea Poem) by the 
Tang dynasty poet Lu Tong (790-835). Lu Tong composed the poem after receiving the first 
tea of the season from his friend, Meng Jianyi (dates unknown). In the poem, he thanked his 
friend for the tea and described the sensational experience after drinking it. Following is a 
citation from the poem.
With bowl number one, my throat and lips are moistened;
With bowl number two, my lonely sadness is dispelled.
Bowl number three cleans out my withered bowels,
Leaving only five thousand volumes inside!
With bowl number four, I raise a light sweat and all the worrisome affairs of 
my entire life evaporate through my pores.
With bowl number five, my skin and bones are purified;
With bowl number six, I commune with immortal spirits.
Bowl number seven I can barely get down:
I only feel seifu [pure wind] blowing, swishing beneath my arms!
The mountains of the Peng-lai paradise, where can they be found?
The master of the Jade Stream [Lu Tong] wants to mount this seifu [pure 
wind] and go there now.559
The poem describes how tea drinking made Lu Tong reach spiritual enlightenment. To feel
558 Daiten Kenjo was bom in Omi. He was one of the main supporters of Baisao and wrote an account 
of Baisao, entitled Baisao gego (Memoir of Baisao). He was also one of the main supporters of Ito 
Jakucha, and a friend of Kimura Kenkado and Ike no Taiga. Daiten translated and published widely on 
Chinese texts and poems including Sencha ketsu (Secrets of Sencha), which was co-published with 
Kimura Kenkado.
559 r— M f M T ,  m
3£J 11Y* ^  Jlk iW® Wt o J Translation by Jonathan Chaves, in Addiss 1984, 120-121.
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seifu (pure wind) implies that he was able to catch a glimpse of the world of the sages. The 
word therefore embodied the philosophy of sencha.
During the Edo and the Meiji eras, Japanese literati artists frequently quoted this 
poem. Kytisu gasan (Teapot painting with the poem of tea) by Moku Bei in the collection of 
the Idemitsu Museum of Art is a good example. Moku Bei produced a painting of his sencha 
teapot with Lu Tong’s poem (fig. 5-20). Moku Bei wrote the poem on long and narrow 
vertical paper with his characteristic calligraphy.560 This example explains the importance of 
the poem for Japanese literati. The word seifu, the focal point of the poem, was the reminder 
of sencha. Seifu Yohei I must have been given the name by his master Ninnami Dohachi, and 
perhaps started his independent career as a potter for sencha wares. A teapot by Ninnami 
Dohachi has Chage (fig. 5-21). Seifu Yohei I uses similar materials and the painting style 
(fig. 5-22). A rydro stove, by Seifu Yohei I suggests a link between him and Baisao. It is 
cylindrical porcelain stove with underglaze blue-and-white decoration of plum blossoms (fig. 
5-23). At the back, there is a poem by Baisao, Tsutenkyo ni chamise o hiraku 
(Open a teashop at the Tsuten bridge of Tofuku-ji temple). The poem describes the scene in 
which Baisao serves tea at Tsutenkyo in Tofuku-ji temple. In fact, a large number of 
surviving examples of Seifu Yohei III is sencha ware. It suggests that sencha ware was 
certainly one of his best selling products. Many surviving examples of his work are sencha 
ware other than works for exhibitions or special commissions. As discussed in the preceding 
chapter, his strong involvement with Japanese literati circles through Tanomura Chokunyu 
helped him to expand the market. The Seifu family seemingly took advantage of the growing 
popularity of sencha, and it was one of the most important factors for their success.
Sencha Tea Gatherings
560 Munakata 2007, 8-11.
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Meien zuroku, illustrated records of sencha tea gatherings, allows us to know how 
those Japanese pieces were used in sencha tea gatherings. It will give us some idea about the 
change in the status of Japanese sencha wares. Meien zuroku includes illustrations of objects 
settings with detailed information on each artefact. These publications became common 
towards the end of the Edo period and continued throughout the Meiji era. As well as the 
detailed descriptions of tea gatherings, it sometimes provides background information on 
sencha such as who was involved and why the event was organised. Miyazaki Shuta has 
listed seventy-four meien zuroku in his article, but suggested there would have been more 
examples.561 According to the list, sencha was held in a number of major cities in the late 
nineteenth century. These were published not only in Kyoto, Osaka, Nagoya and Tokyo, but 
also in regional cities such as Takamatsu, Toyama, Okayama, and Matsue. Moreover, recent 
research has discovered a number of buildings for sencha tea gatherings.562 According to 
Ogawa Koraku, theses were found not only in Kansai, but even in Kyushu and Tohoku.563
Meien hinmoku (Catalogue of Sencha Tea Gatherings) published in 1852 is one of 
the earliest examples.564 It was printed after a tea gathering held at Yasaka Koun-kaku villa 
in Kyoto in order to celebrate the seventieth birthday of the painter Yamamoto Baiitsu 
(1783-1856).565 The book included a detailed list of tea wares and other items. Illustrations 
show how objects were displayed. This format was followed by many similar ones. Seiwan 
chakai zuroku (Pictorial Record of Azure Sea Tea Gathering) published in 1863 (Bunkyu 3) 
is one of the earliest and the most influential meien zuroku. It was the record of two tea 
gatherings entitled ‘Seiwan chakaV (Azure Sea Tea Gathering) held in spring and summer
561 Miyazaki 1996, 34-35.
562 Ryoju 2007.
563 Interview with Ogawa Koraku on 7 February 2007.
564 Miyazaki 1996, 33.
565 Yamamoto Baiitsu was born in Nagoya and studied various painting schools such as Kano school, 
Maruyama-Shijo school, and literati-style painting. He was famous for his bird and flower painting as 
well as Chinese landscape paintings. He was both active in Kyoto and Tokyo, and linked with many 
painters such as Tani Buncho (1763-1840) and Nakabayashi Chikuto (1776-1853).
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1862 (Bunkyu 2).566 After this publication, the presentation of this book -illustration of
settings with detailed information on displayed objects- became the standard model for 
meien zuroku.561
The main organizer of this tea gathering in Osaka was the Seifu Yohei Ill’s master, 
Tanomura Chokunyu (1814-1907). The event recorded an unprecedented success as 
Tanomura Chokunyu explained in the preface:
Almost a hundred people were in charge of serving tea. ... One thousand 
and two hundred people managed to enjoy tea. I cannot be sure of the exact 
number, but the number of people who did not participate probably reached 
several thousands. Many people who came late were unable to 
participate.568
The early 1860’s is associated with the period of political turmoil in Japan and the Azure Sea 
is only a half-day boat trip from Kyoto. It is surprising to know that such a prosperous and 
extravagant event was held in Osaka at the same time. This perhaps suggests that people’s 
lives in Osaka were very different from these in Edo and Kyoto.
Tanomura Chokunyu also explained the reason for holding this event:
Tea drinking has a long history in our country. It is the art of sencha, Yugai 
[Baisao], a venerable sage, made popular. In this spring, we planned to build 
a stone monument of Seiwan [Azure Sea]. It could have some connection 
with the fact that this year is exactly the one-hundredth year after the death 
of the sage. We also planned to hold tea gatherings at a number of locations 
around the bay on 23 April. It was to pray for the repose of his soul and to 
celebrate the completion of the monument. There are conflicting, unproven, 
opinions about the story of Seiwan. One says that Lord Toyotomi [Toyotomi 
Hideyoshi] ordered a messenger Qi from Ming dynasty to sink several jars 
filled with water from Lake Xihu, to the bottom of this bay. The current 
rotates as, touching the jars, it swirls. One says that willow trees from Lake 
Xihu were planted on the bay. The colour of the tree is reflected in the blue 
colour on the water. Therefore, it was named after it. Another says that the 
water vane is connected to the west land where the water of Lake Xihu 
springs up. Therefore, the current swirls. One says Zen master Yinyuan 
[Ingen] praised the water and said the taste is similar to water in Lake Xihu.
566 See Moriya 2007 for detailed analysis of all fourteen settings of these events.
567 Miyazaki 1996, 33.
568 ^ A o  (< m )  w m m ^ - t a w A o  m « p i 5i rPAo
J (Tanomura 1863, 5).
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Therefore, the name was Seiwan as West Bay.... We set up seven settings in 
total. Each setting was named after words taken from Lu Tong’s poem on
, , 569tea.
The event was a commemoration of the hundred-year anniversary after the death of Baisao 
and for the celebration of completing the stone monument of the Azure Sea. It recorded 
several thousand participants and viewers in one day. The monument illustrated is still 
standing in Sakuranomiya Park in Osaka (fig. 5-24). The calligraphy of two Chinese 
characters, Sei and Wan (Azure Sea), is carved into a large piece of stone, close to two metres 
in height (fig. 5-25). The curved inscriptions at the back state that the calligraphy was by 
Honda Tadachika (1812-74), daimyd ofYamazaki domain in Harima. 570
Tanomura Chokunyu gave a detailed explanation of the importance of this bay for 
the history of sencha in Japan in the preface. For this purpose, he referred to three legends 
about why the bay was named ‘Seiwan’, He insists that the taste of the water is similar to 
Lake Xihu. Lake Xihu is situated to the west of Hangzhou in Zhejiang Province. Bai shi wen 
j i  (Anthology of Bai) by Bai Juyi (772-846) was brought to Japan in 838 (Jowa 5), and it was 
the first Chinese document in Japan referring to the lake.571 From the thirteenth century 
onwards, Japanese intellectuals often referred to the lake. Later, Lake Xihu was considered 
as the place of the most famous literati scholar, Lin Bu. Lin Bu lived in a mountain looking 
over Lake Xihu and refused to serve rulers. After Lin Bu was introduced to Japan, Japanese 
literati artists preferred the subject matter. The six-panel screen of Lake Xihu by Ike no Taiga 
in the Tokyo National Museum is a good example (fig. 5-26).
o ;X#M ll$Pi«±o KfetfGkMWo mxik&o a teo
J (Tanomura 1863,4-5).
570 Oishi 2006, 707. The Honda family ruled the domain after 1679. Honda Tadachika was the Eighth 
Lord ofYamazaki domain.
571 lsoya 1999, 469. Bai is a Chinese poet of the Tang dynasty. He was born in Xinzheng of Henan 
Province. He passed the official examination in 800. He completed Bai shi wen j i  in 845.
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Visual images of the lake were studied from Chinese paintings and printed book 
illustrations. Japan’s image of Lake Xihu was established by the end of the eighteenth 
century. Idemitsu Sachiko has suggested that the Japanese image of Lake Xihu does not 
always follow the compositions of Chinese originals. The image of the lake in Japan is a 
result of mixing images from a number of different sources. Lake Xihu was remodelled in 
Japan by those literati painters to make the image more believable to audiences without a 
chance to see the lake in person.572
Tanomura Chokunyu borrowed this tradition of landscape painting in the 
composition of the illustration of Seiwan. The illustration is similar to typical compositions 
of Lake Xihu. The composition of four panels from the right roughly matches the illustration 
by Chokunyu (fig. 5-26, 27). As Seiwan did not have an island in the centre of the lake, 
Chokunyu painted drifting boats to match the composition. It was a common practice in 
nineteenth century Japan to make a connection between Japanese landscape and Lake Xihu. 
The eight views of Kanazawa and Waka no Ura (Bay of Waka) were compared to Lake Xihu. 
Shinobazu pond in Edo was called shd Saiko (small Lake Xihu).573 Tokugawa Harutomi’s 
Kairakuen garden was taken the design from Lake Xihu as well.
Chokunyu claimed that the Azure Sea had connections to Lake Xihu in order to 
authorise Seiwan as an important place for sencha. He declared that their practice is based on 
Chinese models, which they considered the most important. In addition, records in the 
Seiwan chakai zuroku suggest another important fact on how Japanese literati regarded the 
relationship between China and Japan. For the first setting of Seiwan chakai, a hanging scroll 
painting, Rikuu sencha zu {Li Yu enjoying sencha) by Zhou Chen (1460-1535), a painter of 
the Ming dynasty, was displayed (fig. 5-28). Li Yu (733-804), who is the subject of this 
painting, wrote the first essay on tea, Cha jin  (The Classic of Tea) dated 780. He is 
respectfully called Chasei (the Sage of Tea) in Japan. This painting here works as a symbol
572 Idemitsu 2005, 50.
573 Isoya 1999, 472.
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representing the origin of their practice. There were many Chinese objects displayed with the 
painting such as celadon incense burners and teacups with Chenghua marks.574 The first 
setting mainly uses historical Chinese objects as if the host were trying to recreate the 
original Chinese sencha setting.
Compared to the first setting, the last setting shows a completely different approach. 
The title of the last seventh setting was iFusei\ ‘wind emerges’. It was taken from Lu Tong’s 
poem on tea. The last setting was therefore the climax of the event. The assemblage of 
objects shows an interesting fact. Japanese objects are used as the main features of the last 
and the most important setting. Three hanging scroll calligraphies by Ingen, Toyotomi 
Hideyoshi and Baisao, the three key figures in the history of sencha in Japan, hang as the 
main objects of the setting. A hanging scroll painting of sencha wares at the back is a 
collaborative work by different artists. The teapot is by literati painter Okada Hanko 
(1782-1846)575, the tea cups are by literati painter Yamamoto Baiitsu, and the charcoal is by 
sencha master Tanaka Kakuo (1782-1848).576 The teacups were made in Maiko kiln, Harima, 
and the inscription is by Tanomura Chikuden. Furthermore, the slender wooden plaque bears 
the calligraphy ‘seifu’ by Baisao (fig. 5-29).
Tanomura Chokunyu probably regarded this event as a landmark in the history of 
sencha in Japan. He recreated the history of sencha that begins with authentic Chinese 
objects and ends with Japanese objects. As Ike no Taiga created a new image of Lake Xihu 
with Japanese ideas, Seiwan chakai zuroku shows the creation of a Japanese-style sencha 
institution. No matter if they drank tea or not, several thousand people looked at these 
objects displayed on the day. Even people, who did not show up, could learn about the event 
from this publication with the detailed infonnation about each object. Consequently, 
Tanomura Chokunyu succeeded in the establishment of a standard of Japanese sencha
574 Tanomura 1863, 2-6.
575 Okada Hanko is a painter of the literati-style and a son of Okada Beisanjin.
576 Tanaka Kakuo is the founder of Kagetsu-an School of sencha, which is the oldest school of sencha 
founded in 1838.
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settings.
Sencha was based on the admiration of China, but the examination of Seiwan 
chakai zuroku suggests that sencha of the late nineteenth century had a slightly different 
approach. Examining the way certain tea wares were used, some Japanese wares were 
esteemed as highly as authentic Ming and Qing Chinese wares. Accordingly, sencha ware of 
the Meiji era shows a great diversity. Beside, copies of Chinese wares, many new styles were 
produced. As a result, the demand for Japanese wares continued even after the Meiji 
Restoration in 1868.
Production of sencha ware in the Meiji era
Kyoto potters were still playing a leading role in the production of sencha ware. 
Seifu Yohei III managed to distinguish himself by not only introducing sencha wares with 
new types of decoration, but also collaborating with different artists. A set of five sencha 
teacups made by Seifu Yohei III has overglaze iron black calligraphy by Tanomura 
Chokunyu (fig. 5-30). He was the most important collaborator throughout Seifu Yohei Ill’s 
career. In 1864, two years after Seiwan chakai, Seifu Yohei III apprenticed himself to 
Tanomura Chokunyu in Osaka and studied literati school painting for three years. Their 
relationship as master and pupil and as a literati painter and a potter cannot be explained 
without sencha. While studying painting with Chokunyu, Yohei must have seen tea 
gatherings or perhaps even had a chance to participate. Moreover, he probably had chances 
to study fine sencha wares in person, as Chokunyu owned an extensive collection inherited 
from his father Chikuden. Even though Seifu Yohei III had to go home after spending three 
years in Osaka due to ill health, their relationship continued. The set of five sencha teacups 
shows a continuous link between Chokunyu, the leading literati painter, and Yohei III, the 
leading potter.
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Tanomura Chokunyu was not of course the only artist Seifu Yohei III worked with.
A blue-and-white water pot and a set of five blue-and-white teacups are in the collection of 
Shinsho-ji temple in Gifu prefecture (fig. 5-31, 32). These underglaze blue paintings were by 
Kano Tessai (1845-1925), who was a well-known engraver and carver. The collection of the 
temple was a donation from Kano Tessai.
Kano Tessai was born in Mino, present-day Gifu prefecture, in 1845 (Koka 2). In 
1855 (Ansei 5), he became a trainee monk in the Zen temple Sufuku-ji. Three years later in 
1861, he took the tonsure and began studying Zen teachings and Buddhist painting. After 
leaving the priesthood at the Meiji Restoration in 1868, Tessai travelled around Japan as a 
carver and an engraver. After seven years of travelling, he settled in Kanda in Tokyo. In 1875, 
Sano Tsunetami met Tessai on the street. Tessai was selling wooden carvings. Sano was 
surprised at the quality of his artistry and invited Tessai to his house. Tessai soon 
distinguished himself as an artist in various media after this encounter. His painting, 
engraving and carving won numbers of prizes at art competitions.577 In 1882, or 1883, Sano 
Tsunetami advised Tessai to move to Nara in order to pursue his research on antiques and 
study of carvings. In 1884, he was allowed to reside in Shingon-in, a small hermitage in 
Todai-ji temple and continued his studies. One of the most interesting points in Kano 
Tessai’s career is that he worked as a guide for the research trip of national treasures 
organised by the Ministry of Education.578 Later, he was employed as a lecturer at Tokyo 
Bijutsu Gakko.579
Tessai’s involvement with sencha probably began as a practice in the Zen temple.
577 In 1881, Kano Tessai won the Third Prize for Technical Excellency at the Second National 
Industrial Exhibition for an engraved bamboo plaque which was in Sino-Japanese eclectic style. The 
following year, he demonstrated carving to Emperor Meiji.
578 In 1884 and 1886, Ernest Francisco Fenollosa, Okakura Kakuzo and others undertook the research. 
Kano Tessai was with the group at the moment when Yumedono of Horyu-ji temple was opened and 
Guze kannon was unwrapped (fig. 5-33, 34). Soon after the investigation, Kano Tessai was 
commissioned to research art objects in Nara by the ministry.
579 The school was opened in 1889. After teaching at the college for a month, Tessai resigned and 
went back to Nara. The reason for his resignation is unknown, but Shiga Naoya (1883-1971) 
described him as ‘a man with shokunin katagi (artisan spirit) and did not get along well with other 
famous ‘artists” (Shiga 1937,282).
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He lived on selling chasoku, wooden or bamboo tea spoons, for sencha before being 
promoted by Sano Tsunetami. After his resignation from Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko, Tessai 
actively worked with other artisans and made tea wares for sencha. With Hata Zoroku I 
(1806-90) and II (1855-1932)580, Hayakawa Shokosai I (dates unknown) and II 
(1860-1905)581 and Seifu Yohei III and IV, Tessai made many collaborative works. He 
passed away in 1925, and his last work was a wooden sculpture of Baisao in Manpuku-ji 
temple in Kyoto. On 12 October 1925, Tessai completed it (fig. 5-35). On the same day, he 
became ill and died sixteen days later.582 The collection of Shinsho-ji temple consists of a 
large number of works by Kano Tessai. The temple was Tessai’s family temple and Tessai 
kept close connection with the temple after the death of his father in 1876.
The life of Kano Tessai and his involvement with sencha culture provide another 
insight into Japanese sencha wares. Kano Tessai and Seifu Yohei III were both leading artists 
of their own fields. Collaboration work of Seifu Yohei III and Kano Tessai suggests the 
diversity of sencha in the Meiji era. Other Kyoto potters such as Takahashi Dohachi IV 
(1845-97)583 and Miura Chikusen I (1854-1915)584 worked under similar circumstances and 
actively produced sencha ware.585 At the same time, Tessai personally knew all the 
important figures of the art field in Tokyo including Sano Tsunetami, Okakura Kakuzo 
(1862-1913)586 and Ernest Fenollosa. It suggests the wide extent of sencha culture, and the
580 Hata Zoroku I is a metal founder in Kyoto. Zoroku I studied founding at Ryumondo in Kyoto. He 
was commissioned to create the seals of Emperor Komei (1831-67), Emperor Meiji and Tokugawa 
Yoshinobu. Hata Zoroku II is a son of Zoroku I.
581 Hayakawa Shokosai I is a bamboo basket maker in Kyoto and he is known as the first basket 
maker to put signature on his work. The family is famous for their Chinese style karamono utsushi 
basket. Hayakawa Shokosai II is a son of Shokosai I.
582 See Asai 1979, 1980 and Gifu-shi Rekishi Hakubutsukan 2003 for further details o f Kano Tessai.
583 Takahashi Dohachi IV is the oldest son of Takahashi Dohachi III (1811-1879). In 1874, he 
succeeded the headship of the family from his father. He studied casting technique in Tokyo and 
introduced in Kyoto. He is known for celadon and blue-and-white porcelain.
584 Miura Chikusen I apprenticed himself to Takahashi Dohachi III and spent seventeen years at the 
Dohachi workshop. Chikusen elevated his reputation by winning prizes at domestic ceramic 
competitions and exhibitions. In 1903, he published Japanese translation of Tao shuo.
585 Nakanodo 1981,39-46.
586 Art administrator of the Meiji era. Okakura was bom in Yokohama as a son of merchant. He 
entered Tokyo University in 1877 and there, he met Ernest Fenollosa. Okakura entered the Ministry of
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possibility of a connection between Seifu Yohei III and these individuals.
Sencha and Chanoyu
Sencha followed the similar path to other tea institutions in the past. In the late 
nineteenth century, there was a sign of decline. In 1877, Narushima RyOhoku (1837-84)587 
criticised the collecting habit within sencha practice.
Nowadays, all sencha scholars, who tend to love archaic objects, praise 
zisha [red or brown stoneware clay typical of Yixing ware] clay wares. I am 
annoyed when they discuss the shapes of those wares. I agree to choose an 
old one rather than a new one. However, an old one costs sometimes more 
than a hundred yen while a new one costs fifty sen [1/200 of an old one]. 
Although they have the same shape, people are happy to buy the 
[expensive] one, which has not even reached 400-500 years old. [I think] 
they are the same as a wealthy old amateur collector who collects mountain 
weeds. I do not like to do it.’588
Similar to chanoyu in the eighteenth century, the cost of sencha utensil had increased 
steadily to the end of nineteenth century. It was because collecting fine wares became the 
main interest for many practitioners of sencha. Among those collectors, Oku Randen 
(1836-97) was one of the most important and influential.
A blue-and-white porcelain teacup by Seifu Yohei I in the Seikado Bunko 
Collection used to belong to Oku Randen (fig. 1-18). Oku Randen was born in Osaka into a
Education. In 1886, he travelled Europe and USA with Fenollosa for preparation of the establishment 
of Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko. He taught at the school until he was expelled in 1898. Then, Okakura 
established Nihon Bijutsu-in in 1898. He visited China in 1893, India in 1901 and became an advisor 
to the Department of Chinese and Japanese Ait at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston from 1904.
587 Narushima Ryuhoku was adpted into the Narushima family of Official Confucian scholar of the 
Tokugawa government. He succeeded his father Narushima Kado and became the eighth official 
Confucian scholar. He worked for Shogun Tokugawa Iesada and Iemochi, but was later discharged 
due to his criticism towards the governmental policy. After the Meiji Restoration, he joined inspection 
trip to Europe in 1872. He was later offered the post of Education Minister, but declined. In 1874, 
Narushima established Ascrno Shinbun (Asano Newspaper), and became a known journalist of the era.
v m 7 5 ^  ?
Jt:9£ (Narushima 1877).
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family of fish merchants. He studied Chinese Classics and practised the calligraphy style of 
Dong Qichang (1555-1636), and studied Bunjinga painting from Hine Taizan (1813-69).589 
He took over the family business and moved to Edo in 1858 (Ansei 5), the year Japan 
concluded a treaty of commerce with five foreign nations. He traded dried fish, rice and oil 
in the domestic market. He was extremely successful in his business and later became a 
representative in the Diet. He is known for his deep involvement with sencha and a 
collection of tea wares. His collection is a good example of the taste of sencha ware early 
when sencha gatherings became more and more lavish towards the late 1880s.
After Oku Randen’s death, Iwasaki Yanosuke (1851-1908)590, one of the founders 
of the Mitsubishi Combine, purchased a large part of the collection. Yanosuke would have 
paid a large sum of money to acquire the finest collection. The involvement of one of the 
wealthiest collectors of the Meiji era suggests the price of sencha tea wares had reached their 
highest point. It is recorded that Iwasaki family held large sencha tea gatherings in 1915 and 
1919.591 The Seikado Bunko Collection focuses on Chinese wares, and there are only a few 
Japanese items. The blue-and-white teacup by Seifu Yohei I would have been one of the 
most favoured Japanese sencha tea cups at the time.
When these extremely wealthy entrepreneurs started to collect sencha wares 
seriously, the price of fine wares probably reached their highest point. Consequently, the 
popularity of sencha jeopardised sencha'"s superior position against chanoyu. The trend was 
reinforced by the First Sino-Japanese War, which broke out a few years before the death of 
Oku Randen. Even though the war lasted for only ten months, the victory had a great impact 
on Japanese literati culture as mentioned in the previous chapter. Ironically, the victory of the 
nation weakened the basis of sencha culture and accelerated the speed of the decline. Sencha
589 Hine Taizan is a painter of Japanese literati-style painting. He was born in Sakai, Osaka, and Lived 
in Kyoto. He was a close friend of Nukina Kaioku.
590 The second president of the Mitsubishi Combine. He greatly contributed the development of the 
mining industry and shipbuilding. He collected Japanese and Chinese arts and books and founded 
Seikado Bunko around 1892.
591 Kobayashi 1998, 13.
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was instrictively linked with the image of China. The image was diminished because of the 
series of defeat China experienced in the later half of the nineteenth century including the 
First Sino-Japanese War.
During the Meiji era, chanoyu gradually recovered popularity. The eleventh and 
thirteenth head of the Urasenke School played important roles in revitalising chanoyu. 
Chanoyu was practiced in the Edo period, but the Sen School was not the most popular 
school. Since the fourth shogun, Tokugawa Ietsuna (1641-80) appointed Katagiri Sekishu 
(1605-73) as an instructor of chanoyu. Katagiri Sekishu was the daimyd of Koizumi domain 
in Yamato, and the founder of the Sekishu School. The school therefore had been the official 
chanoyu school of the Tokugawa regime. On the other hand, three Sen Schools were almost 
only practised in the Kyoto area at the end of Edo period.
Sen Soshitsu XI or Gengensai, (1810-77), the eleventh head of Urasenke School, 
was known for his effort to transform Sen no Rikyu’s wahi tea in order to fit the modem 
society of the Meiji era. Gengensai introduced standing manner of tea gathering in order to 
serve tea to foreign guests, who came to visit the First Kyoto Exposition at Nishi Hongan-ji 
temple in 1872.593 Sen Soshitsu XIII or Ennosai (1872-1924), spent six years in Tokyo and 
promoted chanoyu.
This promotion of chanoyu in the Meiji era started to produce a result at the end of 
the nineteenth century. In 1885, Atomi Gakuen was opened in Kanda, Tokyo as a 
women-only school, and included chanoyu in the curriculum. At Kazoku Jogakko (Peers 
School for Women) also taught chanoyu in their curriculum. Li Zongtang (dates unknown), 
who was a Chinese official inspector on Japanese educational system, visited the school in 
1902 and recorded that tencha (tea ceremony) in the style of Omote Senke was taught in the 
special classes along with painting, English language, playing zither and flower
592 Kobayashi 1998, 14. Kumakura 1980, 145-146. Ogawa 1980, 331.
593 Tsutsui 1985, 197-198.
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arrangement.594 In 1908, the Ministry of Education allowed women’s high schools to have 
additional courses if necessary.595 Eventually, chanoyu, or chadd, was considered one of the 
accomplishments of cultured women.
While chanoyu began to gain popularity in the 1870s and 1890s, serious collectors 
of chanoyu started to be involved with this movement of the Urasenke School. Masuda 
Takashi (1848-1938), one of the most successful industrialists and a serious chanoyu 
practitioner, developed a large collection of chanoyu tea ware and Buddhist ait. Masuda 
along with other wealthy industrialists not only collected chanoyu wares but also used the tea 
gatherings to meet with business partners. In order to become a successful executive, 
chanoyu was considered an important business tool.596 According to those movements 
related to chanoyu, there was seemingly a shift from sencha to chanoyu in progress in the 
1890s.
The rivalry between sencha and chanoyu can be observed from an event on 24 and 
25 May 1900. Fushimi no miya Sadanaru shinno (Prince Fushimi, 1858-1923)597 attended a 
ceremony for the tenth anniversary of Kyoto Art Association in Nanzen-ji temple in Kyoto. 
Crown Prince Yoshihito (1879-1926) had been invited for the occasion, but cancelled as he 
was married two weeks earlier. Prince Fushimi attended on behalf of the Crown Prince. The 
record was published in Kyoto bijutsu kydkai zasshi (Journal of Kyoto Art Association).598 
This record reveals the competition between sencha and chanoyu. Circa 1900 was a
594 Li 1902, 53.
595 Kumakura 1980, 296-304.
596 See Guth 1993 for a detailed discussion of the life of Masuda Takashi and his role in the art 
collecting o f Modern Japan.
597 Prince Sadanaru is the fourteenth prince of the Fushimi family. He succeeded to the title of Prince 
Fushimi at the age of five from his older brother Prince Sadanori of Fushimi (1836-62). He began 
studying Chinese Classics at the age of nine, and continued throughout his life. As a General of the 
army, joined in the Rosso-Japanese War and Sino-Japanese War. On behalf of Emperor Meiji, the 
Prince took part in diplomatic activities and visited Europe and North America. He met the President 
of the United States, Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919) during his visit to St. Louis Purchase 
Exhibition in 1904. The prince also met King Edward VII (1841-1910) during his visit to 
Japan-Britain Exhibition in 1910. He was the honorary head of the Third National Industrial 
Exhibition in 1890 (Fushimi no miyake 1931).
598 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1900b, 33-34.
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transitional period from sencha to chanoyu.
According to the record, Prince Fushimi was invited for entertainment after the 
reception in Tenju-an of Nanzen-ji temple on 24 May. Tomioka Tessai (1837-1924)5" , Imao 
Keinen (1845-1924)600, Mochizuki Gyokusen and Morimoto Tokaku (b. 1877)601 performed 
a painting demonstration. On the following day, Prince Fushimi sat for a sencha tea 
gathering. Prince enjoyed tea and looked at three hand scrolls: an orchid and bamboo 
painting by Noro Kaiseki (1824-98)602, a grape painting by Riguan (late thirteenth century) 
with inscription by Nukina Kaioku and an old painting of a man. Then, he moved to another 
room in the same building. He enjoyed chanoyu tea ceremony and enjoyed chanoyu tea 
wares. For the sencha, most pieces were by contemporary artists of the time. In terms of 
ceramics, works by Seifu Yohei III, Miura Chikusen I and Miyagawa Kozan I were used. A 
porcelain cylindrical cloth holder with blue-and-white landscape painting by Seifu Yohei III 
was on the list of objects. On the other hand, most of the tea wares used for chanoyu were 
mostly antiques. Prince Fushimi enjoyed two different styles of tea one after another. It is an 
important fact that the two conflicting tea-drinking institutions were put together for an event 
held by an important member of the Imperial family. This event clearly shows the shift from 
sencha and chanoyu and the turning point would have been around 1900.
599 Tomioka Tessai was a son of Buddhist clothing merchant in Kyoto. He studied Japanese and 
Chinese Classics and Buddhist learnings under Otagaki Rengetsu (1791-1875) and literati-style 
painting under monk Tetsuo and Kinoshita Itsuun in Nagasaki. After the Meiji restoration, he worked 
as a Shinto priest in Nara and Osaka. In 1881, he returned to Kyoto and travelled around Japan. 
Between 1894 and 1904, he taught ethics at Kyoto-shi Bijutsu Kogei Gakko. In 1897, established 
Nihon Nanga Kyokai with Tanomura Chokunyu and Taniguchi Aizan. He became a teishitsu gigei’in 
in 1917.
600 Suzuki School painter Imao Keinen was born in 1845 in Kyoto of a family of yuzen textile dying. 
He was trained as a textile designer at his youth. After studying ukiyo-e, Keinen apprenticed himself to 
Suzuki Hyakunen. He became a leading Kyoto painter of the early Meiji era and received prizes at 
international exhibitions. He was appointed to the position of teishitsu gigei’in in 1904.
601 Shijo School painter Morimoto Tokaku was the oldest son of Kono Bairei. He studied painting 
under his father and Kikuchi Hobun (1862-1918). He was adopted to a painter Morimoto Kocho and 
called himself Morimoto Tokaku.
602 Japanese literati-style painter Noro Kaiseki is considered as one of the three greatest literati-style 
painter of Kii domain. He studied Confucian teachings and Nagasaki SchQol painting in his youth. He 
apprenticed himself to Ike no Taiga at the age of twenty-one and studied Japanese literati-style 
painting. He was acquainted to many important figures in arts such as Kimura Kenkado, Kuwayama 
Gyokushu, Rai Sanyo, Shinozaki Shochiku and Tanomura Chikuden.
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The revival of chanoyu can also be observed from the revival of raku tea bowls in 
the early twentieth century. Raku tea bowls by generations of the Raku family have been 
highly regarded in the tradition of chanoyu. For the chanoyu tea gathering for Prince Fushimi, 
however, a tea bowl by Kiyomizu Rokubei and a sweet bowl by Eiraku Hozen were used. It 
is interesting that the tea bowl was not raku ware, but a gohon style bowl by one of the 
earlier generations of Kiyomizu Rokubei. This suggests that a raku tea bowl was not as 
compulsory as it is today. In 1919, a small article ‘Raku-yaki ga takai (Raku ware is 
expensive)’ was published in Dai Nihon yogyd kyokai zasshi.
Recently the price of raku ware has gone up. I can understand if it is only 
old raku ware, but it is surprising that the price of works by current 
Kichizaemon (Raku Kichizaemon XII) continues to rise... The number of 
buyers suddenly increased and there are not enough items regardless of the 
price.’603
According to this comment, we can assume that raku ware by contemporary masters were 
not popular during the Meiji era. In the 1910s, the growing popularity of chanoyu attracted 
more people into collecting chanoyu wares. It was as late as 1919 when raku ware became 
too popular to find on the market. This was the moment when chanoyu had regained the 
position of leading tea drinking institution in Japan.
This chapter has tried to show that there was always competition among the 
different branches of chanoyu and between chanoyu and sencha. The first shift occurred in 
the late eighteenth century. Sencha based on the style of Baisao emerged and later surpassed 
the popularity of chanoyu. The second shift occurred around 1900. Leaders of the Sen 
School succeeded in revitalising chanoyu and eventually chanoyu regained the position of 
the most popular tea drinking institution in Japan from sencha. This mechanism of the 
decline of both chanoyu and sencha had many aspects in common. One of the main reasons
J>>~TMtz. ^ M  itfU £ f (S & &  < / c f o t l f c j  (Dai Nihon Yogyo Kyokai 1919,22-23).
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for their weakness was connected to tea wares. These institutions were originally connected 
to Buddhist practices, but there was a moment when the connection to Buddhism became 
less important, whereas collecting well-represented and expensive tea wares became more 
important.
At the end of the Edo period, when Japanese-style sencha tea gatherings were 
established, there was only limited transaction between Japan and China. Artists in Japanese 
literati circles had to recreate Chinese sencha tea gatherings through their own interpretation 
of written materials from China. The foundation of Japanese sencha tea gathering was almost 
completed in the 1860’s, and soon official trade channels between the two countries 
reopened. The sudden rise in supply of Chinese tea wares supported the continuous rise of 
sencha culture in Japan throughout the Meiji era.
Sencha in the West
It is common to see Japanese ceramics in museums in the western countries, but 
often the title of those wares is quite conventional such as ‘ja r’, ‘vase’, ‘plate’ and ‘bowl’. If 
the museum was more considerate, audiences might see a label as ‘tea bowl’ with some 
explanation of chanoyu. Ceramics of the period have been discussed without consideration 
of the importance of sencha culture during the period. Generally speaking, Western museums 
seldom display a set of sencha wares, while a set of chanoyu wares are one of the 
commonest displays. The last section of this chapter examines the reasons why sencha has 
been overlooked in the West.
One of the earliest records of sencha by a Westerner is Von Siebold’s book 
illustration (fig. 5-3 6).604 A page is titled sencha and there are sixteen pieces of sencha
604 von Siebold 1852, 150-151. Philipp Franz von Siebold (1796-1866) is a German doctor. After 
graduating a medical school, Siebold was appointed to a doctor of the Army of Dutch East India 
Hospital. In 1823, he arrived in Batavia. Then, he was appointed to a doctor of Dutch mercantile
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wares illustrated. It is important to note that Seiwan chakai zuroku by Tanomura Chokunyu is 
in the Siebold Collection. The commentary by Townsend Harris in 1857, which was cited at 
the beginning of this chapter, is proof that any foreigner visiting Japan would have had a 
chance to experience sencha.
In the British Museum collection, there are four sheets of photograph of a sencha 
setting taken in Japan in the early Meiji era (fig. 5-37). William Gowland (1842-1922)605 
collected these photographs. Gowland was a British archaeologist and was invited to Japan 
in 1872 to work for the new Imperial Mint in Osaka. These photographs were most likely 
taken during his visit to Japan between 1872 and 1888. In the lower left hand corner, there is 
a set of tea wares on a footed-tray. The way the objects were displayed is similar to the 
illustrations in Meien zuroku. Many different kinds of objects were put together and it 
appears rather crowded. The Osaka Mint is located by the Okawa River. At the time of 
Gowland, it was called the Yodo River. On the opposite side of the river, there is the 
monument of the Azure Sea where Tanomura Chokunyu organised one of the largest tea 
gatherings in history. When Gowland was in Osaka, he was in the centre of sencha culture in 
Japan. He must have been invited for sencha tea gatherings where he had a chance to take 
the photographs.606
However, those examples are very few and it is not common to find comments on 
sencha in publications in Britain. Sencha was not known in the West even though it was a
house on Dejima in Nagasaki. In Nagasaki, he taught Japanese medicine. In 1826, von Siebold 
travelled to Edo and met Tokugawa lenari (1773-1841). In 1828, he was imprisoned as he exported 
Japanese maps to Holland. In the following year, he was expelled from Japan. He arrived in Holland 
in 1830, and published Nippon, Fauna Japonica, Flora japonica. In 1859, he was allowed to visit 
Japan again and spent over two years.
60 Gowland is a British chemist and armature archeologistemployed and was employed by Japanese 
government as an instructor for the metallurgy and production of the new coinage. During the 
sixteen-year visit in Japan, he travelled around Japan to examine Japanese archaeological sites. The 
Gowland collection was later acquired by the British Museum. The collection consists of over three 
hundred artifacts, over two hundred glass negatives and photographic prints of Japan. See Harris 2003 
for details of Gowland.
606 Although Gowland left one of the largest collections of excavation records and archaeological 
findings in Japan to the British Museum, there is only one small diary. We do not know when these 
photographs were taken.
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popular tea drinking institution in Japan. In 1880, Augustus Wollaston Franks in his book 
Japanese Pottery explained that chanoyu alone is Japanese tea culture.607 In 1890, Japanese 
art collector James Lloyd Bowes noted Japanese tea implements in his book. The 
accompanying illustration has the heading ‘Implements used for ceremony of chanoyu7 
However, those illustrations include tea implements for sencha. A raku style tea bowl and 
sencha tea bowls are both labelled ‘15. Tea bowl (chawan)\m  It appears that sencha was 
not yet introduced to Britain in the late nineteen century. Instead, chanoyu was introduced as 
the only Japanese tea drinking institution. Therefore, there was seemingly some confusion 
about the two different kinds of Japanese tea ceremonies.
Moreover, sencha requires various kinds of utensils and it can be rather 
complicated for foreigners. It might have spurred by the unfamiliarity of sencha outside 
Japan. Chajin by Li Yu listed twenty-five different kinds of tea utensils 609 In Japan, the 
earliest textbook on sencha, Seiwan sawa (Teatime Stories of the Azure Sea) listed eleven 
kinds.610 In 1794 (Kansei 6), Japanese classical scholar UedaAkinari (1734-1809) listed 
twenty-one kinds in Seifu sagen (Trifling Stories of Pure Wind). Thus, the number is not 
fixed.611 The complexity of the tea wares and the unknown institution of drinking tea must 
have made it difficult for foreigners to study the purpose of these wares. Furthermore, it was 
related to how ceramics of the Meiji era were introduced to the West, because the availability 
of different kinds of wares was not even. Ceramic wares popular in Japan never left the 
country, whereas unpopular wares were exported to gain foreign currency. The former was 
tea ware for sencha and the latter was for chanoyu.
Five volumes of Kankozusetsu toki no bu (Illustrated Discourse of Ancient Objects: 
Ceramics) were published successively between 1876 and 1879 by Ninagawa Noritane
607 Franks 1906,2-3.
608 Bowes 1890, 20-21.
609 Li 1976, 56-79.
610 Seiwan chawa is the earliest Japanese textbook on sencha. Oeda Ryuho (dates unknown) 
published it in 1756. (Hayashiya 1972, 89-101).
611 Hayashiya 1972, 192-196.
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(1835-82).612 Within the five volumes, there are thirty-six tea bowls and thirty-five tea 
caddies for chanoyu, whereas there are only three teapots and one tea cup for sencha (fig. 
5-38). The South Kensington Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum, purchased 215 
ceramic works exhibited in the Philadelphia International Exposition in 1876. Among the 
215 works of Japanese ceramics, there are thirty-two tea bowls and eleven tea caddies for 
chanoyu, whereas only one teapot and two tea cups for sencha,613
There were extremely few sencha wares compared to the number of chanoyu wares 
exported. As discussed above, sencha wares were highly regarded in Japan in the nineteenth 
century. Considering the popularity of sencha in Japan, there was more than enough demand 
for sencha ware within Japan. Only a small amount of sencha ware was available for export. 
At the same time, potters of sencha ware like Seifu Yohei III did not need to export them. 
Unless a foreigner visited a potter in person like Townsend Harris, they could not experience 
this Chinese-style of tea drinking. Sencha tea wares were consumed within Japan and rarely 
left the country. Consequently, sencha was never properly introduced in Western countries.
On the other hand, many antique tea wares for chanoyu were exported. In the early 
Meiji era, chanoyu had not recovered popularity yet. In addition, the entire samurai class 
became jobless after the abolition of the han system. In order to support themselves, many 
chanoyu tea wares appeared on the market and at auctions. The distinctive appearance of 
those wares would have entertained customers in the West. As a result, more chanoyu tea 
wares were introduced to Western countries as utensils for traditional Japanese tea drinking.
Without the proper introduction of sencha to Western countries, the time of sencha 
passed and the time of chanoyu arrived. The Book o f Tea by Okakura Kakuzo was published 
in 1906 when the change was happening (fig. 5-39). This book has been considered a 
pioneering book on chanoyu to introduce tea into the West. However, Okakura actually
612 Ninagawa Noritane was a governmental official and collector of antiquities. He held important 
posts in the Meiji government and contributed to establishing museums and organising exhibitions in 
Japan. He retired due to ill health in 1877, and started an printing studio (Rousmaniere 2002b).
613 Read 1880.
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commented on sencha twice in this book.
Like Art, Tea has its periods and its schools. Its evolution may be 
roughly divided into three main stages: the Boiled Tea, the Whipped Tea, 
and the Steeped Tea. We moderns belong to the last school.614
The use of the steeped tea of the later China is comparatively 
recent among us, being only known since the middle of the seventeenth 
century. It has replaced the powdered tea in ordinary consumption, though 
the latter still continues to hold its place as the tea of teas.615
Here, Okakura admits that 1906 was still the time of sencha, but he did not write about it. 
Instead, the tea of The Book o f Tea was chanoyu. As discussed above, 1906 was the time 
when chanoyu was regaining popularity, but it does not explain why Okakura only focused 
on chanoyu. He spent a large part of the book on an explanation of Zen. The connection 
between sencha and Zen Buddhism was just as close as chanoyu. What made Okakura focus 
on chanoyu still needs further research but for some reason Okakura decided to exclude 
sencha from his book.
Before concluding this chapter, it is important to note Chinese involvements in the 
issue of tea during the Meiji era. Chinese people/guests would have probably participated in 
both sencha and chanoyu tea gatherings in Japan, but there are extremely few accounts both 
in Japanese and Chinese sources. Some diaries of Chinese visitors to Japan record that they 
were served tea, but these descriptions are often too ambiguous to even distinguish if it was 
sencha or chanoyu. The author failed to examine if any Chinese were actively involved in 
the issues discussed above.
Conclusion
The history of Japanese ceramics between the Kamakura and the Edo period was 
discussed in conjunction with the history of tea. When there was a new trend in tea culture,
614 Okakura 1906,20.
615 Okakura 1906, 32.
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new types of ceramic wares were made in response to demand. In short, it is crucial to know 
the shifts in the trend in tea drinking culture in order to follow the history of Japanese 
ceramics. Chinese wares were always the most favoured. Nevertheless, once they became 
too expansive or too few in quantity, Japanese wares were made to fill the shortage of 
Chinese wares. However, the status of those Japanese wares was sometimes as important as 
that of their Chinese counterparts'.
The early Meiji era was a time of sencha. Sencha started to become popular during 
the latter half of the eighteenth century. It attracted more people during the nineteenth 
century and the peak was in the early Meiji era, 1860s - 1880s. It was not a coincidence that 
Seifii Yohei III established his position in the ceramic field of Kyoto and Japan. He was the 
third generation of the ceramic family of sencha. His popularity was partly due to his close 
connection to sencha.
However, the time of prosperity ended around the turn of the century. There was a 
combination of reasons for the decline of sencha. Firstly, there was overwhelming demand 
for sencha wares. Good sencha wares became too expensive. At the same time, chanoyu 
started to recover popularity. The support chanoyu received from the government and the 
nouveau riche class helped chanoyu to take over the position of the most popular tea 
drinking institution. Finally, the victory of the First Sino-Japanese War accelerated the speed 
of decline of sencha, which had admiration for China as its basis. Seifu Yohei III continued 
to be one of the leading potters in Japan, but the rise of young potters and the continuous 
distortion of Japanese understanding of Chinese aesthetics pushed him slowly off the main 
stage.
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Chapter Six 
Official Patronage of Ceramics by the Imperial Household
Earlier chapters examined specific issues surrounding works by Seifu Yohei III and 
the economic, political and cultural contexts in which they were produced. He was especially 
famous for his Qing-style porcelain wares created for circles of Japanese literati, including 
aficionados of sencha, or Chinese-style tea drinking. He also produced 4 Japanese-style’ 
wares for a clientele with taste leaning towards a more indigenous aesthetic. Regardless of 
the cultural preferences or ideological tendencies of those who bought his ceramic wares, 
Seifu Yohei III was recognised as a leading potter of Japan and ownership of works by Seifu 
Yohei III would have been a status symbol for the owner. In the Kyoto ceramic industry, he 
was among a group of potters who develop a successful commercial operation without 
following the rapid Westernisation of the industry.
Today, however, Seifu Yohei III is remembered neither for his contribution to the 
development of the local industry nor for his distinctive styles. He is now better known for 
his remarkable success in the national ceramic competitions, which led to his designation as 
teishitsu gigei’in (Artist for the Imperial Household). The teishitsu gigei’in system was 
founded in 1890. The last designation of teishitsu gigei ’in was made in 1944, a year before 
the end of World War II. The system was terminated when Japan was defeated, but it led to 
the establishment of the Juyo mukei bunkazai hojisha (Holder of Intangible Cultural Asset) 
system, better known as Ningen kokuho (Living National Treasure), in 1954 to conserve and 
to promote Japan’s intangible cultural heritage.616 Seifu Yohei III is counted among the 
seventy-nine artists who were appointed to a positions of teishitsu gigei ’in during the
616 Artists with outstanding gifts in traditional arts, crafts and performing arts, are awarded the title 
for the purpose of conserving Japan’s distinctive culture. A holder receives an annual subsidy of two 
million yen. This system was introduced in 1954, and over three hundred individuals have been 
designated and over one hundred individuals currently have the title. Even though it is a universally 
recognised system, it is a rarely known fact that the root of the system can be traced back to Meiji era 
(1868-1912). See Rousmaniere 2007 for further details on the system.
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fifty-four year duration of the system. Among them, there were five potters: Seifu Yohei III, 
Miyagawa Kozan I, Ito Tozan I, Suwa Sozan I and Itaya Hazan.
The issue of teishitsu gigei 'in in the Meiji era raises a number of important 
questions. For instance, the role of imperial patronage is a key to understanding the 
development of Japanese arts and culture during this pivotal period. Moreover, it also 
touches on the issue of how Japanese national identity was challenged by the course of 
internationalisation. How did Japan, mostly isolated from the rest of the world for centuries, 
manage to preserve its distinctive tradition and cultures? What kind of arts and cultures did 
the Meiji government believe characterised ‘Japanese’ art? This chapter examines these 
issues through an analysis of the establishment of the system of teishitsu gigei ’in and Seifu 
Yohei III as the first potter to receive the title.
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first looks at the establishment of the 
system and its role as defined by the Meiji government. It will examine a series of 
discussions by key political figures such as Fukuzawa Yukichi (1835-1901)617 and Kawase 
Hideji (1841-1907)618, with the aim of understanding conceptual issues around the creation 
of the system. The specific circumstances surrounding the selection of Seifu Yohei III will 
also be examined. It is important to note that many works by Seifu Yohei III were inspired by 
Chinese originals, even though he received special recognition as a Japanese artist. This 
chapter also attempts to understand which artistic qualifications were required to be granted 
this title, and to assess what types of works the Imperial Household favoured. In addition, the 
latter half of this chapter examines how imperial patronage worked in practice in the case of
617 Fukuzawa Yukichi was a leading writer and a political thinker during the Meiji era. He was bom as 
a samurai of Nakatsu domain. He travelled to the USA and Europe before the Meiji Restoration. After 
returning to Japan, he founded Keio University in 1868. He published widely on Japanese politics and 
educational institutions.
618 Kawase was a governmental official who worked for the encouragement of arts of the Meiji era.
He was a samurai of Tanba Miyazu domain in 1841. After the Meiji Restoration, he served as a 
governor of several prefectures. In 1874, he became a governmental official for domestic and 
industrial affairs. Kawase worked for the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Commerce, but was suddenly purged from governmental posts in 1881. He then started to participate 
in arts administration. He was as a leading member of Ryuchikai and joined the founding body of the 
Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai.
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Seifu Yohei III.
Establishment of the Teishitsu Gigei’in
In 1996, Takashina Shuji noted that the establishment of teishitsu gigei ’in was 
based on the urgent need to clearly establish Japan’s cultural identity as it embarked on the 
goal of joining the circle of more advanced European countries. He pointed out two 
governmental policies: the encouragement of the development of industry, and the 
preservation of cultural assets.619 Takashina’s views were indebted to an earlier discussion 
by Takagi Hiroshi who concluded that Fukuzawa Yukichi was the advocator of the theory of 
consolidation between modern Imperial sovereignty and Japanese culture. Takagi showed 
how the conservation of Japanese historical heritage was used to establish a stable and 
authoritative identity for the Imperial Household. Takagi reached the conclusion that Kuki 
Ryuichi, the first Director of the Imperial Museum and a student of Fukuzawa, was 
responsible for further advocating Fukuzawa’s policies.620 Referring to Takagi’s theory, 
Takashina suggested that the establishment of teishitsu gigei ’in was most likely related to the 
views of Fukuzawa Yukichi.621 Following these studies by Takagi and Takashina, this 
chapter begins with a re-examination of the political background in relation to the 
establishment of teishitsu gigei ’in through writings by three important figures in Meiji 
cultural administration: Kawase Hideji, Fukuzawa Yukichi, and Kuki Ryuichi.
In 1879, Kawase Hideji presented the earliest known proposal on Imperial support 
for artists. Kawase explained in an article, ‘Teishitsu no hogo o motte chokusetsu ni bijutsu 
kogei o shorei suruno hitsuyo o ronzu’ (A Discussion of the Importance of Direct Support by 
the Imperial Household for the Encouragement of Arts and Crafts) in Kokka issue No.3
619 Takashina 1996, 7.
620 Takagi 1991.
621 Takashina 1996,7-8.
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published in 1889. In this article, he noted that he once presented the same proposal to 
Treasurer Okuma Shigenobu (1838-1922) in March 1879, but the financial situation at the 
time did now allow the government to implement this policy.622
In the article, Kawase explains how Japanese arts were suffering from the loss of 
patronage caused by drastic social structure changes after the Meiji Restoration. The foreign 
market became the focus of these artists. Artists were compelled to manufacture salable 
objects, and no longer had opportunities to create objects according to traditional aesthetic 
criteria. It was believed that this tendency might soon lead to a significant decline in 
traditional Japanese art unless the government acted immediately. Kawase, thus, suggested 
that the Imperial Household should sponsor the establishment of a national factory of arts 
and crafts.
[The government] needs to establish a factory, which belongs to the Imperial 
Household Agency. [The factory] should not be used to support and promote 
ordinary workers nor ordinary artists. The factory should employ good and 
famous artists and order them to produce high quality works for the use of the 
Emperor or to give to the Kings of various countries. ... It would be an ideal 
if [the government] could promote the Emperor’s kind consideration to help 
people’s lives.623
Then, Kawase detailed six advantages in introducing such a factory and listed the examples 
of national factories in France, Russia and Brazil. He concluded that all Japanese artisans 
work together reach the height of perfection and the Imperial Household should act as a 
reason for their motivation.624
Fukuzawa Yukichi was one of the most influential thinkers of the time in various 
fields of Japanese political, diplomatic and cultural policy.625 Fukuzawa made a series of 
trips to Europe and North America between 1860 and 1862. There he saw royal authorities
622 Kawase 1889, 3.
(Kawase 1889,3).
624 Kawase 1889, 3.
625 Fukuzawa published a large number of books and articles both in Japanese and English languages.
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who strongly supported conserving indigenous cultural heritage in Western societies. In May 
1882, Fukuzawa published an article ‘Koshitsuron’ (A Discourse on the Imperial Household), 
insisting that the Imperial family should play a symbolic and authoritative role in the society, 
rather than merely putting emphasis on their administrative role in the government.
Today, the Tokugawa government and regional lords no longer exist.
Therefore, if the Imperial Household, being the centre of the nation and the 
source of honour, can establish guidelines for decoration, provide annuities, 
allow individuals the honour of being admitted to his [the Emperor's] 
presence, or collect important products of old and new through observation 
of the current sentiment of the people and consideration for precedent, the 
nation would gather around a centre, the idea of glorious deeds would rise 
toward the source of honour, our declining arts would be restored and the 
chance to develop the arts would rise; peoples’ attachment to the Imperial 
Household would deepen, and they would show even more respect for its 
dignity and holiness.626
Both discourses by Kawase and Fukuzawa explain the changes in society and the loss of
patronage for arts as discussed in previous chapters.627 In addition, enhancing recognition of
the Imperial presence was considered an important issue. After the 250-year rule by
Tokugawa shogunate, people had lost any clear concept of how Emperor should be perceived.
Fukuzawa suggested that supporting distinctive Japanese culture was an effective way to
raise respect of the Imperial Household as the ruling power of their society. However, it was
not possible to spare any funding for art under the severe financial problems at the time, as
the both articles were published at the time of the Matsukata Deflation.628 Introduction of
the teishitsu gigei'in system, therefore, had to be postponed until 1890.
In April 1888, Sano Tsunetami, Shimojo Masao and others made a proposal to the
minister of the Imperial Household Agency to create an institution for supporting artists and
626
t ,  3*0Belt
(Fukawa 1959a, 289).
627 See Chapter Two, 74-75.
628 See Chapter One, 55, footnote 151.
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artisans. In June, seventeen artists were designated to Kunaishd kogei’in (Artisan for the 
Imperial Household Agency). It was probably related to the improvement of the financial 
situation of the government and the completion of the Meiji Palace on 7 October 1888 (fig. 
6-1). The government suddenly realised the need for dishes and furniture as well as many art 
works in order to fill huge spaces.
Details of Kunaishd kogei ‘in are still unknown due to the unavailability of 
documentation, it was probably also related to the opinions of Kawase and Fukuzawa listed 
above. In response to this action, Fukuzawa Yukichi published ‘Sonnoron’ (Reverence for 
the Emperor), in the following October. Fukuzawa proposed:
The government takes charge of corporeal part of the people, and the 
Imperial Household rules the incorporeal feelings of the people. ... 
distinctive Japanese skills should be conserved and promoted even if 
appearing insignificant or trivial. As these matters are all related to the 
vicissitudes of Japan, helping by taking advantage of the authority of the 
Imperial Household will have an infinite effect.629
Here, Fukuzawa still insisted on the importance of support by the Emperor for Japan’s
distinctive culture after the announcement of Kunaishd kogei‘in. Fukuzawa perhaps
considered the newly introduced system did not have direct authority from the Emperor.
They remained as artisans belonging to a ministry. Soon after, Kawase Hideji also published
‘A Discussion of Importance, in Direct Support of the Imperial Household for the
Encouragement of Arts and Crafts’ in art journal, Kokka.630
These views of Kawase and Fukuzawa place an emphasis on protecting traditional
culture, which was in danger of extinction. Both of them mentioned that the Imperial
Household was in real terms the ideal body financially able to support lion-profitable
activities. In order to encourage this idea, Fukuzawa detailed the annual budgets of several
pJ U J  (Fukuzawa 1959b,26).
630 Kawase 1889.
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foreign sovereignties to explain the shortage of the budget of the Japanese Imperial 
Household. In conclusion, he demanded an increased budget for the Imperial Household.631 
Through the examination of these articles, it appears that there were two of the main 
objectives for establishing of teishitsu gigei’in: (A) conservation of a distinctive Japanese art 
and culture; (B) revitalization of the authority of the Emperor through the Imperial 
Household by supporting nationally acknowledged artists.
The meeting of the selection committee of teishitsu gigei ’in was held in February 
1890. On 19 April 1890, Sano Tsunetami requested Minister of the Imperial Household 
Hijikata Hisamoto (1833-1918)632 to provide funding for the encouragement of arts and 
crafts at NIE III. The purposes of the funding suggested were to lend talented artists money. 
With the support, they would create skilful works of art and the government could supervise 
the improvement of design. Hijikata did not agree, but granted twenty-thousand yen to 
purchase art works at the exhibition. Hijikata also demanded artists to present design plans 
prior to the exhibition.633 It is not known how the purchase fund was eventually used, but 
could have been used for the establishment of teishitsu gigei ’in.
On 11 October, eleven artists were summoned to the Imperial Household 
Agency.634 All of the artists responded, except for Hata Zoroku I, who had passed away a 
few days earlier. Takamura Koun (1852-193 4)635 recorded what happened on the day of the 
announcement:
631 Fukuzawa 1959a, 289-292.
632 Hijikata Hisamoto was a samurai of Tosa domain. He joined the activists of Choshu domain and 
received recognition from Sanjo Sanetomi. After the Meiji Restoration, Hijikata worked for the new 
government. In 1885, he became the first Minister o f Agriculture and Commerce; then Minister of 
Imperial Household. The system of teishitsu gigei’in was established when Hijikawa was the Minister. 
During the Taisho era, Hijikata involved with the editing of Meiji tennoki (Annals of Emperor Meiji).
633 Kunaicho Rinji Teishitsu Henshukyoku 1972, 534.
634 Tazaki Soun (1815-98), Mori Kansai (1814-94), Kano Natsuo, Shibata Zeshin (1807-91), 
Hashimoto Gaho (1835-1908), Takamura Koun (1852-1934), Kano Eitoku (1814-91), Morizumi 
Tsurana (1809-92), Ishikawa Mitsuaki (1852-1913), Date Yasuke and Hata Zoroku I
635 Takamura Koun was trained as a Buddhist sculptor in Edo. After the Meiji Restoration, he 
introduced realism into works and revitalised the field. In 1890, Koun began teaching sculpture at 
Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko and was appointed to a position of teishitsu gigei’in. He is father of Takamura 
Kotaro (1883-1956) and Takamura Toyochika (1890-1972).
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I did not know any background of establishment of this system. It was a 
totally unexpected event not only to me but everybody who was appointed 
to a position of teishitsu gigei’in on the same day.’636
One day, Koun was summoned to a meeting. Two of his colleagues at Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko,
Hashimoto Gaho and Ishikawa Mitsuaki (1852-1913),637 were also summoned to the
meeting, but none of them knew the reason. On 11 October, when he and the other artists
were gathered, even Kano Natsuo (1828-98)638, formerly appointed to Kunaishd kogei’in,
asked if Koun knew anything. Artists were called one by one to a separate room. There, they
were given an order of teishitsu gigei ’in and told that an annuity of one hundred yen would
be given.
However, even after the official announcement, nobody knew what they were 
expected to do. Koun later asked a few people who had connections to the government such 
as Okakura Kakuzo, the President of Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko, Kuki Ryuichi, the Director of the 
the Imperial Museum, and Sano Tsunetami, the President of Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai (Japan 
Art Association). Their answers were all the same that there is not any particular role or 
responsibility. Teishitsu gigei ’in is for the encouragement of art, and based on the kind will 
of the Emperor. The annuity was a reward for their years of service to the field of Japanese 
art.639 However, Koun was told that:
We (Kuki, Sano, and Okakura) believe that you must carefully take heed of 
the benevolent will of the Emperor as a (teishitsu) gigei’in. That is to say, 
you must be even truer to your arts. At the same time, it goes without saying
636 [n]£n!9 ^ A a, 1 \  ( t o
V £  L f z a J (Takamura 1970, 270).
637 Ivory carver Ishiwaka Mitsuaki was born in Edo as a son of wood sculptor. He studied netsuke 
carvings. In 1890, he became a lecturer at Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko and was designated to teishitsu 
gigei ’in.^
638 Kano Natsuo was bom in Kyoto and studied metal curving under Okumura Shohachi (dates 
unknown) and Ikeda Takatoshi (dates unknown). He also studied painting under Shijo Shool Painter 
Nakajima Raish5 (1796-1871). Kano moved to Edo in 1854 and became famous for the maker of 
sword fittings. After the Meiji Restoration, he worked for the Osaka Mint to produce coins. In 1878, he 
returned to Tokyo and produced variety of metal wares o f which he won various prizes at exhibitions 
and competitions. He was designated to teishitsu gigei 'in in 1890.
639 Takamura 1970, 273.
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that you must also guide your successors with care and kindness.640
This description of the nomination day by Takamura Koun reveals three elements. Firstly, 
the role of teishitsu gigei’in was not officially decided at the point of designation. It was still 
uncertain how the ait industry would receive and react to the introduction of this system. 
Most of the selected artists were already well-established figures in their fields. From the 
selection, it seems the main factor of the first selection was to recognise years of services for 
senior masters. Secondly, the views of Sano, Kuki and Okakura were veiy similar to 
Fukuzawa’s idea in ‘Teishitsuron’ and ‘Sonnoron’. Their comments might suggest that they 
were perhaps aware of the views of Fukuzawa and Kawase. Thirdly, this is the first time, the 
purpose of the teishitsu gigei’in system (C), centralization of art and craft industry through 
Imperial patronage, was raised. Koun mentioned at the end of the article:
I discussed with Ishikawa Mitsuaki that it was a truly strange thing to 
happen to us. It is possible for other old masters to receive a special favour, 
but we are not yet old men. Although we have tried our best so far, our 
experience is still shallow and we have not reached any special achievement 
in our fields.641
It could be suggested that the nomination of Takamura Koun and Ishikawa Mitsuaki might 
be treated as an experimental case to set up role models for artists. Members of teishitsu 
gigei ’in from the second and third selection tended to be younger than the members from the 
first selection.
Higuchi suggested one prevailing view that conflicts between two groups of painters 
was behind the establishment of teishitsu gigei ’in.642 The two groups were the new liberal
640 t b
(Takamura 1970,273).
5 s £ i t ,  ^ P  h  1  fi
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t  J (Takamura 1970,273-274).
642 Higuchi 1968.
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group of artists, who were led by Okakura Kakuzd and Ernest Francisco Fenollosa at Tokyo 
Bijutsu Gakko and the more conservative artist group of Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai, led by Sano 
Tsunetami.643 Higuchi pointed out that painters selected as teishitsu gigei ’in by 1910 were 
mainly from the latter group, while painters of the former group were employed exclusively 
as professors at Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko. Higuchi concluded that the main purpose of the 
foundation of the system was to balance the power between the new and the old school of 
painters. This theoiy has dominated the discussion about the main reason for the 
establishment of the system.644
Okuma questioned this theory in an article published in 1996, and pointed out that 
emphasis on the conflict between the two groups of painters has caused ignorance of 
non-painter teishitsu gigei ’in. Okuma said that non-painter artists from earlier selections 
were often winners of national exhibitions. Unlike the faces of well-established and rather 
old painters, selected members of the other genres were considered the frontrunners at the 
time.645 The case of Seifu Yohei III falls into the latter category. This section of the thesis 
examines the background of the selection process of Seifu Yohei III as the first potter 
teishitsu gigei ’in.
Three years after the first selection, the second selection of teishitsu gigei ’in was 
announced in September 1893. The recommendation was discussed at a meeting on 20 July 
1893. Sano Tsunetami submitted a letter with a list of recommended artists to Kuki Ryuichi 
with summaries of four artists, Noguchi Ytikoku (1825-1898)646, Taki Katei (1832-1901 )647,
643 In order to conserve and encourage Japanese arts and cultures, Sano Tsunetami, Kuki Ryuichi, 
Kawase Hideji and others founded Ryuchikai in 1879. They had meetings in Ueno to discuss antique 
objects and contemporary art. In 1887, the Society was renamed Japan Art Association and Prince 
Arisugawa became the president. The society was given a piece of land in Ueno Park by the Imperial 
Household Agency to build a centre and was actively involved in Japanese cultural administrations.
644 Okuma 1996, 10.
645 Okuma 1996, 11-12.
646 Noguchi Yukoku was bom in Edo and studied bird-and-flower painting under Tsubaki Chinzan. 
After winning various prizes, Noguchi was designated to teishitsu gigei’in in 1893.
647 Taki Katei was born in Edo and studied painting in Nagasaki. Taki Katei studied under Tetsuo and 
was acquainted with Chen Yizhou. Katei’s paintings were exhibited at Vienna and Chicago 
international expositions. He won numerous awards in domestic art exhibitions and competitions and
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Kono Bairei and Seifu Yohei III. On 26 September 1893, Kuki summoned the four artists to 
announce their designation as teishitsu gigei ’in. In an article in Kyoto bijutsu kyokai zasshi, it 
was explained that the second selection was held to supplement the loss of four artists.648 
According to Higuchi, the Tokyo National Museum holds the minutes of selection meetings. 
Unfortunately, the minute of the meeting for the second selection is missing, and the actual 
reason for Seifu Yohei Ill’s designation is not known.649
Seifu Yohei III became teishitsu gigei’in, aged forty-two. He was one of the 
youngest artists ever appointed. The full reasons for his designation are not known, but were 
most likely due to his success at the NIE III in 1890.650 At the first committee meeting of 
teishitsu gigei’in, it was agreed that the issue of additional members was discussed according 
to the result of the national exhibition in 1893.651 Although it was not publicly announced, 
the exhibition was an unofficial competition for the next selection for the title and Seifu 
Yohei III won the top prize in the ceramic field.
The Third National Industrial Exhibition
If Seifh Yohei Ill’s success at NIE III contributed to his designation as a teishitsu 
gigei ’in, it is important to examine why his work at the exhibition was highly regarded by 
judges. The judges could have been informed that the winner would possibly be designated 
to the title. If so, they must have considered carefully who should be selected among the 
hundreds of participants and what kind of work would be appropriate to become the first 
‘Imperial’ ceramics. In order to analyse which aspects of these artists were important, the
was appointed to a position of teishitsu gigei’in in 1893.
648 The four artists are Date Yasuke, Shibata Zeshin, Kano Eitoku, Morizumi Tsurana (Kyoto Bijutsu 
Kyokai 1893a, 27).
649 Higuchi 1968, 29.
650 A set of two volumes of minutes of the selection meeting of teishitsu gigei’in are kept in the Tokyo 
National Museum. Unfortunately, the author was unable to access them.
651 Higuchi 1968, 29.
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examination reports of the ceramic category at the exhibition need to be taken into 
consideration.
Six potters in the report received detailed criticism. These potters are Seifu Yohei 
III (1851-1914), Miyagawa Kozan I, Takemoto Hayata (1848-92), Kato Tomotaro 
(1851-1916), Chin Jukan XII (1835-1906) and Tsuji Katsuzo. They were all nationally 
recognised potters during the 1880s to 1890s. At NIE III, they all received either Mydgi 
ittosho (First Prize ofTechnical Excellence) or mydgi nitosho (Second Prize of Technical 
Excellence). An examination of the six potters and the assessment report reveals a variety of 
styles. It will prove that hin 7 (gracefulness) and hinkaku (appearance with gracefulness) 
were the most important factors in the judgement. At the same time, originality was also an 
important factor as well as technical maturity, design and scholarship. Firstly, this chapter 
introduces biographical information on the individual potters where needed. Secondly, the 
report on the judgement of the exposition is examined to see how the works by these six 
potters were judged. It tries to reveal what aspects were considered important in the 
competition.
Seifu Yohei III received Mydgi ittosho (First Prize of Technical Excellence) at NIE 
III in Tokyo. He was the only potter to receive this highest prize. Seifu Yohei III won Mydgi 
ittosho for Uoe bachi (Bowl with fish design).652 The report states:
The bowl is brightly white and its shape is particularly temperate and 
elegant. The placement of the fish pattern is excellent and the eyes of the 
fish are painted with vitality. The purity of the purple glaze is excellent such 
that it cannot compare with any other pieces in the exhibition. Although 
there are occasional pieces using the same colour [by other artists], these are 
often superficial, faint and cannot live up [to the glaze by Yohei III]. Such 
work is not possible without reaching a level of technical perfection that ten 
times out of ten would be successful. Although [the bowl] does not have 
new features that interest shin ’ijin (people who like new things), it 
possesses hinkaku (appearance with gracefulness) in being pure and 
complete. He is quite outstanding compared to other makers. This is the
652 From the description of the bowl, it might possibly be similar to a vase with fish in water in blue 
and purple glazes (fig. 6-2).
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reason to give him the highest prize. His work proves that once skills are 
matured, the shape correctly forms by itself, kiln temperature never exceeds 
the limit and glaze matches body... Because of this [technical maturity], 
Seifu succeeds in creating various pieces with hin 7 (gracefulness). 
Therefore, people should not want hin 7 only from the design and 
scholarship. Technical maturity is indispensable.653
Miyagawa Kozan I (1842-1916) was one of two participants whose name appears 
in the top six at both NIE II and III. There have been a number of studies on the potter, 
which regarded him as the best, and the most respected potter during the Meiji era.654 In 
1842 (Tenpo 13), Miyagawa Kozan I was born in Makuzubara, Kyoto, as the fourth son of 
Makuzu Chozo (1797-1868)655 Kozan I learned painting under Taigado Giryo (dates 
unknown).656 He took over the ceramic business in 1860 (Man’en 1) and moved to the Ota 
district in Yokohama in 1870 upon the request of merchants from the Satsuma domain. After 
1873, Miyagawa Kozan I won a number of prizes at international expositions. He was 
famous for vases and jars with miniature decoration and sculpted figures in the 1870’s and 
80’s. Stoneware basin with a crab in the collection of the Tokyo National Museum is one of 
the best examples of his wares from this period (fig. 6-3). The naturalistic appearance of 
figures was the trademark. After his son Miyagawa Hannosuke (1859-1940) took over the 
headship of the family in 1888, Kozan I began working intensively on porcelain in the style 
of Qing porcelain.657 He was particularly interested in underglaze polychrome decoration
653 Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1974, 155-156 (Appendix 6-1).
654 In Japan, there were two exhibitions on Miyagawa Kozan I in 1886 and 1889 (Yomiuri Shinbun 
c.1896. Yokohama-shi Kyoiku Iinkai 1989). Nikaido Mutsuru, curator at Yokohama Bijutsukan, 
organised an exhibition on Miyagawa Kozan I and published an exhibition catalogue and a 
monograph in 2001 (Yokohama Bijutsukan 2001. Nikaido 2001). A book on the Tanabe Collection, 
the largest collection of Kozan I in Japan, was published in 2004 (Tanabe 2004). Outside Japan, 
Emerson-Dell edited an exhibition catalogue on Miyagawa Kozan I at the Walters Art Museum, 
Baltimore in 1994 (Emerson-Dell 1994), but the most remarkable research was done by Clare Pollard 
for her unpublished PhD dissertation (Pollard 1996), followed by a number of articles and a 
monograph on the potter in 2002 (Pollard 2002).
655 Makuzu Chozo was a student of Moku Bei (1767-1833). He built a kiln in Makuzu bara (Makuzu 
field) and founded Makuzu-yaki kiln.
656 Taigado is the third generation of literati painter Ike no Taiga (not blood related).
657 Nikaido 2001, 68-70. Pollard 2002.
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and with ydhen or transmutation and crystalline glazes.558
Miyagawa Kozan I won the Mydgi nitosho (Second Prize of Technical Excellence) 
for his Ruriiro kabin (Azure-colour Vase). The assessment report records:
In the past, Miyagawa Kozan received a high reputation for special types of 
wares with figures of humans, insects and animals. However, recently he 
has tried to change this reputation, and frequently created wares with ydhen 
glaze. In the end, he decided to leave behind a minor technique showing 
only playfulness, and moved to a style that is more refined. His work still 
shows the variation of his skills... Among his works, the vase with sky blue 
glaze is the most refined. In addition, a work with incised patterns of banryu 
(crouching dragon) and Seigaiha (wave pattern) on the body is 
exceptionally well designed.659 The skill is also exceptional. He often 
shows skilful techniques. However, the material is not adequately chosen. It 
is perhaps caused by the insufficient kiln structure that unevenness 
occasionally appears on the surface of the porcelain. The form of pieces is 
sometimes immature. If he is aware of these points, his works should 
display more beauty successfully.660
Takemoto Hayata (1848-92) used to be considered one of the three best potters of 
the era, referred to as fuyu no sanyu or the three friends of winter; Takemoto Hayata as pine 
tree, Miyagawa Kozan I as bamboo, and Seifu Yohei III as plum tree. Takemoto Hayata was 
born on the fifteenth day of the eighth month, 1848 (Kaei 1) in Edo as the first son of 
Takemoto Yosai (b. 1832) of a hatamoto (direct retainer of the shogun). In 1863 (Bunkyu 3), 
he was given a minor position to work in Edo castle because of his skill in spearmanship. hi 
1865 (Keio 1), he participated in the tour of Tokugawa Iemochi (1846-66)551 to subdue the 
Choshu domain and then was promoted to nakaoku okosho (a page for the Shogun in his
658 Transmutation glaze is a term used to describe the appearance of glaze that unexpectedly appeared 
after firing. Crystalline glazes are glazes which contain crystals within the amorphous matrix of the 
glaze. The crystals give opacity, colour and surface texture as smooth and rough mattes. The crystals 
grow during cooling by isolation of the essential oxides from the surrounding fluid glaze. The process 
is known as devitrification and is encouraged by holding the kiln temperature at around 800 degrees 
(Hamer 1986, 95).
659 An incense burner in the Khalili Collection has similar designs (fig. 6-4).
660 Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1974, 159 (Appendix 6-1).
661 The fourteenth shogun of the Tokugawa shogunate. Iemochi was a son of Tokugawa Nariyori 
(1801-46), the Lord of the Kii Tokugawa family. He became shogun in 1846 and married Kazu no 
miya Chikako naishinno (Princess Kazu, the eighth princess of Emperor Ninko) (1846-77) in 1862 in 
order to stabilise the nation by unification of the Imperial family and the Tokugawa family. In 1865, 
Iemochi took his army to Kyoto in order to subdue Choshu domain, but died inside Osaka castle.
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residence). After the death of Shogun Iemochi in the sixth month, 1866 (Keio 2), Takemoto 
returned to Edo. However, at the Meiji Restoration, both his father Takemoto Yosai, who 
was a high-ranking retainer of the Tokugawa government, and Hayata lost their jobs and 
privileges. They moved to Takada-mura in Tokyo, built a kiln, and started to produce 
ceramics.662 The Takemoto family is one of many examples of how the life of retainers of 
the Tokugawa Shogunate changed after the Meiji Restoration.
Having received advice from Inoue Ryosai I, a well-known potter from Seto, 
Takemoto Yosai and Hayata started to operate a ceramic factory called Gansuien in 1868. 
They started to produce ceramics in the style of Satsuma ware for the export market. 
However, business was not as smooth as they expected. Gansuien had to be closed in 1873 
after a fire burnt the factory.663 In the same year, Takemoto Hayata re-established Gansuien 
and began firing both stoneware and porcelain in a French-style dome kiln and introduced 
the slip-casting technique for the first time in Japan. In 1874, he published Jiki seizd zasshi 
(Instruction of Porcelain Production).664 It explains the techniques and processes of 
porcelain production. In 1877, he won a prize at the NIE I in Tokyo with his Satsuma 
hinrande-style incense burner. He continued to record successes at international and 
domestic exhibitions and won the second prize at NIE III.
Takemoto Hayata was also a famous scholar and critic in the field of ceramics. His 
name is listed as a judge of the ceramic section for a number of important exhibitions 
including ones in which he participated. All his ceramics were formed in plaster moulds. He 
was famous for this technique and also for his extensive knowledge of ydhen (transmutation 
and crystalline) glazes such as the vase with shinsha (red) glaze in the collection of the 
Tokyo National Museum after the manner of Late Qing sang de boeuf (fig. 6-5).
Hinka seihyo gata kabin (Young gourd-shaped vase with apple glaze) and Taihi-yu
662 Kitatoshima-gun, Takada-mura, present-day Mejiro in Toshima-ku, Tokyo.
663 See Yokoyama 1997 for a detailed biography of the Takemoto family.
664 The only existing copy is in the collection of the Tokyo National Museum (Yokoyama 1998).
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rokamon kabin (Brown vase with plum blossom) by Takemoto Hayata won Mydgi nitdshd 
(Second Prize of Technical Excellence) at the NIE III. The prize for the former piece was, 
however, given to Namikawa Sosuke (1847-1910)665 who entered the vase as a product of 
his company. The report describes the reasons for the award:
In contrast to the works of Miyagawa (Kozan I), the works of Takemoto 
Hayata from Tokyo are distinctive for kikan (peculiar appearance). Both 
works have characteristic shun 7 (good unconventionality), so these won the 
second prize. As he uses slip casting and does not use a potter’s wheel, the 
forms of his works sometimes lack the feeling of softness. If he were to 
create pieces on a wheel and become proficient, the hin 7 (gracefulness) 
should increase.666
Kato Tomotaro (1851-1916) was born the second son of ceramic manufacturer 
Kato Yohachi (dates unknown) in Seto. As the ceramic industry of Seto was in a recession, 
he moved to Tokyo in 1874. He apprenticed himself to potter Inoue Ryosai I as well as 
Takemoto Yosai, father of Takemoto Hayata, but soon left the workshop because Inoue only 
produced Raku style wares. Kato soon entered Kangyoryo Seito Shiken Denshujo as a 
trainee. In 1877, Kato moved to Edogawa Seitojo and became a manager in 1879. In 1882, 
Kato built a factory in Ushigome-ku in Tokyo and became independent. He was one of the 
first students of Gottfried Wagener.667
Kato is famous for his pioneering work on underglaze polychrome glazing 
techniques. Although Wagener earlier argued that underglaze yellow and orange were 
impossible to achieve, Kato succeeded in firing underglaze purple in 1890, yellow in 1893, 
orange in 1899 and black by 1907.668 A vase with polychrome underglaze decoration of
665 Namikawa Sosuke was born in Chiba Namikawa. He realised the potential of Japanese ceramics 
and cloisonne when he saw NIE I in Tokyo. In 1878, Namikawa opened a ceramic wholesale store in 
Nihonbashi. In 1879, he succeeded in creating wireless cloisonne. In 1895, Namikawa was appointed 
to a position of teishitsu gigei 'in in cloisonnd.
666 Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1974, 160 (Appendix 6-1).
667 Shioda 1980, 134-135. The role of Gottfried Wagener in the ceramic industry of the Meiji era is 
discussed in Chapter Two.
668 Hattori 2007, 53-54. The orange glaze titled as Toju-kd (Red of Kato Tomotaro) became the 
signature glaze for his later works. Underglaze polychrome techniques were attempted by potters all
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crow and persimmons in the collection of the Tokyo National Museum shows such colouring 
techniques (fig. 6-6).
Kato Tomotaro won the second prize at NIE III for his Kikusuimon kabin (Vase 
with chrysanthemum floating in water pattern). It is an interesting point that this report on 
Kato mostly discusses his connection with Kawahara, Notomi and Wagener, judging his 
works. The report states:
The body of Kikusuimon kabin is pure and elegant, and its flower pattern is 
refined. The artist is originally a potter from Seto. Kangyoryo Shikenjo 
employed him in the past. He learned ceramics under Notomi Kaijiro and 
Kawahara Chujiro. He later became the manager of the Edogawa Seitojo. 
After Seitojo was closed, he became independent and created these works 
for this exposition. He had a long-time relationship with Notomi Kaijiro and 
learned designs from him. He asked Dr. [Gottfried] Wagener for instruction 
in glazing techniques. Therefore, his works have distinctive 
characteristics.669
Chin Jukan XII (1835-1906) won the second prize at the NIE III. The Chin (K. 
Shim) family was among a group of Korean ceramic specialists brought to the Satsuma 
domain by Shimazu Yoshihiro (1535-1619)670 during the Japanese invasion to Korea in the 
Bunroku and Keicho era (1592-98).671 Heads of the Chin family successively called 
themselves Jukan.672 Chin Jukan XII is known as the best potter among fifteen generations 
of the family. In 1857 (Ansei 4), Shimazu Nariakira (1809-58)673 founded Tojiki Seizosho
over Japan at the time. Various glazes were developed, but were rarely shared even among fellow 
potters in the same area. Kato was certainly famous for his underglaze techniques, but many of these 
underglaze polychrome glazes could have been invented earlier.
669 Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1974, 160 (Appendix 6-1).
670 Shimazu joined the Japanese invasion to Korea during the Bunroku and Keicho era (1592-98) and 
distinguished himself on the field of battle. He brought some Korean potters back on his return to 
Japan.
671 The invasion of the Bunroku and Keicho eras was a military confrontation from 1592 to 1598 on 
the Korean peninsula. Japanese troops invaded Korea in 1592. Japan reinvaded in 1597 during a truce. 
In both campaigns, the Japanese invasions were defeated by the allied forces of Korea and China. On 
the return to Japan, many Korean potters were kidnapped and brought to Japan. They played an 
important role in developing the ceramic industry in many areas of Japan.
672 The current head of the family is Chin Jukan XV (b. 1959).
673 Shimazu Nariakira is the eleventh lord of Satsuma domain and the twenty-eighth head of the 
Shimazu family. He is the oldest son of the tenth lord Shimazu Narioki (1791-1859). Nariakira 
considered having a strong army as a first priority and introduced a number of western technologies
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Shibu (Ceramic Factory Office) in Naeshirogawa. Jukan XII was appointed as the director of 
porcelain. The family lost support from the Satsuma domain when the domain was dissolved 
in 1871. Soon after, Naeshirogawa Toki Gaisha (Naeshirogawa Ceramic Company) was 
established, and Jukan XII was hired as factory manager and was responsible for production. 
In 1873, he participated in the Vienna International Fair in Austria with a pair of vases in the 
Satsuma kinrande-sty\Q, stoneware with overglaze polychrome enamels and gold, and it was 
very well received. He encouraged the export of Satsuma ware, but the company was 
dissolved in 1874. In 1875, he established a ceramic company, and called himself 
Gyokukozan (Jade Light Mountain). He opened branches in Tokyo, Yokohama, Kobe and 
Nagasaki in order to expand the business.
Chin Jukan XII won Mydgi nitosho (Second Prize of Technical Excellence) at NIE 
III for his Mushikagoshiki kashiki (Insect-cage-shaped sweets container).674 The assessment 
report states that;
From the past, Satsuma kiln in Kagoshima prefecture was famous for art 
potters. However, their products have become rougher because of 
overproduction. Chin Jukan is the only potter who did not follow this trend. 
Working together with Boku Riko, he independently tries to recover the 
status of the Satsuma kiln. Traditionally, Satsuma stoneware has a glaze 
with ice-shaped crackles and is moderately decorated with elegant patterns.
Its refinement can only be represented by displaying the glaze. Many large 
works have recently been made, but their exquisite workmanship cannot 
live up to pieces of smaller scale.675 ... [Chin Jukan] successfully manages 
to carve a woven bamboo pattern and exquisitely applied gold flower crest 
on Mushikagoshiki kashiki. It is especially beautiful, and this is the reason 
for receiving the second prize 676
Seiji Gaisha won the highest prize in the ceramic field at NIE II in 1881 and the
into the domain.
674 An incense burner with openwork decoration by Chin Jukan XIII may be similar to the 
prize-winning piece (fig. 6-7).
675 A pair of vases with flowers and plants (1892) in the collection of the Tokyo National Museum is 
an example of a large piece by Chin Jukan XII: (fig. 6-8).
676 Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1974, 159 (Appendix 6-1). Boku Riko (dates unknown) was a 
potter in the Satsuma Naeshirogawa kiln. He was a descendent of Korean potters brought during the 
Japanese invasion to Korea during Bunroku and Keicho era (1596-1615).
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second prize at the NIE III. Tsuji Katsuzo was one of the founding members of the company 
and was the eleventh head of a renowned ceramic family in Arita. In 1706 (Hoei 3), the 
Emperor bestowed on Tsuji Kiemon (the Fourth head of the Tsuji family) the title of Hitachi 
daijo (retainer under the immediate control of the Imperial family) a rank as high as daimyd. 
Since then, the family produced porcelain wares for the Imperial Household. The title was 
passed down among successive heads of the Tsuji family until 1871 just after the demolition 
of the domainal system. Tsuji Katsuzo resigned from the title and tried to pursue new 
directions.
Tsuji founded a ceramic company, Koransha, with three others in 1875. Tsuji 
introduced his most important client, the Imperial Household Agency, to the company. The 
company became the official tableware supplier for the Imperial Household. A pair of vases 
with chrysanthemums in a private collection has ‘Hizen Tsuji-sei’ (made by Tsuji of Hizen) 
inside of the footring, which suggests that Tsuji was in charge of production (fig. 6-9). This 
pair of vases with gold chrysanthemums was exhibited at the Philadelphia Centennial 
Exhibition in 1876.
Even though Koransha became one of the largest porcelain exporters in Japan after 
the company’s success in Philadelphia, the company was divided into two due to a 
disagreement about management policy. Many important members of Koransha including 
Tsuji Katsuzo left the company and established Seiji Gaisha in 1879. The privilege to 
produce tableware for the Imperial Household Agency was then moved from Koransha to 
Seiji Gaisha. In 1887, and a large ceramic casting machine brought from Limoges in France 
was installed into the factory. However, two of the important founding members passed away 
successively (Fukaumi Suminosuke in 1886 and Kawahara Chujiro in 1888).677 Due to the 
recession in the domestic market and problems with using the newly installed machinery
677 Ceramic industrialist Fukaumi Suminosuke (1845-86) was one of founders of Koransha, 
established in 1875. He visited the Philadelphia International Exposition in 1876 and established Seiji 
Gaisha in 1879 with Tsuji Katsuzo.
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efficiently, the company was dissolved when Tsuji Katsuzo resigned from the company in 
1889, a year before the first designation of teishitsu gigei 7w.678
The name of Tsuji Katsuzd appeared on the list of sixteen artists for the first 
nomination of teishitsu gigei 'in in 1890.679 At the meeting of the committee held in 
February 1890, eleven artists were chosen and five artists including Tsuji were rejected.680 
Among the rejected, three artists were later recommended again and became teishitsu 
gigei’in. Tsuji Katsuzo was thus one of only two artists who were not appointed among the 
sixteen artists originally recommended by the committee of teishitsu gigei’in probably due to 
the failure of his new company, Seiji Gaisha.
Although it was after Tsuji’s departure from Seiji Gaisha, the company won Mydgi 
nitosho second prize at the NIE III for Botan ranji kdro (Blue Incense Burner with Peony). 
The report states:
The Arita kiln in Saga prefecture has enjoyed a reputation as the best 
production centre of Japanese ceramics for a long time. They have received 
the best prizes from exhibitions in the past. In this exhibition, they failed to 
win the first prize. We have to point out that the quality of their works has 
mostly declined from the last exhibition (NIE II). However, we are 
surprised to observe exhibits by Seiji Gaisha that display splendid 
craftsmanship.. .The colour of the set of incense burners, for example, is so 
vivid and fresh that competitive examples cannot be found anywhere else.
Among the set [of incense burners], the dark blue incense burner is 
especially elegant. The body is crisp and clean, and veiy finely executed.
The fineness of the relief technique used for the peony design is of a sort 
that cannot be created by ordinary craftsmen.681
Examination of the Reports
The information above displays the varied backgrounds of the six leading Japanese
678 Nakajima 1936, 611.
679 Higuchi 1968, 29-30.
680 Rejected five artists were Namikawa Yasuyuki (1845-1927: cloisonne artist), Suzuki Chokichi 
(metal work), Shirayama Fukumatsu (Shosai) (lacquer), Nishimura Soichi (wooden inlay works) and 
Tsuji Katsuzo. Namikawa, Suzuki and Shirayama were later designated as teishitsu gigei’in.
681 Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1974, 156-157 (Appendix 6-1).
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potters in the 1880s to 1890s. The criticisms in the report reveal the aesthetic and technical 
standards shared by potters and ceramic manufacturers. It seems that technical maturity was 
important, as well as originality and ingenuity, but the most important factor appears to be 
something described with the Japanese words: hin 1 and hinkaku.
A: Technical Aspects
The report consistently describes the perfection of skill and the level of difficulty of 
each work. The colour of Seifu Yohei Ill’s glaze is appreciated with the words, ‘it is not 
possible without reaching a level of technical perfection that ten times out of ten would be 
successful.’ The best quality of the incense burner by Seiji Gaisha was its colour of glaze, 
purity of body and skill involved in the relief decoration of the peony. Seiji Gaisha is a rather 
extreme example of comments focusing only on technical aspects. Miyagawa Kozan I was 
criticised for a lack of technical excellence as his vase was described, ‘It is perhaps caused 
by the insufficient kiln structure that unevenness occasionally appears on the surface of the 
porcelain. The form of pieces is sometimes immature.’ This criticism seems rather harsh 
toward one of the leading potters and ceramic manufacturers of the period. It proves that the 
importance of the level of technical excellence was one of the main factors of judgement of 
this exhibition.
B: Originality
Originality of ceramics of the Meiji era has not been largely discussed, but it seems 
to have been an important element for judgement. The only criticism given to Seifu Yohei III 
was the lack of ‘new features that interest shin 'ijin (people who like new things)’. These 
‘features’ appear to be connected to the notion of originality. Among the potters, Takemoto
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Hayata is perhaps the most famous for his originality. Words such as kikan (peculiar 
appearance) and shun 7 (good unconventionality) reflect the quality of Takemoto’s works 
although he did not receive any comments on his technical excellence. The report describes 
the results of his new experiments including his use of slip casting technique. Takemoto 
Hayata was one of the first potters to use this imported technique from France successfully. 
However, the report criticises that ‘his works sometimes lack the feeling of softness’ because 
of this technique. It explains that new features were appreciated only when it does not affect 
bin 7 and hinkaku of the work.
Kato Tomotaro is also praised for his originality, but slightly differently from 
Takemoto. The report states that his works have distinctive characteristics, whereas the 
characteristics of Kato’s works are based on his background. He was a student of Notomi 
Kaijiro and Gottfried Wagener who both actively introduced European kiln and glazing 
techniques to Japan. Because this was an industrial exhibition, such newly introduced 
techniques were highly regarded. Thus, it is perhaps more correct to say that the 
characteristic of Kato’s work is ingenuity rather than originality. Takemoto Hayata and Kato 
Tomotaro won their acclaim by introducing new designs and techniques. This was 
considered one of the important elements at the time. On the other hand, the report implies 
that originality was not the most important element.
Miyagawa Kozan I took a completely different approach to these two potters. As 
the report comments, ‘In the past, Miyagawa Kozan achieved a high reputation by creating 
special types of works with models of people, insects and animals. However, recently he has 
fried to change this reputation, and frequently created works with yohen glaze.’ Miyagawa 
Kozan I here did not work in his original style, but created works in a traditional 
Chinese-style. Due to this sudden and drastic transformation of his style, his works were 
criticised for a lack of technical perfection. However, the report gave him a positive review 
for his decision. The report reads: ‘[Kozan] decided to leave behind the minor technique
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showing only playfulness, and moved to a more refined style.’ Pollard has explained that 
such Chinese-style Japanese ceramics became noticeable around 1900 and were related to 
the fashion in ceramics in the European market.682 It is very likely that Miyagawa Kozan I 
knew the growing popularity of Chinese porcelain in the West and the increase in the 
Chinese market too. Yet, these do not fully answer why he needed to enter imperfect work 
for the national exhibition. If Miyagawa Kozan I had known that the result of the exposition 
would strongly affect the selection of the next teishitsu gigei ’in, he might have changed his 
style to suit the tastes of the Imperial Household. This taste of the Imperial Household is 
closely connected with the last aspects of the judgement, the aesthetics of hin 7 and hinkaku.
C: Hin 7 and Hinkaku
Seifu Yohei III received the highest prize at the exhibition. The characteristics that 
distinguished Yohei III from the other five potters were hin 7 and hinkaku. Both words 
contain the character hin, which signifies ‘grace’ or ‘refinement’ and is often used to describe 
a person. Hence, the meaning of hin 7 can be translated as ‘refinement’ and hinkaku as 
‘appearance with refinement.’ The words hin 7 and hinkaku appear several times in the report. 
In particular, in the comments on Seifu Yohei Ill’s work, one third of the space is devoted to 
an explanation of hin 7. It describes that works by Seifu Yohei III always display hin 7 and it 
is only realised by maturing skills in making ceramics. The report also says, ‘Seifu succeeds 
in creating various pieces with hin 7. Therefore, people should not want hin 7 only from the 
design and scholarship. Technical maturity is indispensable.’ This line perhaps explains that 
design, knowledge and technical maturity are necessary in order to incorporate hin 7' into 
ceramic works. Hence, we might be able to say that hin 7 can be achieved by having these 
three factors in perfect balance. If we examine the reports from this perspective, Tsuji
682 Pollard 1995, 51.
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Katsuzo and Chin Jukan XII have perfect technical maturity, but lack quality of design and 
scholarship; works by Takemoto Hayata and Kato Tomotaro are full of originality and 
ingenuity, but are weak in design and technical maturity; and Miyagawa Kozan I needed to 
improve technical maturity. Hence, the report clearly displays that works by Seifu Yohei III 
hold this ideal balance of all the elements required.
The reports on works by the six leading potters at NIE III show diverse styles and 
techniques. This exhibition was important as a turning point for the Japanese ceramic 
industry. It was the time when Japanese export ceramics to the West were in decline. The 
exhibit seemingly reflects a feeling of unease after the recession of the export industry in the 
early 1880s. We can see suggestions for moving away from the traditional styles of export 
wares such as kinrande ware. The focus of the judgement process was whether ceramics 
were required to consist of four important elements: technical maturity, design, scholarship 
and ingenuity or originality. In addition, it was considered necessary to have hin 7 and 
hinkaku. It is not known whether the Imperial Household had any control over the judging 
process or not, but hin 7 or hinkaku were certainly required characteristics for wares used by 
members of the Imperial family.
Official Taste of Imperial Japan
From the observation of the examination report of NIE III, artists were required to 
create works embodying three elements, technical maturity, originality and hin 7, in order to 
become teishitsu gigei ’in. However, the official taste of Imperial Japan is still difficult to 
discern. We only have a list of objects purchased by the Imperial Household Agency or 
chosen by a member of Imperial family for purchase. Unfortunately, there is no physical 
evidence that suggests Emperor Meiji’s active involvement in the selection of teishitsu 
gigei ’in. The closest connection was that officials of the Imperial Household Agency
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participated in the selection meetings. This evidence is insufficient to suggest that they chose 
works fit for Emperor Meiji’s taste. However, Okuma Toshiyuki, former curator at the 
Museum of the Imperial Collection, expressed his view on the issue in the exhibition 
catalogue entitled Meiji no kyuchu dezain: Wa chit yd noyuwa o motomete (The Imperial 
Ourt Design ~ Searching for harmony between the Japanese, Chinese and Western styles), 
published in 2003.
Objects cherished by Emperor Meiji in the collection of the Museum [of the 
Imperial Collection] include three-dimensional objects, which the History 
of Japanese arts and crafts have rarely considered as research materials.
Natural objects such as lingzhi [J. reishi] and coral, curved works of agate, 
represent the collections and a multi-leaf album of three-dimensional 
painting of stories from Chinese Classics, which is made with coloured 
curved ivory parts attached onto twill-weaved fabric. These objects remind 
me of Chinese taste, or more precisely, Japanese literati taste, which was 
popular among intellectuals during the late Edo and Meiji period... I would 
be allowed to say that the popularity of Japanese literati reached to the 
Imperial Household of Modern Japan.683
This exhibition displayed a number of Chinese objects from the Qing dynasty, which used to 
be in the private holdings of Emperor Meiji, Okuma did not conclude his discussion by 
saying that Emperor Meiji was a Japanese literati as we do not know whether Emperor chose 
even his personal objects or not. There is a possibility that the collection was assembled for 
the Emperor. However, the strong presence of Qing taste in the collection of Emperor Meiji 
was undeniable.684
The most notable characteristic of Seifu Yohei III, namely Qing-style, reinforces 
the connection between Emperor Meiji and Imperial China including Qing taste. Evidence 
explaining Seifu Yohei Ill’s designation to teishitsu gigei 'in and the style change of 
Miyagawa Kozan I to Qing-style porcelain at NIE III remains circumstantial. However, 
perhaps the official taste directed the style of Japanese ceramics to the Qing-style toward the
683 Okuma 2002, 70.
684 In this article, Okuma suggested that room decoration of the period in China, Japan and Britain 
was often constructed with multi-national objects in order to create a space with strong hybridity 
(Okuma 2002, 65).
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end of 1880s.
When the selection of the first potter teishitsu gigei ’in was discussed in 1892, three 
out of the six potters discussed above were no longer candidates. By then, Tsuji Katsuzo had 
left Seiji Gaisha. He became an independent potter and disappeared from national level 
competitions. Takemoto Hayata passed away in 1892, just before the selection. Chin Jukan 
XII was most likely unable to be considered due to his nationality.685 Therefore, there were 
only three candidates, Seifu Yohei III, Miyagawa Kozan I and Kato Tomotaro. Among them, 
Seifu Yohei III was probably the strongest candidate because of the result of the earlier 
exhibition. His friendship with Kuki Ryuichi could also have helped the selection.
In addition, the government could have regarded another factor important. Four 
additional teishitsu gigei ’in were announced in 1893. Among them, Seifu Yohei III and Kono 
Bairei were from Kyoto. In the previous selection, two Kyoto artists, Mori Kansai 
(1814-94)686 and Date Yasuke (1839-92), were chosen, but Date passed away in 1892.687 
After the death of Date, two Kyoto artists were added and there were three Kyoto artists in 
total. The decision could have been influenced by the fact that the NIE IV was going to be 
held in Kyoto.
On 19 September 1892, a request to hold the NIE IV in Kyoto was published by 
Kyoto Shoko Domeikai as explained in Chapter Two. At the end of the book, there is a list of 
members of Kyoto Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Seifu Yohei III is listed as one of
685 Chin Jukan XII was still calling himself Chin (Shim in Korean), his Korean name. If the lists of 
prizewinners are observed, Miwa Deisuke from Hagi, three Aganos from the Yatsushiro kiln, Chin 
Jukan and Saka Koraizaemon, who were descendents of Korean potters brought to Japan after the 
Japanese invasion to Korea between 1592 and 1598, are all placed at the bottom of each category.
Maruyama School painter Mori Kansai was a samurai from Choshu domain. He apprenticed 
himself to Maruyama School painter, Mori Tetsuzan (1775-1841) in Osaka at the age of eighteen. 
Later, he was adopted to Tetsuan and called himself Mori Kansai. Kansai moved to Kyoto and helped 
Choshu pro-imperialists at the end of Edo period. After the Meiji Restoration, he taught at Kyoto-fu 
Gagakko and trained Nomura Bunkyo (1854-1911) and Yamamoto Shunkyo (1871-1933). In 1890, 
Kansai was designated to teishitsu gigei’in.
687 Textile industrialist Date Yasuke was bom in the family of textile weaver in Nishijin, Kyoto. He 
studied industrial weaving techniques in Vienna as an official student sent by the government. He is 
known for introducing Jacquard to Kyoto.
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the representative of Tojiki Shoko Tatsumigumi.688 In July 1893, nine months after this book 
was published, two Kyoto artists were recommended and became teishitsu gigei’in. Kyoto 
eventually hosted NIE IV. Seifu Yohei III was appointed to be a judge of ceramics at the 
Exhibition.689 All the facts support the idea that Seifu Yohei III and Kono Bairei were 
selected in part due to the preparation for the exhibition.
There was competition over the venue of NIE among three cities namely Tokyo, 
Kyoto and Osaka. The news therefore was well received in Kyoto when it was announced.
An article in Kyoto bijutsu kyokai zasshi was published just after the announcement of the 
second designation in 1893:
Needless to say, the establishment of [teishitsu] gigei ’in of the Imperial 
Household was because of the will of his Highness to encourage artists. 
...Especially, Kyoto recently lost Date [Yasuke], but Seifu and Bairei were 
bestowed the honour. We should awesomely understand that his Majesty 
gives special importance to art in our prefecture.690
As the article above stated, it was not only the honour of the two artists designated to
teishitsu gigei ’in, but was also an honour for the entire Kyoto prefecture. It was still only
three years after the establishment of teishitsu gigei ’in, but we can already see the theory that
Fukuzawa envisioned being fulfilled. People could actually feel the presence of the Emperor
from the Imperial artist in their hometown.
Roles and Responsibilities of the Teishitsu GigeVin
As mentioned earlier, no written orders were given to teishitsu gigei ’in at the first 
selection in 1890. It was an honourable recognition of artists by the Imperial Household. The
688 Kyoto Shoko Domeikai 1892, 38.
689 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1895a, 25.
690 bm 
]) J (Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1893 a, 27-28).
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annuity was given, but there was not any obligation to fulfil. The second nomination 
substituted for the four artists who were deceased. We do not know if Seifu Yohei III had 
certain responsibilities expected after his designation. The third nomination in 1896, a list of 
five responsibilities was issued for the first time as follows:
1 .In order to encourage and promote national art, a teishitsu gigei 'in must 
follow the principles: to revive the old, to consider the present, to become 
proficient in the techniques of their art and craft, and to guide followers.
2. [Teishitsu] gigei’in is required to be high-principled. Any behaviour to 
disgrace the honour will not be tolerated.
3 .At times, the Imperial Household Agency orders the [teishitsu] gigei ’in to 
create works. For this purpose, an appropriate fee will be given.
4. Twice in every year or for a special occasion, [teishitsu] gigei’in will be 
asked to assist with issues related to technical skills by the director of the 
Imperial Museum. When the President orders a report for him or to attend 
an inquiry, [teishitsu gigei ’in] will be required to report or reply. The 
director will suggest the format of the report.
5. The Director of the Imperial Museum will supervise the artistic activities 
of [teishitsu] gigei ’in. At times, [the Director] will observe or inspect their 
works.691
Article One clearly states that the teishitsu gigei ’in has to be the leader of their field. Soon 
after the first designation, the Japanese economy recovered and people fully accepted the 
Emperor’s leadership in this area. As a result, Article Three became the most important 
aspect of the system not long after its foundation. It was to appoint artists to represent the art 
of Japan. It became the ultimate target for many artists to acquire the title. In other words, the 
government gained certain control over the arts by setting suitable role models for their 
ideals under the name of the Imperial Household. Article Four and Five suggest that the
691 m - six
r t (Kyoto
Bijutsu Kyokai 1896, 6-7).
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director of the Imperial Museum had control over the works of teishitsu gigei’in in certain
ways.
Unlike pre-modern times, Imperial patronage was not just for artists who received 
financial benefit. In the Meiji era, it was institutionalised in order to expand recognition of 
the role of the Imperial Household in society. Although it took rather long and many steps 
before the system was established, the outcome must have been quite satisfactory for the 
government. Perhaps, the government acquired a way to both support and take advantage of 
the arts in return for a relatively limited expenditure. At the same time, the art works created 
by teishitsu gigei ’in were under the supervision of the government and artists were required 
to produce works suited to the official taste.
Ueno Naoaki once described the relationship between the Imperial Household and 
the art of the Meiji era.
At exhibitions during the Meiji era when domestic demand for art objects 
was not so active, the Imperial Household was the only and the most 
important client. Therefore, art dealers ordered artists to create works, 
where there was a high possibility that the Imperial Household Agency 
would make a purchase, and artists also made great efforts to receive the 
honour of being purchase [by the Imperial Household Agency]. ... In 
addition, it was the greatest honour of artists to be commissioned by the 
Imperial Household Agency or a household of a member of the Imperial 
family, for occasions such as the refurbishment of the palace and so on. It 
was also one of the means for artists to establish their financial security.692
This commentary suggests that Imperial patronage became a crucial aspect for the artists. 
The Teishitsu gigei ’in system should be regarded as a part of this phenomenon in the aits of 
Japan in the Meiji era.
<592
6 X l£ -e & & o  fcQ J (Ueno 1956,244).
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Seifu Yohei HI as Teishitsu GigeVin
This chapter now looks at the benefit Seifu Yohei HI gained after becoming a 
teishitsu gigei’in. By looking at works he did for the Imperial Household, it will try to 
examine the official taste and the conditions of patronage of a potter. The following 
discussion will be separated into two parts. Firstly, it will look at the orders Seifu Yohei III 
received from the Imperial Household over the years after his designation as teishitsu 
gigei’in. Secondly, it will examine the difference in his ceramic production before and after 
the designation.
One of the obvious differences in Seifu Yohei Ill’s works before and after his 
designation to teishitsu gigei ’in was that he started to give his newly invented coloured 
glazes Japanese names. For example, kokushoku-yu (national colour glaze) and tsukiyoi 
(evening moon) celadon in 1893, akebonoiro tansai-yu (dawn colour light glaze) in 1895, 
Nihon seikai shinkdsei-ji (Japanese clear-sky pure-light style porcelain) in between 1897 and 
1914 are on the list of his inventions.693
Yohei then introduced distinctively Japanese motifs into his works. Kyokusai 
yamazakura yushozu kabin (Moming-sun colour vase with wild cherry blossom) (fig. 1-82) 
in the Museum of Imperial Collection is a remarkable example in this respect. This must 
have had affected the choice of styles of Seifu Yohei III, who had just become a teishitsu 
gigei ’in. According to the above article, wild cherry blossom under morning sun light was 
the symbol of Japan. This subject matter explains the reason for the purchase of the vase by 
the Imperial Household. Kyoto bijutsu kyokai zasshi (Magazine of the Kyoto Art 
Association) in 1894 states:
The beauty of Japanese arts must have a quality similar to the wild cherry 
blossoms catching the morning sun light. I say wild cherry blossom. It is not 
peony, lotus flower nor rose. In other words, the arts should not be learnt
693 Appendix 1-1.
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from the West, nor India and China. Just our cherry blossom should be the 
ultimate beauty of our arts. ... We all should have the Japanese heart, but 
should not just try to become a man of China or Korea.694
Here, cherry blossom, peony, lotus flower and rose are the symbols of Japan, China, India 
and the West, respectively. This article suggests importance in focusing on Japanese features 
and departing from foreign styles especially the Chinese and Korean. Yohei III must have 
read this article as he was a member of Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai (Kyoto Art Association).
Another work is Seika kacho moyo kabin (Blue-and-white vase with birds and 
flower) in the collection of the library of Katholieke Universiteit Leuven in Belgium (fig. 
6-10). This vase was created in 1899 as one of his main exhibits in the Exposition 
Universelle in Paris in 1900. Having been purchased by the Imperial Household before the 
exposition, this vase returned to Japan with two other vases. In 1922, Emperor Showa 
(1901-89) presented the vase to the library with books. The design in underglaze cobalt blue 
is after a karabitsu (footed quadrangular wooden storage box) in the Shoso-in (treasure 
house belonging to Todai-ji temple).695 This is another example to show his shift to Japanese 
themes.
The other two vases, created and exhibited in Paris, show similar characteristics. 
Kanpaku-ji chokokuga kabin (Vase with relief decoration) was recently discovered in the 
collection of Yodo-ka (The Supplies Department) of the Imperial Household Agency (fig.
6-11). This design was probably learned from ancient Japanese objects as it was described in 
an 1897 article as ‘the design is an ancient Japanese pattern with birds.’696 Tenmoku-yu 
unryiihan kabin (Tenmoku vase with dragon in the clouds) was another recent discovery in
694
Aftl'L b ’L/W'" A-A V , A h itUlS/ A J  (Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1894, 3).
695 Sannomaru Shozokan 2008,46. A similar work is in the collection of Kyoto Furitsu Sogo 
Shiryokan.
696 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1897b, 19.
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the Imperial Guesthouse in Akasaka, Tokyo (fig. 6-12).697 This vase has been used as an 
interior decoration for over a century. Among the three works commissioned by the Imperial 
Household Agency, the production cost of this vase was the highest. The impressionistic way 
of realising the dragon in the glaze is different from works by any other Japanese potters 
from the period. Although the tenmoku glaze was made originally in China, it was 
appreciated more in Japan than China. Seifu Yohei III used this glaze because he was trying 
to express Japaneseness through this vase to the foreign viewers. These facts explain Seifu 
Yohei IV’s statement that Yohei III produced Japanese-style wares in his later years.698 Seifu 
Yohei III did not stop creating works of Chinese themes, but certainly changed his focus to 
works of Japanese themes after the 1893, the year he became a teishitsu gigei ’in 699
The Imperial Household Agency commissioned thirteen works from Seifu Yohei III, 
consisting of four large vases, seven vases, one jar, and one incense burner. In addition, the 
Household of the Crown Prince, the Household of Prince Arisugawa and the Household of 
Prince Fushimi commissioned five works.700 Furthermore, the Imperial Household Agency, 
the Emperor Meiji, Empress Shoken and the Crown Prince (Emperor Taisho) purchased 
sixteen Seifu Yohei III works at various exhibitions.701 From the title of listed works, it 
appears that six of the commissioned works are repeated in the list of works purchased at 
exhibitions,702 It seems that the Imperial Household commissioned or purchased at least 
twenty-eight Seifu Yohei III works over a period of twenty-one years. Considering there is 
no record of Seifu Yohei Ill’s works being acquired by the Imperial Household prior to his 
designation as teishitsu gigei ’in, it is a remarkable change.
Most of these works were vases and incense burners. These were probably
697 A similar vase is in a private collection in New York (fig. 1 -72).
698 Kuroda 1920, 184.
699 Further research will be needed to determine whether the other teishitsu gigei 'in of this period also 
introduced Japanese-type motifs into their works or not.
700 Appendix 6-2, 14-18.
701 Appendix 6-3, 19-34.
702 Appendix 6-2, 2 and 6-3, 19; 6-2,4 and 6-3, 28; 6-2, 6 and 6-3, 25; 6-2, 10 and 6-3, 33; 6-2, 14 
and 6-3, 29; and 6-2, 17 and 6-3, 32.
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purchased for display in the Imperial Palace or residences of Imperial family members. 
These residences were mostly built in European styles and vases were often used for room 
decoration (fig. 6-13). A large number of objects would have been required to fill these 
spaces. After the completion of the Meiji Palace in 1888, demand for such art works for 
interior decoration must have increased. It is also interesting that the Crown Prince 
purchased various tea wares, perhaps for his own enjoyment.
Three Seifu Yohei III works (one was probably by Yohei IV) are now in 
Sannomaru Shozokan, but only one is identified within the list. Kyokusai yamazakura 
yushozu kabin (Large vase with birds and mountain cherry blossom in morning sun glaze) 
(list no. 10 and 33) (fig. 1-82) was exhibited at Dai 37 kai Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai Bijutsu 
Tenrankai (The Thirty-seventh Exhibition of Japan Art Association) in 1905 and won the 
Third Copper Prize. The Imperial Household Agency purchased the vase for one-hundred 
and fifty yen. There are two other works by Seifu Yohei III in the Museum Collection. Roka 
hakuji koro (White incense burner with cherry blossom) was presented to the Emperor Meiji 
for the celebration of the victory of Russo-Japanese War (1904-05) in 1906. The incense 
burner is a part of a set of twenty-five objects produced by twenty-five teishitsu gigei ’in at 
the time.703 A white vase in the collection cannot be positively identified in the list (fig.
1-83).704 The inscription on lid verso states ‘Given by the Emperor on 27 October Taisho 2 
(1913).’ It explains that Emperor Taisho gave the vase to the Crown Prince (Emperor 
Showa) in 1913. If so, the vase should have been acquired by Emperor Meiji or Emperor 
Taisho by 1913, one year before the death of Seifu Yohei III. If this vase was not acquired 
directly from the artist, it could have been presented to Emperor Taisho by someone. 
Including these gifts to the Emperor, there were probably more than twenty-eight recorded 
Seifu Yohei III works once held in the Imperial Household.
703 See Chapter One for a detailed explanation of the incense burner.
704 The vase can be Appendix 6-2, 2: Taihakuji chokoku kabin (While porcelain vase with carved 
design) or Appendix 6-3, 19: Taihakuji botan horiiri to kabin (White vase with carved peony design).
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It is surprising that only one of twenty-eight works is now recorded in the 
collection. However, it does not mean all the other Seifu Yohei III works were lost. Okamoto 
Takashi, a curator for ceramics at Sannomaru Shozokan, is researching these other Seifu 
Yohei III works. According to Okamoto, some works were probably given to foreign guests 
and some are still today used in the palace. In addition, no research on the personal holdings 
of the current Emperor has been undertaken. Unless the Imperial family gave up these 
unknown works, these would not be accessioned to the Imperial Collection.705
In addition, recognition by the Imperial Household would have increased orders for 
works by Seifu Yohei III. Seiji botanga mizusashi (Porcelain water pot with celadon glaze 
and peony relief) is in the Jim Heusinger Collection (fig. 6-14). This water pot is 
accompanied by a letter by Seifu Yohei IV dated 28 November 1914 to Kiyota Shunpei 
(dates unknown), butler of Baron Hosokawa Moritatsu (1883-1970)706, Kumamoto 
Prefecture. Here, Seifu Yohei IV authenticates the water jar to Seifu Yohei III (fig. 6-15).
Being a teishitsu gigei ’in imposed significant responsibilities, but at the same time, 
the financial benefit, which all the teishitsu gigei ’in received, was not small. As one of the 
purposes was to support artists, the annuity of one hundred yen was given to all holders.707 
These artists were regularly commissioned to create works for the Imperial Household. The 
prices of some works purchased by the Imperial Household Agency are known. For example, 
Appendix 6-3, no. 27, Kanpaku-ji bashobori kabin (Vase with kanpaku-ji glaze and carving 
of banana leaf) was sold for 50 yen.708 No. 28, Seika botan moyd jiki tsubo (Porcelain jar 
with underglaze blue peony design) and no. 30, Seiji daikoro (Large porcelain incense burner
705 Interviews with Okamoto Takashi in 2007 and 2008.
706 Hosokawa Moritatsu is the Sixteenth head of the Hosokawa family in Kumamoto. He was a 
famous art collector of the twentieth centuiy and his collection is now exhibited in Eisei-bunko. He 
was one of the founding members of monthly journal Shirakaba (White Birch) and patron of many 
artists and writers of the twentieth century.
707 Seifu Yohei HI priced his major work normally between 30 and 120 yen. The annuity of 100 yen 
therefore equals price of his most expensive works.
708 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1897b, 16.
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with celadon glaze) were sold for 30 yen each.709 No. 31, Soba-yu jik i kabin (Porcelain vase 
with soba-coloured glaze) was sold for 120 yen.710 Probably the most significant purchase of 
Seifu Yohei Ill’s works by the Imperial Household Agency was for the three works produced 
for the Exposition Universelle Paris in 1900. Seifu Yohei III produced four large vases for 
the exposition. For the production of Seiji tobi-yu kabin (Porcelain vase with celadon glaze 
in tobiseiji style), 300 yen was granted by the government (fig. 6-16). A similar style vase is 
in the collection of the Tokyo National Museum (fig. 1-79). Seifu Yohei III stated that the 
total cost of production for this celadon vase was 800 yen.711 Three major works including 
this celadon vase were purchased by the Imperial Household Agency prior to the exposition 
(fig.6-10, 11, 12).7'2
hi 1887, the annual gross sales of Seifu Yohei Ill’s workshop were merely 785 
yen.713 It most likely increased after his designation as teishitsu gigei’in in 1893 even though 
it is not known how much his income grew. Seifu Yohei III did not own a climbing kiln by 
the late 1900’s, and the size of the kiln space was limited.714 The amount of work he could 
produce probably did not increase much. He must have increased the price. At any rate, there 
is no doubt that the annuity of one hundred yen and purchase of a couple of major works by 
the Imperial Household would have accounted for an important share of his income. There 
was also a significant increase in demand for his work. It is likely that works by Seifu Yohei 
III were only available to a limited number of important customers.
Conclusion
There were three purposes for the establishment of teishitsu gigei’in: conservation
709 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1898, 8. Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1899, 7.
710 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1900a, 1.
711 Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1897, 706.
712 Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1897 b, 19.
713 Seifu 1887.
714 See Chapter One for a discussion of the issues surrounding of Seifu Yohei Ill’s kiln.
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of Japan’s distinctive art and culture; revitalization of Imperial authority by supporting 
nationally acknowledged artists; centralisation of the arts by giving authority to leading 
artists. Works by teishitsu gigei ’in were highly respected because of their recognition by the 
Emperor. It appears that the system eventually contributed to a crystallisation of the official 
taste of Imperial Japan. As Takashina and Takagi pointed out, it was also connected to the 
establishment of national identity through art. In addition, the government had the right to 
supervise the design of works by teishitsu gigei’in after the third designation in 1896. It 
could even be considered as the beginning of censorship of the arts, which became more 
visible towards the end of the Meiji era in order to assure the hegemony of imperial ideology 
as Gluck has said.715
Seifu Yohei III was one of seventy-nine teishitsu gigei ’in. Each of them would have 
had different reasons for their designation. However, examination of the designation of this 
ceramic artist has revealed a number of facts. Seifu Yohei Ill’s award of the highest prize at 
NIE III led to his designation. The graceful and refined appearance of his works and his 
technical perfection were the two points highly valued. These two aspects were most likely 
the characteristics that the Imperial Household would have wanted.
After becoming teishitsu gigei ’in, the life of Seifu Yohei III changed completely. 
Seifu Yohei III started to adopt Japanese decorative motifs into Qing-style porcelain 
immediately after his designation as teishitsu gigei’in in 1893. Seifu Yohei III was one of 
artists who redirected the course of his creation and worked on combining Japanese and 
Chinese elements. Here, his main interest was neither the reproduction of historical Chinese 
ceramics nor a hotchpotch of multi-national elements into one ceramic work typical of 
export Japanese ceramics for the Western market from the 1870s. The clay body and glaze 
surface became more refined hoping to reach the level of Qing official wares, while 
distinctive Japanese motifs such as mountain cherry blossoms, were blended into it. By
715 Gluck 1985,282.
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doing so, his works passed all the requirements to be a ceramic work for the Emperor.
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Conclusion
Japanese ceramics of the Meiji era have often been studied and written about in the 
context of Westernisation and modernisation. In the early Meiji era, ceramic ware was one of 
a very few Japanese industrial products to become widely known in Europe and the USA. 
The enthusiastic reception of Japanese export ceramics has always been acknowledged as 
one of the major factors in Japonisme and the introduction of Japanese culture in the West. 
This thesis, however, has focused more on ceramics aimed at a domestic clientele, and how 
China, Chinese ceramic styles and decorative motifs were equally important. The discussion 
here focuses nearly exclusively on the life and work of Seifu Yohei III, one of the 
pre-eminent potters of the Meiji era. Along with being the first detailed study of this potter in 
any language, this thesis explored the cross-cultural exchange of objects and aesthetic ideals 
between China and Japan. The Sino-Japanese interaction during Meiji era should be 
recognized as important not only on the political and diplomatic fronts, but also as a crucial 
period of cultural exchange. The supply of fine Chinese porcelain to Japan was seemed to be 
possible even during the political upheaval of the Meiji Restoration and continued 
uninterruptedly through the Edo to Meiji periods. Works of Japanese potters clearly suggest 
that they had certain access to fine examples of Chinese porcelain, and Seifu Yohei III was 
among the most prominent of those who learned from continental models.
The Seifu family had earlier established itself as skilled in the production of 
high-quality sencha tea ware, and Seifu Yohei III carried on this tradition and expanded the 
repertory of Qing-style wares. He was a professionally trained literati-style painter and had a 
strong connection to the circle of Japanese literati who were conversant in Chinese literati 
ideals. It is important to note that that Seifu Yohei III became the first potter to be appointed
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to the position of teishitsu gigei ’in (Artist for the Imperial Household) even though most of 
his works reflected a Chinese style. His official recognition by the Japanese government 
confirms that Qing-style porcelain was highly regarded in elite circles in modern Japan.
In an interesting twist of cultural boomerang effect, Chinese-style porcelains 
produced in Japan, including examples in a Qing-style, were exported to China. Because of 
the Taiping Rebellion of 1850-64, Jingdezhen was unable to supply enough porcelain wares 
for their internal market in the late nineteenth century and so China became an important 
market for the Japanese ceramic industry. As discussed in Chapter Three, Sino-Japanese 
ceramic trade was mainly controlled by Chinese merchants based primarily in Kobe. By the 
1880s, China in fact became one of major importers of Japanese ceramics. Simultaneously, 
fine examples of early Chinese porcelain started to appear on the international market 
because of the political upheaval in China. As a result, masterpieces of Chinese ceramics 
were acquired by Japan collectors, and there was a continued interest in things Chinese 
despite political tensions. Furthermore, many Chinese scholars and students arrived in Japan 
and introduced contemporaiy Chinese culture. Artistic interaction took place on many levels, 
and ceramic ware always remained central to the cultural exchange between the two 
countries.
In Japan, there was always a strong market for Japanese copies of Chinese 
porcelain since the supply of Chinese porcelain was always overwhelmed by demand. As 
more fine examples of pre-modern Chinese ceramics become available, many Japanese 
potters attempted to copy and recreate them as closely as possible, both to test their technical 
skills and to respond to their clients’ requests. From the early 1880s, as advanced scientific 
technology entered Japan, it was possible to carry out the chemical analysis of Chinese 
porcelain, which unlocked many of the ‘secrets’ of Chinese glazes. The new knowledge of
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traditional Chinese ceramic production became widely available in ceramic workshops and 
research institutions by the beginning of the twentieth century. As a result, the knowledge 
and use of new glazes and related techniques gave potters more options for creating new 
types of works reflecting old technologies merged with new aesthetics. Eventually, the 
combination of these factors helped Japan to emerge as one of the foremost producers of 
both artistic and industrial ceramics.
This thesis has focused on life and work of Seifu Yohei III, but is not limited to a 
straightforward biographical study. Having devoted Chapter One to the history of the Seifu 
family, each of the subsequent five chapters approached Seifu Yohei III from different 
interdisciplinary perspectives. I have tried to show how the examination of an individual 
potter could shed light not only on the field of ceramics, but also on topics related more 
broadly to other areas of art histoiy, material culture, and international cultural exchange. 
Moreover, this thesis serves as one of the first extended studies of Kyoto as a major centre of 
artistic production of Japan during the Meiji era. Previous studies have often made it seem as 
though Tokyo had completely eclipsed the ancient capital as a centre of Japanese culture. 
Despite preconceptions to the contrary, it becomes obvious that Kyoto remained at least as 
important as Tokyo in the aspect of art production.
In the course of my research, I encountered a few insurmountable obstacles in 
accessing certain materials, but hope to be able to overcome these in the future now that 
Seifu Yohei’s reputation is gradually being re-established. When I began a research on Seifu 
Yohei III almost five years ago, less than a dozen works by him were known to be in 
Japanese museums, but at the same time it was obvious that that many of his works remained 
in the in hands of private Japanese collectors. At first, I only had limited access to such 
private collections since it was difficult to gain access to them, especially as a student
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working at a foreign university. I am fortunate, however, to have had the opportunity to meet 
Seki Kazuo, who probably has the largest collection of works by Seifu Yohei III in Japan.
As my work progressed I became more aware of many major works by Seifu Yohei 
III in Japanese private collections. Probably the most important discovery for my research is 
the collection of Seifu’s works in Sen’oku Hakukokan, Museum of the Sumitomo Collection. 
Seven major works by Seifu Yohei III were displayed from April to June 2009, several 
months after this thesis was submitted.716 This exhibition also exhibited works by a number 
of leading ceramicists contemporary to Seifu including Kanzan Denshichi, Miyagawa Kozan 
I, Kinkozan Sobei VII, Miura Chikusen I and Kiyomizu Rokubei V. The majority of works 
were in styles of Ming and Qing porcelain including monochromes, polychrome overglaze 
enamels and Blanc de Chine. That this collection once belonged to one of the most 
prestigious families of Japan only further confirms one of issues that this thesis has tried to 
demonstrate -  that Chinese-style porcelain were in great demand among a collecting elite in 
Meiji Japan. Unfortunately, these works only came to my attention at the final stage of my 
research and I was unable to include them since the final draft of my thesis had already been 
submitted.
One area that I would have liked to have expand on were the this thesis were the 
sencha wares Seifu Yohei III, but at the time of writing I did not have access to what I 
realized was one of the most important collections of such works at the Seikado Bunko, 
Museum of the Iwasaki Collection. Iwasaki Yanosuke, one of the founders of the collection, 
acquired sencha wares of Oku Randen as explained in the Chapter Five. Further research on 
the collection will be extremely important for issues related to sencha and sencha wares of 
the late Edo and Meiji periods.
716 Sen’oku Hakukokan 2009.
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Another important publication that only came out in 2009 was by Okamoto Takashi, 
a curator of the Museum of Imperial Collection, who wrote on three vases of Seifu Yohei III 
exhibited for the Paris International Exposition in 1900.717 To produce them, Seifu received 
subvention from the Imperial Household Agency, and all three vases were later purchased by 
the Agency. In this article, Okamoto introduced documents in Shoryo-bu (the Archives and 
Mausolea Department) of the Imperial Household Agency concerning the production of 
these three vases. Such material will be included in future publications that emerge from this 
thesis.
The late nineteenth to the early twentieth century was a crucial turning point in the 
field of Asian ceramic studies, and it was a time when the field was being formed, and 
closely related to perceptions of Asia at the time. In terms of shaping the history of Chinese 
ceramics, Japanese scholars played an important role as Japan had centuries of experience in 
collecting Chinese porcelain. However, both Qing porcelain and Qing-style Japanese 
porcelain were already considered outdated when the history of Chinese ceramics became an 
object of academic studies. This view has been passed on to generations of scholars and 
seemingly created an idea that Qing porcelain was never popular in Japan. This thesis 
attempted to display some of these misunderstandings within the history of Asian ceramics.
A number of important issues surrounding the ceramic studies might perhaps have the same 
roots. It is important to re-examine the history of Asian ceramic studies and see if there is 
any other periods or styles, which have been unfairly treated.
Lastly, this thesis mainly focused on materials and documents available in Britain 
and Japan. Similar to the Meiji ceramics in the past, modern Chinese porcelain is not 
frequently discussed subjects. Late Qing porcelain is often regarded as an unworthy subject
717 Okamoto 2009.
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to explore, because the quality of works show continuous decline towards the end of the 
Qing dynasty. Although some excavation reports are available, it is difficult even to have a 
glimpse of productions and artistic creations in Chinese kilns of the late Qing dynasty. 
Without having more Chinese materials, it is not possible to comprehend the overview of it. 
This thesis has demonstrated how influential Chinese porcelain of the nineteenth century was 
to the history of Japanese porcelain production. This thesis may well accelerate the study of 
modem Chinese porcelain.
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Appendices
Appendix 1-1: Chronological list of Seifu Yohei III major achievements.
i. m m & F - x
1. Jan 1872
m m m .
Clay prepar ation method for taihaku-ji (great white porcelain) 
and kanpaku-yu (clean white glaze) and method for carving 
and relief decoration
2 .
2. Jan 1873
3.
3. April 1873
4.
4. Mar 1874
5.
5. May 1874
6 .
6. Mar 1875
7 .
7. Jan 1876
s. mm-
8. Mar 1877
9.
9. Feb 1878
io .  mm+~¥*R
10. Jun 1879
ii .  m m + = * £ - \~ M
11.Nov 1880
Hyakkanishiki-yu (polychrome overglaze enamels) and 
Hatsu-ga (sgraffito) and ink painting methods.
?  mm ^ mm
Yixing style blue and purple namako-yu (sea cucumber glaze) 
and its firing method
Sairin-mon (fine scale design) and yaekanyo (?) design
01$
Firing method of white porcelain with large crackles
Method of preparing and firing shudei (red clay) and udei 
(black clay)
mmwm 0 7 1*  isr-pmnm j mm
Method of randomly inlaying flower-shaped design with white 
porcelain in a gray stoneware body
05$ ^  01$ y j  m
Transparent effects of white porcelain decoration on white 
porcelain
Firing method of shinsha-yu (copper red glaze or oxblood 
glaze) and uji-yu (black porcelain glaze)
m m m m / mm
Firing method of ceramics with kika-yu (hollyhock glaze or 
mauve glaze)
( w t t m
Enammelling in gold (and silver), polychrome enamels and 
stone-impressed technique on hyakkanishiki-ji (overglaze 
polychrome enamelled porcelain)
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12. I E ? H -E ¥ Z J 5  W i
12. Feb 1881 Crackled design and fine scale design on hyakka-yu
(polychrome glazes)
1 3 . m & m m m ; m m
13. Jan 1882 Firing method of hishoku-ji (misu ware) with kinuta-yu
(celadon glaze)
14.
14. Apr 1882 Senkdshoku-yu (pink glaze) painting and inlay
15.
15. Jun 1882 Method of piling up gold enamel on ceramics 
No inventions in 1883 and 1884
16.
16. Oct 1885 Method of painting gold enamel on purple glazed porcelain
17. Jan 1886 Firing method of white enamel on any glazed background
18. m w m m s & f e
18. Feb 1887 Firing method of sango-yu (coral red glaze)
1 9 .
19. Mar 1888 Firing method of painting in silver enamel on purple glazed
background
20. Jan 1889 Firing method of yellow glaze on blue-and-white porcelain
21. Jan 1889 Firing method of sango-yu (coral red glaze) on blue-and-white
porcelain
22. g f3 i& z :+ 3 ¥ 3 J3
22. May 1890 Firing method of gen-yu (jade colour glaze) over
blue-and-white porcelain
2 3 .
23. Mar 1890 Ceramics with okasai-yii (cherry blossom glaze)
24.
24. Feb 1891 Ceramics with tenseishoku-yu (clear sky coloured glaze)
25. 0 W 1 S / I
25. Feb 1891 Black painting on white porcelain for high fired kiln wares
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26.
26. Jun 1892
27.
27. Oct 1892
28. — M
28. Nov 1892
2 9 . — n
29. Nov 1892
30. i!7 6 z > h 7 W H J3
30. Mar 1893
3i.
31. Apr 1893
32. i3J!'/6“ -b A ^ 3 £ j3
32. May 1893
33. : - h A ^ A ^
33. Jun 1893
34.
34. Oct 1893
35. ^ f & n + A ^ - h ^
35. Oct 1893
36. ^
36. Nov 1893
37. — M
37. Nov 1893
38. f l^ Z l-H A ^ H -Z l^
38. Dec 1893
3 9 .
39. Dec 1893
6  m  * m m  & m  e  m m  m $ m
Rohaku and senpaku-yu (matt white and glossy white glaze) 
over carved designs on high fired white porcelain
sm & m & m m & M m  /  mm
Light coloured glaze over carved designs on high fired white 
porcelain
3&et
Relief decoration on rdkan-ji (porcelain with dark green glaze)
m m m m /m m m
Firing method of overglaze gold and silver enaml on dark blue 
glazed porcelain
A  g f&rfif!£i!£;£
Tenmoku-yu (tenmoku glaze) with rojo-han (waterfall streak 
marks)
Tenmoku-yu (tenmoku glaze) with kou-han (rainfall marks)
Tenmoku-yu (tenmoku glaze) with yakuryu-han (rising dragon 
mark)
Kokushoku-ji (porcelain with the national colour glaze; 
probably red or pink)
Kanpaku-ji (pure white porcelain) with tankd-yu (light red 
glaze)
Ydko-ji (fine red porcelain) with fresh red glaze
Firing method of purple coloured painting or designs on 
kika-yu (hollyhock glaze or mauve glaze)
n m m r n ;  m m m
Firing method of ceramics with gishi-yu (reddish purple glaze)
m m
Yellow-coloured design on ceramics with black glaze 
Black-coloured design on ceramics with yellow glaze
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40. —>-{— ^
40. Feb 1894
41.
41. May 1894
42.
42. May 1894
43. 1H3&“ + - b ¥ A J l
43. June 1894
44.
44. Sep 1894
45.
45. Oct 1894
46. W 1 & - + J W - M
46. Jan 1895
47.
47. Feb 1895
48. m t & n + A ¥ r . n
48. Feb 1895
49.
49. Mar 1895
50. m fe r .+ A * E W R
50. Apr 1895
51.
51. Mar 1895
5 2 . i ? & r + A ^ 0 ^
52. Apr 1895
5 3 .
53. Feb 1896
54.
54. Mar 1896
W M
Carved flower design with high fired coloured glazes
Tsukiyoi (evening moon) celadon with carved painting
Gohi-yu (skin of kochi fish glaze)
Firing method of gohi-yu glaze on porcelain
Firing method of celadon with white inlay
High fired purple glaze with crackled pattern
Fish design with light blue glaze and various seashell designs 
in relief
Firing method of ink painting on celadon glaze
Large blue-and-white vase with totetsu-mon (archaic bronze 
design)
S fe fc il /.
Firing method of akebonoiro tansai-yu (dawn colour or light 
red colour glaze) in high fired kiln
Carving decoration of various insects and butterflies with 
kanpaku-ji (porcelain with transparent glaze with pink 
shading)
Blue-and-white porcelain with akebono tansai-yu (dawn 
colour or light red colour glaze)
Firing method of chayd-ji (tea leaf glazed porcelain)
Carving designs on blue glazed porcelain
Firing method of yellow painting on blue glazed porcelain
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55 .
55. Apr 1896 Yellow glaze and brown glaze with ganyd-mon (?) design
56.
56. Jan 1897 Firing method of kinkatenji-yu (gold flower dots glaze)
5 7 .
57. Jan 1897 Firing method of gold star dots on black glazed porcelain
58.
58. Jan 1897 Firing method of snow dots on black glazed porcelain
The list of inventions by Seifu Yohei III between 1898 and 1914
59. 1898-1914
Firing method of kcmoko-han (deer dapples) on brown glaze
60. 1898-1914
Yaeganyd-mon (?) on hyakkanishiki (polychrome overglaze) 
wares
61. 1898-1914
Firing method of designs on dark blue celadon
62. 1898-1914 i
Firing method of kneaded ceramics with barairo-yii (rose 
colour glaze)
63. 1898-1914
Firing method of white designs under barairo~yii (rose colour 
glaze)
64. 1898-1914
Firing method of green and yellow designs under barairo-yu 
(rose colour glaze)
65. 1898-1914
Firing method of crystals on purple and various coloured 
porcelain
66. 1898-1914 M W M M  0
Firing method of morning sun’s shade on okayu-ji (porcelain 
with cherry blossom colour glaze)
67.1897-1914
Firing method of various coloured paintings and designs with 
oka-yu (Cherry blossom glaze)
68.1897-1914 0
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Kneading method of Nihon seikai shinkosei-ji (Japanese 
clear-sky pure-light style porcelain)
69. 1897-1914
Kneading method of kinkatai (large golden flower) wares
70. 1897-1914
Kneading method of daikaishoku-ji (great ocean colour 
porcelain)
71. 1897-1914 fe f tM
Firing method of red bamboo on white porcelain cup
72. 1897-1914
Firing method of kobai (red plum) kinpaku-ji (?)
73. 1897-1914
Kneading method of kokkatai (large national flower) style 
wares
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Appendix 1-2:
(yen)
2,500,000r
2 ,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
Gross Sales of Export Ceramics
A
■
1868 1871 1874 1877 1880 1883 1886 1889 1892 1895 1898 1901
1868 1869 1870 1871 1872 1873 1874 1875 1876
23,000 5,000 26,000 22,000 46,000 116,000 109,000 113,000 74,000
1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 1884
74,000 121,000 169,000 307,000 475,000 711,000 579,000 544,000 526,000
1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893
695,000 1,002,000 1,311,000 1,295,000 1,450,000 1,246,000 1,287,000 1,480,000 1,577,000
1894 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 1901 1902
1,485,000 1,955,000 1,975,000 1,819,000 1,991,000 2,181,000 2,472,000 2,492,000 2,462,000
(Fujioka 1962, appendix p. 4.)
Appendix 1-3: Reports on experiments of the Kyoto City Ceramic Research Centre 
requested by Seifu Yohei III
In 1900 (Meiji 33)
1 * ^  Soba glaze (high-fired kiln)
Underglaze red glaze 
Black glaze for porcelain
In 1901 (Meiji 34)
& 3  0 Test of glaze tones (three times)
In 1902 (Meiji 35)
/  {£ For giving an instruction of the process of creating black glaze
In 1906 (Meiji 39)
Chemical analysis of three kinds of clay
(Kyoto Shiritsu Tojiki Shikenjo 1898-1910.)
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Appendix 2-1: Comparison between Yushima Seido Exhibition and the First Kyoto 
Exhibision both held in 1872
150,000
248f
31,103
600
Visitors DurationExhibits
□  Yushima Seido Exposition □  First Kyoto Exposition
1872 (Meiji 5) Number o f works Number of visitors Duration of the exposition
(days)
Yushima Seido Exhibition 600 150,000 50
First Kyoto Exhibition 2,485 31,103 80
(Kyoto-shi 1975, 129.)
Appendix 2-2: Num ber o f  visitors to the exhibitions in Kyoto, the Yushima Seido 
Exhibition in Tokyo and the First to Third NIE in Tokyo
1200000-------------------------------------------------------------------------
1000000 
800000 
600000 
400000 
200000
°1871 1873 1875 1877 1879 1881 1883 1885 1887 1889
□  Kyoto Exposition ■National Industrial Exposition in Tokyo
1871 | 1872 1873 ! 1874 1875 1876
Kyoto 11,211 47,710 706,057 280,702 337,137 257,954
Tokyo 150,000*
1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883
72,228 167,287 186,143 176,938 188,584 135,723 117,039
454,168 822,395
1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890
91,515 54,946 48,398 49,395 53,696 63,846
1,023,693
*Tokyo in 1872 represents the number o f visitors to the Yushima Seido Exhibition 
The chart is created from the records in: Kyoto-fu 1972, 731; Dai 3 kai Naikoku Kangyo 
Hakurankai Jimukyoku 1891, and Noshomusho Hakurankai Gakari 1883.
fl 1
- ,rfl .H i lL U L i n  .fl .fl .n . .fi .n .n .f i.
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Appendix 3-1: Gross sales of Kyoto ceramics divided between domestic and international 
sales
OI-!35'-40ti n *ifi l«t« 35* K  -t 4  .
  Total,  International Sales, Domestic Sales
(Fujioka 1962, Appendix 6.)
Appendix 3-2: Gross sales ofTakahashi Dohachi IV and Kiyomizu Rokubei IV in 1885 
(Meiji 18) divided by destination
V festarn C o u n trie s  
t 05 yenV 13H
O saka 11 8 yen
Echno and Ecchu 
300yen 
3611
W art a m  C oun trie s  
350yen 17*
Tokyo 6 00yen 3W
jn (Varnacata Prtf)
Echfeo (Nateta Prtf) 
*90yen 12*
Kyoto 350yan 1 7*
Osaka 350y»n 1 7*
Takahashi Dohachi IV Kiyomizu Rokubei IV
(Nakanodo 1981,36-43.)
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Appendix 3-3: Gross sales of Japanese export ceramics divided by destination (1882, 1887,
1892, 1897, 1902)
1000000r 
900000 f
800000 f
700000  
600000  •- 
500000 *- 
400000  !
300000 f  
200000 
100000
1882 1887 1892 1897
□  USA ■  Britain □  France □  China BO ther □  Hong Kong
(yen) 1882 1887 1892 1897 1902
USA 166340 295586 604613 620376 913396
Britain 165741 259056 242988 237347 262678
France 125409 181102 88834 50327 45235
China 76043 385294 57900 73621 220875
Other 45108 190570 248080 445411 704372
Hong Kong 0 0 237008 378802 247882
(Hata 1997, 46.)
Appendix 3-4: Ceramic wares imported to China in 1902 divided by their place o f 
production
Japan 212,425
Hong Kong 101,698
Europe 109,842
United States 7,885
Other 11,204
□  Japan ■  Hong Kong □  Europe ■  United S ta tes □  Other
(Kitamura 1929, 359-360.)
250.000
200.000 
1 50.000  
100,000
50,000
0
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Appendix 3-5: Ceramic wares imported to China divided by quality (in sets)
■  Fine P rod u cts □  Ordinary P rod ucts
■  Fine P rod u cts □  Ordinary P rod u cts
(sets) 1887 1888 I 1889 1 1890 | 1891
Fine Products 1225 325 i  177 1 370 1 460
Ordinary Products 5271 3087 | 1785 I 1910 | 2370
(Arakawa 1892, p.68.)
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Appendix 3-6
Population o f  foreign resid en ts in Kobe
1600r
□  C hinese ■  W esterners
1872 1873 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882
Chinese 204 207 619 617 517 547 692
Westerners 306 342 397 389 341 400 299
1883 1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889
Chinese 594 505 630 630 597 732 887
Westerners 405 371 273 273 296 378 539
1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896
Chinese 1433 913 1133 1004 455 988 1121
Westerners 606 626 791 763 813 920 791
(Nishijima 1993, 17.)
Appendix 3-7: Gross Sales o f  Export Ceramics through Kobe Port (1869-1872)
(yen) 1869 1870 1871 1872
Export sales 123 2334 2778 5102
(Kobe Boeki Kyokai 1968, 50.)
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Appendix 3-8: Gross sales of export ceramics divided by trading port (1882-1915) (in yen)
8 .000,000
7,000,000
6 ,000,000
5,000,000
4 .0 0 0 ,0 0 0  £
3,000,000
2,000.000 ‘
1,000,000
m m
1882 1884 1886 1888 1890 1892 1894 1896 1898 1900 1902 1904 1906 1908 1910 1912 1914
□  Yokohama Q K ob e □  O saka □  Nagasaki ■  O ther
Yokohama Kobe Osaka Nagasaki Hakodate Monji Other Total
1882 378,085.44 169,236.70 2,205.22 29,213.18 0.75 0.00 0.00 578,641.29
1883 309,740.68 178,160.87 2,937.11 52,922.91 0.00 0.00 6.60 543,768.17
1884 322,513.21 165,210.46 7,772.68 29,611.56 2.50 0.00 822.70 525,933.11
1885 375,998.53 241,833.21 13,945.17 62,851.23 0.00 0.00 641.03 695,269.17
1886 545,802.41 334,518.20 36,641.43 85,101.78 0.00 0.00 320.60 1,002,384.42
1887 678,305.42 505,007.29 25,360.49 99,845.04 0.00 0.00 3,383.20 1,311,901.44
1888 644,399.74 555,786.97 9,306.52 80,823.35 0.00 0.00 4,999.71 1,295,316.29
1889 763,926.92 606,853.38 2,581.86 68,327.06 0.00 0.00 8,198.91 1,449,888.13
1890 595,007.84 575,502.96 2,842.50 56,703.16 0.00 0.00 15,900.30 1.245,956.76
1891 545,896.65 653,921.73 15,801.55 59,604.10 0.00 0.00 11,802.93 1,287,026.96
1892 592,586.02 805,532.30 3,280.09 60,078.43 0.00 0.00 18,934.16 1,480,411.00
1893 657,513.68 836,980.15 5,651.33 65,245.57 0.00 0.00 11,799.96 1,577,190.69
1894 589,430.17 824,253.80 5,044.26 56,246.43 20.00 0.00 9,859.18 1.484,853.84
1895 752,578.31 1,127,806.53 2,781.60 53,079.88 346.02 0.00 18,467.79 1,955,060.13
1896 733,426.99 1,163,717.34 2,712.60 52,512.80 294.50 0.00 22,189.88 1,974,854.11
1897 562,435.48 1,146,007.04 9,746.34 48.154.87 622.40 0.00 52,095.14 1,819,061.27
1898 557,495.59 1.280.010.48 16,837.95 74,125.33 734 00 0.00 61,577.58 1,990,780.93
1899 519,839.18 1,523,248.65 41,270.16 59,700.10 826.70 0.00 36,450.72 2,181,335.51
1900 454,750.17 1,821,719.51 90,377.58 56,120.37 1,011.00 0.00 47,925.58 2,471,904.21
1901 471,433.72 1,739,201.68 128,627.54 55,943.75 909 89 0.00 95,551.02 2,491,667.55
1902 507,361.72 1,641,346.59 177,678.43 54,254.24 1,683.77 0.00 79,219.30 2,461,544.05
1903 520,209.25 2,287,488.60 152,756.74 41,734.60 2,853.11 0.00 163,966.65 3,169,008.95
1904 533,255.19 2,798,457.14 330,690.40 40,089.99 0.00 0.00 170,528.68 3,873,021.40
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1905 633,478.76 3,870,068.54 505,567.64 44,302.33 18.80 0.00 270,908.29 5,324,344.36
1906 800,756.00 5,589,685.00 1 133,693.00 94,508.00 4,669 00 0.00 319,616.00 7,942,927.00
1907 755,785.00 5 090 970.00 785,266.00 68,755.00 1,597 00 0.00 513,661.00 7,216,034.00
1908 464,997.00 2,290,142.00 327,445.00 58,291.00 1.075 00 0.00 1,936,272.00 5,078,222.00
1909 551,866.00 2,181,962.00 284,180.00 33,840.00 130.00 102,886 00 2,102,968.00 5,257,832.00
1910 640,502.00 2.367.585.00 301,345.00 18,030.00 606.00 69,997.00 2,115.858.00 5,513,923.00
1911 721,126.00 2,371,037.00 184,703.00 12,257.00 572 00 55,659.00 2,032.351.00 5,377,705.00
1912 760,176.00 2,421,763.00 236,927.00 17,191.00 112.00 52,829.00 1,962,715.00 5,451,713.00
1913 796,912.00 3,068,899.00 270,863.00 20,086.00 46.00 33,228.00 2,447,303.00 6,637,337.00
1914 500,943.00 2,649,298.00 250,817.00 20,595.00 204 00 35,031.00 2.456.880.00 5,913,768.00
1915 542,560.00 3,375,271.00 352,667.00 38,531.00 533.00 104,783.00 2,538,608.00 6,952,953.00
(Okurasho 1990-94.)
Appendix 3-9: Gross sales o f Japanese export ceramics to China and Hong Kong in 1900
300000
250000 r
200000 r-
150000 y
100000 r'
50000
0
China Hong Kong
□  Kobe S  O saka □  N agasaki □  O ther
China Hong Kong
Kobe 73,914 286,677
Osaka 6,350 0
Nagasaki 12,313 664
Other 7,916 42,042
(Kitamura 1929, 364-365.)
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Appendix 6-1: Examination report o f  the Third National Industrial Exhibition
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(Meiji Bunken Shiryo Kankokai 1974, 153-161.)
Appendix 6-2: List of Seifu Yohei Ill’s works commissioned by the Imperial Household 
Agency or members of the Imperial family
1. Hishoku-yo rydjd-shki kabin (($ 4 MMtf'l;
Vase with celadon glaze with carved stripes
2. Taihaku-ji chdkoku kabin 1=3 
While porcelain vase with carved design
3. Tenmoku-yu unryuhan kabin (Oz. @ f&lltI$I:?£}fK))
Vase with tenmoku glaze and pattern of dragon in clouds
4. Ji botan seika-ga tsubo 3E»
Porcelain jar with underglaze blue decoration of peony
5. Dai Nihon-shiki tenmoku-yu dai kabin (0^. 0 
Great Japan style large vase with tenmoku glaze
6. Dai Nihon-shiki seiji dai kabin 0 ^
Great Japan style large porcelain vase with celadon glaze
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7. Dai Nihon-shiki oka-yu dai kabin {{A 0 A  AAijAA;?f£t))
Great Japan style large vase with cherry blossom glaze
8. Hongama oji kabin
Porcelain vase with high-fired yellow glaze
9. Hinode-yu chdga kabin {(0 A  M2 I t  
Vase with rising sun glaze with carved design
10. Kyoku-saiyamazakurayusho-zu dai kabin { { U U A  AiftK))
Large vase with morning sun glaze with relief decoration of birds and mountain cherry 
blossoms
11. Hisyoku-ji chdga dai kabin
Large porcelain vase with celadon glaze and carved decoration
12. Hongama kokin kanae koro {{
Ding-shaped porcelain incense burner with high-fired yellow glaze
13. Chayd-ji yuwanko-shiki kabin
Porcelain vase with tea leaf glaze in the style of yuwanko
Commissioned by the Crown Prince (Emperor Taisho or Emperor Showa)
14. Tsukiyoi seiji kabin
Vase with evening moon celadon glaze
15. Seika-ji ochaki kaknshu
Various porcelain tea wares with underglaze blue decoration
Commissioned by the Household of Prince Arisugawa
16. To-sei Jurojin-zo okimono 
Stoneware figure of Jurojin
17. Gyoko-saiji suisen-bori kabin
Porcelain vase with dawn glaze with carved design of narcissus
Commissioned by the Household of Prince Fushimi
18. Seika kacho-ga dai kabin
Large porcelain vase with underglaze blue birds and flowers
(Watanabe 1930, 18.)
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Appendix 6-3: List of Seifu Yohei Ill’s works purchased at exhibitions by the Imperial 
Household Agency
Chicago World Colombian Exposition in 1893 (Meiji 28)
19. Taihaku-ji botan-bori iri to kabin (Cfc 1=3 
White vase with carved peony design
20. Aka-ji ginbuta tsuki to koro ( ( j f ))
Red incense burner with silver lid
Japan Art Association Art Exhibition, Spring Term, in 1894 (Meiji 27)
21. Seika gyoga enkei bachi { ( W p ]
Round-shaped bowl with underglaze blue fish design
22. Taihaku-ji kanryo-gata kabin
White porcelain vase in the shape of kanryd (?)
23. Jiki-sai kakitsubata kabin 
Porcelain vase with iris design
NIE IV in 1895 (Meiji 28)
24. Hakuji seigaiha kaiga kabin ((6 M
White porcelain vase with design of wave and shellfish
25. Nihon-shiki seiji kabin ((0 
Japanese style vase with celadon glaze
Japan Art Association Art Exhibition, Spring Term, 1896 (Meiji 29)
26. Ji-sei oka-mon kabin
Porcelain vase with cherry blossom design
The Third Exhibition of Art Works both New and Old in 1897 (Meiji 30)
27. Kanpaku-ji basyd-bori kabin {(3  ^E=1
Porcelain vase with kanpaku-ji glaze and carved of banana leaf
The Fourth Exhibition of Art Works both New and Old in 1898 (Meiji 31)
28. Seika botan moyd jiki tsubo
Porcelain jar with underglaze blue peony design
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>Kyoto Alt Association Special Exhibition for the visit of the Crown Prince in 1898
29. Tsukiyoi seiji botan choga kabin
Porcelain vase with evening moon geladon glaze and carved peony design
W> 151 Ih] pp JH Hfe ^
The Fifth Exhibition of Art Works both New and Old in 1899 (Meiji 32)
30. Seiji dai koro
Large porcelain incense burner with celadon glaze
%  A  H I i f f B P  I I
The Sixth Exhibition of Art Works both New and Old in 1900 (Meiji 33)
31. Soba-yu jiki kabin
Porcelain vase with soba-coloured glaze
The Thirty-fifth Japan Art Association Art Exhibition in 1904 (Meiji 37)
32. Akebono-saiji choshun-bori kabin
) Porcelain vase with dawn glaze with carved design of long spring
The Thirty-seventh Japan Art Association Art Exhibition in 1905 (Meiji 38)
3 3. Kyoku-sai yamazakura kab in ({jlE^P-I
Vase with morning sun glaze of mountain cherry blossom
The Eighteenth Exhibition of Art Works both New and Old in 1913 (Taisho 2)
34. Kohaku-ji tobi-yu kanae-shiki dai koro { ( Jfff A  A  Ilf ))
Ding-shaped large porcelain incense burner with amber glaze and black spots
(Okamoto 2007, 63-66.)
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Appendix A: List of Japanese and Chinese words
Agano Shuzo 
Aichi 
Aizu
Akaji tsubo 
Ako 
Amagi 
Amakusa 
An Shi (Ch.)
An’ei
Anhui (Ch.)
Ansei
Arakawa Mitsugu 
Arisugawa no miya Takahito shinno 
Arisugawa no miya Taruhito shinno 
Arita 
Arita-yaki 
Asahi-yaki
Asahi-yaki 1^ 0 ^
Asai Chu 
Asakusa
Asano Nagayoshi 
Ashikaga 
Asukai Kotaro 
Awa 
Awata 
Awataguchi 
Awata-yaki 
Ayabe
Azuchi-Momoyama 
Azuma-yaki 
Bai Juyi (Ch.)
Baihin 
Baikei 
Baisao
Baisao Koyugai 
bakufu 
Banko 
banryu
Bao Xiangshun (Ch.) 
basara
Bicchu Matsuyama 
Bishu 
Bizen 
Boku Riko 
Bo Yunlong (Ch.)
Botan ranji koro 
bu
bugyd W i f
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k w
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m m
M'Ji'l
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Bungo
bunjin
Bunjinga
Bunka
Bunka Kunsho 
Bunkyu
Bunroku Keicho no eki
Bunsei
Chage (Ch.)
Chang Hao (Ch.)
Changhua (Ch.)
Changsha (Ch.)
chartoyu
chasei
chashinko
chasoku
chawan
Chen Jialin (Ch.)
Chen Manshou (Ch.)
Chen Yiqing (Ch.)
Chen Yizhou (Ch.) 
Chikuden-so 
Chin Jukan XII 
Chion-in 
Chiyoda-ku 
Chen Yiqing (Ch.)
Chofu 
Chojiro 
Chokian Giryo 
Chongqing (Ch.)
Choshu
Chugai bukka shinpo 
Cixi (Ch.)
Dai 1 kai Kyoto Hakurankai
Dai 1 kai Naikoku K angyo Hakurankai
Dai 2 kai N aikoku K angyo Hakurankai
Dai 3 kai Naikoku K angyo Hakurankai
Dai 4 kai Naikoku K angyo Hakurankai
Daigaku Nanko
Daigo Sanpoin
daimyo
Daisanji
Daisho-ji
Daiten Kenjo
Dajo daijin
Dapu
Date
Date Munenari 
Date Munetada 
Date Yasuke
A A
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mm
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frFJUM
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Rt&Sf
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ix & #  
drjyp; 
6 £ !h
denshusei feUidfe
Ding (Ch.)
donburi -jj:
Doshisha IWIifelj:
Ebisei 
eboshi 
Ecchu 
Edo
Edo Banko 
Edogawa Seitojo 
Eiraku Hozen 
Eiraku Wasen 
Eiraku Zengoro 
Eisai 
Ennosai 
Enpo 
Enryaku 
Eto Shinpei 
fahua  (Ch.)
fencai (Ch.) $5)^
Feng Yun (Ch.)
Fujian (Ch.)
Fujie Eiko 
Fujimihara 
Fukaumi Suminosuke 
fukoku kyohei 
Fukuoka
Fukushima Masabei 
Fukuzawa Yukichi 
Fumon-ji 
Furiki
Furuta Oribe 
Fushimi 
Fushimi bugyd 
Fushimi-yaki 
futamono 
Gaikoku bugyd 
Gakushuin 
Gansuien 
Ge (Ch.)
Genbun 
Gengensai 
Genroin 
Genroku 
Gifu
Gifu-ken Tojiki Koshujo 
Yixing (Ch.) jiCi
Gion tBjf
Gohin Kyoshinkai 
gohon
ffi
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f c f l M f
f r^1  
¥W?C
IF
TC t^
JC#
gohon tachizuru 
Gojozaka 
Gojozaka-yaki 
Gokei
Gong Qinwang (Ch.)
Guan (Ch.)
Guangdong (Ch.)
Guoli Gugong Bowuyuan (Ch.)
Guze Kannon
Gyokukozan
Gyokusen-ji
Gyozan Chubei
Hagi-yaki
haihan chiken
Hakodate
Hakuaisha
Hakubutsukyoku
Hakuji mizusashi
Hakuji roka-mon kabin
Hakurankai
Hakurankai Jimukyoku 
Hamagurigomon 
Hamao Arata 
Han
Hanabusa Iccho 
Handan (Ch.)
Handen
Hangzhou (Ch.)
Hara Tomitaro (Sankei) 
Hara Zaisen 
Haerbin (Ch.)
Harima
Harisu Rikagaku Gakko 
Haruna Shigeharu 
Hashimoto Gaho 
Hasunoike 
Hata Zoroku 
hatamoto 
Hattori Kyoho 
Hayakawa Shokosai 
He Ruzhang (Ch.)
Hebei (Ch.)
Heisei 
Henan (Ch.)
Heng Qisheng (Ch.)
Hiei
Higashi Honganji 
Higashikuze Michitomi 
Higashiyama 
Higuchi Hideo
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Hijikata Hisamoto
Hikone
Himeji
hin
hin 7
Hine Taizan
Hinka seihyo gata kabin
hinhaku
Hirano Kosuke
Hirooka Ihei
Hirota Fukosai
Hitachi daijo
Hizen
Hizen Tsuji-sei
Hoei
Hogen
Hon’ami Koetsu 
Honda Tadachika 
Honda Tadaoki 
Horeki 
Horin Josho 
Horyu-ji 
hoshu
Hosokawa Moritatsu 
Hotta Masayoshi 
Hozan Bunzo 
Hozan
Huangbo (J. Obaku)
Hunan (Ch.)
Hyakkanishiki
Hyochi-en
Hyogo
Ibaraki
Ichiki Shiro
Ichimonjiya Chubei
Idemitsu Bijutsukan
Igi Tadazumi (San’ensai)
igo
Ii Naoaki 
Ii Naomasa 
Ii Naonaka 
Ii Naosuke 
lida Shinshichi 
Ike no Taiga 
Ikeda Takatoshi 
Imado 
Imado-yaki 
Imaizumi Yusaku 
Imao Keinen 
Imura Hikojiro
Ingen Ryuki (Ch. Yinyuan Longqi)
mn Inoue Kiyonao
ym Inoue Masanobu
ian Inoue Ryosai
iS<fc Inoue Takanosuke
Irie Dosen III
« » # » « » Irie Kenzan
Ise
W l i Ishikawa
Ishikawa Kenritsu Senmon Gakko
Ishikawa Kogyo Gakko
Ishikawa Mitsuaki
mm Ishikawaken Kogyo Gakko
mmitm Ishiyakushi
^ A Ishiyamadera
A H Itaya Hazan
Ito Hirobumi
Ito Jakuchu
Ito Tozan
Iwakura Tomomi
Iwakurayama
Iwasaki Yanosuke
lyo
iDJUfliz: Izu
i f f l x i Izushi
M\hXM Jiajing (Ch.)
SiJU Jian (Ch.)
nm Jiangsu (Ch.)
Jiangxi (Ch.)
Jingdezhen (Ch.)
§ji? M Jomon
Jowa
mm Jujutsu
a  a  m m Juyd mukei bunkazai hojisha
Kaei
Kaga
( x « ) Kaga-han
h # Kagawa-ken Kogei Gakko
Kagiya
Kagoshima
Kairakuen
£®S Kairakuen-yaki
IR fflfrX kamakabu
Kamakura
Kameyama
kami
Kamiya
kamiyashiki
Kan’ei-ji
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Kanazawa
Kanazawa Kokai Gakko 
Kanazawa-ku Kogei Gakko 
Kanbi Ishinjo 
Kangxi (Ch.)
Kangyoryo Seito Shiken Denshujo 
Kangyoryo 
Kano Eitoku 
Kano Hogai
Kano Naganobu (Isen’in) 
Kano Natsuo
Kano Osanobu (Seisen’in) 
Kano Tadanobu (Shosen’in) 
Kano Tanyu 
Kano Tessai 
Kano
Kanpaku dajodaijin
Kanpakuji bashdbori kabin
Kanpakuji chokokuga kabin
Kansei
Kansai
Kanto
Kanzan Denshichi
karabitsu
karakusa
Karigane-ya
kariginu
kashibachi
Kashima odori
Kasuga
Katagiri Sekishu
Kato Gosuke
Kato Tomotarb
Kato Yogoro
Kato Yohachi
Katobi-kai
Katsura no miya
Katsura no miya Sumiko naishinno
Kawagoe
Kawahara Chujiro
Kawahara Keiga
Kawahara Noritatsu
Kawakami Togai
Kawamoto Masukichi
Kawanabe Kyosai (Gyosai)
Kawase Hideji
Kawata
Kazu no miya Chikako naishinno 
Ke
Keio gijuku
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Keio
Keio Gijuku
Kennin-ji
Kenzan
Kichizaemon
Kido Takayoshi
kikan
Kikko Shogetsu 
Kikko-yaki 
Kikuchi Hobun 
Kikusuimon kabin 
Kikutani 
Kimura Kenkado 
Kimura Masujiro 
Kin’undo 
Kinkaku-ji 
Kinkodo Kamesuke 
Kinkozan Sobei 
Kinoshita Itsuun 
kinrande 
Kinuya Hanbei 
kirin (Ch. qilin) 
Kiryukoshogaisha 
Kishi Kokei 
Kishu
Kishu Tokugawa ke 
Kitamura Yaichiro 
Kiyomizu Gojo 
Kiyomizu Miyo 
Kiyomizu Rokubei 
Kiyomizu Shichibei 
Kiyomizu-yaki 
Kiyota Shunpei 
Kizokuin 
Ko Fuyo 
Ko Yugai
Kobayashi Kiyochika 
Kobayashi Kokei 
Kobe
Kobe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan
Kobikicho Kano
Kobori Enshu
Kobu Bijutsu Gakko
kochi
Kochukyo
Kodo
Koei Kachutei 
Koishikawa 
Koizumi 
Koka
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Kokkai Toshokan 
Kokugaku
Kikuritsu Kindai Bijutsukan
Kokuritsu Kobunshokan
Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan
Koma
Komatsu
Komoto Jihei
Komuro
Kono Bairei
Korakuen
Koransha
Koseno Shoseki
kdtei
Koto-yaki 
Koyama Sanzo 
Kubo Toshiyo 
Kubota Beisen 
Kugai Masanori 
Kuki Ryuichi 
Kumagai Naotaka 
Kumamoto 
Kumano
Kunaicho Shoryobu 
Kunaicho Yodoka 
Kunaisho kogei ’in 
Kurimoto Suian 
Kuroda Tengai 
Kusube Yaichi 
Kutani
Kutani hongama 
Kuwayama Sosen 
Kyobashi 
Kyoho
Kyokusai yamazakura yushozu kabin
Kyokusai-ji
Kyoto
Kyoto Furitsu Sogo Shiryokan 
Kyoto Gyoen 
Kyoto Hakurankaisha 
Kyoto Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan 
Kyoto Koto Kogei Gakko 
Kyoto Shiritsu Bijutsu Kogei Gakko 
Kyoto Shiritsu Geijutsu Daigaku 
Kyoto Shiritsu Tojiki Shikenjo 
Kyoto Shoko Domeikai 
Kyoto Teikoku Daigaku 
Kyoto Tojiki Shikenjo 
Kyoto Tojiki Shoko Tatsumi Kumiai 
Kyoto Toki Gaisha
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Kyoto-fu Gagakko
Kyoto-fu Kangyojo Goyogakari
Kyoto-shi Bijutsu Hakurankai
Kyoto-shi Bijutsu Kogei Gakko
Kyoto-shi Bijutsu Kogeihin Tenrankai
Kyoto-shi Kogei Zuan Choseijo
Kyoto-shi Kogyo Bussankai
Kyoto-yaki
Kyowa
Kyo-yaki
kyuhei
Kyukyodo
Kyushu
Li Baoquan (Ch.)
Li Hongzhang (Ch.)
LiXiaopu (Ch.)
Li Yu (Ch.)
Li Zongtang (Ch.)
Liang Wenwan (Ch.)
Liaoning (Ch.)
Lin Bu (Ch.)
Ling Wenyuan (Ch.)
Liu Yuxi (Ch.)
Longquan (Ch.)
Lu Tong (Ch.)
Lu You (Ch.)
Maeda Chodo (Handen) 
Maeda Seison 
Maeda-ke 
Maiko
Makimura Masanao
Makuzubara
Makuzu Chozo
Makuzu-yaki
Man’en
Manjudo
Manpuku Yoko
Manpuku-ji (Ch. Wanfu-su)
Marunaka Magohei
Marusu Shokai
Maruyama
Maruyama Shijo
Mashimizu Zoroku
Masuda Takashi
matcha
Matsukata Deflation 
Matsukata Masayoshi 
Matsushiro 
Meien zuroku 
Meiho
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Meiji 
Meiwa 
Meiyo ginpai 
Meiyo ittdsho 
Meng Jianyi (Ch.)
Mie
Mikawachi 
Ming (J. Min)
Mino
misu (J. Hishoku)
Mito
Mitsubishi 
Mitsuhide 
Mitsui Gofukuten 
Mitsui Takayoshi 
Miwa Deisuke 
Miyagawa Hannosuke 
Miyagawa Kozan 
Miyagi
Miyanaga Tozan I 
Miyazaki Shuta 
Mizushima-yaki 
Mochizuki Gyokusen 
Moku Bei 
Momoyama-yaki 
Monbusho
Monbusho Bijutsu Tenrankai 
Mori Kansai 
Mori Ogai 
Mori Tetsuzan 
Mori Yuzan 
Morimoto Kocho 
Morimoto Tokaku 
Morizumi Tsurana 
Motoori Norinaga 
Mu Chi (Ch.)
Murata Shuko (Juko)
Musashi 
Mushiage 
Mushiage-yaki 
Mushikagoshiki kashiki 
Mydgi ittdsho 
Myogi nitosho
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Myryoju-ji
Nabeshima Naozumi
Nabeshima
Naeshirogawa
Naeshirogawa Toki Gaisha
Nagasaki
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Nagasaki Rekishi Bunka Hakubutsukan 
Nagatani Soen 
Nagatani Soshichiro 
Naidaijin
Naikaku-fu, Akasaka geihinkan 
Nakabashi Kano 
Nakabayashi Chikkei 
Nakabayashi Chikuto 
Nakajima Raisho 
Nakajima Yusho 
Nakamura Hochu 
Nakanishi Koseki 
Nakaoku okosho 
Nakatsu
Nakazawa Iwata 
Namikawa Sosuke 
Namikawa Yasuyuki 
Nanga
Nanki otokoyama
Nanzen-ji
Nara
Narushima Ryuhoku 
netsuke
Nezu Bijutsukan
Nichibei shuko tsusho joyaku
Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai
Nihon Bijutsu Kyokai Shunki Bijutsuten
Nihon Keizai Shinbun
Nihon Menka Kabushiki Gaisha
Nihon Nanga Kyokai
Nihon Tory o Kabushikigaisha
Nihonbashi
Nihonga
Ninko
Ninnami Dohachi 
Ninna-ji 
Ningen kokuko 
Ninko
Nishi Hongan-ji 
Nishida Ihachi 
Nishijin
Nishimura Sozaemon 
Niuzhuang (Ch.)
Noguchi Yukoku 
Nomura Bunkyo 
Nonomura Ninsei 
Noro Kaiseki 
Notomi Kaijiro 
Nukina Kaioku 
Numata Ichiga
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Obaku
Oda Kaisen
Oda Nobunaga
Oda Nobutada
Odaniya Tomokuro
Oeda Ryuho
Ogata Kenzan
Ogata Korin
Ogata Shuhei
Ogawa Kazumasa
Ogimachi
Oita
Ojiyama
Ojoin
Okada Hanko 
Okada Heikichi 
Okada Kojo 
Okada Ryohei 
Okada Tokuho 
Okakura Kakuzo 
Okamoto Toyohiko 
Okazaki 
Oku Randen 
Okubo Toshimichi 
Oku-cho 
Okuda Eisen 
Okuma Shigenobu 
Okumura Shohachi 
Okurasho
Okurasho Shomukyoku
Omi 
Omiya 
Omote Senke 
Omuro 
Ono Zensuke 
oribe 
Oribe-ryu 
Osaka
osendomairi
Oshdnando
Osoba goydtoi'itsugi
Ota Yoshiliisa
Otagaki Rengetsu
Otowa-yaki
Owari
Ozaki
Penglai (J. Horai)
Qi (J. Sai)
Qian Yi (Ziqin) (Ch.)
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Rai Atsushi (Shiho)
Rai Sanyo 
Raku Kichizaemon 
Raku Tannyu 
raku
Rakutozan
reishi
Ren Bonian (Ch.) 
ri
Riguan (Ch.)
Rikuu sencha zu
Rinpa
Rinzai
Roju
Roka hakuji koro 
Rokuon-ji 
Ruriiro kabin 
ryo
Ryokuju Hosho
Ryosai-yaki
Ryosen-ji
Ryuchi-kai
Ryukatei Ransui
Ryumondo
Saga
Saga-ken Kogyo Gakko 
Saicho
Saka Koraizaemon 
Sakaki Hyakuzen 
Sakiyama Rihei 
Sakura
Sakurada-mon
Sakuranomiya
samui’ai
Sanbohonbu
San-gama
Sangydshi
Sanjo Sanetomi
sankinkdtai
Sanmojiya Kasuke
Sannomaru Shozokan
Sano Tsunetami
Sano Tsunetatsu
Sanyaso
sara
Satsuma
Seibei
Seiemon
Seifti
Seifu Kuina
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Seifu sosai H&AFf&ii;
Seifu Yohei 
seigaiha
Seihin Gazu Gakari 
Seiji botanga mizusashi 
Seiji daikoro 
Seiji Gaisha 
Seiji tobiyu kabin
Seika botan moyo jiki tsubo (ni
Seika kacho moyo kabin ((fP
Seika Shokaku-ga Kabin in
Seimikyoku 
Seinan
Seisei sencha 
Seiwan chakai 
Seiwan chakai hi 
Seiwan 
Seizan 
Seki Nyorai 
Sekido-sha 
Sekishu 
Sen no Rikyu 
Sen Soshitsu 
sen
sencha 
Sengoku 
Senke jissoku 
Senshu no ma 
Seto
Seto Toki Gakko 
Setouchi-shi
Shanghai Bowuguan (Ch.)
Shashi (Ch.)
Shibata Zeshin 
Shibayama Gensho 
Shiga Naoya
Shiga M M
Shigaraki 
shikunshi 
Shimazu Nariakira 
Shimazu Narioki H
Shimazu Takahisa §
Shiinazu Yoshihiro lo
Shimizu Usaburo
Shimoda T i5
ShimojoMasao
Shimooka Renj o T  N
shinhaku
Shin Ko Bijutsuten
shin ’ijin A
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Shinano no kami
Shingon-in
Shinjuku
Shinkai Kanzan
Shinkai Rokuro
Shinkai Seizan
Shinobazu
Shinoda Shosaku
Shinoyama
Shinozaki Shochiku
shinsha
Shinsho-ji
Shinshoren
shinto
Shioda Makoto 
Shiodome 
Shiokawa Bunrin 
Shiiai Zenjiro 
Shirai Zenshichi 
Shirakaba 
Shiseikan 
Sho Saiko 
shogi 
shogun
Shohyo Torokujo 
shoin 
sho-kabin 
Shoken Kotaigo 
Shokoku-ji 
shokunin katagi 
shokusan kogyd 
shornui
Shoren-in no miya
Shoren-in
Shoryo-bu
Shosai Ikkei
Shosoin
Showa
shu
shun 7
Sichuan (Ch.) 
Soba-yu jiki kabin 
Sonnojoi 
Sonshin hosshinno 
Sonpo shinno 
Su Shi (Ch.) 
Sufuku-ji 
Sugiura Seigai 
Sumidagawa 
Sumidagawa-yaki
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Sumida-yaki
Sumitsuin
sumo
Suwa Sozan 
Suzhou
Suzuki Hyakunen
Suzuki Zuigen
Taigado Giryo
Taihakuji botan horiiri to kabin
Taihakuji chokoku kabin
Taihiyu rokamon kabin
Taiping
Tairei-ji
Tairo
Taisho
Taizan Yohei
Tajimi
Takagi Hiroshi 
Takahashi Dohachi 
Takahashi Korekiyo 
Takahashi Yoshio (Soan) 
Takahashi Yuichi 
Takamatsu 
Takamura Kotaro 
Takamura Koun 
Takamm'a Toyochika 
Takashima 
Takashina Shuji 
Takatori
Takemoto Hayata 
Takemoto Yosai 
Takemoto-yaki 
Takeno Jo’o 
Taketa
Takeuchi Hisakazu 
Takeuchi Seiho 
Taki Katei 
Tanaka Kakud 
Tanba Miyazu 
Tanba 
Tanbayaki 
Tang (Ch.)
Tango
Tani Buncho 
Taniguchi Aizan 
Taniguchi Kokyd 
Tanko-yu botan kabin 
Tanomura Chikuden 
Tanomura Chokunyu 
Tanomura Shoko
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Tanzan Rokuro 
Tanzan Seikai 
Tateba
Tawaraya Sotatsu
Tazaki Soun
Teikoku Bijutsuin
Teikoku Hakubutsukan
teishitsu gigei’in
Tekisui Bijutsukan
tencha
Tendai
Tenju-an
Tenmei
tenmoku
Tenmokuyu unryithan kabin
Tenpo
Tensho
tensho
Tetsuo
Tezuka Kamenosuke 
Tianjin (J. Tenshin)
Tobe
tobiseiji
tocha
Todai-ji
Tofuku-ji
Tojiki Chinretsujo
Tojiki Seizosho Shibu
Tojiki Shoko Tatsumigumi
Toju-ko
Toki Bussankaisho
Tokoname-yaki
tokonoma
Tokugawa Harutomi 
Tokugawa Iemitsu 
Tokugawa Iemochi 
Tokugawa Iesada 
Tokugawa Ietsuna 
Tokugawa Ieyasu 
Tokugawa Nariyori 
Tokugawa Shigetoino 
Tokugawa Yorinobu 
Tokugawa Yoshinobu 
Tokugawa 
Tokushima 
Tokyo
Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko 
Tokyo Daigaku Rigakubu 
Tokyo etsuke 
Tokyo kingama
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Tokyo K ogyo Daigaku  
Tokyo Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan 
Tokyd Senmon Gakkd 
Tokyo Shokko Gakko 
Tomioka Tessai 
Toruremuru Hey  
Tosa
T osei Daiteitoku  
Toyama
Toyama-ken K ogei Gakko
Toyosuke
Toyotoji kenkyu
Toyotomi H ideyoshi
Tozan-yaki
Tsuji Kako
Tsuji Katsuzo
Tsuji Kiemon
Tsusentei
Tsuwano
Ueda Akinari
Ueda Toyokichi
Uemura Shoen
Ueno
Uji
nkiyo-e
Umebachi
Umehara Ryuzaburd
Uoebachi
Uragami Gyokudo
Uraku-ryu
Urasenke
Utagawa Kuniteru
Utsumi K ichido
Uwajim a
wa kei sei jaku
wabi
Waka no Ura 
Wakayama
Wakayama Shiritsu Hakubutsukan 
Wake Kitei 
Wan Jukui (Ch.)
Wanfu-su (J. Manpuku-ji) 
Wang Yangming (Ch.)
Wang Yem ei (Ch.)
Wanli (Ch.)
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Zhili zongdu (Ch.)
Zhou Chen (Ch.) gi
Zhu Shou (Ch.)
Zhu Yan (Ch.)
zisha (Ch.)
zuga
Zuishi
Appendix B: List of article and book titles
‘Awata-yaki Kiyomizu-yaki5 g J
‘Koshitsuron’ Tllilfjm J (A Discourse on the Imperial Household)
‘Kyoto bijutsu enakushi’ r (History of Art in Kyoto)
‘Kyoto to sono meiko ni tsuite’ t  (Kyoto and its Artists)
‘ Sandai Seifu Yohei ni kansuru ryakureki’ T m j - j -  <S J (Biography of Seifu 
Yohei III)
‘Seifu Yohei shi rireki’ T ( B i o g r a p h y  of Teishitsu gigei’in Mr Seifu 
Yohei)
‘Sonnoron’ r J (Reverence for the Emperor)
‘Teishitsu no hogo o motte chokusetsu ni bijutsu kogei o shorei suruno hitsuyo o ronzu’ r /
(A Discussion of the Importance of 
Direct Support by the Imperial Household for the Encouragement of Arts and Crafts)
‘ Yushutsu-hin no seisaku ni oyobosu kaigai no fushu’ T ^ j±J ah <D tjjiJ _h 1" I k < D MW J 
(Foreign Customs for the Use of Designing Export Wares).
AsanoShinbun [T^HSfifrfiflJ (Asano News Paper)
Bai shi wen j i  IT 6  (Anthology of Mr. Bai)
Baisao gego (Memoir of Baisao)
Bankokn hakurankai no bijutsu FT? (Arts of East and West from World
Expositions)
Bankoku hakurankai to kindai togei no reitnei F ^  II! 1^1 t  i£ CO ^  J (The
International exposition an the Dawn of Modem Japanese Ceramics)
Bijutsu soshi F i iW lt lk J  (Art Journal)
Bungo kokushi irWr^'lDSt! j  (History of Bungo)
Bunmeikaika no yakimono, obei o fubi shita Japonisme e: Meiji no yakimono F [IfHkCO
(Japonisme for the Western World: The
Pottery of the Meiji Era)
Cha jin  (The Classic of Tea)
Choando-ki (Diary of Kubo Choando)
Dai Nihon yogyo kyokai zasshifjK 0 (Journal of Great Japan Ceramic Industry
Association)
Dong cha wen jian lu (Personal Record of Travelling the East)
Dong you ri j i  F^t#if- P IBJ (Diary of Travelling the East)
Fuken tokienkaku tokodentoshi F /ft J (History of Ceramics and Tradition
of Potters Divided by Prefecture. )
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Genshoku Nihon no bijutsu 15: tdjiki 1 [fjJfi'fi 0 ^CDHI?|f 1 5 1 J . (Arts of Japan with
Coloured Illustration, vol. 15, Ceramic, vol. 1)
Heian tsushi f  (History of Kyoto)
Hiesha shinto himitsu ki [f 0 (Secret record of Hie Shrine
Ikkaissairoku (Biographical Anthology of Famous People 2)
I toy a Hazan no shogai: shugyoku no togei |i[ CD CD (The Life of ltaya
Hazan: Ceramics of Excellent Beauty)
Jidai o irodottayakimono (Ceramics Embellished the Meiji era)
Jiki seizo zasshi (Instruction of Porcelain Production)
Kakumeiki [TI^KfBj (the Diary of Horin Josho)
Kankozusetsu toki no bu f P l i t l ® 3 ^ n f t j  (Illustiated Discourse of Ancient Objects: 
Ceramics)
Kandkyddojii [f )J[I J (Dictionary of Kaga Province)
Katakiuchi sencha no hajimari [TIff M J (Revenge: the Beginning of Sencha) 
Kenkaddnikki t f ^ H ^ B l B j  (Diary of Kimura Kenkado)
Kindai Nihon no kdgei [fxlrft 0 ^ C D I^ J  (Crafts of Modern Japan)
Kindai no tojiki to yogyo [fifift cD|^ir^§| t  (Modem Ceramics and Ceramic Industry)
Kindai toji (Journal of Modern Ceramics)
Kindai tojikigyo no seiritsu If IS CD hie azJ (Formation of Modem Ceramic Industry)
Kindai yogyo no chichi: Gottfried Wagener to bankoku hakurankai ^  y  h 'J V
—■ h * L7 Jf/U h  (The Father of Modem Ceramics: Gottfried Wagener and the
International Expositions)
Kinsei dogu idoshi If iirllL'ifr J (History of Transition of Tea Wares)
Kissayojo ki I P l l ^ i i ^ f B j  (Tea for Good Health)
Kobe-ko naigai shoka binran [TW MrBJ ®  ^ {§1W j  (Guide of Japanese and foreign merchants
in Kobe Port)
Kokon kyogama deichu kanwa F T*f ^  M ^  J (Idle Talks about Kyoto Kilns of Old and
New)
Kundaikan souchoki f  J (Comments on Ashikaga Yoshimasa’s Art Collection).
Kyoto bijutsu kyokai zasshi IT J (Journal of Kyoto Ait Association)
Kyoto tojikisetsu (Stoneware and Porcelain in Kyoto)
Kyo-yaki 100 nen no ayumi ^ C D ^ ^ -J  (100 year History of Kyoto Ceramics)
Makuzu Miyagawa Kozan ten: sekai o miryoshita Makuzu ware
X  • rj s n T j  (Miyagawa Makuzu Kozan: Makuzu Ware, Fascinated the World) 
Meien hinmoku (Catalogue of Sencha Tea Gatherings)
Meiji bunkashi [T^'/p JC-fLliiJ (Cultural History of Meiji era)
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Meiji no kyd-yaki (Kyoto Ceramics of the Meiji era)
Meiji no kyuchu dezain - Wa chiiyo noyuwa o motometefty\ '/p (D 7^ ^  7s If' -i ^P#-rJ:| cDjl&fp
V) ;§§ <ar >R" <£> T  J (The Imperial Onrt Design -  Searching for harmony between the Japanese, 
Chinese and Western styles)
Meikarekihorokn [T &)< j  (Biographical Anthology of Famous People).
Miyagawa Kozan to Yokohama Makuzu-yaki IT'S JH^lU k  MU (Miyagawa Kozan and
Makuzu Ware from Yokomaha)
Nihon no tdji [f 0 (Ceramics of Japan)
Onchiznroku If ?m£p [E! i§?i]
Ri ben j i  you [T 0 (Travelling Records of Japan)
Ri ben za j i  If 0 J (Story of Japan)
Seifu sagen (Trifling Stories of Pure Wind)
Seiwan chakai zuroku (Pictorial.Record of Azure Sea Tea Gathering)
Seiwan sawa (Teatime Stories of the Azure Sea)
Sekihekifu (the Red Cliffs),
Sencha hayashinan (Quick Lessons of Sencha)
Sencha ketsu rjfU^f&J (Secrets of Sencha)
Shi dong shu lue (Records of Visits to the East)
Shirakaba If 1=1 J (White Birch)
Taisho meikikan [f (Examples of Famous. Wares of the Taisho era)
Tao shuo I T M J  (Discussions of Ceramics)
Toki benkai (Explanation of ceramics)
Toki hyakuwa (One Hundred Stories of Ceramics)
Torishirabesho [THxinl® j  (Report of the Seifu Yohei Workshop).
Toshi to geijutsu [flif tlf k. fUflfr J  (City and Art)
Umi o koeta Meiji: Europe ga aishitayakimono no bi ITtfe f t X. f t  ^ i n  3  —
(Meiji Art Beyond the Sea: the Beauty of Ceramics Favoured in Europe)
Umi o watatta Meiji no bijutsu I f ' / ) J <  o  1P1 fn <D § i J  (World’s Columbian Exposition of 
1893 Revisited: the Nineteenth Century Japanese Art Shown in Chicago, U.S.A.)
Yamanaka Sadajiroden [f [Tl (Life of Yamanaka Sadajiro)
You li Ri ben tu jing  [f iHKM 0 (Report of a Trip to Japan)
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Figures
Introduction
Figure i Seifu Yohei III. Left: Nakanodo 1985, 125, right: Scidmore 1898, 86 .
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Figure ii George Ashdown Audsley and James Lord Bowes, Keramic Art o f Japan. (Audsley 
1881.)
Chapter One
Kokon kydgama deichu kanwa. (Mashimizu 1935.)
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Figure 1-1 Mashimizu Zoroku,
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Figure 1-2 Umebachi crest
Figure 1-3 (left) Seifu Yohei I, Bowl with chrysanthemum, 1847. Seal (inside footring): Kotoura 
signature (side): Mushiage ni oite Seifu zo (made by SeifU at Mushiage).
Stoneware with slip and polychrome overglaze enamels; H 10.8 cm, Diam 16.3 cm, foot Diam 6.8 
cm. Ota Collection, Oku-cho, Japan.
Figure 1-4 (right) Ninnami Dohachi, Bowl with cherry blossom and maple leaves, first half o f the 
nineteenth century. Stoneware with slip and polychrome overglaze enamels; H 8.8 cm, Diam 16.5 
cm, Foot Diam 7.9 cm. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 1-5 (left) Seifu Yohei I, Vase with fish handles, 1847. Signature (inside footring): Meiho ni 
oite Seifu zo (made by Seifti at Mushiage). Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue; H
17.0 cm, Diam 5.4 cm. Foot Diam 5.3 cm. David Hyatt King Collection.
Figure 1-6 (right) Miyagawa Kozan 1, Vessel with landscape by Nankei, 1870. Signature (inside 
footring): Dai Nihon Kozan zo ;k: 0 (made by Kozan o f Great Japan). Porcelain with
underglaze cobalt blue; H 27.0 cm, Diam 14.0 cm, Foot Diam 12.0 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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iFigure 1-7 Seifu Yohei I, Bowl with chrysanthemum, c. 1828- c. 1855. Seal (inside footring):
SeifD inscription (side): Kenzan z^d-U. Stoneware with slip and polychrome overglaze 
enamels; H 8.8 cm, Diam 15.2 cm, Foot Diam 6.9 cm. E. S. Morse Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston.
Figure 1-8 Seifu Yohei I, Three-footed bowl with pine tree and ivy in snow, c. 1828 - c. 1855. Seal 
(bottom): Seifu f#)M. Stoneware with white slip, iron-oxide and polychrome overglaze enamels; H 
6.3 cm, W 19.4 cm. E. S. Morse Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Figure 1-9 Seifu Yohei I, Incense box with flowers and plants, c. 1828- c. 1855. Seal (bottom): 
Seifti tif j! l. Stoneware with polychrome and gold overglaze enamels; H 2.9 cm, Diam 7.5 cm. E. S. 
Morse Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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Figure 1-10 (left) Seifu Yohei I, Tea bowl with chrysanthemum, c. 1828- c. 1855. Seal (inside 
footring): Seifti JiL Stoneware with slip, iron-oxide and white overglaze enamel; H 7.7 cm, Diam 
12.3 cm, Foot Diam 4.7 cm. E. S. Morse Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Figure 1-11 (right) Seifu Yohei I, Water jar with stripes, c. 1828- c. 1855. Seal (bottom): Seifu ?j 
JH. Stoneware with underglaze cobalt blue; H 8.6 cm, Diam 13.0 cm. E. S. Morse Collection, 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Figure 1-12 (left) Seifti Yohei I, Tea Bowl with medallions of two birds and seigaiha pattern, c.
1828 - c. 1855. Seal (inside footring): Seifu HL Stoneware with underglaze blue decoration; H 6.7 
cm, Diam 14.8 cm, Foot Diam 6.0 cm. E. S. Morse Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Figure 1-13 (right) Seifu Yohei I, Lidded Jar, 1852 (Kaie 5). Inscription:
Kaei 5 Jinshi hitsu haru Seifu Yohei zo (Inscribed in Kaei 5, Made in Spring by Seifu Yohei). 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-14 Seifu Yohei I, Bowl with fish in fishnet, c. 1828- c. 1855. Seal: Seifti Porcelain 
with underglaze cobalt blue; H 8.1 cm, Diam 13.0 cm, Foot Diam 5.8 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 1-15 (left) Seifu Yohei I, Octagonal box with dragon, c. 1828- c. 1855. Signature (bottom): 
Seifu-sha Yohei zo (made by Yohei at the Seifu workshop). Porcelain with
underglaze cobalt blue. British Museum.
Figure 1-16 (right) Seifti Yohei I, Jubako with Chinese landscape, c. 1828- c. 1855. Signature 
(bottom): Seifu-sha Yohei zo ?r (made by Yohei at the Seifu workshop). Porcelain
with underglaze cobalt blue; H 27.7 cm, L 19.3 cm, W 19.5 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-17 (left) Seifu Yohei 1, Large lidded box with flowers o f four seasons, c. 1828- c. 1855. 
Seal (inside footring): Seifu-sha Yohei zo (made by Yohei at the Seifu workshop).
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue and copper red; H 24.0 cm, Diam 26.0 cm, Foot Diam 15.5 cm, 
private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-18 (right) Seifu Yohei I, Sencha teacup with the last two verses o f Chage by Nukina 
Kaioku (one o f a set o f five), c. 1828-c. 1855. Inscription (side):
A  Ifsj. Signature (inside footring): Seifu iff J$L Inscription (lid recto): Kaioku sho sometsuke chawan 
(blue-and-white teacup with Kaioku’s calligraphy). Porcelain with underglaze 
cobalt blue; H 4.2 cm, Diam 7.0 cm, Foot Diam 3.2 cm. Seikado Bunko Bijutsukan.
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>Figure 1-19 (left) Ninnami Dohachi, Tea bowl with moon and goose, the first half o f the 
nineteenth century. Seal (outside footring): lppo-do —*^7'it. Stoneware with slip and iron-oxide; H 
6.1 cm, Diam 10.8 cm. Kyoto National Museum.
Figure 1-20 (right) Ninnami Dohachi, Water pot with Chinese scene, the first half o f the 
nineteenth century. Seal (inside footring): Dohachi H A . Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue and 
copper red; H 18.0 cm, W 22.0 cm, Foot Diam 7.8 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-21 Ninnami Dohachi, Bowl with bamboo in snow, 1848-1855. Seal (bottom): 
Momoyama #fc|ll. Stoneware with underglaze iron oxide and white slip; H 16.3 cm, W 23.3 cm. 
Bunkacho.
Figure 1-22 Takahashi Dohachi III, Sencha tea cups with Chinese poem, 1855-1879. Signature 
(inside footring): Dohachi H A . Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue. Kyoto National Museum.
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Figure 1-23 Kiyomizu Shichibei I or II, Vase with literati style landscape, 1880-1910. Porcelain 
with underglaze cobalt blue. Signature (side): Shichibei zo (made by Shichibei); H 29.0
cm. David Hyatt King Collection.
Figure 1-24 (above) Seifu Yohei II, Bowl with geometric pattern, c. 1861-1872. Signature (inside 
foorting): Seifu-sha Yohei zo ?ff (made by Yohei at Seifu workshop). Porcelain with
underglaze cobalt blue. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-25 (below) Seifu Yohei II, Bowl with Chinese scene, c. 1861-1872. Signature (inside 
foorting): Seifu-sha Yohei zo (made by Yohei at SeifG workshop). Porcelain with
underglaze cobalt blue. Private collection, Japan.
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>Figure 1-27 (right) Maeda Handen, Old pine and bird. Ink and colours on silk; L 39.5 cm, W 53.5 
cm. Seishikan Collection, Hiroshima.
Figure 1-26 (left) Seifu Yohei II, Pair o f sencha tea cups with peony, 1870s. Seal (inside footring): 
Seifti Porcelain with polychrome and gold overglaze enamels; H 4.3 cm, Diam 5.2 cm. Private 
collection, Japan.
Figure 1-28 Seifu Yohei II, Pair o f small cups with pine and plum, c. 1861-1872. Seal (inside 
footring): Seifti t#M . Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue; H 3.1 cm, Diam 6.6 cm, Foot Diam 2.6 
cm. Jim Heusinger Collection, Cleveland.
Figure 1-29 Illustration o f Hakurankai hinpydroku (Kyoto Hakurankaisha 1873, 5.)
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Figure 1-30 Designs o f ceramic works of Seifu Yohei II in Onchizuroku, vol. lv 1875, 16, 18, 110. 
Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 1-31 Left: Kawamoto Masukichi 
I, Vase with cutgrass pattern, 1881. 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue and 
brown; H 45.3 cm, Diam 27.0 cm.
Seto-shi Rekishi Minzoku Hakubutsukan, 
Aichi. Right: Illustration in Onchizuroku, 
vol. 42. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 1-32 Seifu Yohei II, Vase with flowers of 
four seasons, c. 1870-1878. Signature (inside 
footring): Dai Nihon Seifu zo 0  
(made by Seifu o f Great Japan). Porcelain with 
polychrome and gold overglaze enamels; H 38.0 
cm, Diam 16.6 cm, Foot Diam 15.5 cm. A. W. 
Franks Collection, British Museum.
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>Figure 1-33 (left) Seifti Yohei II, A pair o f vases with plum blossom, 1875. Signature (inside 
footring): Dai Nihon Seifti zo 0  (made by Seifti of Great Japan). Porcelain with low
relief decoration; (left): H 42.3 cm, D 17.0 cm, Foot Diam 11.2 cm, (right): H 41.5 cm, D 16.2 cm, 
Foot Diam 11.1 cm. Victoria and Albert Museum.
Figure 1-34 (right) Illustration and description o f Figure 1 -33 in Catalogue o f  an Historical 
Collection o f  Japanese Pottery & Porcelain in the South Kensington Museum (Philadelphia 
Exhibition, 1876). (Read 1880, 212.)
Figure 1-35 Okada Tokuho, The Red Cliffs by Su Shi, the mid nineteenth century. Photograph of 
calligraphy on a fan (this work’s whereabouts is unknown). Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-36 Shinkai Seizan, Tea bowl with rock and wave, 1872- c. 1880. Seal (inside footring): 
Seizan fit ill, sticker (inside bowl): Seizan saku, jidai oyoso 20 nen, Meiji 10 nen 6 gatsu, Ninagawa
Noritane (made by Seizan, about 20 years old,
June 1877, Ninagawa Noritane). Stoneware with underglaze iron-oxide; H 5.5 cm, Diam 12.9 cm, 
Foot Diam 5.1 cm. E. S. Morse Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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Figure 1-37 (left) Shinkai Seizan, Sencha tea pot with flower, 1872- c. 1880. Seal (inside 
footring): Seizan in ill, inscription (side): Uji Yamamoto ^ ? p | l j  A . Soneware with slip, iron-oxide 
and cobalt blue; H 5.3 cm, Diam 10.1 cm, Foot Diam 4.3 cm. E. S. Morse Collection, Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston.
Figure 1-38 (right) Shinkai Seizan, Small dish in the shape of lotus leaf (one o f a set o f five),
1872- c. 1880. Seal (bottom): Seizan ?#lil, inscription (top): Chokunyu sansho jS A U J^ iD D
□  (mountain hermit Chokunyu ). Stoneware with underglaze iron-oxide; W 11.0 cm. Private
collection, Japan.
Figure 1-39 Shinkai Seizan, Pair o f sencha tea cups with calligraphy by Tanomura Chokunyu 
(Cup on the right), 1875. Signature (inside footring): Seizan zo 61o no ichi fit UJiaAH—
(made by Seizan, one o f sixty-one year old sage’s). Inscription (side): Meiji lOnen teigo shunjitsu
hitsu Chokunyu sansho gisha 5fl?p-HAT:0:# 0 □ j£A lil^® lc '¥  (On a Spring day in
1875, by mountain hermit Chokunyu). Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue; Diam 6.9 cm. Foot 
Diam 3.4 cm. Private collection, UK.
Cup on the left is by Inoue Shohei (d. 1895) and Bamboo basket case is by Hayakawa Shokozai I 
(1815-1897).
Figure 1-40 Seifu Yohei II (possibly by Shinkai Seizan), Cup with plum blossom and cracked ice 
pattern (one o f a set of ten), 1872- c. 1880. Signature (inside footring): Seifti zo (made by
Seifu). Porcelain with low relief decoration and gold overglaze enamel; H 7.0 cm, Diam 9.2 cm, 
Foot Diam 4.5 cm. Jim Heusinger Collection, Cleveland.
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Figure 1-41 Seifu Yohei II (possibly by 
Shinkai Seizan), Gourd-shape vase with eaglet 
on riverbank, 1872- c. 1880. Signature (inside 
footring): Dai Nihon Seifu zo 0 'fcfSM ia 
(made by Seifu of the great Japan). Porcelain 
with yellow and black overglaze enamels; H
26.8 cm, Diam 13.0 cm, Foot Diam 9.2 cm. 
Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-42 Plate: Kiyomizu Rokubei III, Dinner plate with blossom, 1879. Porcelain with 
underglaze cobalt blue; H.3.0, D. 23.5 cm. Teapot: Kanzan Denshichi, Pot with flowers and plants, 
1879. Signature (inside footring): Shoun-tei Kanzan sei (made by Kanzan of
Shoun-tei). Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue; H 25.0 cm. Teacup: Shinkai Seizan, A pair o f cup 
and saucer with flowers and plants, 1879. Signature (inside footring): Meiji 12 nen Seifu-ro Seizan 
zo fjlf lit?# ill ia  (In 1879, made by Seizan of Seifu hermitage). Porcelain with
underglaze cobalt blue; H 5.0 cm, Diam 13.8 cm. Kyoto Furitsu Sogo Shiryokan.
Figure 1-43 Shinkai Seizan, Stem cup with peach and nandin fruit, c. 1880. Seal (inside footring): 
Seifu ?#®  (Seal o f Yohei II), inscription (box lid recto): Seki-ji saishiki-ga shakuhai 
f l i £  (Porcelain stem cup with overglaze enamel painting), seal (box lid recto): Seifu fit®..
inscription (box lid verso): Seifu-ro Seizan zo ?#® lit?# llJ ia  (made by Seizan o f SeifU hermitage), 
seal (box lid verso): Seifu ?#® . Porcelain with polychrome and gold overglaze enamels; Diam 5.1 
cm, Foot Diam 3.4 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 1-44 Seifu Yohei II (possibly by 
Shinkai Seizan), Vase with flying cranes, c. 
1880. Signature (inside footring): Dai Nihon 
Seifu zo ^  R ^ ? f l® ia  (made by Seifu of 
Great Japan). Porcelain with overglaze 
polychrome enamels and gold; H 33.6 cm, 
Diam 14.0 cm. Foot Diam 10.2 cm. Private 
collection, Japan.
Figure 1-45 Seifu Yohei II (possibly by Shinkai Seizan), Small square plate with landscape, 1870s. 
Signature (bottom); SeifG zo ?it® Ja (made by Seifu), signature (box lid verso): Yohei zo ^ - ^ i a  
(made by Seifu), seal (box lid verso): SeifG fit® . Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue. Private 
collection, Japan.
Figure 1-46 (left) Seifu Yohei III, Incense burner with cherry blossom, 1907. Inscription (box lid 
verso): Kanpaku-ji Koro 33^fi$# 'M (seaI: Seizan H il l )  Seifu zoshi ^ M i a ^ ,  (seal: Seifu (ft®,). 
Porcelain low relief decoration and silver lid; H 9.5 cm, Diam 13.0 cm. Sannomaru Shozokan.
Figure 1-47 (right) SeifG Yohei III, Blue-and-white water jar in shonzui style, 1880-1910. Seal 
(side); Seifu ?h® . Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue; H 19.0 cm, Diam 13.0 cm. David Hyatt 
King Collection.
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Figure 1-48 Seifu Yohei III, Pink vase with cracked pattern, c. 1900. Seal (side): Seifu JE, 
sticker (bottom): CMK25. Porcelain with three layers of overglaze enamels (yellow, transparent with 
crackled pattern pink); H 14.2 cm Diam 7.2 cm, Foot Diam 5.0 cm. Kuntz Collection, Smithsonian 
Freer Gallery o f Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Washington DC.
Figure 1-49 Seifu Yohei III, Celadon bowl with mise glaze, 1900s. Seal (inside footring): Seifu fpf 
IE, box inscription (box lid recto): Hisyoku-yo kashibachi (mise kiln sweet bowl),
seal (box lid recto): Seifu Porcelain with celadon glaze; H 9.5 cm, Diam, 19.5 cm, Foot Diam 
8.0 cm. David Hyatt King Collection.
Figure 1-50 Mise ware plate, Yue kilns, late Tang dynasty Stoneware with celadon glaze; Diam
20.8 cm. Zhongguo Guojia Bowuguan (National Museum of China).
(This plate was excavated at a site o f Famen temple date in 874).
Figure 1-51 Seifu Yohei III, Discussion on 
mise ware, 1914. Inscription:
Hiffl&E P (Studying
ceramics o f mise ware and having a discussion, 
i f  a spring day 1914, by Seifu Seizan). Hanging
^ £ scroll; ink and light colours on paper; L 120.2
cm, W 33.8 cm. Private collection, Japan.
« V.
> }*■
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Figure 1-52 (left) Tojiki Chinretsujo (Ceramics Gallery).
Figure 1-53 (right) Kyoto Tojiki Shikenjo (Kyoto Ceramic Research Centre).
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>Figure 1-54 Seifu Yohei III, Vase with lions and Chinese flowers, 1886- c. 1890. Signature (inside 
footring): Seifu Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue and green, yellow and white overglaze 
enamels; H 11.6 cm, Diam 7.6 cm, Foot Diam 4.7 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Figure 1-55 (left) Seifu Yohei III, Large incense burner with butterfly medallions, c. 1892. 
Signature (bottom): Dai Nihon Seifu zo 0 (made by Seifu o f Great Japan). Porcelain
with coral red glaze, gold overglaze enamel and silver lid. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 1-56 (right) Seifu Yohei III, Vase with coral red glaze, c. 1890. Seal (inside footring): Dai 
Nihon Seifu zo 0 (made by Seifu o f Great Japan). Porcelain with iron-oxide and coral
red overglaze enamel; H 28.0 cm. The Khalili Collection of Japanese Art, Geneva.
Figure 1-57 Seifu Yohei III, Tripod incense 
burner with purple glaze, c. 1897. Seal (bottom): 
Seifu Porcelain with purple glaze; H 9.3 
cm. Ex Charles J. Morse Collection.
This incense burner was auctioned at Spink & 
Son Ltd. The Arts o f  Japan, 22 March -  6 April 
1990, 115, lot 132. It was sold for £ 2800.
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Figure 1-58 (left) Seifu Yohei III, Lidded Jar with flower and butterfly, c. 1890. Signature (inside 
footring): Dai Nihon Seifu zo ^  0 (made by Seifu o f Great Japan). Porcelain with
underglaze cobalt blue and red, green and purple overglaze enamels and low relief decoration; H
25.8 cm, Diam 19.0 cm. Foot Diam 9.5 cm. Hoyt Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Figure 1-59 (right) Seifu Yohei 111, Vase with flowers and plants, c. 1889. Signature (inside 
footring): Dai Nihon Seifu zo 0 (made by Seifu o f Great Japan). Porcelain with
underglaze cobalt blue and yellow overglaze enamel; H 37.0 cm. The Khalili Collection of Japanese 
Art, Geneva.
Figure 1-60 (left) Illustration o f Seifu Yohei Ill’s prize winning vases at NIE IV. (Shimabayashi 
1897)
Figure 1-61 (middle) Seifu Yohei III, Vase with peony and butterfly, 1893. Signature (inside 
footring): Dai Nihon Seifu zo 0 (made by Seifu of Great Japan). Porcelain with low
relief decoration; H 38.2 cm, Foot Diam 13.9 cm. Chicago, Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 1-62 (right) Seifu Yohei III, Vase with crane under pine tree, c. 1895. Signature (inside 
footring): Dai Nihon Seifu zo 0 JULijj (made by Seifu of Great Japan). Porcelain with low 
relief decoration o f clouds, underglaze cobalt blue, copper red, black and green and inglaze 
iron-oxide light red; H 44.0 cm, Foot Diam 13.2 cm. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
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Figure 1-63 (left) Seifu Yohei 111, Vase with peony, 1893- c. 1900. Signature (inside footring): 
Seifu fn'M. Porcelain with low relief and inglaze light iron red shading; H 18.6 cm, Diam 14.0 cm. 
Foot Diam 6.8 cm. Jim Heusinger Collection, Cleveland.
Figure 1-64 (right) Seifu Yohei 111, Vase with insects, c. 1895. Signature (inside footring): SeifD if 
M. Porcelain with inglaze iron red. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-65 (left) Seifti Yohei IV, Boat-shape dish with bamboo (one o f a set o f six), 1919-1941. 
Seal (bottom): Seifu inscription (box lid recto): Tsukiyoi seiji take-zu mukohai rokko fj W #
(evening moon celadon food dish with bamboo, six). Porcelain with low relief and 
light blue glaze. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-66 (right) Seifu Yohei 111, Light blue bowl with carp, c. 1895. Signature (inside footring): 
Seifu ?hM. Porcelain with low relief and light blue glaze. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-67 Seifu Yohei III, Light blue vase with 
plovers flying over waves, c. 1895. Signature (inside 
footring): Seifti ^ ® ,.  Porcelain with low relief and light 
blue glaze; H 14.7 cm, Foot Diam 4.7 cm. David Hyatt 
King Collection.
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Figure 1-68 (left) Seifu Yohei III, Light green vase with plum blossom, 1895-C.1900. Signature 
(inside footring): Seifti Porcelain with low relief and light green glaze; H 23.0 cm, Diam 13.2
cm, Foot Diam 7.0 cm. the British Museum.
Figure 1-69 (right) Seifu Yohei III, Light purple vase with band o f cloud pattern, 1890-1910. 
Porcelain with light purple glaze and relief decoration. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 1-70 (left) Seifu Yohei III, Vase with cherry blossom on cracked-ice pattern, 1890s. 
Signature (inside footring): Seifti Porcelain with low relief and carving; H 21.8 cm, Foot
Diam 7 .1 cm. David Hyatt King Collection.
Figure l-71(right) Seifu Yohei III, Yellow vase with lily, c. 1897. Signature (inside footring): Seifu 
Prcelain with low relief and yellow glaze; H 24.8 cm, Diam 10.2 cm, Foot Diam 5.9 cm. the 
British Museum.
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Figure 1-72 Seifu Yohei III, Tenmoku glaze vase with a 
dragon flying in clouds, c. 1900. Porcelain with tenmoku 
glaze; H 55.9 cm. Private collection, New York.
with tenmoku
Figure 1-74 (right) Seifti Yohei III, Vase with tenmoku glaze, c. 1900. Signature (inside footring): 
Seifti Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue and overglaze tenmoku glaze; H 7.6 cm, Foot 
Diam 3.0 cm. David Hyatt King Collection.
Figure 1-75 (left) Seifu Yohei III, Vase with olive green glaze, c. 1907. Porcelain with olive green 
glaze; H 7.6 cm, Diam 5.6 cm. University o f Michigan Museum of Art.
Figure 1-76 (right) Seifu Yohei IV, Square bowl with rokan-ji, 1919-1950. Seal (bottom): Seifu 
^ J E .  Porcelain with dark green glaze; H 5.9 cm, W 12.7 cm, Foot Diam 6.1 cm. Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston.
Figure 1-73 (left) Seifti Yohei III, Tea caddy with tenmoku glaze, c. 1907. Stoneware 
glaze; H 5.2 cm, Diam 6.6 cm. University of Michigan Museum of Art.
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Figure 1-77 (left) Seifti Yohei III, Vase with dark blue glaze, c. 1907. Stoneware 
glaze; H 8.9 cm, Diam 7.4 cm. University o f Michigan Museum of Art.
with dark blue
Figure 1-78 (right) Seifu Yohei 111, Vase with brown glaze, c. 1900. Signature (inside footring): 
Seifu fitI3L Stoneware with brown glaze; H 21.7 cm. Foot Diam 5.5 cm. David Hyatt King 
Collection.
Figure 1-79 (left) Seifti Yohei 111, Vase in tobi-seiji style, c. 1912. Signature (inside footring): Dai 
Nihon Seifu zo ^  H JM.5|r (made by Seifu o f Great Japan). Porcelain with celadon glaze and 
iron-oxide; H 56.4 cm, Foot Diam 18.5 cm. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 1-80 (right) Seifu Yohei III, White vase with reishi, c. 1912. Signature (inside footring): 
Dai Nihon Seifu zo 0 (made by Seifti o f Great Japan). Porcelain with low relief
decoration; H 31.5 cm, Foot Diam 15.2 cm. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 1-81 Seifu Yohei III, Vase with phoenix and 
paulownia, c. 1902. Signature (inside footring): Seifu 
M. Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue, inglaze iron 
light red and low relief decoration; H 20.5 cm, W 16.5 
cm, Foot Diam 8.4 cm. Jim Heusinger Collection, 
Cleveland.
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fFigure 1-82 Seifu Yohei III, Kyokusai yamazakura yushdzu kabin 
(Moming-sun colour vase with wild cherry blossom), 1905. Inscription: Dai Nihon Seifu zo 0 ^  
(made by Seifu o f Great Japan), supplements inside the box of the vase (left): Santosho 
dohai (Third Copper Prize), supplements inside the box of the vase (right): Jisaku
kyokusai yamazakura yusho-zu kabin, Kyoto, Seifu Yohei, baika kin hyakugoju-en §  \ ^
FJ (Individually produced work: Large vase with 
morning sun glaze with relief decoration o f birds and mountain cherry blossom, Kyoto, Seifu Yohei, 
priced 150 yen). Porcelain with inglaze pink and yellow and relief decoration; H 43.0 cm, Diam 30.5 
cm. Sannomaru Shozokan.
Figure 1-83 Seifti Yohei III (probably by Seifu Yohei IV), Vase with Chinese flower, 1913. 
Signature (inside footring): Seifti inscription (box lid verso): Taisho 2 nen 10 gatsu 27 nichi
Seijo yori gohairyo, Seifu seishi 1TT: 0 I§_h 3  V (On 27 October
1913, [Crown Prince was] given [this] from His Majesty. Seifti made this. Porcelain with low relief 
and carving; H 26.0 cm, Diam 20.8 cm. Sannomaru Shozokan.
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Figure 1-84 Photograph of an incense burner with 
chrysanthemums and butterflies by Seifu Yohei III exhibited 
at Japan British Exhibition in 1910. (The Office o f the 
Imperial Japanese Government 1910, illustration no. 139.)
Figure 1-85 Seifu Yohei IV, Vase with chrysanthemum, c. 1914. Signature (inside footring): Seifu 
IhM . Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue, yellow and inglazed iron red shading; H 40.0 cm. 
Walters Art Museum, Baltimore.
This vase was purchased by Henry Walters at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San 
Francisco, 1915.
*  n  « .  i*
Figure 1-86
Seifti Yohei IV
Yellow Vase with Plum Blossom Design 
(Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1918, 5)
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Figure 1-87 Seifu Yohei IV, Celadon vase in bamboo style, 1920-1940. Signature (inside footring): 
Seifti M M . Porcelain with celadon glaze and low relief decoration; H 25.9 cm, Foot Diam 10.0 cm. 
David Hyatt King Collection.
Figure 1-88 Kinkozan Sobei VII, Vase with chrysanthemum flowers, 1900s. Earthenware with 
polychrome glazes, gold, relief and openwork; H 30.0 cm. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
Chapter Two
Figure 2-1 Mori Yuzan (d  1917), Battle scene from the Hamaguri-gate incident of 1864, Kyoto, 
1893. Woodblock print, ink and colour on paper. The Library o f Congress, Washington D.C.
II i c i n u u t  H lanum
Figure 2-2 Artist Unknown, A map of Kyoto after the fire in 1864 (burnt area is coloured in gray). 
Woodblock print, ink on paper. (Shinsen Kyoto Sosho Kankokai 1985, 386).
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Figure 2-3 Utagawa Kuniteru 11(1830-1874), Tokyo-fu kydbashi yori gofukubashi no enkei, 
(Distant view between Kyobashi bridge and Gofukubashi bridge in Tokyo), 1868. Woodblock print, 
ink and colours on paper. National Diet Library.
Figure 2-4 Artist Unknown, Ojoin, 
Nishi Hongan-ji temple, c. 1880. 
Albumen print on paper; L 20.3 cm, W 
26.7 cm. Private collection.
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Figure 2-5 Nakajima Yusho (1837-1905), Views of Chion-in temple and Kennin-ji temple at the 
First Kyoto Exhibition, 1872. Illustrations in Hakurankai hinmotsu mokuroku. (ltd 1872.)
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Figure 2-6 Charles Wirgman 
(1832-1891), Exhibition of Arts and 
Manufactures at Kyoto Japan, 1872. 
Illustration in Illustrated London 
News, October 19, 1872.
Figure 2-7 Yushima Seido, c. 
1868.
Figure 2-8 Shosai Ikkei (dates unknown), Thirty-six famous sites in Tokyo, No. 30 Hakuran-sha, 
1872. Woodblock print, ink and colours on paper. Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 2-9 Kobayashi Kiyochika (1847-1915), Distant view of First National Industrial Exhibition, 
1877. Woodblock print, ink and colours printed on paper. Tokyo National Museum.
1881.
Museum.
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H > Figure 2-11 Da/ 4 fc// naikoku kangyd hakurankai wa Kyoto ni
-•* kaisetsu suruno tekito tosuru ikensho (Request for Kyoto to be the
*r venue of the Fourth National Industrial Exhibition). (Kyoto shoko
domeikai 1892.)
Figure 2-10 Utagawa Hiroshige III, Ueno Park of Second National Industrial Exhibition, 
Woodblock print, ink and colours printed on paper; L 36.8 cm, W 73.0 cm. Tokyo National
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Figure 2-12 Antonio Fontanesi and his students before his reassignment o f the school.
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Figure 2-13 Tanomura Chokunyu, Request for the establishment of a public painting school, 1878. 
Ink on paper. Kyoto Shiritsu Geijutsu Daigaku.
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Figure 2-14 Kono Bairei, Mochizuki Gyokusen, Kubota Beisen and Koseno Shoseki, Request for 
the establishment o f a public painting school, 1879. Ink on paper. Kyoto Shiritsu Geijutsu Daigaku.
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Figure 2-15 Tanomura 
Chokunyu, Ground plan of 
Kyoto-fu Gagakko. Kyoto 
Shiritsu Geijutsu Daigaku.
Figure 2-16 Kono Bairei, 
* Ground plan for Kyoto-fu
Gagakko. Kyoto Shiritsu 
if Geijutsu Daigaku.
A
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Figure 2-17 Artist unknown, Scene of classrooms of 
Kyoto-fu gagakko, 1877-1887. Ink on paper. Kyoto 
Shiritsu Geijutsu Daigaku.
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►Figure 2-18 Wagener Memorial. Okazaki Park in Kyoto.
Figure 2-19 Artists unknown, Official inspectors for the Vienna International Exposition, 1873.
Figure 2-20 (left) Hattori Kyoho, Plate with flowers and fruits, 1874. Inscription (inside footring): 
Meiji 7 nen 3 gatsu sha, Dai Nihon jika chakushoku so, Kyoho Hattori do ELM 0
(March, Meiji 7, painted by Hattori Kyoho, the founder of overglaze painting 
in the Great Japan). Porcelain with overglaze polychrome enamels. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 2-21 (right) Ceramic wares for Vienna International Exposition in 1873 and 1874. 
Photograph; L 14.1 cm, W 20.0 cm. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 2-22 Kyoto-fu Seimikyoku, early Meiji 
> era. photograph; L 8.0 cm, W 11.1 cm. Kyoto 
Furitsu Sogo Shiryokan.
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Figure 2-23 Tokyo Kogyo Gakko.
Figure 2-24 Ground plan o f Tokyo Kogyo Gakko, 1922.
The Department o f Ceramic and Grass is indicated with the red square by the Sumida River.
Figure 2-25 (left) Gottfried Wagener, Plate with fan and poem strip, Late 1880s (Azuma-yaki 
period). Stoneware with underglaze polychrome decoration and overglaze gold enamel; D 33.0 cm, 
H 3.0 cm. Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku.
Figure 2-26 (right) Gottfried Wagener, Large plate with three men dancing kashima odori, 
1887-1896(Asahi-yaki period). Stoneware with underglaze polychrome decoration and overglaze red 
and gold enamels; D 40.6 cm, H.4.5 cm. Kyoto National Museum.
Figure 2-27 Kanazawa-ku Kogyo Gakko.
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►Figure 2-28 Toyama-ken Kogei Gakko.
Figure 2-29 Kagawa-ken Kogei Gakko.
Figure 2-30 Saga-ken Kogyo Gakko.
Figure 2-31 Photograph of Wagener and 
his students taken at Wagener’s return to 
Germany, September 1890.
Back row from left: Matsumura Yajiro, 
Kuroda Masanori, Ichikawa Toyoji, Tateno 
Retsusuke, Shiba Torao, Kitamura Yaichiro, 
Asukai Kotaro, Ohara Tatsuhiko, Hirano 
Kosuke; Front row from left: Horikoshi 
Jusuke, Yamaji Yomaro, Gottfried Wagener, 
Fujie Eiko, Sekiguchi Kan’ichiro.
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►Figure 2-32 (left) Kitamura Yaichiro, Vase with crystalline glaze, c. 1900s. Porcelain with 
crystalline glaze. Ishikawa Kenritsu Kogyo Koto Gakko.
Figure 2-33 (right) Photograph taken at the closure of Kyoto Seimikyoku, c. 1880. 
Gottfried Wagener is in the middle of the second row.
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Figure 2-34 Tanzan Seikai, postscript o f Toki 
benkai, 1879. Kyoto Furitsu Sogo Shiryokan.
Chapter Three
Figure 3-1 Ogawa Kazumasa, Honmachi-dori Avenue, Yokohama, the early twentieth century. 
Albumen print; L 26.8 cm, W 21.2 cm. Nagasaki Daigaku Toshokan.
Figure 3-2 Photographer unknown, Kobe Bund, photograph, the late nineteenth century. Albumen 
print on paper board; L 23.1 cm, W 28.6 cm. Tokyo National Museum.
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►Figure 3-4 (right) Yabu Meizan, Tea bowl with butterfly and chrysanthemum, Meiji era. 
Stoneware with overglaze polychrome enamels and gold; H 5.0 cm, Diam 10.0 cm. Murata 
Masayuki Collection.
Figure 3-3 (left) Underwood & Underwood, Removing pottery from the kiln, at the famous 
Kinkozan porcelain works, 1904. Photograph; L 7.5 cm, W 15.0 cm. Fredric T. Schneider Collection.
TABU M EIZAN,
(PORCELAIN PAINTER.) 
Satsuma ware will be Painted by order.
C o u n te rfe it*  a re  m ade  m uch  o f  la te .
Pay y o u r  g ood  a tte n t io n  to  t h i t  m a rk .
One price only-
No. 197, N aka Nichome, Dojima, 
O S A K A ,  J A P A N .
Figure 3-5 (left) C. H. Graves, Manufacture o f Kyoto porcelain in Japan, Painting the microscopic 
decoration, 1902. Photograph; L 7.5 cm, W 15.0 cm. Fredric T. Schneider Collection.
Figure 3-6 (right) Yabu Meizan, advertisement, 1895.
Figure 3-7 Yabu Meizan, Pair o f vases with 
landscape and cloth-like shoulder decoration, 1890-95. 
Stoneware with overglaze polychrome and gold; FI 
18.0 cm. The Khalili Collection of Japanese Art.
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Figure 3-8 Kinkozan Sobei VII, Incense 
polychrome enamels and gold; H 46.4 cm.
burner with lion, c. 1900. Stoneware with overglaze 
Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 3-9 Mukai kilns, Iyo, Bowl with flowers, c. 1900. Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue; 
Diam 13.5 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 3-10 Suwa Sozan I, Vase with phoenix handles, 1914. 
Porcelain with celadon glaze; H 24.1 cm, Foot Diam 8.8 cm. 
Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 3-11 Hasegawa Sadanobu II, Prosperity of the coast 
of Kobe, 1871. Woodblock print, ink and colours on paper. 
Ikenaga Takeshi Collection, Kobe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan.
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Figure 3-12 List o f Chinese merchants in 
Kobe (Hirokawa 1893, 116.)
W+
Chapter Four
Figure 4-1 (left) Okuda Eisen, Water jar with kirin (ch. qilin) and chrysanthemum, the late 
eighteenth century. Porcelain with red and green overglaze enamels; H 15.0 cm, Diam 16.8 cm, Foot 
Diam 12.0 cm. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 4-2 (right) ‘Swatow ware’ bowl, Zhangzhou kilns, the seventeenth century. Porcelain with 
red and green overglaze enamels; H 9.4 cm, Diam 20.8 cm, Foot Diam 7.0 cm. Tokyo National 
Museum.
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Figure 4-3 (left) Fushimi-yaki kilns, Young 
boy making pilgrimage to Ise, the late Edo to 
early Meiji period. Earthenware with 
polychrome overglaze colours; H 9.0 cm. 
Private collection, Japan.
Figure 4-4 (right) Ito Jakuchu, Fushimi 
figurines, 1798, inscription: Beito o 85 sai ga 
A “h3Lfitiii (Painting by eighty-five 
year-old Beito o). Hanging scroll, ink and 
colours on paper; H 104.4 cm, W 28.0 cm. 
Etsuko and Joe Price Collection.
Figure 4-5 (left) Kinkodo Kamesuke, Water basin for washing sake cup in the shape of a Chinese 
boy pulling a cart, 1836. Signature (bottom): Tenpo 7 saru Kinkodo Kamesuke saku 
's£% #JtHm ade in 1836 by Kinkodo Kamesuke). Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue; H 17.0 cm. 
Private collection, Japan.
Figure 4-6 (right) Ninnami Dohachi, Plate with fish and water plants in the style o f Ming Chinese 
‘Swatow ware’, the first half o f the nineteenth century. Signature (inside footring): Kachutei 
Dohachi sei (made by Kachutei Dohachi). Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue
and overglaze red and green enamels; H 3.4 cm, Diam 25.0 cm, Foot Diam 15.7 cm. Tokyo National 
Museum.
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Figure 4-7 Seifu Yohei I, Bowl in the style o f ‘Swatow ware’, c. 1828 -  c. 1855. Seal (side): Seifu 
fitM . Stoneware with white slip and overglaze red and green; H 8.2 cm, Diam 15.8 cm, Foot Diam 
6.3 cm. Musee Guimet.
Figure 4-8 (left) Ninnami Dohachi, Raku tea bowl in the style o f Hon’ami Koetsu’s tea bowl 
entitled Kamiya (Paper Store), the first half o f the nineteenth century. Earthenware with red and 
black glazes; H 8.6 cm, Widest Diam 12.6 cm, Foot Diam 5.2 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 4-9 (right) Ninnami Dohachi, Gohon Tachizuru style tea bowl, the first half o f the 
nineteenth century. Seal (bottom); Ninnami’s seal in a shape of a trumpet shell. Stoneware with an 
impressed design o f crane and with iron oxide and white slip. The British Museum.
Figure 4-10 Ogata Kenzan, Octagonal food bowl in a style of Dutch Delft, the first half o f the 
eighteenth century. Stoneware with overglaze polychrome enamels; H 8.2 cm, Diam 11.6 cm. 
Idemitsu Bijutsukan.
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)Figure 4-11 Left: Ogata ShQhei, Sencha tea pot with European decoration, 1834. Inscription 
(side): Oju zoshi kogo aki ryojitsu Ogata ShOhei 0 (made for a
commission on a good day o f autumn in 1834, Ogata Shuhei). Stoneware with overglaze iron oxide 
and red enamel and gold; H 9.9 cm, W 10.7 cm. Private collection, Japan. Right: Ogata Shuhei, Set 
o f eight plates with European decoration, the first half of the nineteenth century. Seal (bottom): 
Ogata Shuhei zoshi (Ogada Shuhei made this). Stoneware with overglaze iron oxide
and red enamel; H 2.4 cm, Diam 17.2 cm. Kobe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan.
Figure 4-12: Takahashi Dohachi, Jug with 
a medallion, the nineteenth century. Seal 
(side): 1. illegible, 2. Dohachi iitA . 
Stoneware; H 10.0 cm, Diam 6.8 cm. Foot 
Diam 4.5 cm. Museum fur Kunst und 
Gewerbe, Hamburg.
Figure 4-13 Miura Chikusen I, Hand 
warmer in a style o f Dutch Delft , the late 
nineteenth century. Seal (bottom): Chikusen 
t t ^ ;  H 9.1 cm, Diam 11.3 cm, Foot Diam 8.9 
cm. Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 4-14: Plate with plum blossom and Chinese 
poem, Jingdezhen kilns, Yongzheng Era (1722-1735). 
Mark (inside footring): Yongzheng nianzhi 
Porcelain with overglaze polychrome enamels; H 4.4 
cm, Diam 17.3 cm. Foot Diam, 10.8 cm. Important 
Cultural Property of Japan. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 4-15 (left) Light-blue glazed vase with flower roundel, Jingdezhen kilns, Xuanhe mark 
(1119-1125) of the era o f Emperor Huizong (1082-1135) but Kangxi era (1662-1722). Mark (inside 
footring): Xuanhe nianzhi Porcelain with cobalt-blue glaze and incised patterns; H 20.8
cm, Percival David Collection, British Museum.
Figure 4-16 (right) Pair o f clair-de-lune vases, Jingdezhen kilns, Kangxi era (1662-1722). Mark 
(inside footring): Da Qing Kangxi nianzhi, Porcelain with light-blue glaze and
carvings; National Gallery o f Art, Washington DC.
Figure 4-17 (left) Green douqing vase, Jingdezhen kilns, Kangxi era (1622-1722), Mark (inside 
footring): Da Qing Kangxi nianzhi Porcelain with light-green douqing glaze with
carved patterns; H 21.3 cm, Guoli Gugong Bowuyuan (The Palace Museum, Beijing).
Figure 4-18 (right) ‘Peach-bloom’ water pot with dragon, Jingdezhen kilns, Kangxi era 
(1622-1722). Mark (inside footring): Da Qing Kangxi nianzhi Porcelain with pink
and green ‘peach bloom’ glaze; H 8.9 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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►Figure 4-19 (left) ‘Tea dust’ double-gourd shape vase, Jingdezhen kilns, Qianlong Era 
(1735-1795). Mark (Bottom): Da Qing Qianlong nianzhi Porcelain with ‘tea dust’
glaze; H 39.8 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 4-20 (right) ‘Robin’s egg’ vase, Jingdezhen kilns, Yongzheng Era (1723-1735). Mark (inside 
footring): Da Qing Yongzheng nianzhi ;k :?#$ iIE ^§^ . Porcelain with ‘robin’s egg’ glaze; H 26.7 
cm, Foot Diam 12.2 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 4-21 (left) Pair o f lemon yellow cups, Jingdezhen kilns, Guangxu era (1875-1908). Mark 
(inside footring): Da Qing Guangxu nianzhi Porcelain with overglaze lime green
enamel; Diam 9.5 cm. Kwan Collection, Xiang Gang Zhongwen Daxue (Chinese University of Hong 
Kong).
Figure 4-22 (right) Pair o f lime green cups, Jingdezhen kilns, Guangxu era (1875-1908). Mark 
(inside footring): Da Qing Guangxu nianzhi Porcelain with overglaze lime green
enamels; Diam 10.0 cm. Kwan Collection, Xiang Gang Zhongwen Daxue (Chinese University of 
Hong Kong).
Figure 4-23 Bowl with Pomegranate, Hizen 
kilns, 1830-1860. Porcelain with underglaze 
cobalt blue and overglaze polychrome 
enamels; H 11.0 cm, Diam 22.0 cm, Foot 
Diam 10.3 cm. Shibata Collection, Arita 
Porcelain Park.
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)Figure 4-24 (left) Water pot with flower, Kairakuen kiln, 1819-1852. Seal (bottom): Kairakuen sei 
Stoneware with overglaze blue and purple enamels; H 10.0 cm, Diam 18.3 cm, Foot 
Diam 10.8 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 4-25 (right) Fahua bowl with lotus, Jingdezhen kilns, Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). 
Stoneware with overglaze blue and purple enamels. Shanghai Bowuguan (Shanghai Museum).
Figure 4-26 Ninnami Dohachi, Gourd-shape bottle with phoenix, 1827. 
Inscription (side): Kairakuen sei signature (inside footring):
Ninnami zo Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue and
overglaze polychrome enamels; H 14.5 cm, Diam 8.0 cm, Foot Diam 4.9 
cm. Tekisui Bijutsukan.
Figure 4-27 Vase with Butterflies, Nanki Otokoyama kiln 
(body), Kairakuen kiln (Overglaze decoration), 1819-1835. 
Inscription (side): Kairakuen ga sei (painting was
done in Kairakuen), inscription (inside footiring): Nanki 
Otokoyama UJ, box inscription (side): Hairyo no
hanaike Tenpo Itsubi 6 nen 9gatsu niju-ichi nichi
-ft*—' P (vase that was given, 21 
September 1835). Porcelain with overglaze polychrome 
enamels; H 26.3 cm, Diam 10.6 cm, Foot Diam 8.2 cm. 
Wakayama Shiritsu Hakubutsukan.
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Figure 4-28 Plate with Flower, Tobe kilns (body), Gunchu 
jikkinte kiln (overglaze decoration), 1831-1868. Porcelain 
with overglaze pink, green and yellow enamels. Private 
collection, Japan.
Figure 4-29 Chrysanthemum dishes in twelve 
colours, Jingdezhen kilns, c. 1733. Mark (inside 
footring): Da Qing Yongzheng nianzhi 
(made in Yongzhen era of the Great Qing). Porcelain 
with overglaze polychrome enamels. Guoli Gugong 
Bowuyuan (The Palace Museum, Beijing).
Figure 4-30 (left) A shard o f a fencai bowl. Qianlong mark but nineteenth century Chinese copy. 
Mark (inside footring): Da Qing Qianlong nianzhi (made in Qianlong era o f the
Great Qing). Porcelain with overglaze polychrome enamels; H 8.4 cm, Diam 18.8 cm, Foot Diam 
7.3 cm. Object no. 1518, excavated in hole no. 43 o f the Aizu domain residence site in Shiodome, 
Tokyo. (Shiodome-chiku 1996, 211.)
Figure 4-31 (middle and right) Shards offencai ware (excavated in Aizu domain residence site in 
Shiodome, Tokyo), the early nineteenth century. Porcelain with overglaze polychrome enamels. 
(Shiodome-chiku 1996, 157, 161, 286, 295.)
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Figure 4-32 (left) Takahashi Dohachi 111, Brown basket vase, c. 1875. Signature (inside footring): 
Dai Nihon Dohachi sei ^  0  A §^ (made by Dohachi o f the Great Japan). Stoneware with
brown glaze; H 32.1 cm, D 17.7 cm, Foot Diam 10.4 cm. Victoria and Albert Museum.
Figure 4-33 (right) Celadon fish basket vase, Jingdezhen kilns, Yongzheng era (1723-1735). 
Porcelain with pale-green glaze; H 53.5 cm. Guoli Gugong Bowuyuan (The Palace Museum, 
Beijing).
Figure 4-34 Seifu Yohei 111, Bowl with flowers, c. 1900. Signature (inside footring): Seifu tffJH, 
box inscription (lid verso): Hyakkanishiki kashibachi 0 I (seal: Seifu ?h®L), box
inscription (lid recto): Seifu zo (seal: Teishitsu gigei’in 'rj? ii[t£lSJt). Porcelain with
overglaze polychrome enamels. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 4-35 Vase with Peony, Goryeo Dynasty, the twelfth 
century. White porcelain with incised decoration; H 36.8 cm. Foot 
Diam 12.8 cm. Kyoto National Museum.
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)Figure 4-36 Porcelain wares with low relief:
Left: Tea cup and saucer with prunus blossoms, Meissen, Germany, c. AD 1730. the British Museum. 
Middle: Cup and saucer with prunus blossoms, Bow, England, the mid eighteenth century, the 
British Museum. Right: Teapot and cover with pronus blossoms, Dehua kilns, Fujian province, Qing 
dynasty, c. 1700. the spout replaced in metal, British Museum.
Figure 4-37 ( le f t)
Photograph o f a vase with 
demon heads by Seifti Yohei IV, 
c. 1935. (Nagoya Matsuzakaya 
1935)
Figure 4-38 (right) Seifti 
Yohei IV, Vase with demon 
heads, 1930s. Signature (inside 
footring): Seifu ?#M. 
Porcelain; H 39.0 cm. Foot 
diam 12.0 cm. David Hyatt 
King Collection.
Figure 4-39 (left) Seifti Yohei IV, Hand warmer (one of a set o f eight). 1914-1940. Seal (bottom): 
Seifti fnM . Porcelain; H 8.7 cm, Diam 9.5 cm, H 9.5 cm, Diam 10.0 cm. David Hyatt King 
Collection.
Figure 4-40 (right) Censer, Dehua kilns, the mid-seventeenth century. Porcelain; H. 8.25 cm. 
Private collection.
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Figure 4-41 Seifu Yohei III (title page is by Higashikuze 
Michitomi), Kanbi Ishin jo  (Beauties at leisure
delighting spirits), 1907. Album, ink and colours on paper; H 
24.2 cm, W 36.0 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 4-42 Illustration for the article 
‘A Social M eeting o f  Japanese A rtists’ on  
27 January 1866 issue o f  the illustrated 
London News.
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Figure 4-43 W ang Y em ei, R iver landscape, 
1872-1889 . H anging scroll, ink and light colours on  
velvet; H 134.0 cm , W  4 9 .2  cm . Private co llection , 
Japan.
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Chapter Five
Figure 5-1 Sencha tea ware given to Townsend Harris 
from Inoue Kiyonao, Peabody Essex Museum, Salem, 
Massachusetts.
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Figure 5-2: An illustration of
Kundaikansouchdki.
Figure 5-3 (left) Tenmoku tea bowl, Jian kilns. Southern Song Dynasty, the twelfth century. 
Stoneware with tenmoku glaze and metal rim; H 7.0 cm, Diam 12.2 cm, Foot Diam 3.9 cm. Tokyo 
National Museum.
Figure 5-4 (right) Chojiro, Muichibutsu, Azuchi Momoyama Period. Red earthenware with 
transparent glaze; H 8.6 cm, Diam 11.2 cm, Foot Diam 4.8 cm. Egawa Bijutsukan.
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Figure 5-5 Letter by Sen no Rikyu, the sixteenth century. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 5-6 (left) Kinrande vase, Jingdezhen kiln, mid Ming dynasty. Porcelain with overglaze 
polychrome and gold leaf; H 29.0 cm, Diam 3.2 cm, Foot Diam 11.4 cm. Nezu Bijutsukan.
Figure 5-7 (right) Bowl with Chinese character ‘Shu’, Hizen kilns, 1690-1730. Porcelain with 
overglaze polychrome enamels and gold; H. 6.2 cm, Diam 21.7 cm, Foot Diam 12.3 cm. Private 
collection, Japan.
Figure 5-8 Seifti Yohei 111, Kinrande teacups, 1900s. Seal (inside footring): Seifti Porcelain 
with overglaze red and gold; H 5.3 cm, Diam 8.3, Foot Diam 3.6 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 5-9 Manpuku-ji temple.
Figure 5-10 Ito JakuchG, Manpuku-ji temple, the 
eighteenth century. Hanging scroll, ink on paper; H 96.0 
cm, W 28.0 cm. Etsuko & Joe Price Collection.
Figure 5-11 Two Yixing tea pot owned and used by Ingen. Left: Teapot, Yixing kilns, the 
seventeenth century. Stoneware; H 14.5 cm. Manpuku-ji. Right: Teapot with a poem by Shi Dabin, 
Yixing kilns, 1609. Inscription: Cha shou qing xiang you, ke dao yi ke xing, Shi Dabin zuo gu
— h f #  (Aged tea has clear flavour, guest will be delighted at an arrival,
Shi Dabin (made) after an old work). Stoneware; H 19.3 cm. Manpuku-ji.
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Figure 5-12 Map of Chinese residents in Maps of public 
offices in Nagasaki, the late Edo period. Ink and colours on 
paper; L 27.7 cm. National Archives of Japan.
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Figure 5-13 Ito Jakuchu, Portrait of Baisao with 
accompanied poem by Kimura Kenkado, the late eighteenth 
century. Hanging scroll, red and black ink on paper; H 129.1 
cm, W41.1 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 5-14 Baisao's sencha ware owned by Kimura Kenkado. Private collection, Japan.
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IFigure 5-15 Artist unknown, Arrival of Chinese ship, the late Edo period. Hand scroll, 
colours on paper; L 37.5 cm, W 529.0 cm. Nagasaki Rekishi Bunka Hakubutsukan.
ink and
Figure 5-16 Moku Bei, A set of sencha ware. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 5-17 (left) Meiho, Chashinko (tea caddy) with Chinese boys playing, the mid nineteenth 
century. Signature (side): Meiho sha (painted by Meiho). Porcelain with overglaze red and
gold decoration; H 13.9 cm, Diam 9.5 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 5-18 (right) Tozan Kiln, Chashinko (tea caddy) in tobiseiji style, the nineteenth century. 
Porcelain with celadon glaze with iron black dots; H 17.8 cm, W 6.5 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 5-19 Daiten Kenjo and Keishu Dorin, Banner of 
Tsusentei, the eighteenth century. Ink on hemp cloth; H 
69.5 cm, W 52.6 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 5-20 (right) Moku Bei, Sencha teapot and poem, 
the early nineteenth century. Hanging scroll, ink on paper; 
H 147.4 cm, W 7.3 cm. Idemitsu Bijutsukan.
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Figure 5-21 Ninnami Dohachi, Pot with wooden handle, 
stoneware with underglaze cobalt blue, the first half o f the 
nineteenth century. Signature (lid verso): Dohachi i i  A . 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue and wooden handle; 
H 27.6 cm, W 19.9 cm. Foot Diam 10.6 cm. Sairai-in, 
Kyoto.
Figure 5-22: Seifu Yohei I, Teapot, c. 1828 -  c. 1855. 
Signature (below handle): Seifti fit® . Stoneware with 
underglaze cobalt blue; H. 9.3 cm, W 14.7 cm, Foot Diam 
7.2 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 5-23 Seifu Yohei I, 
Porcelain stove with flowers o f four 
seasons, c. 1828 -  c. 1855. Signature 
(inside footring): Seifu sha Yohei zo 
(made by Yohei of 
Seifu workshop). Porcelain with 
underglaze cobalt blue; H 28.0 cm, 
Diam 13.8 cm. Private collection, 
Japan.
Figure 5-24 (left) Seiwan chakai hi (Stone monument o f Seiwan chakai). Sakuranomiya Park, 
Osaka.
Figure 5-25 (right) Tanomura Chokunyu, Illustration o f Seiwan chakai hi. (Tanomura 1863, 3-4.)
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Figure 5-26 Ike Taiga, Spring landscape o f Lake Xihu, the eighteenth century. Six panel screen, 
ink and light colour on paper; H 166.5 cm, W 371.0 cm. Important Cultural Treasure. Tokyo 
National Museum.
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Figure 5-27 Tanomura ChokunyO, 
Illustration in Seiwan chakai zuroku, 1863. 
(Tanomura 1863, 2-3.)
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Figure 5-28 Tanomura Chokunyu, Illustration in Seiwan chakai zuroku, 1863. (Tanomura 1863, 
1-2 .)
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Tanomura Chokunyu, Illustration in Seiwan chakai zuroku, 1863. (Tanomura 1863,
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Figure 5-30 Seifti Yohei III, Set o f sencha 
teacups with inscription by Tanomura 
Chokunyu, 1903. Seal (inside footring): 
Seifti inscription (side): 90 okina 
Chokunyu dojin sha A M
(calligraphy by 90 year old hermit 
Chokunyu). Stoneware with iron oxide; H 
4.8 cm, Diam 7.3 cm, Foot Diam 4.0 cm. 
Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 5-31 Seifti Yohei III, Water pot with painting of taro and calligraphy by Kano Tessai, the 
early twentieth century. Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue; H 15.0 cm. Shinsho-ji temple, Gifu.
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Figure 5-32 Seifti Yohei III, Set o f seven sencha teacups with paintings o f auspicious symbols and 
poems by Kano Tessai, the early twentieth century. Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue; H 4.4 cm, 
Diam 6.7 cm. Shinsho-ji temple, Gifu.
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Figure 5-33 (left) Guze Kannon. 
Horyu-ji temple, Nara.
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the early seventh century. Curved wood with gold; H 178.0 cm.
Figure 5-34 (right) Kano Tessai, Fenollosa and Okakura researching Buddhist sculptures (section), 
1925. Handscroll, ink on paper; 21.8 cm, 374.5 cm. Private collection, Japan.
Figure 5-36 Illustration in von Siebold’s Nippon //, 
TAB IX. (Von Siebold 1852.)
Figure 5-35 Kano Tessai, Baisao, 1925. 
Carved wood with colours; H 34.8 cm,
W 26.5 cm. Manpuku-ji temple, Kyoto.
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IFigure 5-37
Museum.
Display of objects, photograph, 1872-1888. William Gowland Collection, British
— '
Figure 5-38 Ninagawa Noritane, Kanko zusetsu, vol 5, front page and 2, British Museum.
Figure 5-39 Okakura Kakuzo, The Book o f  Tea, 1906.
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Figure 6-1 Courtyard of the Meiji Palace, 
Photograph.
Figure 6-2 (left) Seifti Yohei III, Vase with fish in water, 1890s. Porcelain with underglaze blue 
and purple. Present location of the vase is unknown. This photograph owned by a private collector in 
Japan.
Figure 6-3 (right) Miyagawa Kozan I, Stoneware basin with crab, 1881. Stoneware with brown 
glaze and overglaze polychrome enamels; H 34.3 cm, Diam 39.6 cm, Foot Diam 17.1 cm. Tokyo 
National Museum.
Figure 6-4 Miyagawa Kozan 1, Incense burner 
with dragons over wave, 1892/93. Signature 
(bottom): Makuzu yo Kozan sei S IS  i l #  ill 
(made by Kozan of Makuzu kiln). Porcelain with 
underglaze cobalt blue and high-fired green, red 
and brown glazes. Khalili Collection of Japanese 
Art, Geneva.
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Figure 6-6 (right) Kato Tomotaro, Vase with a crow in persimmon branches, c. 1890-1910. 
Signature (inside footring): Yugyokuen Toju sei (made by Toju of Yugyokuen).
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue, orange, yellow and black; H 52.2 cm, Foot Diam 16.6 cm. 
Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 6-7 (left) Chin Jukan XIII, Incense 
burner in the shape of insect cage, c. 1964. 
Stoneware with overglaze polychrome enamels 
and gold. Chin family collection.
Figure 6-8 (right) Chin Jukan XII, Vase with 
overglaze enamel and gold decoration of various 
flowers in medallions, c. 1893. Signature (inside 
footring): Satsuma Jukan sei (made
by Jukan of Satsuma). Stoneware with 
polychrome overglaze enamels and gold; H 77.0 
cm. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 6-5 (left) Takemoto Hayata, Porcelain Vase with shinsha glaze, c. 1880s. Porcelain 
red crystalline glaze; H 26.8 cm, Diam 8.1 cm. Tokyo National Museum.
Figure 6-9 Tsuji Katsuzo, Pair of vases with 
chrysanthemums, 1875-79. Inscription on the 
bottom: Hizen Tsuji sei (made by Tsuji
of Hizen). Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue 
and overglaze polychrome enamels and gold; H 
74.0 cm, Diam 25.5 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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Figure 6-10 Left: Seifu Yohei III, Seika kacho moyd kabin
(Blue-and-white vase with birds and flower), 1899. Signature (inside footring): Dai Nihon Seifu zo 
0 ^?# M je (m ad e  by Seifu o f Great Japan). Porcelain with underglaze cobalt blue; H 61.2 cm, 
Diam 32.5 cm. The library o f Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium. Right: Seifu Yohei III, 
Design for a vase, c. 1897. (Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1897b, preface.)
Figure 6-11 Left: Seifu Yohei III, Kanpakuji chokokuga kabin (Vase with
relief decoration), 1899. Signature (inside footring): Dai Nihon Seifu zo X  0 ^?# M ia (m ad e  by 
Seifu o f Great Japan). Porcelain with relief decoration and inglaze pink and yellow; H 59.1 cm, 
Diam 35.5 cm. Kunaicho yodo-ka (the Supplies Department of the Imperial Household Agency). 
Right: Seifti Yohei III, Design for a vase, c. 1897. (Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1897b, preface.)
Figure 6-12 Seifu Yohei III, Tenmoku-yu unryiihan kabin 0  (Tenmoku vase
with dragon in the clouds), 1899. Signature (inside footring): Dai Nihon Seifu zo 0 
(made by SeifU of Great Japan). Stoneware with tenmoku glaze; H 56.5 cm, Diam 33.2 cm. 
Naikaku-fu, Akasaka geihinkan (Imperial Guest House in Akasaka, Cabinet Office). Right: Seifu 
Yohei III, Design for a vase, c. 1897. (Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1897b, preface.)
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Figure 6-13 Senshu no ma in the Meiji Palace, Photograph. San’nomaru Shozokan.
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Figure 6-14 (left) Seifu Yohei III, Celadon water jar with peony, c. 1910. Inscription (inside 
footring): Seifu Porcelain with celadon glaze and relief decoration; H 17.5 cm, Diam 15.5
Foot Diam 8.4 cm. Jim Heusinger Collection.
cm,
Figure 6-15 (right) Supplement letter for the water jar that Seifu Yohei IV authenticating the water 
jar was made by Seifu Yohei 111.
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Figure 6-16 Seifu Yohei 111, Design for Porcelain Vase with Celadon 
Glaze in Tobiseiji style, c. 1897. (Kyoto Bijutsu Kyokai 1897 b, 
preface.)
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